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Tlze range of wltat we think and do
is limited by what u,e.fail to notice.
And because we fail to notice
that we fail to notice
there is little we can do
to change
untilwe notice
how failing to notice
shapes our thoughts and deeds.
(R.D.Laing, 1970)
ABSTRACT
The notion that women lie about rape is a prevalent belief with pervasive influence.
This thesis comprises a series of studies aimed at elucidating understanding of the
ways in which this belief affects police officers' responses to women who report rape.
The thesis begins by examining the historical context within which rape came to be
defined as a crime, and considers the impact of dominant assumptions regarding the
'nature' of women on the formation of rape laws. Factors affecting criminal justice
system responses to women who report rape are identified, considering in particular
the ways in which these have been influenced by views of women's inherent
deceirfulness.
Having established the ideological and socio-political framework, attention then
shifts to a consideration of rape in contemporary New Zealand. The views of rape
complainants regarding their experiences of reporting rape and sexual assault to the
police are presented, highlighting the centrality of 'being believed'. Quantitative and
qualitative data are presented from an analysis of police sexual assault investigation
files and are used to highlight the factors affecting police officers' perceptions of
complainants' crcdibility. The file analysis is complemented by material derived
from interviews with sexual assault investigators, which explores further the issue of
allegedly false rape complaints. The final study presented documents the experiences
of a group of rape victims who largely conform to the police stereotype of the 'perfect
victim'. In this chapter, women who were attacked by serial rapist Malcolm Rewa
reflect on the ways in which they were treated by the police. Their accounts are
useful in highlighting the potential for positive police-complainant relationships when
the issue of the victim's credibility is not the dominant concern.
Taken together, these studies provide a series of different perspectives on police
responses to reports of rape. The results indicate that concerns about the victim's
credibility continue to dominate reporting procedures, and that negative stereotypes
concerning lying, vengeful women remain influential. Recent attempts by the police
to improve women's experiences of rape investigations are acknowledged, but the
overall conclusion suggests that the scope for positive change will remain limited
while such negative stereotypes prevail.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Man is the hunter; woman is his game;
The sleek and shining creatures of the chase,
We hunt themfor the beauty of their skins;
They love us for it, and we ride them down.
(Alfred Lord Tennyson, 'The Princess',
quoted in McSherry, 1993, 27)
Man/woman; right/wrong; reason/emotion; truth/lies. Dichotomous thinking
polarises that which defies polarisation. Yet the crime of rape has been legally
defined for centuries in ways which uphold a rigid rape/not rape distinction.
Moreover, the societies within which such definitions have been promulgated have
reflected patriarchal privileging, with the gender class 'men' being equated with
rightness and the 'truth' and the gender class 'women' regarded as wrong and full of
lies. The long history of men's violence towards, and subjugation of, women
depended in large part on a woman's protests and accusations being silenced. Little
wonder, then, that women came to doubt the worth of their words and the value of
their selves. Men's credibility was dependent on continued perceptions of women's
lack of credibility, or on what Jocelynne Scutt (1997) has termed the construct of the
'incredible' woman, the woman who is hard to believe, who defies belief. As Scutt
says:
Wonzen's words are riglrtly accusatory, when women have been raped,
bashed, stalked, harassed, sexually exploited, killed. Women's words are
rightly accusatory, when they claim these crimes and civil wrongs have been
commined against them by nten. Men l<now this. No doubt this is why a
male-designed legal systern protests so loudly through its written and
unwritten laws, rules, practices and procedures that women's words are
suspect. That women's words are not credible. That every woman is an
incredible woman. (Scutt, 1997,4)
Issues of belief and credibility are more pronouneed in the history of criminal justice
system responses to rape than they are for any other crime. This has been justified
on the basis that rape incidents usually involve no witnesses apart from the key
parties involved, thus reducing the situation to one of her word against his. Other
crimes, such as robbery, may also depend on the victim's testimony alone but, unlike
rape, robbery has not been perceived in such problematic terms. The fact that rape
is the word of a woman against the word of a man is of critical import. Women's
words, historically, have counted for less than men's 
- 
if only because men regarded
them that way. Throughout the history of patriarchy, men's 'truth' prevailed and
women's voice was silenced (Taslitz, 1999). One of the most effective silencing
mechanisms, when simply ignoring women was no longer a sufficient control
strategy, was to declare women's voices to be lying. Women, it was alleged, either
deliberately tell falsehoods, or are so deceived that they do not know their own
minds. Either way, the word of a woman counts for little.
The focus of this thesis is on the responses of the police to women who have made
complaints of rape. Whilst the crime of male rape must be acknowledged and is
achieving greater recognition legally and socially (Gillespie, 1996; Lees, 1997;
Mezey and King, 1992), it is female victims who are the subject of this thesis. This
is not only because of their numerical dominance, but because the history of the
crime of rape precluded recognition of male victims until very recently. A major
strand of analysis running through this thesis focuses attention on the patriarchal
Iegacies still present in contemporary thought and practice. Of particular relevance
are the ways in which heterosexual relationships have been structured to privilege
men and accord them greater rewards and credibility than women. Men's
definitions, interpretations and experiences have tended to be accorded the status of
'objectivity' and 'truth'; in contrast, women have traditionally been ignored,
subsumed within accounts pertaining to men, discounted as liars, or at best seen as
wholly subjective. This thesis explores the issue of why women's words have been
construed as non-believable in the context of police responses to wornen rape
complainants. It focuses on the factors assumed by the police to denote credibility
and seeks to identify the basis underlying police beliefs in high levels of false rape
complaints.
The studies
Internationally, there has been comparatively little research conducted on
complainants' experiences of reporting rape to the police since the significant
reforms to law and procedures which took place in the mid-late 1980s. New
Zealand was one of the first countries to attempt major refonns of its rape laws and,
amongst other developments, introduced an expanded, gender-neutral definition of
'rape' in 1986, as well as abolishing married men's 'right' to spousal immunity from
prosecution for rape (Sullivan, 1986). However, whilst some important, recent
studies have been undertaken in England (Gregory and Lees, 1999; Temkin,1997;
1999), the United States (Taslitz, 1999) and Australia (Easteal, 1998a), developments
in New Zealand had remained virtually uncharted since a major study pre-dating
these reforms (Young, 1983). An initial interview-based study that I participated in
provided the impetus and direction for the studies presented here (Jordan, 1998a).
It identified that the issue of being believed was a key concern for women when they
approached the police with a report of rape, and that scepticism and suspiciousness
towards rape complainants appeared to be common amongst police investigative
officers. These themes informed the research design for this thesis.
As a series of related studies on rape, this thesis is primarily concerned with the
depiction and analysis of police responses to female complainants of rape and sexual
assault. The specific aims of this research were as follows:
To identify and examine the factors which inform police decision-making in
relation to female rape complainants;
To understand why police officers express doubts as to the authenticity of
women who make rape complaints;
. To gain an understanding, from the complainant's perspective, of police
practices, and the attitudes necessary to establish positive police-complainant
relationships.
The first study documented here was originally conducted in the mid-l990s, and
involved the interviewing and analysis of 48 women's experiences of reporting rape
and sexual assault to the police (Jordan, 1998a). One significant finding emerging
from this study was the centrality of issues of belief and credibility as they related to
police perceptions of rape victims. The identification of this issue informed the
decision to embark on three subsequent studies: the first of these involved an analysis
of police files to determine the factors affecting investigative decision-making; the
second involved interviews with experienced detectives to elicit their views on rape
investigations and aspects of victims' credibility; and the third involved interviews
with a group of women deemed highly credible 
- 
the victims of a serial rapist 
- 
in
order to ascertain the extent to which 'perfect' victims receive 'perfect' policing, and
what we might learn from this experience.
Perspective taken
It is important in any research endeavour to acknowledge one's values and beliefs in
order to clarify the nature of the lens through which one looks at the world. As Liz
Stanley and Sue Wise pointed out so cogently, research emerges from, and in turn is
experienced by, the researcher and is not simply the outcome of detached, 'objective'
practices (Stanley and Wise, 1993). In my case, that lens must inevitably reflect my
position as a white, middle class, middle aged (but feisty!) woman living in a society
that bears the twin, and related legacies, of patriarchy and colonialism. As a
criminologist with a background in sociology, I consider it not only important but
essential to contextualize individual acts within their social structural location. This
'location' is, for me, not a fixed, static entity but a fluid concept which evolves and
mutates through time. Any understanding of contemporary dynamics must
acknowledge the legacy of the past, ever present even if slightly obscured or more
nuanced. As a feminist, I am particularly aware of the critical impact of gender and
of the significance of living in a society marked by gender differences and
inequalities. And as a woman who is passionate about social justice, I am motivated
to probe beneath surface realities to ascertain the truths and do what I can to promote
fairness and equity.
Interviewing dynamics
Much of the data gathered for this thesis was obtained through in-depth interviews
with either police detectives or women who had been raped or sexually assaulted.
These interviews were all based on semi-structured schedules, using predominantly
open-ended questions- Such an approach was favoured for its flexibility and
responsiveness and for the ways it encourages those being interviewed to tell their
realities in their own words (Reinharz, 1992). Kenneth Tunnell has observed, in
relation to interviewing criminal offenders,
A sociological verstehen of crime means accepting the subjective viewpoint
and understanding actors' states of mind while rejecting the notion that
science can deliver a complete or ontological reality. It also implicitly nxeans
tlxat empirical knowledge is subjective and typically reflects (among other
things) investigators' interests, values andbiases. (Tunnell, 1998, Zl4-Zl5)
The theoretical foundations and methodological infrastructure of this thesis
inevitably reflect my biases and subjective impressions as well as those of all the
many participants in the research process. These must be acknowledged, rather than
hidden behind a fagade of 'scientific objectivity' that can never be sustainable in the
value-laden world of social research. To quote Tunnell again,
Sociology, happily, is not value free, but is filtered through human qualities
and emotions and, as a result, is both limited and liberated by the human
state. (Tunnell, 1998, 217)
Acknowledging my own background was, therefore, central to the process of
negotiating and establishing rapport with the interview participants. Early feminist
researchers often commented about how easy it was for women to interview women
(Bell and Roberts, 1984: Finch, 1984; Oakley, 1981). Subsequent wrirers have
qualified this to some extent, noting that gender-identification alone may not be
sufficient to overcome the structural divisions of race and class (Edwards, 1993;
Horn, 1995). In rny case, it seemed to be very easy to establish a good rapport with
the women I interviewed, and this may have been aided by, in most cases, our
sharing not only a common gender but also corlmon ethnicity and similar class
positions. However, rapport also seemed to be just as easy to gain with those
women from a different ethnic or class background. What appeared to be more
important was the women's sense of where I was coming from, what my credentials
were, and why I was doing what I was doing. one, for example, asked to see a copy
of other research I had published on rape and, during some of the interviews, it
seemed appropriate at times for me to acknowledge that I, too, knew some of the
tealities of sexual victimisation. From what some of these women said, it seemed
that in telling their 'stories' I was doing what many of them had hoped would
happen, so we shared a common goal. Ultimately, the fact that I believe they could
sense that I respected them and was committed to representing them accurately
meant that I was privileged to have them share very personal, and sometirnes still
emotionally raw, experiences with me.
The interviews that I conducted with the police officers could have been quite
different. To begin with, most were male and I was not, and they were 'police' and I
was not. What may also have counted against me was my status as an academic,
since the latter rarely rank highly in the eyes of many police. However, as both
Edwards (1993) and Horn (1995) have said, it is possible to acknowledge structural
differences and turn them into advantages. Thus I tried to ensure that I approached
these interviews in a way that communicated my position as someone who knew
very little about the world of policing and was dependent on them clarifying my
understanding. This was not hard to do, since at times my ignorance was palpably
obvious! What was particularly important was the need to convey respect for the
officers concerned and, on those occasions where I felt such respect waning, to
consciously try to place myself in the shoes of that particular detective and try to
understand the world from their vantage-point. I believe this helped immensely both
in maintaining rapport and advancing my understanding and awareness.
Conducting research with both rape complainants and detectives impressed upon me
the existence of diverse 'truths' and social realities. My experiences reaffirmed that
there is no one, single, absolute Truth 'out there' waiting for the intrepid social
scientist to discover it (Stanley and Wise, 1993, 113). Instead, competing and
contradictory accounts were encountered and had to be negotiated, and within this
process my experiences as the person involved in, and affected by, this research had
to be considered.
Ethical issues
Any research involving people has ethical implications, and research involving
persons who are traumatised and potentially vulnerable canies with it particular
ethical responsibilities. Even the initial decision as to whether or not it is justifiable
to interview women who have been raped is a difficult one to make. Of major
concern is the potential for the research process to impact detrimentally on
participants, and the fear that it may itself become a victimising experience.
Involvement with the earlier study (Jordan, 1998a) had sensitised me to the
paramount importance of these issues, and also persuaded me that sensitive, ethical,
constructive research was possible in this area. It is also essential, and desirable, as a
means of ensuring that the voices of rape complainants themselves could be heard.
For this to be achieved, however, it was important that certain safeguards were
adhered to, along with a commitment to placing the women's welfare first and my
research results second. In the case of the women interviewed primarily for the
study presented in this thesis, the initial impetus came from some of the women
themselves and there was a process of consultation between them and myself prior to
ally agreement that a study would be undertaken. Considerable effort was also taken
by me, as the researcher, to minimise the risk of retraumatisation in interviewing the
wornen. The procedures adopted are outlined further in Chapter 7.
Research limitations
AII research endeavours have particular methodological limitations attached to them.
These are addressed in the relevant chapter for each particular study presented here.
The decision to approach the issue of complainant credibility through a series of
related studies was, however, made in an attempt to counter some of the limitations
within each individual study. Considerable effort has been made to interpret the
results of these studies within the context of an extensive review of the literature
(presented in Chapter 2). Interpretation is by its very nature a subjective act; thus
the possibility of my misinterpretation of some data must be acknowledged. This
inevitably raises the question of misinterpretation according to whose definition of a
situation, and makes it important to recognise whose voice is privileged in the
accounts that follow.
Deciding whose voice to privilege
Interview subjects are not all positioned equally, and that is especially true when the
research involves gathering material from different sets of respondents. In this case,
the police occupy a position of authority in a system which redefines victims as
witnesses, making it additionally important for a researcher to be aware of potential
power imbalances. It is against this backdrop that the question arises of whose
account to privilege or situate in the most influential position. This is not necessarily
the same as inferring one particular position to be more truthful than another,
because the 'truth' of any particular context may be somewhat different for the
parties involved. As will be seen in the research results, the narratives of rape
adhered to by the police may be ostensibly about the same incident as that reported
by the victim, yet appear quite different in emphasis and interpretation. Subjective
experiences differ, and the issue for the researcher becomes one of whose subjective
experience to position more centrally 
- 
in other words, the subjective emphasis of the
researcher becomes apparent at this point. In the research presented here, it is the
voice of the victims that is privileged by using accounts from raped women
themselves to both begin and end this thesis. The data obtained from the police are,
in effect, sandwiched between the studies conducted with the women themselves.
whose perceptions of how they were treated lie at the heart of this thesis.
'Victims' and'survivors'
Considerable debate has sunounded the use of the terms 'victim' or 'survivor' in
relation to women who have experienced sexual violence. The term 'victim' was
criticised, often rightly so, for reinforcing a sense of women's passivity and
consolidating her victim-status. The preference for 'survivor' was equated with
recognition of women's active resistance and sense of agency (Kelly, 1988; Stanko,
1985). More recently, however, the 'victim' or 'survivor' debate itself has appeared
to be in danger of reinforcing a binary opposition which negates the complex realities
of women's experience. An unintended consequence resulting from over-emphasis
of the survival aspects can be a silencing of the victim's voice, and a minimising by
some women of the effects of sexual violence. Women whom I interviewed often
expressed divided views on this issue, with some explicitly rejecting being told, as
they saw it, that they 'hadto call themselves survivors'. In this thesis, therefore, I
use both terms at different times, consciously choosing the term 'victim' either when
acknowledging that a person has been criminally offended against, or when it is
important to ensure adequate recognition of the effects of men's violence and
victimisation on women as well as women's capacity for survival.
Outline of chapters
The stmcture of this thesis consists primarily of the results and analysis of the rape
studies conducted. The background to each study, and the methodology adopted,
are contained within the relevant chapter.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the literature deemed to be of particular relevance
to the questions explored in this thesis. Drawing parameters around the possible
subjects to be included in this review was one of the most difficult tasks I faced.
The subject of rape traverses a series of contested and highly disputed terrains. Sex,
power, privilege, Iaw, and religion are all evident in discussions of rape through the
ages, making charting a course through the literature a complex and potentially
hazardous task. What is included here represents my attempt to consider the ways
in which themes evident in the literature on rape and on the nature of women
combine to influence criminal justice system responses to women who make
complaints of rape.
In Chapter 3, a summary is presented of the first rape study I was involved in
conducting. This research comprised interviews with New Z,eaIand women who had
been raped, and amongst its findings was the importance to the women of being
believed by the police, especially when met by apparently high levels of police
mistrust. This result formed the platform for the studies presented in the rest of this
thesis.
Chapters 4 and 5 outline the central findings from my analysis of police rape
investigation files for the year 1997. The principal aim of this research was to gain
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an understanding of the factors affecting police decision-making processes in relation
to rape complaints. In particular, I wanted to understand how the evidence had been
evaluated and why the investigation of cases was so often terminated.
Chapter 6 presents the findings which emerged from interviews with detectives
concerning their experiences in sexual assault investigations in New Zealand. This
study sought to identify commonalities and differences in detectives' perceptions,
and to advance my understanding of the ways in which police officers view and
assess the credibility of rape complainants.
In Chapter 7, the focus shifts to a consideration of the experiences of one group of
rape victims in particular and their interactions with the police. Their status as the
victirns of a serial rapist meant that few of these women encountered disbelieving
attitudes or negativity from the police. Moreover, their importance to the success of
the investigation was recognised and conscious efforts were made by the police to
treat them with consideration and respect. For these reasons, they provide a good
opportunity for gaining further insights into factors affecting the quality of police-
complainant relationships,
The final chapter, Chapter 8, links the findings from these studies together and back
to the wider literature. The themes emerging are discussed, and the implications of
this research, for the police in particular, are outlined. The overall conclusion
acknowledges the difficulties involved in any determination of 'truth', while
maintaining that adherence to particular myths and 'lies' about women will continue
to stand in the way of the 'truth' behind any one case being recognised and justice
delivered.
***
II
CTIAPTER 2: TIIE BROADER CONTEXT
We're trapped inside a legacy, and its core is patriarchal. (Johnson, 1997 ,4)
From seduction to rape, from rape to seduction, an easy and endless
patriarclzal loop. (Taslitz, 1999, 57)
Introduction
Police perceptions of victims' credibility in relation to rape complainants forms the
central focus of this thesis. Before addressing, in subsequent chapters, the research
projects that provide the principal data for this thesis, an overview is provided of the
broader context surrounding these studies.
The contextual material presented here derives from an examination of both
historical and contemporary literature on rape, and contains coverage of traditional
ideas pertaining to the nature of women as well as reviewing developments in police
policy and practice. The material on rape is presented first, in order to provide an
overview of the principal subject matter at the heart of this thesis, The ways in
which rape has been defined in law have reflected dominant ideological discourses, a
key strand of which involves underlying assumptions and beliefs concerning the
nature of women. The second major section of this chapter explores these
underlying views on women, with particular relevance to perceptions of women's
veracity, since this impacts significantly on responses to women who are rape
cornplainants. In turn, these broad views on women form part of the social climate
within which criminal justice system agencies, such as the police, function and
operate; thus the third main focus in this chapter concerns police responses to women
as victims of sexual violence. In particular, brief coverage is provided here of
studies that have sought to obtain the views of complainants themselves regarding
their treatment by the police, as well as outlining recent police initiatives developed
in response to their views.
t2
I. RAPE: NATURE, DEFIMTIONS AND HISTORY
What is rape?
Defining rape is a difficult task (Bourque, 1989; Box, 1983; Katz and Mazur, 1979;
Kelly, 1988; Los, 1994). While simple definitions can be advanced, such as rape is
sex forced on a woman without her consent, these attempts to define rape ignore the
fraught mine-fields that surround the categories 'sex', 'force', nwoman', and
'consent', Take the concept of 'sex', for example. If sex is equated with acts of
intercourse involving penetration by a male's penis of a woman's vagina, then this
effectively limits the accepted understanding of what is sexual to practices reflective
of masculinist and heterosexist assumptions. In other words, the view of sex which
prevails is one formulated by men to describe sex with women. Moreover, if
definitions of rape are predicated on such assumptions, only those offences are
acknowledged which similarly involve the penetration of a woman's vagina by a
man's penis, with the added ingredient of 'force', on his part, and/or'laek of
consent', on hers. In writing about the 'legitimate victim', Weis and Borges noted:
The widely held conception that rape is primarily a sexual act easily leads to
the argurnent that for sexually experienced women, one more act should not
matter. If, however, rape is understood as lzumiliation, violation of self-
determination and an intimate attack on the woman's personhood, then the
extent of her previous sexual experience should bear linle impact on the
treatment she desentes as an authentic rape victim. (Weis and Borges,1975,
r22-t23)
Much feminist debate has railed over the issue of whether or not rape is a sexual act
(Bell, I99l; Brownmiller, 1975; Donat and D'Emilio, 1992; Griffin, 1975; Howe,
1998; Los, 1994; Muehlenhard et. al., 1992\ and over the extent to which an
emphasis on the sexual aspect minimises the power and coercion aspects involved
and obscures acknowledgment of rape as an act of violence (Howe, 1998; Kelly,
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1988). To remove or obscure the power dimensions reduces rape to an act of clumsy
seduction or views it as the result of poor communication by a lust-driven male,
thereby privileging the voices of excuse-finding men over their victims, many of
whose lives will never be the same again. Feminists' acknowledgment of the
relationship between'sex'and'power', however, can also differ in emphasis and
interpretation. While some have stressed men's use of their power to achieve sexual
satisfaction (for example, Barry, 1979), others have shown how sex is used to
achieve or maintain power (for example, Kelly, 1988). Jocelynne Scutt has
expressed it this way:
Farfromrape not being'about sex' as some arewont argue, rape is directly
relevant to 'sex'. Certainly for the victiln, it is notlzing to do with loving,
caring. consideration whichwe see as consensual 'sex,'. But it is 'about
sex': the 'sex act' is intimately linked with power and violence in the act of a
rapist..... Rape is a maniftstation of power, aggression, violence and
brutality specifically directedthrough sex. It is not 'not sex'. (scutt, 1993,
182)
What seems particularly important is preserving a sense of the structural
interconnectedness of sex and violence within heterosexual relationships in a
patriarchal society, in a way which acknowledges the diverse forms and
manifestations such violence may take. Within this, recognition must be given to
women's own processes of perceiving, defining, and responding to sexual violence.
This approach will inevitably expand and complicate traditional legal definitions,
stressing as it must the diverse and even contradictory ways in which sexual violence
is experienced and understood.
One major complication surrounding the definition of rape, then, arises from the
issue of deciding whose voice to privilege, whose perspective to speak from. Rape
as defined by the victim will be a very different phenomenon from rape as defined by
the perpetrator. Rape as defined by the victim may also differ markedly from its
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definition in law or, for that matter, in much of criminology. Moreover, those who
have been raped may define rape very differently from those who have not; but even
this is not straightforward. For many victims of rape themselves, the definition of
rape is a vexed issue, particularly in relation to naming their own experience as rape
(Kelly, 1988; Patton and Mannison, 1998; Wood and Rennie,1994). Rape itself is
an emotive word, and has traditionally borne its own cloak of stigma. Many sexual
assault victims struggle to make the decision to report; the majority never do
(Bachman, 1993; Burt and Katz, 1985; Epstein and Langenbahn, t994; Freckelton,
1998; Koss et. al., 1987; LeDoux and Hazelwood, 1999; Russell, 1984). The
reluctance to define oneself as a rape victim can be linked to various concerns,
including fear of being blamed or ostracized, fear of the perpetrator and/or
consequences, mixed emotions towards the perpetrator (who is typically already
known by the victim and may be her boyfriend or partner), and a general reluctance
to admit to being sexually violated (Holmstrom and Burgess, 1991; Kelly, 1988;
Wood and Rennie, 1994).
In recent years, there has been extensive challenging by feminists of the traditional
definitions of rape for being so narrowly restricted to one particular sexual act and of
the law generally for being biased in favour of men @onat and D'Emilio, 1992;
Kelly, 1988; Mason, 1995; Taslitz, 1999). To define rape in law as penetration by
the penis of the vagina, without consent, excludes the possibilities of men being
victims or women the perpetrators of sexual assault, and prevents recognition of
other sexual acts which may be experienced as equally violating. The argument has
been advanced that the traditional definition derives from heterosexual men's
obsession with, in effect, one object and one opening (Howe, 1998; Walklate 1995).
Any woman who has had a bottle or hairbrush rammed up her, or had a penis forced
down her throat to the point where she wanted to gag, or had objects thrust up her
anus, knows only too well that sexual violation comes in many forms. The force
accompanying sexual violation may also be more subtle than these examples would
indicate. The presence of weapons or threats may be used to secure victims'
compliance; or compliance might be obtained by the implicit threat of withdrawal of
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funds, or by promises of protection or favours. While gender inequality continues at
a social level, women will remain vulnerable to sexual and physical violence in their
relationships with men.
The Iaw reflects the polarised thinking characteristic of Western philosophical
tradition: black and white, either/or, binary opposites, a choice of one or the other,
not a mixture, not 'both/and' but 'this or that'. The dichotomous thinking of the
law bears little resemblance to the continuum of experiences described by women as
sexual assault.
In particular, Iegal discourse tends to assume that there is afine line between
consensual and non-consensuai sexual inlercourse; iliat is, belzar-iour v;l",ick
night look like rape can become consensual in the blink of an eye.... [The]
Iine drawn between rape and legitimate sexual behaviour has been drawn in
a location which erases the experiences of the majority of victints of sexual
assault. (Young, 1998. 145-6; 141)
When women speak in their own voices, they detail a much broader range of sexual
experiences that feel coercive and bring with them the violation and traumatising
effects of coerced sex, than those legally defined as rape/attempted rape (Kelly,
1988; Young, 1998). Even within the law itself, the difference between sexual
violation and indecent assault, for example, is often blurred, with some of the
incidents classified as indecent assault being described in very similar ways to others
classified as attempted rape or sexual violation (Walklate, 1995; see also examples in
Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis).
Accordingly, many feminists argue that legal definitions do not resonate with
women's experiences (Kelly, 1988; Scutt, 1998; Smart, 1989; Young, 1998). If we
accept the high incidence and prevalence figures, we can see that rape is not a rare,
aberrant act, but is what Walklate terms an 'ordinary' experience, and one that is far
more common than generally supposed.
l6
' Rape is the ordinary product of ordinary ftnale, heterosexual) beltaviour.
That helps explain the emotiveness of the issue. It touches upon all our
experiences both ntale and female. It is its ordinariness which renders it so
dfficuh to grasp and embrace. It challenges us all to exanrine ourselves and
our relationships very carefully. In so doing, it can make us all
uncomfortable. And so it shoald. (Walklate, 1995, 85)
It is, therefore, apparent that legal definitions of rape do not necessarily reflect
women's experiences of sexual assault and violation. The law assumes a clear
dividing line between rape and not-rape, a distinction which primarily only male
judges and lawyers seem able to uphold. For most victims of sexual assault, the
black and rvhite categories of the law fade inio rnultiple shades of grey. The legal
definitions seldom come close to what women experience, and how women feel.
Thus, as Liz Kelly has so clearly set out, women's experiences are depicted much
more easily along a continuum of sexual violence than they are encapsulated within
the law's unyielding categories (Kelly, 1988). As she expresses it:
TIze male definitions of sexual violence which are encoded in laws and which
underlie the stereotypes are limited and draw on the extremes of the
continuum of sexual violence. (Kelly, 1988, 157)
Criticisrn of narrow legal definitions of rape has led to many jurisdictions
introducing legal reforms in this area. In New Zealand,, the most significant changes
occurred in 1986, when legislative amendments were introduced which, amongst
other changes, expanded the definition of sexual assault to make rape, as traditionally
defined, one category of the new offence of 'sexual violation' (Sullivan, 1986).
These changes acknowledged that the penis was not the only weapon of sexual
assault, nor the vagina the only orifice able to be invaded. Hence, sexual violation
offences were redefined to include forced anal and oral sex, using any object able to
be used for that purpose, and the concept of 'rape victim' was expanded to apply to
both male and female victims of sexual assault. One other major change introduced
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at this time involved the abolition of spousal immunity. Previously, rape charges
could not be laid by a wife against her husband; as the next section explores, there
was legally no such act as rape in marriage. The abolition of spousal irnmunity
removed the husband's prerogative, making it legally possible, at least, for men to be
charged for acts of sexual violence perpetrated against their wives.
Within this thesis, the terms 'rape' and 'sexual violation' are used synonymously,
reflecting legal acknowledgment of the expanded concept of rape. Much of the
material presented reflects upon police practices and categorizations, seeking
understanding of police processes of naming and definition. The women
interviewed for this research were those who had reported their experience of sexual
viole.nce to the police, and who had, thus, identified the bchaviour they experienced
as violating and unacceptable. What is of particular interest here is the extent to
which these women's definitions were accepted and acted upon by the police, and
the factors identified as critical in determining police responses.
Measurement of rape
The measurement of rape has been a vexed issue, partly because of definitional
debates, and also because of the profound methodological difficulties associated with
the quest for reliable data in this area. One major difficulty associated with the
measurement of rape arises from the fact that not all studies define rape in same way
(Kelly, 1988; Walklate, 1995). Some researchers use definitions which equate with
legal definitions in order to facilitate comparisons with police statistics (for example,
Russell, 1990; Warshaw, 1988); others allow respondents to define their own
experience (for example, Hall, 1985; Kelly, 1988).
Official crime statistics have long been recognised as notoriously unreliable
indicators of the incidence of rape. Most rape victims do not report @ureau of
Justice Statistics, 1991; Feldman-Summers and Norris, 1984; Kelly, 1988; Kilpatrick
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et. a1., 1987; Koss et. al., 1988; Williams, 1984), or minimise the severity of the
incident (Kelly, 1988; Kelly and Radford, 1996; Wood and Rennie,1994). Results
from one United States study, for example, showed that between five and eight
percent of adult cases of sexual assault were reported to the police, compared with
6l.5Vo of robberies and 825Vo of burglaries (Kilpatrick et. al., 1987). Even if
reporting rates were higher, police in different jurisdictions often have different
recording practices, even between districts within nations, let. alone on an
international basis. One approach taken by researchers is to estimate the incidence
of rape, i.e. the total number of incidents occurring in a specified time period or,
expressed slightly differently, the number of new episodes of an event occurring
during a specific time period. For example, the 1988 British Crime Survey offers an
incidence estimate of 60,000 sexual offenccs against wornen for the year 1987, of
which about 13,000 were reported (Walklate, 1995).
An alternative measurement sbategy has involved estimating prevalence rates, i.e.
the number of individuals who experience victimisation within a specified time
frame. Exarnples of these include Hall's prevalence study (1985), which reported
that one in six women have experienced rape, and one in three sexual assault, in their
lifetime, and also studies by Russell (1990) and Painter (1991), who both reported a
prevalence rate of one in seven for women who had experienced rape in marriage.
It was hoped that many of the measurement difficulties associated with the
traditional reliance on official statistics would be circumvented by victimisation
surveys, but they also have questionable validity. For many years, for instance, the
British Crime Surveys yielded exceptionally low rates of sexual abuse and violence,
a finding acknowledged to emanate from the methodology of the survey rather than
from low rates of sexual assault per se (Gregory and Lees, 1999; Maguire, 1994;
Stanko, 1988). The New Zealand Survey of Crime Victims 1996 attempted to
address this issue by using a self-completed questionnaire on the topics of sexual
offending and partner violence. The survey revealed that more than a quarter of the
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women rcspondents had experienced some form of sexual victimisation (Young et.
al,1997).
One major limitation with early victimisation surveys arose from their apparent
insensitivity to the impact of asking questions about sexual violence on the
respondents and their current situation. The practice of including a few questions on
rape and family violence in the middle of a general crime survey came to be
criticised, especially when it was possible that interviewers were asking such
questions while other family members, and possibly perpetrators, were also present
(Gregory and Lees, 1999; Stanko, 1988). Specific surveys began to be designed,
worded carefully and administered in potentially safer and less compromising
environments (for example, see Morris, l99l).
Probably the best known of these, in relation to rape and sexual assault, has been the
Sexual Experiences Survey (Koss et. al., 1987). The questions were worded in
'neutral' language that asked women to describe different sexual experiences, which
were then assessed by the researchers to determine whether these incidents, as
described, met legal definitions of rape, attempted rape, and so forth. The survey by
Koss, Gidycz and Wisniewski (1987) was conducted on college campuses in the
United States of America. The results showed that over one quarter of the
respondents (27Vo) recalled an incident that had occurred since their l4tr' birthday and
that met the legal definition of rape, or attempted rape. Eighty per cent of these
incidents involved someone whom the victim already knew, with 57Vo involving
someone they were dating at the time.
The Sexual Experiences Survey was replicated with a smaller sample of university
undergraduate students in Auckland, New Zealand, and yielded strikingly similar
findings (Gavey, 1991). The results showed that25Vo of the participants had been
raped or had experienced attempted rape, with known perpetrators accounting for
83Vo of the sexually abusive incidents. The latest large-scale victimisation survey in
New Zealand, the New Zealand National Survey of Crime Victims 1996, estimated
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that 26Vo of female respondents had experienced some form of sexual victimisation
in their lifetime (Young, et. al., 1997).
Whilst victimisation surveys, if administered sensitively, can provide potentially
more reliable estimates of prevalence rates, it is likely that they will still under-
estimate the extent of sexual victimisation. The reluctance of many women to
define and name what they experienced as violence, minimise its severity, or simply
'forget' and try to erase it from their memory, means that, as Kelly has noted, 'all
estimates of prevalence are likely to be underestimates' (Kelly, 1988, 158). This is
especially so in relation to sexual violations perpetrated by men who are known by
the victim who, as the research cited above shows, make up the majority of sexual
assault victims.
Analysis of the traditional legal definitions of rape and how it is measured raises
issues concerning who decided what was to be recognised and counted as rape, and
on the basis of what assumptions. This leads us to a consideration of the historical
and socio-cultural contexts which gave rise to legal definitions and criminal justice
system practices.
The history of rape
When we consider the changing legal responses to rape over the centuries, we see
before us a microcosm of gender relations in the social world. In many ways, the
history of rape is the history of women.
The earliest references to rape depict a social process by which men were condoned
in their taking of a woman by force in the context of acquiring a spouse. Bride
capture literally meant the capture and forcible rape of a woman whom the man
desired to possess as his wife (Brownmiller, 1975). To take possession of a
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woman's sexuality meant that a man had control of her for life. As Brownmiller
comments:
Forcible seizure was a perfectly acceptable way 
- 
to men 
- 
of acquiring
wonxen, and it existed in England as late as the fifteenth century.
(Brownmiller, 197 5, 17)
The legacy of bride capture has remained evident until very recently in our rape laws,
and still persists in many social groups. In New Zealand, a woman was prohibited
from making a claim of rape against her husband until 1986, precisely because the
husband was viewed in law as the sexual master of his wife. When she said 'I do' in
the wedding cererirony, ard promised to 'love, honour and obey', she was effeciively
consenting to sex on demand 
- 
his demand 
- 
for the rest of her life. There was no
right of refusal, no choice for her 
- 
the choice was all his. Her 'no' had no meaning
in the context of a relationship whereo legally, it was only his 'yes' that counted. To
try and avoid sex, women often resorted to appeals to what they hoped was his better
nature, his non-sexual nature, which is possibly where the much joked about wife-
line 
- 
'I've got a headache' 
- 
had its origins.
The question of why men rape both defies comprehension and is horrifyingly
understandable. On the one hand it seems unfathomable to imagine why, in the year
2000, a toddler like 'Lillybing" should die with tears and abrasions to her vagina,
caused by a penis or other object. On the other hand, why are we so shocked and
surprised? While there is absolutely no justification for such an act and there is no
question, in my mind at least, that it is totally reprehensible, nevertheless in rny heart
I feel a thud of resonance and familiarity. It feels as if there is an inevitable logic, a
line of history, running from the rapes of children in ancient Greece to the rape and
murder of 'Lillybing' in New Zealand in the 21" century. A similar thread links the
t 
'Lillybing' was the family name for Hinewaoriki Karaitiana-Matiaha, who 'susiained a catalogue of
mutilations and injuries' in the three days leading up to her death at the age of 23 months. These
included recent forceful and traumatic penetration of the vagina (Sunday Star Times, 2Dl5l0l, C-3).
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rapes of women in Bosnia (Kadic, 1998) to the rapes of women in contemporary
Western societies such as New Zealand, Australia, the United Kingdom, and the
United States of America. To have hope for the future, we have to acknowledge the
possibility for this thread to be broken. We have to believe that it is possible to
transform gender relations at all levels. It is in some ways tempting to feel
complacent that, in 2001, in New Zealand we have a wotnan as Prime Minister, a
woman as Chief Justice, a woman as Governor General, a woman as Attorney
General and a woman Secretary for Justice. With all these key positions being
occupied by women, we may think we can relax and be self-congratulatory that this
was the first country in the world to give women the vote, and think this means New
Zealand is a land of gender equality, a country where 'girls can do anything'.
While girls may be encouraged to do more things now than ihey were in Lhe past,
boys, it seems, can not only do 'everything' but get away with most of it as well.
Rape laws have changed; the reality of rape has not.
The oldest written laws making rape a crime date back to the early part of thel7'r'
century before Christ, contained within the Code of Hammurabi (Smith, 1974). As
Smith savs:
Rape is no doubt as old as the human race. We know it to be as old as our
brief six ntillennia of recorded history, also that it is embodied in the legends
of the pre-record era. (Smith, 1974, 188)
Early Hebrew laws also provided criminal penalties for rape. Deuteronomy, Chapter
XXII, spells out the penalties for rape: If a man forced a betrothed damsel 'in the
field', the penalty would be death to him and no punishment would be given to her
(the assumption being that, if she was in a remote place, her cries for help would be
in vain). If, however, a man in the city lay with a woman, who was betrothed and a
virgin, and she failed to cry out, then the penalty was death to them both (Smith,
1974). Moses was, in effect, the lawgiver, the judge and the jury; through him the
invisible god Yahweh spoke. This one-god was wholly masculine, meaning that no
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longer would the goddesses who embodied feminine essences of love, passion and
fertility be worshipped (Smith, 1974). This appropriation of power by men
heralded a vast change in attitudes persisting to today; as men's 'rights' prevailed, so
the status of women fell. When God became male, the man became god.
The early rape laws were passed to protect virginity, with greater concern apparent
for the rnan whose daughter/property may be sullied by rape than for her as a person
in her own right. In many ways, this is understandable given that women were not
viewed as autonomous social beings @rownmiller, 1975; Clark and Lewis, 1977).
As the property of men, women were iterns of exchange, commodities whose social
value lay in their reputation and reproductive abilities, From women, the sons and
heirs of men were born. In a patriarchal, patrilineal society, men sought to ensure
the legitimacy of their offspring and the continuance of their bloodline. Against this
backdrop, the crime involved in the rape of a woman derives from one man defiling
the property of another man; the victim of rape is accordingly seen, not as the woman
who has been violated, but as the man to whom she 'belongs' @rownmiller, 1975).
As Susan Brownmiller (1975) noted in her defining work on rape, the origins of
marriage date back to the earliest form of conjugal union in society, achieved
through bride-capture. As the name suggests, this practice involved a man forcibly
seizing a woman and raping her, by which act he lay elaim to her and made her 'his'.
Although such a practice has long been rejected for its violent origins, its legacy has
lived on for centuries in marriage ceremonies and legal codes. 'Wives, historically,
have long been regarded as the property of their husbands; in New Zealand, for
example, it was not until 1868 that wives were legally allowed to own property in
their own right (Sutch, 1973). Moreover, the presumption of coverture stipulated in
effect that, if a woman committed a criminal offence in the presence of her husband,
he (not she) was to be held criminally liable for that act, since she was not an
autonomous legal actor (Sutch, 1973).
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The notion of the wife being the property of the husband clearly underpins the
spousal exemption from rape laws which, in effect, licensed husbands to rape. This
notion is said to date at least from the days of William the Conqueror when legal
rules allowed victims of rape to 'forgive' the man by consenting to marry him
(Easteal, 1998b; Snelling, 1975). Such thinking was still evident in the l8'h century
in Lord Matthew Hale's famous pronouncement:
Tlrc husband cannot be guilty of a rape commined by himself upon his lawful
wtfe, for by their mutual matrimonial consent and contract, the wifu hath
given up herself in this kind unto her husband which she cannot retract.
(Hale (1736), quoted in Easteal, 1998b, 108)
Hale came to be recognised as the most cited authority on rape in England, and his
assertion prevailed in rnany international legal codes until recently. Spousal
immunity was abolished in New Tnaland in 1986, in Australia in 1991 (Heath, 1998,
l4) and in the united Kingdom in l99l (Kennedy, 1992, rlz). The rape of women
in marriage, however, continues (Easteal, 1998b). As Susan Griffin observed:
TIte laws against rape exist to protect the rights of the male as possessor of
the female body, and not the right of tlrc female over her own body. (Griffin,
1975,33)
Changing perspectives on rape
Examination of published works on rape reveals a chronological development that
parallels closely shifts in social movements and attirudes. During the 1950s and
1960s, most literature dealing with rape focused on the rapist (Walklate,1995). Men
who raped were typically portrayed as either mentally or sexually disordered (Scully,
1990), and the notion of victim precipitation was aiso strongly apparent (Amir, 1967;
Box, 1983; Katz and MMur, 1979, Chapter 9). Concern was voiced, not regarding
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women's vulnerability to being raped, but over men's vulnerability to unfounded
charges of rape (for example, Firth, 1975). Men, it seems, were the victims, victims
of either their own disordered states or of women's disordered states. As Elizabeth
Kemmer notes in her bibliography of rape:
From approximately 1965 to 1968, rape literature focussed on the offender
and the uniust system that convicted the falsely accused male of so heinous a
crime, The sympathy of the public was with the offender, thus making the
victim the guilty party in a rape situation. This attitude is reflected in
statistics and literature concerning the incidence of rape, in rape reporthtg,
and in rape convictions for the years mentioned. Rape was still a fairly
silent, secrlet crinze 
- 
a crime wltose victims were the most silent of all.
(Kemmer, 1977,xit)
The growth of the Women's Liberation Movement, from the late 1960s onwards,
encouraged women to engage increasingly in critical reflection of their position in
society and in their relationships with men. As what Marilyn French called 'the
slime under the rug of patriarchy' began to be exposed (French, 1992, l9g),
dominant myths about rape were questioned and debated (Burt, 1980; Kelly, 1988;
Shapcott, 1988; Smart, 1976). The notion of victim precipitation was criticised for
its victim-blaming implications (see for example, Weis and Borges,1975 and Smart,
1976) and feminists' awareness of the issues associated with rape, child abuse, and
domestic violence grew throughout the 1970s and 1980s (Adler, 1987: Bourque,
1989; Herman, 1992; Kelly, 1988; Morris, 1987 Smart, 1989; Stanko, 1935).
Critical social analysis was accompanied by political and legal strategies aimed at
improving the status of women and reducing their vulnerability to such practices
(Gregory and Lees, 1999; smart, 1995; white and Penone, 1997). victims of rape
were portrayed as deserving of sympathy; support and crisis centres were established
in the 1970s; and campaigns were launched which aimed at achieving social and
legislative reform (Kelly, 1988; Kemmer, 1977 , xii).
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The perception of rape as a sexual act was challenged by early feminist writers such
as Brownmiller (1975) and Griffin (1975), who argued that such an emphasis
obscured the violent and aggressive dimensions of the assault (Walklate, 1995). Thus
radical feminists (for example, Dworkin, 1982; Barry, 1979) strove to have rape
recognised as being different from simply unwanted sex; since traditionally no
'good' woman wanted sex, unwanted sex was regarded as the norm and not
something to complain about. Instead, rape was defined as violence and attention
was focussed on issues of men's power and control.
Redefining rape as primarily an act of violence and control, however, can deny the
sex-specific nafure of these acts. Thus later writers, such as Kelly (1988),
MacKinnon (1989), and Smart (1989), tried to reinstate the sexual dimension to
analyses of rape and sexual assault. Sexual violence is both sexual and violent, not
simply one or the other. The question then becomes: why do lnen so frequently
choose to be violent in sexual ways?
Stereotypes of deranged stranger assailants began to be challenged, and from the
mid-1980s onwards, increasing acknowledgment was given to date and acquaintance
rape (Bohmer, 1991; Estrich, 1987; Warshaw, 1988). The 'ordinariness' of men
who rape came to be stressed (Allison and Wrightsman, 1993; Kelly, 1988; Stanko,
1985), with the earlier psychopathological explanations being at least supplemented,
if not replaced, by sociological and criminological accounts emphasising societal and
structural variables (Smart, 1989). During the 1990s, increasing emphasis began to
be placed on the relationship between men, rape and masculine identity (Jefferson,
1997). Scully and Marolla (1993), in their studies of men convicted of stranger
rape, identified a range of motivations underlying rape, from a stated desire to put
women in their place, to viewing rape as impersonal sex with added risk and
excitement. One man referred explicitly to the feelings of mastery and conquest he
felt whilst raping a woman, likening it to the sense of supremacy felt after 'riding the
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bull at Gilleys'.2 Scully and Marolla suggest that such statements reveal the cultural
roots of rape to be linked to the masculine quest for control, as expressed through
conquest and penetration. Other writers (for example, Cameron and Frazer, 1987),
have suggested that this search for control lies at the heart of masculinity, and can be
linked to notions of 'male sexual propriety' and ownership, not only in relation to
rape but also in domestic violence and in spousal homicide statistics (Polk, 1994:
Wilson and Daly, 1992; Stanko, 1985). As Sandra Walklate says,
Recasting rape in these temts helps an understanding of why it is dfficult to
see the 'ordinariness' af rape and sexual assault. Women say 'no'; men fail
(or refuse) to hear it. Tlrcre is little in the heart of the cultural expectations
associated with masculinity to encourdge thent to hear it. This doe,s n.ot mean
that they cannot. (Walklate, 1995, 84)
Writers such as MacKinnon (1987) asserted that sexual violence was an inevitable
feature of heterosexual relationships in a patriarchal society, in an argument that
effectively reduces all heterosexual sex to rape, irrespective of whether either of the
parties involved defined or experienced it as such. More recently, concern has been
raised in some quarters that such an emphasis is reductionist and that, in reducing all
heterosexual sex to violence, this approach ignores the diversity of both men's and
women's attitudes towards, and experiences of, sex (Walklate, 1995).
Walklate (1995) maintains that the presumption that sexual violence is inextricably
entwined in men's sexuality within heterosexual relationships removes the capacity
for either women to be sexually violent or for men to be the victims of sexual
violence. Nevertheless, early radical and lesbian ferninists managed very effectively
to shake the foundations of heterosexual supremacy by challenging the stereotypes
and assumptions underlying dominant conceptions of men, women, sex, and violence
(Barry, 1979; Daly, 1979; Dworkin, 1982; Kelly, 1988). What also needs to be
t Riding the bull at Gilleys' refers to a mechanical bull in a bar, which patrons take turns riding a la
bucking bronco (Scully and Marolla, 1993,41).
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acknowledged, however, are the different ways in which gender mediates women's
and men's experienceso such that the experiences of either abusing or being abused
will differ for each, and warrant separate structural, as well as individual, analysis.
While the critical gaze first fell upon social constructions of femininity, increasingly
tlrat gaze is being turned towards deconstructing masculinity (Baker, 1999;
carrington and watson,7996; Jefferson, 1997; smart, 1995). whereas the male was
assumed to be the norm, and women were defined in relation to this male norm, no
longer is this practice defensible. The question inevitably arises: why should men be
accorded the subject position, the active voice, and the defining gaze? We now have
thirty years of critical self-reflection by women, while most men seem still to be
wandering in the wilderness of their own confused psyches (Johnson, lggT).
Understanding sexual violence within a patriarchal society involves understanding
social constructions of heterosexuality and the ways in which these have privileged
men's subjective realities. Cossins puts it this way:
Through the eyes of the sense common to men, a woman, as a constructed
gendered subiect, is considered to readily invent allegations of sexual
assault, or say no when she means yes, conforming to a prevalent cultural
belief that women should generally be sexually available to men....
In fact, wherever there has been heterosexual intercourse, historically, it has
been assumed to be consensual unless a complainant can prove otherwise.
In light of this assumption, the spectre of the lying, immoral wornan and the
man fal.sely accused is a particularly potent cultural image that continues to
undernine the adrninistration of justice. (Cossins, 1998, i00) [Emphasis in
originall
Similar analysis needs to be conducted in the area of sexual violence as Ken Polk
undertook in relation to men, masculinity and murder (Polk, Igg4). He sought to
unravel the complex threads involved in ways which incorporated the dynamic
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nature of social and sexual relationships, rather than depicting these as fixed, static
entities. The heterosexuality of my mother's generation was not the same as mine,
nor of that of many of my students. So how has change occurred, and how can we
better understand the processes involved in the construction of masculine and
feminine identities? At the same time, paradoxically, the structures of
heterosexuality essentially remain intact. Within these structures, though, there has
been movement. What does this movement mean? Can we influence it in ways
that reduce the most destructive dimensions and enhance the more positive aspects of
our social and sexual relationships? If the structures really are immutable, no
change is possible, but to accept this is to bid hope goodbye and with it any prospects
of achieving a society where being female does not signify the likelihood of rape.
Rape and the law
Studying the laws of a land reveal much of import regarding what is prized and
valued in that society. Traditionally, considerable effort was spent on attempting to
establish lawos supremacy and portraying its origins as divine and other-worldly. As
such, the law was unquestionable, and its decrees absolute (Smart, 1995).
The history of rape legislation provides an illuminating window into the history of
male-female relationships. Prior to the 19'h century, rape was defined as carnal
knowledge of a woman against her will; by definition, this act necessitated the use of
force or threat by the accused and resistance by the victim (McSherry, 1998). From
the mid 19'r' century onwards, after rape ceased to be a capital offence, the courts in
England began to use the concept of 'lack of consent' to include situations where the
victim of rape was asleep or inebriated or where there was fraud as to the nature of
the act (cases cited in McSherry, 1998,27)-
Traditionally, the law has made the issue of consent the central concern. This
effectively places the burden of proof on the victim (Adler, 1987; Edwards, 1981;
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Kennedy, 1992: Lees, 1996; Lees,1997; Scutt, 1997; Smart, 1989; Stuart, 1993).
She has to demonstrate that her lack of consent was apparent, preferably by physical
resistance. Commentary in a medical article from the early twentieth century
illustrates the dominant discourse at that time:
The question whether or not an adult fetnale can be forcibly induced against
her will to submit to sexual intercourse was at one time seriously debatable,
but the present consensus of opiniott anxongst those who should lcnow is that
so long as the woman remains conscious she cannot be compelled by force to
acquiesce, no matter how physically strong the male nor how physically weak
(within certain limits) the female. In other words, so long as the woman is
physical.lv capable cf resisting tlze attack, accomplishment of the act is
manifestly impossible, since it has been amply demonstrated that the male
c(tnnot successfully fight and copulate at one and the same time. (Mapes,
t906,928-929)
The legal presumption of consent assumes 'normal' heterosexual sex is centred
around the act of penetration, and that women enjoy being coerced or persuaded to
engage in sexual intercourse, Sexual intercourse is presented as a hunt by the man,
who chases, corners and conquers a demurely protesting female. In what has been
termed the 'penetrative/coercive model of sexuality' (McSherry, 1998, 28), women
are presented as passive and submissive in sex, assumed to be acquiescing unless
they physically resist. Evidence of resistance will be observable, manifest in the
visible, physical injuries that will supposedly accompany any genuine rape allegation
(Edwards and Heenan, 1994; Harris and Grace, 1999; Kennedy, 1992). Even
comparatively recently, defence lawyers have used the example of the coke bottle
and the pencill to infer that rape is impossible if the woman displays any physical
motion or resistance (Shapcott, 1988).
3 In this example, the defence lawyer passes the coke bottle to a jury member, asking him or her to
move it round while the lawyer tries to insert the pencil into the bottle. The difficulty of achieving
3l
The extension of such thinking effectively equates visible evidence of physical
resistance with non-consent. Anything less than this betrays a woman's supposedly
'real' desires and inclinations. Her saying 'no' cannot be construed as adequate
proof of lack of consent, since it is expected that women will say no when they rnean
yes (Scutt, 1998). According to this view, the word of a woman is not to be trusted.
Women do not tell the truth; they are so deceived, they do not even know the truth.
What, indeed, is 'truth' to a bent rib whose carnal and deceptive nature caused the
downfall of the human race? When rape is described as a crime of passion, whose
passion is being talked about? The language of sex has traditionally privileged
men's voice over women's. Sex only counts if he penetrates her; sex is not
complete until he has ejaculated; sex is not satisfying unless he is satisfied. Men
need sex and women need men. To attract men, and to keep iheir man, women must
satisfy them sexually. Men's sexual needs predominate; women's are denied,
sublimated, or misinterpreted.
Until very recently, the law did not even acknowledge the various violent and
coercive contexts in which women may be raped; for example, the presence of
weapons or threats, or the impact of perpetrators occupying authority positions (such
as priests or professors).4 Recognition is still seldom given to the paralysing impact
of fear on prospective rape victims, rendering physical resistance impossible. As Liz
Kelly's research established, and as confirmed in my own research (Jordan, 1998a),
at the time of the attack, many rape victims become terror-bound, fearing they are
about to die (Kelly, 1988). Sandra McNeill's research showed that women
confronted by flashers can also fear death in such an unpredictable encounter
(McNeill, 1987). Men's displaying of their penises, in a society where many use the
penis as a weapon, can produce reactions as potent as if they had pulled a gun.
Fuffhermore, the prevalence of sexual abuse and rape is so common that, frequently,
entry is likened to the apparent impossibility of sexual penefation occurring without a woman's co-
operation (Shapcott, 1988, 185).
4 The legislation enacted in New Zealand in 1986 acknowledged to some extent the role of threat, and
included the offence of Inducing Sexual Connection by Coercion, in which persons might abuse their
authority to have sexual relations with another party (Sullivan, 1986).
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a rape victim will recall previous violations and, as a survival strategy, may
dissociates from the experience or decide to 'get it over with' as quickly as possible
(Kelly, 1988). How can the law then, based as it is primarily on men's perspectives,
reflect the diversity and complexity of women's realities and experiences? Kaspiew
expresses this view well:
Women are the outsiders because rape law has for centuries reflected the
patriarchal view of human relationships and sexuality which defines woman
as 'other', and that which is possessed. Rape law reflects a construction of
sexuality whiclt discounts women's subjectivity and privileges the male
perspective. (quoted in Easteal, 1998a, l)
Or, as Catharine MacKinnon (1983) has succinctly asserted:
The law sees and treats women the way men see and treat wonten.
(MacKinnon, 1983,635)
One area within which such a bias has been evident is in relation to the law of recent
complaint, also known as the 'fresh complaint' rule. This law governs the evidential
significance of when a victim tells others (especially the police) about the rape or
abuse, and attaches differential weighting to complaints which were made at the first
opportunity, compared with delayed complaints. The underlying assumption has
been that the 'reasonable' victim should report sexual abuse immediately; delay or
failure impacts negatively on the apparent truthfulness of the victim as a witness
(LaFree, 1981; Maclean, 1979; Peters, 1975; Torrey, l99l). The laws regarding
recent complaint evidence can be traced to the medieval common law rule that
victims of violent crime (including rape) were expected to make a 'hue and cry'
immediately upon violation (Brownmiller, 1975; Freckelton, 1998). Victims were,
5 
'Dissociation' refers to the psychological distress symptom evident in trauma survivors when they
distance themselves by temporarily separating, or splitting themselves off, from the pain (Herman,
1992). This can induce a sense of numbness, and a feeling of not being in one's body.
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in fact, expected to travel around their locality showing injuries sustained in the
attack to 'men of good repute' and law enforcement officials @ronitt, 1998),
Indeed, making a complaint of rape without raising a 'hue and cry'
automatically resulted in the allegation being dismissed and the victim being
prosecutedfor making a 'false appeal'. (Bronitt, 1998,44)
By the 18s century, the requirement of 'hue and cry' had been repackaged into a rule
of evidence relating to the truthfulness of women who complained of rape.
Blackstone's Commentary in 1769 clarifies the legal position:
illf the witness be of good fame.; if she prcsently ,liscovered the offence and
made search of the offender; if the party accusedfledfor it; these and the like
are concurring circuntstances which give greater probability to her evidence.
But on the other side, if she be of evil fante, and stand unsupported by others;
if she concealed the injury for any considerable time after she had
opportunity to complain; if the place, where the fact was alleged to be
committed, was where it was possible she might have been heard, and she
made no outcry; these and the like circumstances carry a strong but not
conclusive, presumption that her testimony is false or feigned. (quoted in
Bronitt, 1998,45)
The law of recent complaint presumes that victims of rape and sexual abuse are
capable of reporting their violation to others at the first opportunity; otherwise the
complaint is perceived to be suspect. Underpinning this doctrine is a basic distrust
of the testimony of women. Thus, Bronitt says,
From. a forensic perspective, both the timing and circumstances of the
complaint provide the key to identifying false accusations. (Bronitt, 1998,
4e)
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In court, the prosecution may present a case to explain the victim's delay in
reporting; or the jury is left to use 'common sense' to determine the significance or
otherwise of any time lag. What is asserted is the 'naturalness' of prompt reporting,
contrary to the findings of empirical research demonsrating that the more typical,
'normal' response to rape is for women not to report it at all (Burgess and
Hazelwood,1999; Kelly, 1988; Toney, 1991). A senior New Zealand detective
interviewed in 1976 expressed it this way:
If a girl complains very soon after the event this shows corzsistency of
behaviour - that's how you'd expect a woman who'd been raped to act. If she
doesn't complain for several weeks, perhaps until she's discovered she's
pregrxant, then that's less convincing. It could look as if she's complaining
about being pregnant rather than about being raped. (quoted in Lloyd,
1976,35)
A related area, which has also been the subject of recent reforms, concerns judicial
warnings to the jury regarding a lack of corroboration in most rape allegations
(Edwards and Heenan, 1994; Kennedy, 1992; Lees, 1996; Scutt, 1997). In the
seventeenth century, Chief Justice Matthew Hale ruled that rape was a charge
... easy to be made and hard to be proved, and lzarder to be defended by the
party accused, tho' never so innocenr. (quoted in Lees, 1996, 131)
The legacy of this ruling continued formally within the courts until very recently, and
persists informally, at an attitudinal level, still today (Lees, 1996). The fact that
most rapes happen in private settings, with no witnesses, was offered as justification
for the requirement for judges to warn juries of the possible dangers associated with
convicting defendants who had been accused in such circumstances (Mack, 1998).
In a book entitled Sex and the Law, an American Judge asserted:
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There are few crimes in which false charges are more easily or confidently
made than in rape. Experience has shown that unfounded charges of rape
are brought for a variety of motives. The adage, 'HeIl hath no fury like a
wonxan sconted', is frequently encountered in rape prosecutions. (Ploscowe,
1951, 187)
Not only were rape allegations believed to be easy to make, but they were based on
the word of a woman, which was viewed as no word at all. Carol Smart thus refers
to the corroboration warning within the legal system as an example of the
'disqualification of women and women's sexuality' (Smart, 1989, 26). Judges
would warn juries not to convict on woman's testimony alone, a sentiment clearly
espoused in the words of an Australian judge:
[I]n cases of alleged sexual offences, it is really dangerous to convict on the
evidence of the woman or girl alone... because human experience has shown
that girls and women in these courts do somethnes tell an entireb).false storv
wh.ich is very easy to fabricate but extremely dfficult to refute. Such stories
are fabricated for aII sorts of reasons, which I need not now enumerate, and
sontetimes for no reason at aII. (Salmon LJ (1968) quoted in Mack, 1998,
61)
More recent critics have pointed out that no such warning is given in relation to other
crimes, such as robbery, which are also likely to occur without the presence of
witnesses (Bargen and Fishwick, 1995). The conoboration warning given in rape
cases appears to be based, then, not only on the private nature of the crime but on the
historic beliefs outlined earlier in this chapter regarding women's deceitfulness and
lack of credibility (Mack, 1998; Smart, 1989; Temkin 1987). If women are neurotic,
irrational, liars, and prone to fantastical imaginings, why should their word count
against that of a man? The main problem with rape allegations, it seems, is that
women make them against men.
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Effects of rape
In relation to the effects of rape on victims, for many years these were minimised and
the notion was even purported that not only were women minimally harmed by rape,
but some even found the experience pleasurable. Assumptions regarding the extent
to which women who were not virgins would be harmed by rape confirms again the
confusion that arises when rape is perceived in fundamentally sexual terms. The
traumatic effects of rape are minimised or negated when the violence within rape is
ignored, along with the way it violates a woman's being and removes her sexual
autonomy.
Since the mid-1970s, feminist rvork and research with victims of sexual violence has
documented the extensive and often devastating effects of rape on the survivors
(Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999; Crowell and Burgess, 1996; Goodman et. al., 1993;
Kelly, 1988; Kilpatrick et. al., 1987; Koss, 1990;Resick, 1993;Wiehe and Richards,
1995). Victim Impact Statements were introduced to inform sentencing decisions,
and the seriousness of the offence has to some extent been recognised by the State in
extending the penalties available. Increasing recognition has been given to the
effects of rape on victims of acquaintance and marital rape with a growing body of
research documenting that the extent of the harm caused by rape appears to be little
affected by the nature of the victim-offender relationship (Koss et. al., 1988; Riggs
et. al., 1992; Wiehe and Richards, 1995). In other words, rape trauma is an effect of
rape irrespective of whether the rapist is a stranger or the woman's husband.
Rape trauma itself has come to be defined as a'syndrome', diagnosed when the
common after-effects of rape are present and when a complainant's behaviour can be
interpreted as consistent with having been raped (Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999;
Frazier and Borgida, 1999). The concept of 'rape trauma syndrome' has been used
to describe an acute phase of reaction followed by a longer period of reorganisation
and recovery, during which time behavioural, somatic, and psychological effects may
be observable (Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999). Some writers have argued,
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however, that rape trauma syndrome has tended to be over-used as evidence of rape
having occurred, rather than to educate the judge and jury regarding the effects of
rape on complainants (Bronitt,1998,50-51), and the variability of those effects.
Moreover, the naming of the effects of rape as a 'syndrome' raises concerns that such
a label may serve to portray rape survivors as psychiatrically disturbed and unstable,
rather than as women displaying typical reactions to a traumatic event (Gregory and
Lees, 1999). 'Deviancy' lies in the actions of the rapist, rather than in the reactions
of the victim. Also of concern is the possibility that lawyers or doctors appearing
for the defence will use the absence of particular symptoms as 'proof' that the
complainant could not have been raped (Bronitt, 1998; Gregory and Lees, 1999).
Greater education is clearly still nee.ded concerning ihe diversity of ways in which
sexual assault may impact on victims, often in ways which may appear at times to be
irrational, bizarre, and contradictory (Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999; Bronitt, 1998;
Freckelton, 1998; Kennedy, 1992). Deeper understanding is required of the various
reasons underlying the reluctance of sexual assault victims to tell others about the
rape/assault, and to enhance awareness of the psychological processes of avoidance,
denial, and dissociation. In addition, the structural reasons which may be associated
with delayed reporting also need to be addressed. These include the victims'
perceptions of the police and criminal justice system, the extent to which they feel
they will be believed and supported, and how much they fear being blamed by those
around them (Jordan, 1998a; van de Zandt, 1998).
Much of the history of rape and rape iegislation has been built upon a foundation of
rnisogynist beliefs and assumptions conceming the 'naturs' of women.
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II. NATURE OF WOMEN
Women in pre-history
From the Biblical account of the Fall, women have been presented by men as
deceitful, as natural born liars (Cavanagh, 197l; Easteal, 1998a). The devil tempted
Eve, but it was Eve who seduced, deceived, and manipulated Adam, using her
feminine wiles to beguile and lead him into sin. This account emphasises two
parallel and paradoxical themes that have been significant in the history of male-
female relationships. Firstly, one strand leading to the Fall was woman's weakness
and openness to manipulation by the devil; the second strand stressed men's
weakness and openness to manipulation b), rvomen. S'tien Eve tempted Adam, not
only did Adam suffer the consequences but, according to the story, these impacted on
the entire human race. As depicted by patriarchal religions, all the woes and
afflictions of humanity derive from this one source 
- 
the deadly charms of a woman.
Judeo-Christian doctrines portray women's sexuality in dualistic terms, juxtaposing
the virtue of the Madonna with the contemptibility of the whore (Easteal, 1998a;
Summers, 1975).
Given the pre-eminence of patriarchal thought historically and cross-culturally, it is
difficult to conceptualise even the possibility of alternatively based social systems.
How, when one's vision and perception is channelled so narrowly through a
patriarchal lens, can we imagine what life would be like in societies which did not
depend on women's subjugation for their economic and social survival? While this
topic is hotly debated, nevertheless there are many who argue that very early
societies regarded wouren more positively than those of more recent times (Eisler,
1987; Gimbutas, 1989). Whilst there has been considerable romanticism concerning
a golden age of matriarchy, nonetheless archaeological evidence from pre-Judeo
Christian times suggests the possibilities of a time when women were revered and
respected as nurturers and givers of life. Very early mythological thinking, for
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example, posited creation stories in which, out of Nothingness, came Gaia6, giver of
life. From her body the land and sea were formed, and from her fertile abundance
came life itself. Gaia was prayed to as supreme being, the source of life and death,
the Earth Spirit and the Great Mother.
Women's life-giving properties were regarded as a source of awe and mystery but
were also feared for these same reasons. As men's fear of these mysterious womanly
powers grew, the more likely they were to perceive women as a threat (Cavanagh,
1911). Myths and legends changed to depict women as unruly and in need of
subjugation. As Cavanagh has observed:
From the time of tlrc myth of Pandora, u,otnan has been characterized as
mischief-nmker. (Cavanagh, 197 l, 268)
In time, the power of Gaia was usurpsd by an Olympic world of superior male gods,
and Gaia's name was replaced in Delphi by that of the rational male deity, the sun
god Apollo (Highwater, 1990). Charlene Spretnak has argued that the concept of a
warlike male god was brought into Greece when the land was invaded by patriarchal
peoples such as the Dorians (Spretnak, 1984). Jane Ellen Hanison's anthropological
research also established evidence for a pre-Hellenic mythology dominated by a
matricentric spirit. Predating Spretnak, Harison (1903, cited in Highwater, 1990)
had similarly maintained that the concept of a male supreme being is a comparatively
recent invention, which could be traced back to Zeus, about 2500 B.C. and later,
about 1800 B.C., by Abraham, the first Old Testament patriarch.
The defeat of the mythical supremacy of the Mother Goddess was supposedly further
signified in two events. For giving men the gift of fire, the Greek god Zeus first
bound Prometheus to a rock, then punished the offspring of Prometheus by creating
6 Highwater refers to this Goddess by the name 'Gaia'; other terms used include Triple Goddess, Heran
Great Goddess, the Creatrix, and some refer to the Ten Thousand Names of the Great Mother Goddess
(Wilshire, 1994; Gimbutas, 1989).
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women (Highwater, 1990, 57). Hesiod wrote that when Hephaestus created the first
woman, Pandora,
Into her heart he put lies andfalse words and treachery .... so she might be a
sorrow to the men of the earth. (Hesiod, quoted in Highwater, 1990,57)
As Highwater comments:
The transfunnation of a pre-Hellenic earth goddess into such a destructive
demon as Pandora provides a fascinating insight into the workings of the
patriarchal Greek mind. According to the famous myth about this first
woman, all possible torm,ents and evils, all wickechtess and sorrow were
contained in a box. Despite warnings not to touch the box, Pandora opened
it, unleashing endless disaster upon men. Like Eve a.fter her, it was
Pandora's beguiling sexuality that allowed her to bring about the FaII. Thus
Hesiod reflected the Greek attitude toward wornen when he wrote: 'Do not
allow a sweet-tongued woft1.an to beguile you with the fascination of her
body.'.-.. Thus, the power of women had been villainized. (Highwater, 1990,
s7-58)
Anthropologists and archaeologists have thus suggested that a rich oral tradition of
myth-making pre-dated the efforts of Homer and Hesiod in the seventh century B.C.
to document the classical myths (Highwater, 1990). Similar patterns occurred in
other parts of the world, as Goddesses became devalued in many cultures, to be
replaced by male gods (Gimbutas, 1989; Wilshire, 1994).
Men expressed doubts regarding the extent to which a woman's word could be
trusted. This is exemplified in the legend of Cassandra, whose nirme means 'she who
entangles men' (Mills, 1991,40). Apollo gave Cassandra the gift of prophecy, for
which he expected sex in return. She refused him and. in a fit of pique, he ensured
that although her prophecies would be true, no-one would believe her. One of her
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warnings, which went unheeded, was that the Greeks would use a wooden horse to
bring about the fall of Troy. Mills writes that:
Cassandra symbolises a patriarchal refusal to tust in the words of women.
(l\4ills, 1991,40)
The influence of Judeo-Christian thinking played a major role in reconstructing the
portrayal of women. Eve, the first woman in the Bible, was formed from the bent
rib of a man, and her inherent defectiveness sealed forever (Cavanagh,l97l;
Highwater, 1990). She was depicted as the source and fountain of man's oppression
(Griffin, 1975; Tong, 1984). Reflecting this image of the woman being a lying
temptress, Tertullian stated in a letter to his rrvife:
In pain shall you bring forth children, woman, and )tou shall turn to your
husband and he shall rule over you. And do you not lcnow that you are Eve?
God's sentence hangs still over aII your sex and his punishtnent weighs down
upotr you. You are tlrc Devil's gateway; you are she who first violated the
forbidden tree and broke the law of God. (quoted in Tong, 1984,99)
The Old Testament clearly delineated mon's rights to abduct and rape women under
ceftain conditions.t Women were sealed in their status as chattels, as the property of
men to be given, traded, stolen, and discarded. Such beliefs ensured men's social
and sexual status, guaranteeing them ownership as well as easy access (Dworkin,
1982). While such an arrangement was in men's interests, clearly it worked to the
detriment of women, who were not only treated as disposable chattels, but liable to
be branded as whores once men had no further use for them. In this clirnate, the
division of women from each other, into madonnas and whores, further reinforced
men's social position and control (Summers, 1975).
' For example, Deuteronomy, Chapter XXI, verses 10-15
possession of a beautiful woman prisoner as his wife, until
discard her as he wishes.
spells out that in warfare a man take
she ceases to please him, when he can
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The notion that, underneath, women wanted to be taken forcefully helped men
appease their consciences. Writing in 500 BC, Herodotus, known as the Father of
History, declared:
Abducting young women is not, indeed, a lawful act; but it is stupid af-ter the
event to make a fuss about it. The only sensible thing ts to take no notice; for
it is obvious that no yoang wonxan allows herself to be abducted if she does
notwish to be. (Herodotus, quoted in Dworkin,1982,28)
Likewise, Ovid wrote:
Women often wish to give unwi.Ilingll,what they really like to give. (quoted
ibid.)
Misogynist sentiments continued throughout New Testament writings, evident
especially in Paul's epistles. Women's carnality meant they were to be excluded
from the possibilities of priestly status (Cavanagh,l97l), and their roles as men's
subordinate wives and helpmeets secured. Christian writing strengthened the
association of Eve with sexualiw:
Eve, the tentptress, became the symbol of 
.female subordination and the
overindulgence of women in lustfuI thoughts and actiorzs.... eventually the
female was absolved of sin through an association with the virginity of Mary,
mother of Jesus Christ. But attitudes about women have changed very little
in regard to the pervasive and powerful attitudes derived from Judeo-
Christian mythology. Women are still regarded as inferior creatares torn
between the innocence of Mary and the lustful willfulness of Eve.
(Highwater,1990,23)
Such thinking was supremely evident in the misogynistic writings of St Augustine,
who urged men of faith to love their wives spiritually and despise them physically:
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A good Christian is found toward one and the sarne wornan, to love the
creature of God whom he desires to be transformed and renewed, but to hate
in her the conuptible and moftal conjugal connection, sexual irxtercourse and
all that pertains to her as awifu, (quoted in Tong, 1984,100)
Woman's hope comes with the resurrection, when to equip her for a state 'suited to
glory rather than to shame', she will be effectively reborn without the organs
associated with intercourse and reproduction (Tong, 1984). As many of the Church
Fathers went on to proclaim:
Because of her sexual being and reproductive function, woman was less
rational and less spiritual than man; that is, less able to distinguish berweett
truth and falsity and less able to discern between good and evil. (Tong,
1984,100)
Early Christian writing by St. Augustine had posited the division of women into the
polarised categories of madonna and whore (Summers, 1975). This duality was very
evident in the Victorian age (Seidenberg, l97l), where prostitution laws enacted in
the nineteenth century were built upon notions of 'good' and 'bad' women, with the
latter viewed as harlots and harridans (Eldred-Grigg, 1984). Although morally
divided, the realities of life for both 'good' and 'bad' women were similar 
- 
both
were effectively controlled by this division, had little sexual autonomy, and, if raped,
neither stood much chance of having the rapist convicted. As we saw earlier, until
very recently, wives could not bring rape charges against their husbands, and
prostitutes in some jurisdictions even today find it difficult to successfully prosecute
men for rape (Gregory and Lees, 1999; Smart, 1995). This situation prompted
Seidenberg to comment:
Thus the classic 'bad' woman has no more choice than the classic 'good'
wotnan, the wife. (Seidenberg, 197 1,, 226)
M
The emphasis in Christian thought on the virtues of the Virgin Mary elevated one
woman in status whilst simultaneously condemning all 'ordinary' women for failing
to attain such purity @ullough, 1974). Women were increasingly despised and
reviled, and portrayed as the embodiment of evil. Examples of common sayings
about women from the Middle Ages provide graphic examples of such sentiments:
Wouldst thou define or know what a woman is7 She is glittering mud, a
stinktng rose, sweet poison, ever leaning towards that wldch is forbidden her.
Woman was evil from the beginnings, a gate of death, a disciple of the
servant, the devil's accomplice, a fourtt of deception, a dogstar to godly
labou.rs, rust corrupting the saints; whose perilous face h,ad overthrown such
as had alreadT, beconte almost angels. (quoted in Bullough, 1974,173-174)
Sayings such as these, and comments about women's general inferiority, have not
been confined to single nations or particular epochs. The patterns of social control
which emerged have assumed diverse forms historically and cross-culturally,
although with similar underlying systems of belief and essentially common goals.
In China, for instance, women's social status was painfully controlled from
approximately 1000 A.D. through the practice of foot-binding, a custom which
ensured women's complete dependence on men for their survival (Daly, 1979).
Men defined as erotic a practice which deformed women for life. As Andrea
Dworkin expressed it:
Men were positive and wornen were negative because men could walk and
women could not. Men were strong and women were weak because men
could walk and women could not. Men were independent and women were
dependent because men could walk and women could not. Men were virile
because women were crippled. (Dworkin, 1982, 99)
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Likewise, the witchcraft purges of the l4s.-17'h centuries were directed predominantly
at women (Daly, 1979; Hester, 1992), and were expressly linked to women's
sexuality. In 1484, the German monks, Kramer and Sprenger, graphically described
in the Malleus Maleficarum (The Witches Hammer) how women were defective
from the start, formed as they were from a bent rib. Not only were women
imperfect, they were also inherently deceptive. Thus the Malleus Maleficarum
depicted women as cunning, evil, and prone to consorting and copulating with the
Devil. Witches, it was claimed, through the use of glamour, wero able to ensnare
menos penises, effectively emasculating them. The writers seemed to be trying to
reassure their male readership when they noted that the 'virile member' was not
'really torn right away from the body' but hidden by the devil so that it could be
'neither seen norfelt' (Kramer and Sprenger. 1486, translated by Summers, 1971,
I r9).
Of women's voice the monks said:
For as she is a liar by nature, so in her speech she stings while she delights
aJ. Wherefore her voice is like the song of the Sirens, who with their sweet
melody erfiice the passers-by and kiII them. (ibid., 46)
The threat of being labelled a 'witch' was a powerful measure of social control,
which effectively limited and constrained all women's behaviour (Hester, 1992).
What provided the context for such fears to flourish was the belief that women were
'inferior and sinful', which was utilised to curtail changes to women's economic
position (Hester, 1992, 200).
Much of the Malleus Maleficarum may be dismissed as fantastical superstition;
nevertheless, many of the ideas underlying its edicts filtered through society to
influence the minds and thinking of both men and women throughout the ages. This
is evident in pronouncements made by prominent philosophers. For example,
Balzac asks:
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Elave you ever observed a Iie in the a;nftude and netare of wowen? Deeeit is
as eW to them as faltring snow in Heaven. (quoted in Larsou, 1959, 18).
Ijkewise; Schopenhauer asscrts :
Natwre kas gi:ven women only one rneans af protection and d,efense 
-
hypocrisy, this is congenital with thern, and the wsc of it is as natural as tIrc
animal's use of its claws. Women feel they have a certain degree of
justificarton for their hypocriry,. @uotea ibid-).
Schopenhauer also stated that a perjury in a court of justice is rnol€ oftel com:nitted
by a woman than a man, and that indoed it could generally be questioned whether a
wouran oughl-to be 'sworn' at all (ibid., 20). hr a similar vein, Nietzsche, in Feyond
Good andEvil, claimed:
[Wonmn's] g,reat art is ths lle,. ker highest eoncern is mere appearance'and.
heouty- (quoted in Cavanagh, 1971, 275)
Litcrature reinforced such sontiments. Lord Byron proclairned, for inst4nce:
Believe a wom,an or qn epitaph; or qny other thing tlnt's false. (quoted in
Larson, 1969,20)
Byron also pe.nned the following yerse, whieh has been enthusiastically adopted by
legal writers sush as Glanv.ille Williams for providing 'evide;ncen of women's
flckleness:
A linle stin slw sffove, cndnuchrcpented,
Att"dwhispering 'I will ne'er conscnt' 
- 
consentcd
(Bynou quotedin Naffine, 1997, 106)
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Such sentiments did not disappear with the dawning of the twentieth century.
'Romantic' novels and movies have portrayed rape as emblematic of love.8 The
wo[ran, once ravished, has her sensualiry awakened; the man, in raping her, is not
seen as taking something from her; rather, in his reconstruction, he convinces himself
that he is doing her a favour. Through rape, he awakens her sexual self. Like
Scarlett in Gone With the Wind, her protests fade away and she swoons in exquisite
pleasure at being taken so forcefully, so manfully. If Rhett wants Scarlett so much
that he will rape her, he must indeed love her very much. Similar themes are evident
in the writings of D. H. Lawrence, Henry Miller, and Norman Mailer (Dworkin,
1982), not to mention the 'soft porn' versions in countless Harlequin and Mills and
Boon novels. Hardcore pornography, of course, presents its own versions of 'rape-
as-seduction' and even'rape-to-the-death' scenarios (Caputi, 1987).
Historical studies of sexuality tended to restrict themselves to anatomical
observations and the mechanics of the sexual organs (Highwater, 1990). They
portrayed the sexual self as fixed and immutable, and presented a view of sex as
... an obsessive natural force, a biological imperative focused entirely in the
genitals. (Highwater, 1990, 5)
It is only comparatively recently that sexualify has come to be viewed as a social and
historical construct (Bell, 1993; Foucault, 1981; Highwater, 1990; Smart, 1995).
Sexual expression is not 'natural' and universal but is learned, acquired and adapted
within particular social, historical and cultural contexts (Highwater, 1990). Rape
has been viewed as an extension of the 'natural' sexual urge in men, and women
advised to take all precautions necessary to keep men's sexual instincts in abeyance.
The notion of men's uncontrollable sex urge has had clear social utility in shifting
sexual responsibility on to women (Shapcott, 1988). If men are biologically
I A woman interviewed in Patton and Mannison's (1998) study, for example, spoke of accepting rape
in marriage because she had learned from romantic novels that it was a 'normal' part of marriage
(Patton and Mannison, 1998, 36).
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programmed to penetrate any warm orifice in sight (even those of sheep or sharkse if
women are not available), then it is up to the sheep, shark, or woman to move away.
Even today, in this new millennium, notions of women persist which porffay them as
temptresses and seducers. Just as mermaids were said to lure sailors to their deaths,
the seductive charms of land-based women entice men, even princes and presidents,
to act in ways that can spell their demise. Women tempt, flirt and seduce; men, in
response, rape. The notion that, thereby, women 'ask to be raped' remains
frighteningly popular. Studies of the acceptance of rape myths still reveal
comparatively high levels of acceptance, especially amongst male participants
(Lonsway and Fitzgerald, 1994: Hinck and Thomas, 1999). The next section
outlines the prevalence of such thinking in the field of academia.
Women: Dominant images and discourses
In the history of women under patriarchy, a major tool of social control has involved
the use of stereotypical images concerning women's fundamental nature (Coveney
et. al., 1984; Jackson, 1978; Pateman, 1988). The gendered discourse which has
evolved involves the ascription of certain character traits to men and women, to such
an extent that particular human qualities are perceived as either 'masculine' or
'feminine' (Johnson, 1997). The general underlying trend has been for the more
active and positive traits to be used as descriptors of men and the more passive and
negative traits applied to women. Thus women have traditionally been portrayed as
weak, passive, manipulative, low in intellect, excessively emotional, and prone to
hysteria. Popular images have included women as the alluring siren of the seas,
women as witches charming and ensnaring men with their potions and, in more
recent times, the Marilyn Monroe and Madonna type depictions of women as sex
e In a fatming country, such as New Zealand, sheep have long been constructed as an at-risk group; the
practice of using dead sharks was relayed to me by an ex-fishing boat worker.
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goddesses and temptresses. This section specifically addresses the significance of
such imagery by considering examples drawn from academic writing.
Academia has by no means been immune from the influence of archaic myths and
historical typifications. The work of many of the most prominent criminologists of
the last hundred or so years is liberally laced with depictions of women which stress
their 'naturally' deceptive and manipulative qualities. In the late 19'h centur], Caesar
Lombroso and William Ferrero published one of the first works to deal exclusively
with women as criminal offenders. The Female Offender stressed the underlying
weaknesses of women which influenced them to lie and deceive. The book argued
that, in their role as mothers, women frequently have to Iie to their children about
many things and u,ere adept at concealmerrt. Lombroso argued:
Women have many ffaits in comnxon witlt children; that their moral sense is
deficient; that they are revengeful, jealous, inclined to vengeances of a
refined cruelty.... What terrffic criminals children would be if they had strong
passions, muscular strength, and sfficient intelligence.... And women are big
children. (Lombroso andFerrero, 1895, 151)
The picture of women painted by Lombroso stressed also their lack of moral sense
and their inclinations to 'diabolical crueltv'.
Writing in 1914, Hargrave Adam reflected Lombrosian thinking in his accounts of
criminal women, whom he described as colossaI petticoated atrocities. Later, Freud
depicted women as doomed to social inferiority because of their sexual inferiority,
evidenced by the lack of a penis (Klein, 1973). For young girls growing up,
knowledge that they lacked the 'superior' organ relegated them to a life of envy and
vengefulness. Otto Pollak's influential book, The Criminalitv of Women (1961)r0,
also depicted women as vengeful, arguing that women's physiology predisposes
r" This book was originally published in the United States of America in 1950.
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them to crime and deception. Lying comes naturally to women, since not only do
they learn early in life to conceal what they are ashamed of (menstruation), but
women are also able to fake orgasm in ways men cannot. No wonder then, argued
Pollak, that women are so skilled at crimes involving deception and concealment,
since
...fo, wotnen deceit ...(is) ... a socially prescribed form of behaviour.
(Pollak, 1961, l1)
Moreovet, women have duped men in general, and the criminal justice system in
particular, into perceiving them as weak and innocent, so that even when their
criminal natures reveal themselve.s, women arc ireated with chivalry and accorded
leniency. Hence, official crime statistics portraying men predominantly as the
offenders are flawed, argued Pollak, and mask the true extent of women's carnality
and criminality. Despite a lack of evidence to support his 'theories', the sentiments
underlying Pollak's views appealed to subsequent writers (Heidensohn, 2000). In
New Zealand, his influence was especially manifest in the writings of criminologist,
Allan Nixon (1914), who maintained that the crime of rape
... might virtually disappear if it was made an offence for the woman ... to
incite her own rape. (Nixon, 1914,83)
Some of the arguments seriously advanced by male criminologists in theorising
about women's involvement in crime would be laughable, if the assumptions they
concealed were not so destructive and misogynist. Pauline Bart commented, in
1979, that:
Crirninologists, Iike mental health professionals, are supposed to be experts
on rape, because rape is a crime. Moreover, their textbooks are used to
train law enforcement personnel. Therefore Wisan's findings (1978) that
current American crintinology textbooks embody cultural myths and
5l
stereotypes, Particularly 'she was asking for it' or 'victim precipitation' is
both relevant and disffessing, Other myths found in criminology textbooks
are'women want to be raped', 'yolt. cannot rape awoman' and'rape is
simply explained by sexual frustration'. (Bart, 1979, 355)
Ten years later, Gary LaFree noted in the preface to his book:
Rape is an ancient crime that has been poorly understood by criminologists
and citizens alike. It wanants our serious attention. (LaFree, 1989, viii)
Allison Morris (1987) likewise drew attention to criminology's meagre and
stereotypical treatment of rape, and criticised the way in which some researchers in
the sociology of deviance were comrnitted to understanding the offender's world
through his eyes only. She noted how, for example, one writer in his discussion of
rape constantly placed quotation marks around the word victim, and referred to the
rapist as an
uneducated, opportunistic, and basically goodhearted soul who takes his
pleasure where he finds ir (Gibbon s, 1977 , quoted in Morris, 1987, I 63)
Criminological and sociological writings concerning the victims of rape have been
little better, even when supposedly the subject of academic critique (Bart, 1979;
Mintz, 1973). For example, on one level, Amir's material on victim precipitation
could be taken to refer to a man misinterpreting a woman agreeing to have a drink
with him as really agreeing to have sex with him (Amir,1971). Yet this theory
exudes maleness, in that only men could (a) think that way, and (b) turn round and
call it victim precipitation! Furthermore, Amir's list of factors indicating victim
precipitation is revealing, and includes victims 'who met their offender in a bar,
picnic or party'; situations where alcohol was present, 'particularly in the victim';
and victims identified as having a 'bad' reputation (Amir, 1967, 502). He asserts
that:
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,.. negligent and reckless behavior on the part of the victim.... does not make
any offender innocent but allows us to consider some of these men, at least,
Iess guilty and leads us to consider that the victim is perhaps also responsible
for what happened to her. (ibid.)
Whilst theories of male offending were expanded throughout the twentieth century to
consider social, cultural, and economic factors, accounts of women offenders
remained stereotypically couched in the language of women's biology and sexuality
(Klein, 1973: Morris, 1987; Smart, 1976). Women's sexuality, in fact, came to be
portrayed as the equivalent of men's criminality. Even after economic motives were
acknowledged as underlying men's property offending, theft by wornen was
portrayed in sexualise.d terms. Flence, Stoller, for exampie, argued that when some
women lay hands on objects with the intent to steal, they experienced orgasms
(quoted in Al-Issa, 1980). More recently, attempts to explain terrorist involvement
have resorted at times to highly gendered and, for women, sexualised, accounts (for
example, Cooper, 1979). These have portrayed terrorist activity as resulting from
strongly principled beliefs and political convictions for men, whilst wornen's
involvement has been disrnissed as the result of erotomania, a lusting after such
heroic men. Accordingly, this 'observation' prompted one writer to assert that:
Clearly the sexual relationships of women terrorists have considerable
influence on what they do and why they do it. The key to female terrorism
undoubtedly lies hidden somewhere in women's complex sexual nature.
(Cooper, 1979,154)
It is unlikely that we would ever see, or be expected to take seriously, the above
comrnent reproduced with the word 'women' replaced by the word 'men'.
Ngaire Naffine (1997) has been scathing of the way in which so much of what is
proffered as academic criminology is little more than men's unsubstantiated musings
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on women. As she comments in relation to most traditional, criminological writings
on rape:
Wtat we are seeing at work is the male imagination on women .... These
male accoutzts of relations between the sexes are simplistic, reductive and
masculine. They take no account of cument feminist debates in the area....
Tlrc prevailing masculine analysis of rape gives no hint of the complicated
and contested nature of sexuality in which men and women act for a variety
of motives- There is no sense here that a woman's experience of sex with a
man can be other than the one that he pro.iects on to her; that she might
possess a quite different, distinctive, sovereign sexuality. (Naffine, 1997,
r07-r 08)
Taylor (1987), for example, suggests that men have planted responsibility for sexual
aggressiveness on women by implying that women desire to be taken forcefully;
when men dominate and overcome women, they are doing what women secretly
want and desire. The use of force in sexual penetration can thus be justified on the
basis that this is what women want. As stated in an American legal journal in the
1950s:
[A] woman's need for sexual satisfaction may lead to the unconscious desire
for forceful penetration, the coercion serving neatly to avoid guilt feelings
which might arise after willing participation. (quoted in McSherry, 1998,
29)
The fact that, for centuries, the law specified that rape was acceptable in certain
contexts, such as marriage, served to undermine and diminish the seriousness of
sexual violation. If wives could be legally violated on a nightly basis, yet still rise to
cook their husband's breakfasts in the morning, where was the harm?
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In the field of medicine also, the attitudes of physicians have had their patriarchal
roots exposed (Mills, 1982). Writing in 1918, one doctor remarked to his
colleagues:
Considering the sense of shame whiclt wotnan ordinarily manifests in all
matters pertaining to sex the false accusation of rape would appear to be
unusual. Practical experience, however, has shown that in no field of
simulation has greater ingenuity been displayed by hysterical and revengeful
wofiten than in accusations of rape. (Bronson, 1918, 539)
Concerns about the possibility of false accusations were stressed, partly to remind
doctors of the importance of their testirnony regarding physical evidence of rape.
The view was routinely expressed that substantial numbers of rape charges were
unfounded, with one writer claiming that women made l2 false accusations for every
one true charge (Mapes, 1906,937). Certain members of the community were
believed to be at grcater risk of having false allegations levelled against them than
others. Not surprisingly, physicians and dentists were two such groups, and were
urged to always take the precaution of having a witness nearby when administering
anaesthetics to a woman, because
Women are peculiar and unreliable, and there is no accounting for the queer
notions they may sometimes get into their heads. Gne UeaicA ana Surgicl
Reporter, 1882, quoted in Mills, 1982,36)
Mapes was more specific concerning these 'queer notions', urging his colleagues
when administering anaesthetics :
-.. that the fact must not be forgotten that emotional females under such
conditions might readily hnagine they were indulging in sexual congress with
their husbands (or others), even with the physician or dentist who may be
treating them at the time. (Mapes, 1906, 938)
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Ninety years later, a woman whom I interviewed in New Zealand was one of several
who had been sexually assaulted in hospital whilst under the influence of an
anaesthetic. Despite the testimony of multiple victims and witnesses, the doctor
involved was acquitted (Jordan, 1998a).
One prevalent and particularly insidious myth derives from the notion that false rape
allegations emanate fron women's sexual fantasies (Edwards, l98l; Katz and
Mazur, 1979; Taslitz, 1999; Torrey, 1991). Within the field of medical
jurisprudence, the notion was promulgated that false allegations were a particular
form of 'gender-related lying' (Kanin, 1994, 82). Beliefs in female masochism
reinforced the view that women often had a subconscious desire to be raped. For
example, the neo-Freudian writer, Helene Deuisch, in her book, The Psychology of
Women, maintained that girls were particularly prone to sexual fantasies in puberty,
a developmental stage characterised by:
... ardent wishes to be desired, strong aspirations to egoistic possession, a
norntally completely passive attitude to the first attack, and a desire to be
raped that asserts itself in dreams andfears. (Deutsch, 1944, ll7)
Furthermore, asserted Deutsch,
... rape fantasies are variants of the seductionfantasies so familiar to us in
the lying accounts of lrysterical women patients. (Deutsch, 1944,256)
Some medical writers asserted that women who were particularly neurotic might
convert such fantasies into actual beliefs that they had been raped, until they reached
a point of memory falsification (Horney, 1933). In legal literature, the term
'pseudologia phantastica' became the authoritative label for the condition responsible
for false rape allegations by women, and was described as a
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... delusional state in which the complainant traly believes that she had been
raped although no rape, and perhaps no sexual contact of any kind, had
taken place. Since she firmly believes this non-fact, her story is unshakable.
@essmer, 1984, quoted in Kanin, 1994,82)
Whenever the issue of rape fantasies is raised, the question arises: whose fantasies
are being talked about? Who benefits from the notion that women secretly desire to
be taken forcefully? As Tony Jefferson has recently observed:
The notiott that 'no means yes' is a poweful, almost formulaic, masculinist
fantasy within a certain discourse of sexuality. But note wlrat it does:
effectively, it transfornts the fear of rejecti.on. ('no, I don't want it/you'), tuitk
all its attendant anxieties, into the positive 'cotne-on' of a 'yes, she warxts
it/me reall1,.' (Jefferson, 1997, 291)
Women's so-called'rape fantasies', it seems, may originate not within women's
psyches but from men's fantastical imaginings. It is men's fantasy that women's
heads are full of sexual fantasies about them, and it is men's anger when, faced with
rejection, these fantasies shatter. As Susan Estrich stated:
Men have written for decades about women's rape fantasias - about our
supposed desire to be forcibly ravished, to 'enjoy' sex without taking
responsibility for it, to be passive participants in sexual ecstasy which, when
we are spurned in the relationship or caught in the act, we then caII'rape'.
(Estrich, 1987,5)
Beliefs in women's capacity for fantastical imaginings, however, have surfaced
within various academic guises (Edwards, 1981). In his legal treatise, On Evidence,
Wigmore warned:
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Modern psychiatrists have amply studied the behavior of errant young girls
and wonten coming before the courts in aII sorts af cases. Their psychic
complexes are multifarious, distorted partly by inherent defects, partly by
diseased derangements or abnormal instincts, partly by bad social
environment, partly b), temporary physiological or emotional conditions.
One form taken by these complexes is that of contriving false charges of
sexual offenses by men. The unchaste (let us call it) mentality finds incidental
but direct expression in the narration of imaginary sex incidents of which the
narrator is straigltforward and convincing. The real victim, however, too
often is the inrrccent man; for the respect and sympathy naturally felt by any
tribunal for a wronged female helps to give easy credit to such a plausible
tale. (Wigmore" quoted in Bourque, !989, 105)
Bourque (1989) notes that the so-called 'ample psychiatric evidence' which
Wigmore refers to consists of five case studies from a 1915 book involving rape
charges made by women undergoing psychiatric treatment, three of which never
went to trial, and the opinions of a handful of psychiatrists prior to 1933; yet this was
the 'scientific' basis on which Wigmore concluded women had a propensity for
falsifying charges of sexual offences.
The views articulated by writers such as Wigmore reflect those of the dominant
discourse surrounding false allegations that emerged from the mid-nineteenth century
onwards (Edwards, 1981). Medical and legal writers promulgated the notion of the
impossibility of rape, alleging, for example, that non-consenting sex could be
achieved only by 'stupefying' a woman (ibid., 126). Edwards maintains that the
media helped in the construction of a moral panic concerning false rape allegations,
utilising the phenomenon of 'the railway compartment complainant' to this end
(ibid., 127). While the design of the nineteenth century railway compartment may
have provided men with both the opportunity and protective cover for rape, the
'gentleman' status of the accused was undoubtedly linked with acceptance of an
alternative interpretation: that the complainants were lying. Allegations against
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men of class and substance were increasingly viewed as suspect, and the difficulties
associated with successfully charging such men with rape are still apparent today.tr
The academic and supposedly scientific disciplines of medicine, criminology, and
psychology have, in fact, been constructed on mythical and ideological foundations.
Myths, religion, and cultural beliefs and practices all reveal evidence of the
undermining of women's voice and abasement of women's nature. Women are
consistently portrayed as inferior, irrational, and irredeemable, lacking control
socially but nonetheless being credited with responsibility for the downfall of
humanity. The ernphasis on mythology is, I believe, profoundly important in
establishing the broader context of beliefs within which women are perceived, rape is
defined, anci criminai justice system processes operate. As Helena Kennedy has
stated:
Myths are tent pegs which secure the status quo. In the law, nrythology
operates almost as powerfully as legal precedent in inhibiting change, and
the law is fuII of ntythology. Women are particularly at its tnercy, although
men do not escape its force, especially when issues of class and race
enxerge... Mythology is a triumph of belief over reality, depending for its
survival not on evidence but on constant reiteration. (Kennedy, 1992,32)
The response of the criminal justice system to rape complainants has been shaped by
the beliefs outlined here: the first related to perceptions of the nature of rape and the
second to perceptions of the nature of women. Both sets of assumptions have been
challenged to some extent by significant shifts in thinking in the late twentieth
century. Politically, developments in the areas of feminism and human rights have
undermined men's traditional beliefs concerning their ownership of their wives and
ll The fact that New Zealand doctor, Morgan Fahey, could sexually assault his patients without
detection for so many years, trading on his credibility and their lack of it, exemplifies this point
(Dominion, 261510o; New Zealand Herald, U6100). As well as being a respected Christchurch medical
practitioner, Fahey was Deputy Mayor and his conviction in June, 2000 for sexual offending against
his patients provoked national outrage.
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children. Traditional legal processes no longer have the authority and status they
once colnmanded, and have been subject to stringent criticism regarding the need for
extensive reform and for widespread education of key players, such as the judiciary
(Kennedy, 1992; Gregory and Lees, 1999; Lees, 1996; Scutt, 1998; Thomas, 1994).
Philosophically, beliefs in absolutes have been refuted and the age of relativism
established, accompanied in academia by developments such as postmodernism.
Against this backdrop, the traditional assumptions about rape and women are
struggling to retain their grip. The anchor that secures them is the legacy of
patriarchy, thousands of years of belief in the rights and superiority of men over
women. Assumptions of the 'natural' supremacy of men, however, came under
increasing attack during the latter years of thc tweniieth cerrtury. Feminists'
analyses stressed the ways in which stereotypical and negative views of women have
impacted on the criminal justice system's response to them, not only as offenders but
also as victims. Andrea Dworkin, for example, observes:
As wonten, we live in the midst of a society that regards us as contetnptible.
We are despised, as a gender class, as sluts and liars. We are the victims oJ
continuous, malevolent, and sanctioned violence against us 
- 
against our
bodies and our whole lives. Our characters are defamed, as a gender class,
so that no individual woman has any credibility before the law or in society
at large. Our enenties 
- 
rapists and their defenders 
- 
not only go
unpunished; they remain influential arbiters of morality; tlrcy have high and
esteemed places in the society; they are priests, Iawyers, judges, Iawmakers,
politicians, doctors, artists, corporation executives, psycltiaffists and
teachers. (Dworkin, t982, 42)
Men may have status as professionals; the most critical determinant of their stafus,
however, derives simply flom their gender. Men have status because, historically,
having status meant being male. A woman's social status was derived from her
husband; within the marriage, as we saw earlier, she had no independent status apart
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from him. When she was an offender, the woman's husband was held accountable
for her actions; when she was a victim, he was viewed as the aggrieved party.
As Dworkin identifies in the passage quoted above, a major factor affecting how
women are treated stems from their lack of perceived credibility. As we saw earlier,
themes recurrent in depictions of women portray them as irrational, confused, easily
swayed and deceived, and prone to fantastical imaginings. While reason and self-
determination supposedly underlie men's actions, women's actions are seen as
reactions, determined in large part by their mental weaknesses and emotional
vulnerabilities. Instead of making objective decisions informed by reason, women
are presented as being at the mercy of their emotions, sex hormones and
physiological processes.
The depiction of women not knowing their own minds has been evident in such
pronouncements as'when women say no, they meanyes'(Lees, 1997; Scutt, 1997;
Taslitz, 1999). Women think they should resist men's sexual advances, initially at
least, so as not to appear sluttish, when what they really want is, coincidentally and
conveniently for men, what the man wants 
- 
sex, Thus his proceeding sexually does
not violate what she wants, for he knows what she wants more than she does. Being
male equates with science, knowledge, and reason; being female is synonymous with
art, imagination, and fabrication. As recently as 1990, a male judge in Britain
maintained that all the gentleman of a jury would understand that when women say
no, they do not always mean no (Lees, 1997,76).
To argue that women say no when they mean yes powerfully undermines the validity
of women's word. If it is commonly believed and advanced in the courts that a
woman says she does not want sex when she does, then the argument can easily be
made that she will say she did not want sex when she did, and say she was raped
when she was not. A man who gives you his word gives you his 'truth', but what
weight does the word of a woman carry? Such a view obviously has what Lees
calls:
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... dangerous implications. If the female body has an existence of its own,
totally out of control of its occupant, evidence of lack of consent is rendered
irrelevant. Implicit in these ideas is that not only does a woman not lonw her
own desires, but that she is responsible for the 'uncontrollability' of male
desire once it is aroused. The defence counsel then puts arguments forward
such as, 'Did she lead him on, prostitute herself, or consent and then change
lrcr mind at the last minute when the tnan was unable to control himself?'
The idea that male sexuality once aroused is uncontrollable firml1, shifts the
blame onto tlxe wonxanx. Despite her own irrationality and lack of control, she
is expected to exercise control on behalf of both of tlrcm. (Lees, 1997 ,76)
The conception of sex underlying rape tlials implies an active maie predator
encountering a passive female who may offer token resistance, be overcome, and
enjoys the 'sex' despite herself. Not only is the woman discredited for not knowing
what she wants, but the man is credited both with knowing what she wants and
ensuring that she gets it. As Sue Lees says:
It reduces the whole issue of consent to absurdity, in which the woman is
denied any subjectivity of knowledge of her own desire. (Lees, Ig97 , j7).
The woman does not know her own mind, nor does she have control over her own
body. If a man accosts her sexually, her body betrays her. Any 'natural' lubrication
of the vagina during forced sexual stimulation can be interpreted erroneously as
evidence of consent, rather than merely evidence of stimulation. Defendants will
sometimes argue in court that evidence of lubrication can be interpreted as signifying
that 'she really wanted it'. Furthermore, Lees said she was 'horrified' to find that at
least one police officer interviewed believed that forensic tests could be conducted
on vaginal fluids to ascertain 'evidence' of consent (Lees, 1997,77).
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She says such discourses reflect hysterization of women's bodies, which Foucault
argues was one of the mechanisms of knowledge and power centring on sex
(Foucault, l98l). In Lees's words:
The woman is a sexual being, her rationality is therefore always debatable
and her claim of rape always suspect. Men know best what her body really
wants, and she is not more than her body. This is what renders women fickle
and untrastwortlry. (Lees, 1997, 78)
Such thinking has been evident in legal formulations and the criminal justice
system's responses to victims of rape and sexual assault.
TII. CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM RESPONSES
Law reform initiatives
Law reform tends to be a frustrating exercise, given the difficulties associated with
trying to achieve significant changes in a domain that has such conservative and
patriarchal foundations. The questioning of a complainant's previous sexual history
became an early platform for rape law reform. 'Rape shield' laws were introduced in
many jurisdictions in an attempt to limit the impact of moral judgments about the
complainant on trial outcomes (Allison and Wrightsman, 1993; Edwards and
Heenan, 1994; Henning and Bronitt, 1998; Taslitz, 1999; wiehe and Richards,
1995). In New Znaland, this resulted in changes to the Evidence Acr prohibiting the
questioning any witness about the previous sexual experience of a complainant,
unless the leave of the Judge was obtained (Sullivan, 1986). This was extended in a
1985 amendment specifying that such questions could not be put 'directly or
indirectly' (Sullivan, 1986, 45). In practice, however, defence lawyers still make
insinuations and raise questions knowing the Judge will intervene, while also
knowing that it is the raising of the doubt in the jury's mind which is paramount
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(Adler, 1987; Lees,1996; Taslitz, 1999). Thns, in some ways, raising such question-
marks over the woman's reputation can damage her credibility as much, if not more,
as when she was expected to provide answers to such questions.
Simon Bronitt (1998) has observed similar potential dangers in relation to judicial
direction concerning delays in reporting by rape victims. He suggests that recent
law reforms aimed at encouraging judges to instruct juries that delays by victims in
reporting may or may not be of import could, in fact, be counteqproductive in their
effects (Bronitt, 1998, 49). This outcome could eventuate because the jury may not
know the legal rules underlying this direction, and may think it signals that the judge
has question-mar*s over the complainant's credibility (ibid.). In similar fashion, the
abolition of judicial warnings regarding lack of corroboration in rape cases now
Ieaves the situation entirely to the jury to assess, within the safe and secret confines
of the jury room, beyond the reach of issues of transparency and accountabiiity.
Likewise, an unintended outcome of the promotion of gender neutrality may be that
discrimination against women becomes more masked, with negative and
stereotypical portrayals of women as unreliable complainants remaining pronounced
but hidden and unable to be challenged (ibid., 43 footnote). Thus the spectre of the
untrustworthy complainant who is dishonest, vengeful, and prone to fantasy remains
profoundly feminine.
Similar points could be raised with regard to testimony concerning the previous
sexual history of the complainant. Historically, a major way to discredit a woman's
allegation of rape was to discredit her sexual reputation (Adler, 1987; Estrich, 1987;
Frohmann, 1995; Lees, 1996; Lees, 1997; Scutt,1997; Smart, 1990; Taslitz, 1999).
The dominant assumption, whieh defence lawyers often manipulated to the
offender's advantage, was that an unmarried woman who agreed to consensual sex
with any man was unlikely to be a genuine victim of rape. Women, it seemed, were
completely lacking in discernment, and since, once their virginity was lost, they had
nothing more to lose, wanton licentiousness followed! If such women ever said
'no', it could only be interpreted as 'yes', and even more so if it was to a man with
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whom she had previously engaged in consensual sex. A woman's chastity, it seems,
was like a locked door which, once either unlocked by her or kicked in by someone
else, could never be locked again. Such thinking was particularly evident in relation
to women working in the sex industry, who historically have been particularly
vulnerable to sexual coercion yet denied 'legitimate' victim-status (Gilbert, 1993;
O'Neill, 1997; Scutt, 1993). As Scutt puts it:
Sex-for-money is one aspect af a woman's sex life which, in the assessment of
the court, nxeans she is'usedto sex'andtherefore (by some sleight of hand,
or perverse 'Iogic') wiII not be 'so upset' by rape. (Scutt, 1997 , 46)
From the mid-1980s onwards, then, significant legal changes have been enacted in
New Zealand, Australia, North America, and the United Kingdom in response to
feminist criticisms regarding rape injustices (New Zealand: Jordan, 1998a, 1998b;
Australia: Heath, 1998; Mason,l995; United States: Doerner and Lab, 1998; United
Kingdom: Gregory and Lees, 1999). However, writing within the Australian
context, Simon Bronitt has commented that recent empirical studies in the Australian
states of New South Wales and Victoria
... suggest that tlte criminal justice system's treatment of wonten who allege
rape has not significantly improved, and in sotne respects may be worse than
before the reforms were enacted! (Bronitt, 1998,42)
Similar conclusions have been drawn with respect to the United Kingdom @rown et.
al., 1993a; Lees, 1997), specifically in relation to the difficulties involved in
significantly improving police responses to rape complainants (New 7*aland: Jordan,
1998a; United Kingdom: Lees and Gregory, 1999:- Temkin, 1997). Entrenched
patriarchal thinking within legal and police cultures is often stressed as a significant
factor underlying resistance to change (Brown and Heidensohn, 2000; Gregory and
Lees, 1999). Bronitt (1998) argues that alongside these cultural explanations for the
failure of rape law reform lie deeper structural explanations. He draws on the
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concept of 'counterproductive regulation', a term used by Peter Grabosky (1995)
when describing the ways in which legal regulation can be resisted and subverted by
individuals and organisations. This process of resistance can produce unintended
consequences, in effect backfiring to produce a worsening of the situation which
reforms were intended to remedy. Thus, argues Bronitt, the abolition of overtly
discriminatory legal rules and definitions has been seen as progress in rape law
reform.
... bttt oJten this substantive restructuring merely frees the trial judge and
jury to apply discriminatory myths and misconceptions aboutfemale sexuality
to the remodelled definitions of consent, relevance and credibilitlt. (Bronitt,
1998,42-43)
Directing a jury to ignore a remark, for instance, can unintentionally reinforce
judgmental attitudes already present within jury members' minds. More important
than warnings, directions and evidential requirements is the context within which
dominant rape narratives and discourses are constructed (Taslitz, 1999). While
adherence to traditional beliefs and attitudes persists, reforms will be limited in scope
and effectiveness. In this sense, the most significant changes affecting rape laws
have yet to be made.
Court and trial processes
Analyses of the criminal justice system's responses to female rape complainants have
tended, for the most part, to focus on court and trial experiences. This is not
surprising, given the relatively public nature of the courts and the extent of media
coverage possible. Court trials provide a public spectacle, whereby legal rituals and
authority symbols are utilised as devices for shaming and punishment. Feminist
criticism of rape trials has typically argued that it is the alleged victim, rather than
the alleged offender, who experiences the most arduous assaults on her character and
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behaviour (Adler, 1987:, Lees, 1996; smart, 1989; Taslitz, 1999; van de zandt,
1998). Thus the rape trial has repeatedly been referred to as a second victimisation
for rape victims, experienced as a brutal and degrading violation akin in nature to
that of the rape itself (Adler, 1987 Hall, 1985; Kennedy, r99z;Lees, 1996; Madigan
and Gamble, 1991; McDonald, 1997; stanko, lggz). one writer argued, in fact,
that:
Rape contirxues to result in quadruple victimization, as the actual assault is
followed by psychological assaults from police, medical personnel, and the
judicial system. (Mills, 1982,53)
Historically, as we saw earlier, the laws on rape reflected men's definirions of
sexuality and their relationships with women. Women's experiences of sex or rape
were not taken into account in the formulation of such laws (Easteal, 1998a; Lees,
1997,78; smart, 1989; Young, 1998). The views which predominared depicted men
as having a biological need and imperative for sex, which women as wives and
nurturers had an obligation to fulfil. Against this backdrop, what women want fades
from view; it is simply not relevant. The quest for 'truth' and 'objectivity' in such a
biased setting is destined to achieve neither. As Jocelynne Scutt has observed:
It is a truisnt that objectivity is the name given to men's subjectivities.
'objectivity' operates generally against women's interests. (scutt, 1998,
166)
In the court setting, a woman's word is not enough to show a genuine lack of
consent. Even where the perpetrator intimidates with threats of, or actual, force and
violence, strong evidence of physical resistance may still be demanded on her part
(Firth, 1975; Lees, 1997,78; scutt, 1998). A lack of visible injuries may even be
referred to in cases where the alleged offender and complainant know each other
well, despite psychological evidence demonstrating that physical resistance may be
even more unlikely in such relationship contexts fliliehe and Richards, 1995).
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A significant factor which may complicate judicial and court perceptions stems from
the historic acceptance of violence within male-female relationships (Kelly, 1988;
Stanko, 1985). This extends to sexual relationships, where the belief is still
regularly advanced that at least some degree of coercion is the norm, prompting
some writers to refer to men being effectively granted 'a licence to rape' (Stuart,
1993, 97). Such a view has been reflected in judicial pronouncements even
comparatively recently. In a South Australian example from 1992. Justice Bollen
asserted in his summing up:
There is, of course, nothing wrong with a husband faced with his wife's initial
refusal to engage in intercourse, in attempting, in an acceptable way, to
persuade her to change her nzind, and that may invohte e rneasure of rougher
than usual handling. It may be, in the end, that handling and persuasion
will persuade the wifu to agree. Sometimes it is a fine line between not
agreeing, tlrcn changing of the mind, and consenting. (Bollen, J. quoted in
Easteal, 1998b, ll5.) [My emphasis]
The cross-examination process in court has been uniformly described by
complainants as savage and gruelling (Adler,1987; Brown et. al., r993a; Lees, 1,997;
McDonald,1997; Scutt, 1997; Stuart, 1993; Taslitz, 1999; Thomas, 1994). Women
are routinely asked personal and invasive questions that have been designed to
provoke, shame, and compromise their integrity. Defence lawyers will focus in
particular on aspects related to the woman's dress, behaviour, alcohol and drugs
consumption, and her relationship to the alleged offender (Adler, 1987; Lees, 1997;
schuller and Stewart, 2000; scutt, 1997; shapcott, 1988). Although cross-
examination of the complainant concerning her previous sexual history is now only
admissible with the leave of the judge, inferences can be made, and questions can be
posed which, even if overturned, nevertheless may plant doubts in the jury's mind
regarding her sexual reputation or veracity (Lees, 1996; Taslitz, 1999). Anything
that can be used to discredit her will be, in what has been described as a process akin
to pornography (Smart, 1989). The witch trials of the 15tr'-17ft centuries provided
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pornographic 'thrills' for repressed monks (Daly, 1979), in ways which bear some
parallels with the role played by modern day rape trials (Henning and Bronitt, 1998;
Lees, 1997). According to Alison Young:
In the law of rape is found the rape of law; that is, the events that cortstitute
Iegal rape and 
- 
autside the frame - the events that follow when rape has
beenlegalised. (Young, 1998, l6l)
A recent Australian study tracked 150 sexual assault cases progressing through the
New south wales courts in a one-year period (van de zandt, 1998). Alt of the
complainants found it hard to answer repeated questions in courl regarding the sex
act, and involving descriptions of sexuai organs. The s[udy's author, Pia van de
Zandt, notes that in 95Vo of the trials studied, the complainant was asked questions
about sexual organs. Complainants were asked on average 16 of these questions,
although in one trial a woman with a psychiatric disability was asked 8l such sexual
questions. Such questions forced women to talk about their bodies in sexualised
ways, prompting van de Zandtto proclaim:
A sexual assault trial is ritualised degradation dressed up as court process.
(van de Zandt,1998, 125)
Cross-examination of the complainant seems designed to 'uncover' the real villain in
the trial, who may be portrayed as the whore, harridan, temptress - or any one or
more of the myths which protect men from allegations of sexual assault and hence
from having to take responsibility for their own violence. As Lees describes this
process:
Tlte myth of equal justice for all is no more blatantly exposed than in a rape
trial. The whole procedure loads the dice against her. Not only her
testimony, but her very life up to her complaint of rape and her motives in
making that complaint are brought into question, and often aggressively or
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mockingly so..... It is a consolidation of heterosexual privilege; the privilege
of men to decide when a wonxan says 'yes'; the right of men to have sex when,
how and when (sic) they want; the right of men to control female sexuality
and prevent female autonomy. (Lees, 1997,61-62;88)
It is still the case that obtaining a rape conviction is a difficult undertaking. The
attrition rate in cases of sexual assault is astonishingly high, and has also
significantly increased in recent years (Gregory and Lees, 1999; Harris and Grace,
1999). While populist sentiment, fuelled by backlash reactions, claims that our
prisons are full of the wrongfully convicted, for no other crime is a conviction
apparently so difficult to secure.
The requirements of the court are often at odds with the reality of women's
experience. For example, for evidence of a rape complaint to be admissible in court,
it is preferred that the reporting of the alleged offence be made 'voluntarily,
spontaneously and speedily' (van de Zandt,1998, 134). This follows on from the
historic belief cited earlier, which specified that the 'hue and cry' test be applied to
victims' allegations of rape. Today this practice continues in the expectation that
genuine sexual assault complaints will be made by the victim at the first opportunity
(Bronitt, 1998; McDonald,1994). In the New South wales study, 55To of the
complainants told someone about the sexual assault within an hour of its occurrence;
and another 287o told someone within 12 hours; so, overall, 83Vo told someone
within 12 hours (van de Zandt,1998). In terms of reporting the assault to the police,
half of the complainants told the police within 5 hours, 3 t % within one hour; and
817o reported it to the police within 7 days (ibid.). Despite this, in 59Vo of the trials
studied, the defence raised the victim's delay in making the complaint as an issue
during their cross-examination. Thus although women tended not to delay in telling
others and police, they were nevertheless cross-examined over delaying and possible
reasons for their hesitation (van de Zandt,l998). Judges also on occasion reiterated
this sentiment. One said, for example:
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A complaint is admissible if made at the earliest possible opportunity 
- 
if a
man runs out of a house and doesn't tell anyone the house is burning until the
rzight following, it is not consistent with hint believing that the house was on
ft.re when he ran out of it. (quoted in van deZandt,1998, 137)
Such pronouncements reveal more about judicial ignorance concerning the effects of
rape than they do about the veracity of rape complainants. The desire to minimise or
deny they have been raped is uppermost in many victims' minds following the attack
(Kelly, 1988). Thus, if there is any substantive truth in the statement that 'women lie
about rape', it is most likely to be in under-estimating the severity of what has
happened, concealing the violation from those close to them, refusing to inform
police of its occurrence, and colluding to protect the icientity of the offender. In
other wordsn this is the complete opposite of what women are accused of doing,
prornpting one writer to proclaim:
The mytlt is false claims of rape; the reality is severe underreporting of rape.
(Torrey, 1991, 1030-1031 )
In writing about the role of the judge in rape trials, Lees observed how, until
recently, rape was the only crime where a warning was given to the jury concerning
how easy it is to make rape allegations (Lees, 1997). No such similar warning is
made regarding the likelihood of accused men lying to avoid conviction. As Temkin
noted (1987), when wolnen report other crimes, such as burglary, their word is not
automatically doubted. There would be investigation of the woman's claim but not
of her integrity or her whole life. Also glossed over are the difficulties women face
in making complaints of rape, their fear and reluctance at doing so, and the fact that
rape has one of the lowest reporting rates of any crime (Chambers and Millar, 1983;
Feldman-Summers and Norris, 1984; Gilmore and Pittman, 1993; Kelly, 1988;
Kilpatrick et. al., 1987; Koss et. al., 1988; Lees,|997;Williams, 1984).
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The assertion that women frequently lie about rape, however, continues to be one of
the most influential rape myths. Doubts concerning the woman's credibility as a
witness are routinely voiced, the underlying assumption being that she is prone to
Iying and fabrication. Such a perception outweighs, in many cases, evidence of
resistance and visible injuries sustained by the victim, or even gross inconsistencies,
changed stories and 'lies' in the defendant's account (Gregory and Lees, 1999;
Mack, 1998). Writing within the Australian context, Annie Cossins has noted:
As the nryths associated with lying, hnmoral women work to the disadvantage
of the female complainant, they simultaneously work to the advantage of the
male accused. The balance of justice in a sexual assault trial is clearly
weighted against the complainant, since the mere allegation of sexual assault
Ieaves a wonxan open to having 'her victinzisation measured against the
current rape mythologies'. (Cossins, 1998, 100)
Tlre study of sexual assault trials conducted by van de Zandt revealed that the most
common theme in cross-examination related to suggestions that a complainant had
lied or made a false report, and to speculation concerning motivation (van de Zandt,
1998). Despite corroboration by others, or evidence of injuries, suggestions were
frequently made by defence lawyers that complainants had ulterior motives in
bringing cases to court. Of the complainants who were asked directly whether or
not they were lying, each was on average asked seven questions (ibid.). In one case,
the defence counsel accused the woman of trying to cover up her lies with tantrums;
she was asked 178 questions regarding her general drug use, and it was put to her 70
times in court that she was lying or making the story up (ibid.). In over half the
trials studied (54Vo), the complainant was questioned about a possible motive which
may underlie her making a false report to the police. A vast array of possible
motives were suggested by the defence, including the possibilities of the complainant
fabricating such an allegation out of guilt, anger, or to support claims for residency,
child custody, or financial compensation (ibid.). Similar 'reasons' for women lying
have been identified elsewhere, generally emphasising reputation, self-protection,
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revenge, and self-gain (Chambers and Millar, 1983; Lees, 1997; Mack, l99g).
Sometimes, the question of motive is glossed over, as if no motive is necessary when
deception is a 'natural' character trait.
Research on rape trials conducted in Victoria, Australia, revealed the law and
judiciary still operate with a profound suspicion of women and perceptions of their
inherent deceitfulness (Edwards and Heenan, 1994). This mistrust extends, nor
surprisingly, to jurors in rape trials, in ways that demonstrate the dominance of
prevailing cultural narratives. Whilst on a rational level, notions of women 'asking
for it' may be rejected, the power of these narratives means that, if presented with a
case involving a drunk, scantily clad woman who accuses her date of raping her,
jurors may be disinclined to accept her account (Taslitz, 1999). In addressing the
inadequacies of the current adversarial justice system for adducing rape cases, United
States Law Professor Andrew Taslitz has recentlv observed:
our current adversarialism ... is modeled after male 'ways of speaking' in
everyday lifu. Just as those ways of speaking mute the female voice in
business, education, and politics, so do they mute that voice at trials. The
inability to engage with cultural naruatives and macho adversarialism
explains rape-law reform's failure. These primary mechanisms by which
rape iurors determine credibility are unchanged. Consequently, unjustified
acquinals mount. (Taslitz, 1999, 154-155)
Similar sentiments have been echoed in the New Zealand context by Justice Thomas
(1994), who publicly voiced his reservations concerning the ability of the criminal
justice system to deliver 'justice' to rape victims.
Clearly there are significant problems to be addressed in rape and sexual assault trials
when key legal players in a variety of countries state they have such little confidence
in the system that, if they or someone close to them, was sexually assaulted, they
would advise them against reporting the offence and becoming a complainant in
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court (Dacre,1996; van de Zandt,1998). When those familiar with the court process
want to see their loved ones protected from its rigours and injustices, what
confidence can any victim of sexual assault have when deciding whether or not to
report a rape?
The police
Whilst there have been many studies conducted of rape complainants' experiences of
legal, court and trial processes, considerably less has been written about their
interactions with the police. Studies on the effectiveness of law reform initiatives
have largely focussed on the prosecutorial level of the criminal justice system
(Frohmann, 1998; spohn and Horney,1992), rather than on the possible impacts of
these on law enforcement practices (Campbell and Johnson, 1997). Police processes
are considerably harder to observe and document, yet the police's position as the
gatekeepers to the criminal justice system makes their role and response critical
(Kerstetter, 1990; LaFree, 1980; Radford, 1987). As Goodstein and Lutze observed:
Police response to rape may be the most crucial link in the chain to ensure
fair treatmentfor rape victims. The police fficer is the first representative of
the criminal justice system the reporting victhn encounters; the quality of her
contact with the police officer may color her perception of the entire
prosecution process. (Goodstein and Lutze, 1992,169)
Reporting a rape is not a straightforward process. The decision to report is extremely
difficult for many victims, and can raise issues of denial, safety, fear, shame, and
self-blame (Feldman-Summers and Norris, 1984; Gilmore and Pittman, 1993; Koss
et. a1., 1988; Williams, 1984). A reluctance to report the offence is further
compounded in those situations where the rapist is someone known by the victim,
possibly even a partner or family member (Gartner and Macmillan, 1995). The
impact of reporting can also be fraught, depending on the reactions of those around
the victim and also on the response of the police. The possibility is always there that
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reporting may result in secondary victimisation, with the police occupying a pivotal
role as the first agency that, through its processes and attitudes, may revictimise the
complainant (Campbell and Raja, 1999; Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994; Gilmore and
Pittman, 1993; Stuart,1993; Winkel et al, l99l).
A negative police response can compound the trauma suffered by a rape victim,
making it less likely that she will decide to proceed with legal action and a strong
possibility that her experience will deter others from even making the initial police
contact in similar circumstances (Gilmore and Pittman, 1993). If for no other reason,
it is in the overall interests of law enforcement for the police to act in ways that are
consistent with promoting the victim's emotional well-being (Burgess, l9g9).
Imespective of the kind of response received, reporting a rape is inevitably arduous.
In the words of Gilmore and Pittman:
The very personal nature of the crime, the intilnate and sexual explicitness of
its detail, means the process of step by step description of the assault is, for
the victim, invariably harrowing. The prospect of relaying such detail to
anyone is daunting; how much tnore so when such detail must be relnyed to
uniformed and armed strangers as is the case when making a statement of
formal complaint to the police. By virtue of their entry point function, tlzese
Idtherto sffangers have the power to decide whether or not to proceed witlt
legal action. This is the power to formally invalidate the victim's expetience
or refer it to the courts in which reside the sole power to formally validate the
woman's perception (and indeed her lived experience) that she has been the
victim of a heinous crime. (Gilmore and Pittman, 1993, 9)
Police writers in the 1970s and 1980s referred to the skills needed for the
'interogation' of rape victims (for example, Firth, 1975; wagstaff, 1982), while rape
complainants graphically described feeling as if they were being interrogated
(Chambers and Millar, 1983; Hall, 1985; Holmstrom and Burgess 1978; Medea and
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Thompson 1974; Toner, 1982).In England, the televising of a documentary in 1983
showed police interviewing a rape complainant (Adler, 1987; Dowdeswell, 1986;
Gregory and Lees, 1999; Lees 1997; Smith, 1989; Temkin l9S7). In a clear
demonstration of the gulf which existed at that time between police officers and
public sentiment, the police had expected reaction to the programme to be positive
and to result in commendation of the officers' interviewing skills. Instead of
applauding the detectives, however, their insensitive and brutal interrogation of a
traumatised victim was soundly condemned in many quarters, such that to this day,
Thames Valley Police still appear to be 'living this incident down' (Gregory and
Lees, 1999,4).t2
In recent years, police departments around the world have attempted to improve their
response to rape complainants. These efforts arose in part from criticisms of police
practice, as well as from increasing concern over the extremely low reporting rates
for rape and other sexual assault offences (Chambers and Millar, 1983; Nixon,1992).
In the mid-1980s, Ian Blair (1985) visited the United States to see what could be
learned from police practices there which might help to improve the situation in
Britain. The basic difference he observed involved a preparedness in the United
States to deal with the victim from the perspective of understanding how rape affects
her and her interactions with the police; Blair advocated that this 'new approach'
should also be adopted within the United Kingdom. Internationally, various measures
have been introduced such as rape examination suites in England (Gregory and Lees,
1999; Walklate, i995); specialised sex crimes units in the United States (Epstein and
Langenbahn,7994; LaFree, 1981) and England (Brown and Heidensohn, 2000);
greater deployment of female poliee officers to sexual assault cases (Goodstein and
Lutze, 1992; Pike, 1992); and training programmes designed to increase officers'
r: When I visited Thames Valley Police in 1996, two young officers, who would have been at school
when the documentary was first screened in 1983, greeted me proclaiming that things were no longer
like they had been on 'that programme'. The power of this incident probably lives on in the cultural
memory of not only Thames Valley, but British police forces generally.
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sensitivity and awareness (Burgess and Holmstrom,I9T9; Epstein and Langenbahn,
1994; Feild, 1978:' Nixon, 1992\.
Despite such efforts, success, if taken to mean improved police understanding and
increased victims' satisfaction, seems remote. Attrition rates in rape cases continue
to be high, reporting rates remain low, and beliefs regarding false complaints seem
firmly entrenched. Such limited success reflects the limited potential for change in a
context characterised at worst by masculinism and at best by ambivalence. As Jill
Radford has observed:
On the one hand, the police are a paid full-time, professional agency,
tlzeoretically concemed- with protecting citizens from violence and crime.
Many wonxen do turn to the police after being attacked and it is right that
they should be treated with respect and sensitivity. Withholding protectiort
from women adds to their humiliation, pain and insecurity. Further, the
failure to condentn tnen's violence legitimates violence as an acceptable
nxeans of controlling women. On the other hand, the role of the police is to
protect the status quo which, as one of the women interviewed pointed out, is
'white, male and middle-class'. The police failure to provide an adequate
response to men's violence is perfectly consistent with this role. (Radford,
1987,4r)
Increasing effort has been made to ascertain the views of rape complainants
themselves regarding their treatment by the police. One of the first such studies
conducted in Britain involved a postal survey of 103 women aged l8 and over who
had reported a rape or similar serious sexual offence to the Metropolitan Police
between May 1990 and February 1991 (Adler, 1991). The results of this study
appeared encouraging, with more than 80Vo of the complainants stating that, in the
first week following reporting of the offence, they found the police helpful and
sensitive, and that this was irrespective of the victim's age, physical injuries, or
relationship to the assailant. Accordingly, Zsuzsanna Adler commented:
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Police attitudes were described in overwhelmingly positive terms, and most
women indicated that they ltad found officers easy to talk to, supportive,
patient, reassuring and considerate. (Adler, 1991, 1115)
The most commonly identified problem related to declining satisfaction levels over
time, with 70Vo of the women expressing concern that the police failed to keep them
adequately informed about case progress and developments. On the basis of the
generally positive resuits overall, however, Adler commented:
... the conclusion nzust be that attitudes to victims of rape in the Met are now
overwhelmingly cariltg and sympatlxetic. (ibid., 1115)
The results of Adler's study, however, seem not to have been supported by other
research in this area. It is possible that the methodology she employed was at least
partly responsible for the overall positive tone of the findings she obtained. Only
women whose reports of rape were recorded as such by the police were contacted,
meaning that no complainants were included whose cases had been 'no crimed' and
which the police had decided to investigate no further. Moreover, postal surveys are
not generally accepted as the most reliable of methodologies when it comes to
sensitive subject areas such as rape, and it is interesting that subsequent studies based
on interview procedures (Jordan, 1998a; Gregory and Lees, 1999; Temkin, 1997:-
1999) have all produced significantly lower rates of complainants' satisfaction with
police performance.
Jennifer Temkin has recently conducted two significant qualitative studies with rape
complainants in England (Temkin, 1997; 1999). The first of these, conducted with
women in Sussex, obtained in-depth information from 23 respondents. Some aspects
of police procedures were greeted favourably by respondents; for example, all but
one of the women was positive about the officers who took their statement and the
way it was taken (Temkin, 1997, 514). Temkin also notes that all but two of the
officers who took the statement were female. and links this to concerns about the
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victim's credibility. In two cases, she states, the victims were initially treated with
suspicion and disbelief, but the police changed their attirude later - in one of these, no
female officer was present, and in the other, the victim said she was upset that there
was a male officer present with a female officer (Temkin, 1997,513-514).
Temkin divided the 23 respondents into three categories based on their overall levels
of satisfaction with the police. Those women who were described as 'Positive' (N =
13; 57Vo) were wholly or mainly positive about their experience with the police;
those in the 'Mixed' category (I.[ = 7; 3OVo) made comments which were fairly
evenly balanced in terms of positives and negatives; and those referred to as
'Negative' (N 
= 3; 13Vo\ werc wholly or mainly negative about their experience with
the police. Positive evaluations, said Temkin, resulted particuiariy in siiuations
where the women had not encountered disbelief from the police. Thus, she notes:
The experience of feeling believed was particularly vital... Feeling believed
was of sigrzificant assistance both in dealing with the criminal justice system
and also in coping with the trauma of the rape itself. (ibid., 519)
Also specified as important to complainants was the manner and attitude of the
police. Since, as victims of rape, the women often had their own feelings of guilt and
self-blame to manage, it was important for them not to feel judged by the police
(Temkin 1997).
Temkin also conducted qualitative research with seventeen women in London whose
cases were recorded as rape between 1993 and 1995, as well as interviewing 21
police officers, eight of whom were involved in cases in the sample of victims
(Temkin, 1999). This study was significant in finding that police guidelines provide
a framework for a system of care for victims, but in practice these guidelines are not
always followed. Of concern was the fact that disbelieving and stereotypical
attitudes about women who report rape persist in the minds of many officers.
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Research I conducted within the New Zealand context revealed rape and sexual
assault complainants to hold strongly divided views on their experiences with the
police (Jordan, 1998a, 1998b). While half the respondents in a qualitative study
rated the police favourably, the other half expressed dissatisfaction with the police,
with some making damning criticisms of the officers they dealt with, especially for
displaying insensitive, hostile and disbelieving attirudes.r3
These results appear consistent with those found in an earlier New Zealand study by
Anstiss (1995). Although her small sample of complainants expressed divided
views concerning their treatment by the police, questionnaires completed by police
officers yielded interesting results. Approximately half of the officers surveyed felt
that women 'provoked' rape through their dress or behaviour (ibid., 63), while one in
four officers considered with suspicion allegations of rape made by women working
as bar girls, dance hostesses, or prostitutes (ibid., 164). Regarding false rape
allegations, one in six officers felt that many women who reported rape were lying
and wanted revenge, while roughly one in three agreed both that guilt about engaging
in premarital sex, and protection of a woman's reputation, were reasons for falsely
alleging rape (ibid.). Anstiss further notes that:
Of the officers that volunteered estimations of false rape allegations tlze
.figures giventeere, or in excess of, 60Vo. (ibid., 65)
High attrition rates in rape cases have long been noted, with concem expressed about
the high proportion of reported cases of rape which are categorised by the police as
'no crimes' and not recorded (Chambers and Millar, 1983; Gregory and Lees, 1999;
Haris and Grace, 1999). As Jeanne Gregory and Sue Lees recently commented:
It was clear from earlier research thnt the sexual assaults that are reported,
whether to a rape crisis centre, a doctor or a police fficer, are the mere tip
13 The results of this research are presented more fully in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
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qf an iceberg of staggering proportions. It is all the more puzzling to
discover that a large proportion of these reports faII away at later stages in
the criminal justice process. (Gregory and Lees, 1999,59)
An early pattern observed was that, at each stage in the criminal justice process, if
some prior relationship existed between the complainant and the suspect, the more
likely the case was to be dropped, or downgraded, than if it involved a 'stranger'
attack (Bouffard, 2000; Gregory and Lees, 1996; Harris and Grace, 1999). Studies
in Scotland (Chambers and Millar 1983) and England and Wales (Wright 1984)
found that approximately 25Vo of reported rapes were 'no-crimed'. The argument
was advanced that, to improve their performance record, the police 'lost' from their
records many cases which they considered were unlikely to proceed to court or be
cleared in some other way (Blair, 1985; Gregory and Lees, 1996). The impression
thus given was that thousands of women made false allegations of rape and sexual
assault. Of course, 'no criming' occurs in other offence categories also, such as
robbery and burglary, but usually as a result of the offender not being apprehended
(Polk, 1985). The overall rate of 'no criming', across all offences, has, in fact, been
estimated at only 37o (Bottomley and Coleman, 1981). Gregory and Lees (1999)
suggest that, in contrast, the high rates of 'no criming' for rape and sexual assault
demonstrate the low priority attached by the police to these offences.
During his study tour of the United States, Blair noted that some police departments
had three different categories for the equivalent of cases that were 'no crimed'.
These were: 'inactive' (undetected); 'unfounded'; and 'victim withdraws allegation.'
Contrary to the Scottish and English police forces, officers in San Francisco, for
example, were not encouraged to seek a complainant's withdrawal of the allegation
or to unfound the case. As Blair noted:
The anitude of both investigators and administrators is that in the majority of
cases, classifiing cases as unfounded or withdrawn is acting as judge and
jury without the full facts. It is an unnecessary additional burden for the
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victinx to bear. In order to protect the victim, therefore, doubtful cases are
permitted to lie on fiIe, often with linle further investigation. (Blair, 1985,
58)
As a result, of 2,485 cases of serious sexual assault investigated, only ZVo were
classified as unfounded; in l4%o, the victims withdrew the allegation; and half were
deemed inactive @lair, 1985).
In response to mounting criticism, the Home Office introduced new guidelines
stating that rape complaints should not be 'no-crimed' unless the complainant herself
retracted and admitted fabrication (Home Office Circulars 25183 and 69186, cited in
Gregory and Lees, 1996,4). This was further reinforced in Force Orders issued by
the London Metropolitan Police, and the resulting fall in the 'no criming' rate from
61Vo in 1984 to 38Vo in 1986 was attributed to this directive (Smith 1989).
However, more recent research by Gregory and Lees (1996) highlighted the fact that,
despite a supposed shift towards more sensitive treatment of victims, a high
proportion of reported sexual assault cases are still 'no crimed' by the police. They
studied two London police stations over a two-year period, examining the processing
of all reported cases of rape, attempted rape and indecent assault. Their research
revealed the 'no criming' rate to be still 38Vo overall (116 of the 301 cases reported).
When the rape and attempted rape cases were analyzed separately, the 'no criming'
rate rose to 43Vo (47 of 109 cases) (ibid.). Gregory and Lees particularly wanted to
include cases which were 'no crimed' within the first month, in contrast to other
studies which sometimes excluded such cases. The reasons cited for 'no criming'
included the complainant's failure to substantiate the allegation, and her withdrawing
of the complaint (which was more likely when the perpetrator was known to her). In
about one-third of the cases that were 'no crimed', the police said this was because
there was insufficient evidence to substantiate the allegation. Police decisions in
these cases were based on such factors as judgments made concerning the reliability
of complainants as a source of evidence, and assessments of the extent to which they
would be perceived as credible in court (ibid.).
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Recent Home Office research (Harris and Grace, 1999) notes that there appears to
have been a reduction in the 'no criming' rate from 45Vo in 1985 to 25Vo in 1999.
Despite acknowlpdging that Home Office guidance advises police to 'no crime' a
case if the complainant 'retracts completely and admits to fabrication' (Harris and
Grace, 1999, xi), over one-third of cases were 'no crimed' because the complainant
withdrew the allegation, and a further l5vo because of insufficient evidence.
Analysis showed that the cases least likely to be 'no crimed' involved complainants
aged under 13 or incidents where the use of physical violence in the assault was
evident (ibid.). The researchers also noted that the reduction in the 'no criming' rate
appeared to have been offset by an increase in the proportion of cases in which the
police decided to take no further action against the suspects. They concluded that
the cases that the police were most likely to proceed with involveci
... complainants under 13 where violence was used during the attack and
there lmd been no prior contact between complainant and suspect. (Harris
and Grace, 1999, xi)
High levels of 'no criming', however, have been confused with the issue of false
allegations, as if the one signified the other (Gregory and Lees, 1999; Stace, 1983).
Although this is a clearly erroneous equation, it has helped to reinforce an attitude of
police disbelief and suspiciousness towards rape complainants.
Police, rape and false allegations
A central strand running through police involvement in rape investigations links the
societal legacy of beliefs about the nature of women with the attributes of police
occupational culture. Writing in 1975, Peters made the following observation:
If a wontan alleges assault other than rape, she is generally believed,
examined medically and treated if necessary. Police and court response is
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direct and usually according to law. However, if the assault is sexual, that
is, if she is alleging rape, the response may be quite dffirent No one wants
to believe her. (Peters, 1975,34)
A core of disbelief towards women reporting sexual assaults appears to lie at the
heart of the police culture. The basis for this view lies in the legacy of attitudes
towards women already identified in this chapter, which is further reinforced by the
cynicism and masculine ethos of the police occupational culture. Whilst
acknowledging that 'police culture' is not a distinct, homogeneous entity (Chan,
1996), nevertheless, common attributes identified have included traits of
suspiciousness, conservatism, authoritarianism, and machismo (Reiner, 1994).
Police officers are trained to be suspicious, alert for signs oi dissomfort,
inconsistencies, and concealment (Chambers and Millar, 1983). Such traits can be
both highly useful, and potentially counter-productive. For instance, in writing
about a particular psychological, attentional type, Goleman termed it 'The Detective'
because of obvious similarities with a Sherlock Holmes-style approach (Goleman,
1985). Of the kind of 'driven search' characteristic of these investigators, Goleman
warns of a
... distirtctive distortion in The Detective's perception. He looks so keenly
that he does not quite see; he hears so astutely that he.fails to listen. In other
words, his deficit is not in his attentional powers, which are often brilliantly
attuned- His attention is aff because it is guided by a lack of interest in the
obvious. The surface of things is for him far from the truth of the matter; he
seeks to piece through plain facts to the hidden reality. He listens and looks
not to gather what is apparent, but what it signifies.
Looking so hardfor the telling clue to a hidden meaning is like peering into a
microscope. The Detective is apt to search so intently that he loses sight of
the context that gives rneaning to what he sees. That, of course, ftts weII with
his basic stance toward it anyhow: its seeming context is the merely
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apparent, which is for him afalse reality. He grasps at a small detail thatfits
his schema, while ignoring its actual context. The net effict is that he loses a
sense of the fact's real significance, replacing it with a special interpretation.
While built upon factual details, suclr a subjective world can be totally askew
in the meaning given those details. (Goleman, 1985, 138) [Emphasis in
originall
Recent research on factors affecting police officers' perceptions exemplifies this
well. Mulder and Winkel (1996) conducted studies in which the participants were
shown reconstructions of an interview with a rape victim, with the sound removed.
The results showed that the same scenario was interpreted conrpletely differently
based on the dominant perspective adopted by those viewing it. Those operating
with a victim-focussed approach tried to appreciate the effects of trauma on how the
victim might appear, and interpreted, for example, the complainant's nervousness as
indicative of trauma. Conversely, those who viewed the scenario from a 'police' or
truth-focussed perspective thought the victim appeared deceptive and concealing.
The authors concluded that the study clearly revealed the need to train police officers
more fully in interpreting non-verbal behaviour in victims of crime and in
appreciating the destructive potential for police attitudes to cause secondary
victimisation in rape complainants (Mulder and Winkel, 1996, 318).
One dominant and destructive characteristic underpinning police participation in rape
investigations arises from exaggerated beliefs in the prevalence of false rape
allegations. Concern has been expressed internationally regarding the high
proportions of sexual assault complaints that are believed to be false (Blair, 1985;
Chambers and Millar, 1983; Fairstein, 1993; Feldman-Summers and Palmer, 1980;
Gregory and Lees, 1999; Kanin, 1994; London Rape Crisis Centre, 1984; Minu,
1973). One early study conducted in the United States of America, for instance,
revealed that the police officers who participated in the research believed
approximately three out of every five rape complaints to be either false or mistaken
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(Feldman-Summers and Palmer, 1980). Factors identified as relating to the
perceived 'truthfulness' of an allegation were noted:
Specifically, a rape complainant who displays physical injuries, is consistent
in her account of rape, is willing to take a lie detector test, doesn't wait 48
hours before reportittg, does not engage in premarital or extramarital
relations, has not lza"d social contact with the assailant previously, and does
not reach the location of the rape voluntarily is seen by others as having been
raped. Given what infonnation is cumently available about rape cornplaints,
most women who report being raped wiII not fare well under these criteria.
@eldman-Summers and Palmer, 1980, l6)
Likewise, in Chambers and Millar's (1983) Scottish study, many detectives
estimated false complaints to be very common, with one saying he believed only
l:20 were 'real rapes' (Chambers and Millar, 1983, 85 footnote). Junior detectives
would typically say that, although they had dealt with few false ones thernselves,
nevertheless they 'knew' false rape complaints were common (ibid.).
In New 7*aland, recent media attention has been given to this issue. Lower Hutt
police, for instance, were said to be concerned at the number of young women who
get drunk and then make false sexual assault and rape complaints (NZ Herald,22
October 1998). Likewise, police in Hamilton claimed that one quarter of all sex
complaints made to them were false:
These are not aII the cases the police decide are unfounded; these are the
ones proved false. (COSA raNewsletter, 6, (2), March/April 1999).
14 cosA is an advocates
Chapter 8.
group for 'Casualties of Sexual Allegations'; referred to more fully in
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This estimate tallies with that found by Jennifer Temkin (1997) when interviewing
police in Sussex, half of whom considered a quarter of all rapes reported to be false.
She provided the following extreme example:
One CID officer, DC X, considered that there were 'few cases of genuine,
very genuine rape'. Genuine rapes he described as 'off the street, didn't
know the victim at all' rapes which he contrasted with 'we went out for the
evening sort of rapes'. (Temkin 1997 , 516)
Other detectives, howevero believe the proportion of false complaints to be closer to
orre half (eg. Lees, 1997. 184), with Ian Blair noting:
... there is considerable evidence that investigators....seem prepared to give
serious consideration to the proposition that between 50 per cent and 70 per
cent of aII allegations of rape are false. (Blair, 1985, 53-54)
One cvnical detective even maintained:
After six years on the force, I don't believe any of them. (quoted in Burgess,
1999,9)
In an Australian study, police officers were asked directly whether, at the tirne of the
initial rape complaint, its possible falsity was uppennost in their mind: nearly two-
thirds (64Vo) said 'yes' to this proposition (Wilson, 1978).
The motives said to provoke false rape complaints tend often to be based on notions
of vengeful and fickle women, or on the women's protection of their sexual
reputation (Burgess, 1999; Kanin, 1994). The latter explanation has often been
proffered in relation to women needing to find an alibi or excuse for behaviour likely
to be deemed 'immoral'. Writing on these matters, psychiatrist John Macdonald has
maintained:
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Pregnancy in an unmarcied girl, in a woman who is divorced or separated
from her husband, or in a married woman whose husband has had a
vasectomy, was overseas, confi.ned in a penitentiary or otherwise away from
home at the time of conception is an awla,vard situation for which some
explanation is desirable. A false claim of rape does much to maintainfamily
hannony. (Macdonald, 1995, 88)
In a similar vein, officers in an Australian holiday resort commented that they turned
'droves' of young girls away over the Christmas period for wasting their time with
false rape complaints, telling them simply to 'go home and forget about it' (Wilson,
1978,73)- Such scepticism permeates the criminal justice system, with both public
and police cynicism being reinforced by comments from judges, such as
It is well known that women in particular, and small boys, are liable to be
antrutful and invent stories. (Judge Sutcliffe, 1976, quoted in Chambers and
Millar,83)
Senior detectives have, at times, encouraged such scepticism to shape and inform
police interviewing practices with sexual assault complainants. One such detective,
for example, noted that:
Women and children complainants in sexual matters are notorious for
embroidery or complete fabrication of complaints. (Fifth, 1975,I5O7)
He went on to comment:
It should be borne in mind that except in the case of a very young child, the
offence of rape is extremely unlikely to have been committed against a
wom.ctnwho does not immediately show signs of extreme violence.
If a woman walks into a police station and complains of rape with no such
signs of violence, she must be closely interrogated. Allow her to make her
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statement to a Policewoman and then drive a horse and cart through it. It is
always advisable if there is any doubt of the truthfulness of her allegations to
call her an outright liar. It is very dfficult Jbr a person to put on genuine
indignation who has been called a liar to her face. It should be possible to
tell front the reaction received to such an accusation if in fact the
complainant is a liar. If she is lying then she can clear up the crime she has
alleged by retracting it.
Watch out for the girl who is pregnant or late getting honte one night; such
persons are notorious.for alleging rape or indecent assault. Do not gfue her
synzpathy. If she is not lying, after the interrogator has upset lter by accusing
her of it, then at least the truth is verified and the genuine complaint mude by
her can be properly investigated. The good interrogator is very rarely loved
Ity his subject. (ibid., 1507)
Considerable empirical evidence exists which demonstrates that police beliefs in
false complaints have generally been greatly overstated. The New York Sex Crimes
Unit, for example, noted only ZVo of reported rapes to be false (Chappell and Singer,
1977; London Rape Crisis Centre, 1984); more recently, Fairstein commented that
Most law enforcement fficials equate the amount of false reporting of sex
offenses with that of every other category of crime, at approximately 5
percent of the total number of reports. (Fairstein , 1993,229).
Likewise, writing within the British context, Temkin maintains that there is no
evidence that allegations are more frequently fabricated in rape cases than in other
crimes (Temkin, 1987). The exception to these findings is a study of false rape
allegations conducted in a small metropolitan police agency in the mid-west of the
United States (Kanin, 1994). On the basis of complainants recanting their initial
allegation, Kanin maintained that false allegations constituted 4l%o of the total
forcible rape cases (N = 109) reported over a nine-year period from 1978 to 1987
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(Kanin, 1994). The author maintains, however, that it would be highly problematic
to generalise from the results of this research, and notes the widespread variation in
police agency policies on rape,
... ttariations so diverse, in fact, that some police agencies caruxot find a
single rape complaint with merit, while others cannot find a single rape
complaint without merit. (Kanin, 1994,89)
Kanin's study produced results that were described by some commentators as
'unusual' (Macdonald, 1995, 87), and the findings have not been replicated
elsewhere. More recent research has continued to demonstrate high levels of
scepticism in police officers, and adherence to traditionai beliefs regarding 'lying
women' (Gregory and Lees, 1999).
Why, then, is the belief in false complaints so high? One major reason identified
pertains to the false picture which has been created by police recording practices. In
the United States, for example, the percentage of unfounded cases has sometimes
been mistakenly interpreted as equating to false complaints (Estrich, 1987). Cases
that are'unfounded', however, can include those for which there is insufficient
evidence to prosecute or which the complainant withdraws. Neither of these
outcomes rneans that the initial allegation was false. Aiken et. al. have noted:
Prosecutors and investigators find the term 'false allegation' of little use
unless the claimant says in some way that the account is untrue. It is more
comrnon to use general terms such as unfounded, refusal to prosecute, and
the like. These categories allow law enforcernent to close cases without
completing the investigations. Cases of false allegations are included in
these categories. Some jurisdictions have reported that 35 to 40Vo of aII
cases are relegated to this d.isposition. This is one way in which rates of false
allegation have been inflated and misrepresented. It may be reported that
false allegations of rape occur at the rate of 30Vo, for example, wlten what is
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reolly meant is tlzat 30Vo of cases arc 'unfounded'. (Aiken et. al., 1999,223-
224)
A similarly confusing picture has been identified in the United Kingdom through the
use of 'no criming' (Gregory and Lees, 1999), and in New Zealand through the 'no
offence disclosed' category (Stace, 1983; Young, 1983). Thus, in examining the
overuse of the latter category, Stace remarked:
The police acknowledge that the 'no offence disclosed' category is a broad
one and is used a little bit like a dust-bin category for the disposition of
offinces which do not fit in anywhere else - for example, if the woman
vtithdraws the complaint, (Stace, 1983, 5)
Whilst efforts have been made in many jurisdictions to respond to criticisms and
reduce the use of these categories (Blair, 1975),levels of police disbelief appear to
have decreased little. The complexities surrounding corroborative evidence in
sexual assault cases appear to have persuaded many police to assume the role of
'judge and jury' during the investigative process. In discussing police attitudes
regarding the prior sexual behaviour of rape complainants, for example, Warren
Young observed:
Some police fficers seemed to use the evidential dfficulties which might
arise from such factors as a way of judging the genuineness of the complaint
itself. They were thus inclined to assess the veracity of the complainant
according to their view of possible jury attitudes and the likely outcome of a
prosecution in court. Consequently, the arnount of evidence required to
convince them that a rape lmd occurred might have been higher than that
needed to establish a primafacie case. (Young, 1983, 50)
Numerous rape researchers have pointed out that there appears to be little rational
basis for such beliefs about the high number of false complaints (Blair, 1985;
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Gregory and Lees, 1999; Lees, 1997; Nixon, 1992; Shapcott, 1988; Vogelman,
1990). As Blair says:
The embarrassment and discomfort of investigation, medical examination and
trial make it most unlikely that considerable numbers of women wiII make
false reports where consensual sex has occurred. Ifthe above argunxents are
accepted, then there can be no credible basis for the suggestion tlmt 70 per
cent, 50 per cent or even 20 per cent of allegations of sexual assault are false,
in the sense of untue. (Blair, 1985, 54)
Fundamental to police decision-making regarding the 'truth' or otherwise of rape
allegations is the extent to which officers themselves accept that what happened was
a serious criminal offence. The tendency to view 'real' rapes predominantly as
violent, stranger attacks means that the majority of rape complaints, since they
involve mostly known perpetrators and few visible injuries, may automatically have
a shadow of suspicion hanging over them. Writing within the Australian policing
context, Christine Nixon suggested:
The hidden issue may well be that police see little harm in most rapes.
Statements such as 'she had no physical injuries' to describe someone
violated by unwanted sexual intercourse confirms such suspicions. This view
allows police to define many rapes as 'false complaints' and underplay the
effect on the victims. In this sense, police culture has merely reflected the
attitudes of a wider society, which also relies on mythology as the basis for
understanding rape and sexual assault. (Nixon, 1992,42)
Moreover, knowledge of the prevalence of such beliefs amongst the police can
impact detrimentally on complainants (Feldman-Summers and Palmer, 1980;
Gilmore and Pittman, 1993). Fearing disbelief and judgment, victims of rape may
try to embellish their accounts, or conceal wrong-doing, in order to make themselves
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appear more 'believable' to the police. From their interviews with complainants
whose cases had been 'no crimed'. Chambers and Millar remarked:
Some women told us that they knew that in order for the story to be well
received they would have to appear to have been engaging in 'respectable'
and 'acceptable' behaviour. Consequently women 'told lies' about the
anrcunt of alcohol consumed, for example, or 'invented' stories which they
thought would make the circumstances seenx to the police less compromising.
Such 'inventions' were invariably spotted by detectives, and as a result, the
credibility of the whole complaint was undermined. [Thus] police scepticism
promoted the narration of the very inaccuracies which, in turn, consolidated
the police view that women fabricate compiainis and ntake faise allegations.
(Chambers and Millar, 1983, 86-87)
Perceptions of falseness, however, do not only emanate from complainants
anticipating particular police responses. Many police themselves expect 'real'
victims to look and behave in very specific ways, adhering to a victim 'script' which
they believe should be followed. It has therefore been observed by Aiken et. al. that:
Credibility for victims is elusive. Women who are unemotional may also be
conveyiltg that they were not disturbed by the 'alleged' event, hence the
absence of hatm. Women who are overwrought come across as emotionally
unstable, and thus not credible. (Aiken et. al., 1999,222)
Rape complainants may be regarded suspiciously if they act in what investigators
consider a bizarre fashion in relation to the offender who has supposedly just raped
them. In a recent New Zealand case, for example, the complainant held the rapist's
hand afterwards, in a manner which 'threw' the investigating officers and nearly
resulted in the complaint being rejected (Male detective, pers. comm-,2000).
Freckeltonns comments regarding rape trials are also relevant with respect to police
interviews:
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What the cross-examiner seeks to invoke is the idealised attribution of the
'real victim'. The trouble is that such a victim is mythical, and the fact that a
complainant behaved dffirently after a trauma does not necessarily tneanx
that the complainant is txot telling the truth about wlmt happened to them. It
may simply be tlmt they have accommodated or adapted to an abnormal
situation as best they could 
- 
a reasonable response in unreasonable
circumstances. (Freckelton , 1998, I47)
In some ways, therefore, it appears that as long as a rape complainant's appearance
and behaviour corresponds to that of a 'real victim', then she stands at least some
chance of having her complaint believed. Her case may be helped by the presence
of such factors as the assailant being a stranger, her having told the police
immediately, and her having visible injuries resulting from her active resistance
(Harris and Grace,1999). As we have seen, however, none of these factors is
common or typical. Most women know the offender, find it difficult to name, let
alone report, what happened to them as rape, and do not have visible injuries
(Gregory and Lees, 1999; Kelly, 1988). To not act like a 'real' victim may result in
being viewed as a non-victim. More sinisterly, it may promote the redefinition of
the victim as the offender, as one who falsely maligns and impugns the reputations of
men.
Within the current debate over false complaints, a balance is needed between the
binary opposition of 'women always lie' and nwomen never lie'. Issues of beliel
'truth', and credihility occupy highly contested territory, and reflect the tensions and
ambiguities surrounding women's sexuality and men's violence. As Liz Kelly has
rightly observed:
... belief has become a more nuanced and complex rnatter. (Kelly, 1996,
45).
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Women surviving violence will not always choose or feel able to tell the 'truth'
about their experience. Sensing that their behaviour as the victim is also on trial,
some may try to conceal aspects that they think may result in judgment and blame
and that could detract attention from the offender. Examples of cases drawn from
police files that reflect this scenario are contained in Chapter 5 of this thesis.
The last decade of the twentieth century saw many police departments around the
world responding to pressure from feminists and victims' advocates to improve their
service delivery to complainants of rape and sexual assault. As the community
policing philosophy came to be more fully embraced in some quarters, even if only
ideologically, police managers have been increasingly challenged to improve the
quality of policing in their districts. The need to increase levels of citizen
satisfaction with police performance has been noted, particularly in relation to those
crimes for which the police have borne the brunt of public and media criticism
(Gregory and Lees, 1999; Temkin, 1997). This shift within policing ideology has
been accompanied by challenges for criminal justice system agencies to become
increasingly victim-centred in their approach, particularly in relation to crimes
involving sexual violence (Lees and Gregory, 1997; Mawby and Walklate, L994;
Shapland and Cohen,1987; White and Penone,1,997).
Conclusion
The historical and culrural Iegacy of mistrust of women has come to echo with a new
resonance. Greater societal acknowledgement of rape has been evident in recent law
reforms and criminal justice system initiatives. These, in turn, have encouraged
increased reporting by victims, particularly in relation to non-stranger sexual assaults
(Harris and Grace, 1999; Sorenson and White, 1992). Given the predominance of
rape allegations against men already known by the victim, it is the woman's
credibility which has increasingly been put on trial. Discredit the woman and the
allegation can be dismissed. It is salient to recall that men's 'right of access' to their
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wives has only very recently been challenged in law, and exists still as a site of
disputation and conflict. Little surprise, then, that the sexual battleground remains a
volatile and bloody scene. Not only is there a 'war against women' (French, 1992),
but also a war within women. 'Women's lives, like those of trapeze artists, teeter on
a highwire; one foot wrong, and the fine balance between approval and approbation,
commendation or condemnation. is lost.
Perceptions about the nature of rape combine with perceptions about the nature of
women to create a cultural environment within which victims of rape will inevitably
struggle to be believed. The extent to which complainants are viewed as credible
plays a major role in how they will be treated by the police, whether their case
proceeds to further investigation, and, if so, how it is likely to be assessed and
adjudicated.
For effective social change, it would be necessary to alter the cultural
conception of woman as a sex object and completely change her econom.ic
position as an article of male property. Destroying the mythology
sunounding the woman and her sexuality could perhaps remove part of the
basis for her sexual exploitation. Without the old rationalizations,
justifications, and ambiguities, rape could be defined by the wonlan,
perceived by the rnanx, and condemned by society as a violent and unjustified
crime. Only then will it be possible to 
.free the woman from the status of
legitimate victim. (Weis and Borges, 1975, l4l)
The chapters which follow present the results of a series of studies examining
women's experiences of reporting rape to the police, focussing in particular on issues
of belief and credibility. The next chapter summarises the rape research that I was
involved in initially (Jordan, 1996; Jordan, 1998a) to show how credibility emerged
as a significant issue and why I decided to undertake further research concentrating
more fully on this aspect.
***
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CHAPTER 3: REPORTING RAPE IN NEW ZEALAND 1
The police were just wonderful to me...
belief of myself as a person of worth.
The police are a big waste of time,
complainant's interest and priority right.
(Jordan, 1998a,56)
Introduction
It gave me a lot of confidence in my
and tlrcy haven't really got the
If only they knew how victims feh...
As the previous chapter indicated, during the 1970s and 1980s, research on women who
had been raped revealed inconsistencies in the ways in which sexual assault victims
were treated by the police (Estrich 1987; Holmstrom and Burgess 1978; Medea and
Thompson 1974; Smith 1989). Many women negatively recounted their experiences of
police investigations and reported feeling disbelieved and unsupported by the police
(Chambers and Millar 1983; Hall 1985; Wright 1984), It appeared that women's
chances of receiving a sympathetic police response were most commonly linked to
stranger attacks and increased in accordance with the extent of physical injuries
suffered in the attack (Feldman-Summers and Norris 1984; Koss et. al. 1988; Williams
1984). Overall the reporting rate for rape was low (Adler 1987; Hall 1985; London
Rape Crisis Centre 1984).
In New Zealand, feminists began expressing concem about rape in the early 1970s and
in 1973 the Wellington Women's Workshop was the first in the country to establish a
telephone service for victims of rape, a move prompted in part by the realisation that
such victims were not deemed eligible to use existing emergency services (Dann, 1985).
Soon after its establishment, a woman was raped who stated she had no confidence in
taking her case through the legal system. She approached members of the Wellington
Women's Workshop for assistance in devising an altemative strategy. The women
decided to accuse the man of the crime publicly; they went to the bar he drank at and
began whispering the rape accusation, raising the volume until it reached a crescendo
and forced the man to leave. A furious management then evicted the women from the
premises (Dann, 1985). In 1976, a staff reporter with the New Zealand Herald, Ann
I Sections of this chapter have been accepted for publication in The British Journal of Criminology.
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Lloyd, interviewed victims, offenders, criminal justice system professionals and rape
crisis workers for a publication aimed at increasing awareness and understanding of the
crime of rape (I-loyd, 1976). The first New Zealand 'Reclaim the Night' march was
held in 1979, the same year as self defence courses, combining martial arts with
feminist principles, were begun by Sue Lytollis in Auckland (Dann, 1985).
Christine Dann, in her history of women's liberation in New Tnalnd, notes how it
quickly became evident to feminist activists that information on sexual violence was
lacking, and in 1979 Miriam Jackson (Saphira) undertook a survey on rape through the
magazine, the New T,ealand Woman's Weekly. The responses received helped to
shatter some of the commonly held myths and showed rape to be more prevalent than
was often assumed. The survey also indicated reporting rates to be low, and generally
helped to establish rape as an issue ofconcern.
The first permanent rape crisis centre was established in Auckland in 1978, followed
soon after in Wellington and other cities (Dann, 1985). In 1982, a national meeting of
workers from rape crisis centres was held to conduct initial discussions regarding
whether an umbrella agency should be formed, a move acted upon after three years of
discussion (Dann, 1985). The 1982 gathering also discussed existing rape laws, and
rape crisis workers later contributed to a Rape Symposium organised by the Justice
Department and other agencies concerned with rape law reform (Dann, 1985). In 1983,
feminists seeking law reform were amongst those who made submissions to the
parliamentary committee considering changes to rape laws, and also participated in a
Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA) conference that year on Rape and
Sexual Violence to Women and Children (Dann, 1985).
New Zealand Rape Study L983
Prompted by rising public concern over the incidence and treafrnent of rape victims, the
Minister of Justice directed the Department of Justice and the Institute of Crirninology
at Victoria University of Wellington to undertake a study on rape (Young, 1983). Since
very little information was available, several preliminary research studies were needed to
establish a baseline of information (these Research Reports were published in Rape
Study, Volume 2). The result was the first comprehensive examination of rape law and
procedure in New 7*aland (Young, 1983).
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Significant findings from this study established tha! contrary to popular beliefs about
stranger rape, the victim and assailant were generally known to each other (Young,
1983), and almost half of all rapes occuned in either the victim's or assailant's home
(Stone et. al., 1983). Included in this project was an interview-based study
documenting the concerns and experiences of women who had been victims of rape.
The findings reinforced what many women working in this area had long observed:
namely, that the existing system was experienced by many complainants as a repeat
violation, similar in its effects to the original rape incident (for example: Holmstrom and
Burgess, 1978; Medea and Thompson, 1974). Concern was also expressed in the
1983 study ttrat police officers involved in sexual assault investigations generally lacked
an adequate understanding of the effects of rape on victims, particularly in relation to
the immediate impacts on demeanour and behaviour (Stace, 1983).
Mounting criticism of the criminal justice system's response to rape victims prompted
the introduction of the Rape Law Reform Bill, passed on 12 December 1985, and
effective from I February 1986. Ginette Sullivan asserted at the time that this
legislation went a considerable way towards acknowledging feminist perspectives on
rape (Sullivan, 1986). The substantial reforms introduced included:
broadening the definition of rape to include other sexual violation
offences, thereby acknowledging the severity of non-consenting anal
and digital penetration, and violation by the use of a foreign object such
as a bottle or broomstick;
abolishing spousal immunity, thereby making it possible for sexual
violation of a wife by her husband to be regarded in Iaw as a criminal
offence;
enabling the complainant" as principal witness, to give evidence in
writing at the hearing of depositionso rather than requiring this to be
presented in person; and
allowing for the court to be closed to the public while the complainant
presents oral evidence (Sullivan 1986, I 1).
Significant changes were also made at this time in relation to police training, the
conducting of post-rape medical examinations, and the provision of crisis support
counselling.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
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Ten years after these reforms were introduced, the Institute of Criminology and the
Faculty of Law at Victoria University of Wellington began a research project to assess,
fi'om the woman's perspective, how she experienced in the 1990s both the reporting of
the offence to the police and any subsequent trial processes (Jordan, 1998a). The data-
gathering phase of the study was funded by the Foundation for Research, Science and
Technology (FRST). The remainder of this chapter presents a summary of the
methodology and key findings of this study.
RAPE STUDY 1998
Methodology
The overall aim of the research project was to evaluate how rape and sexual assault
victims' complaints to the police were responded to and dealt with by the various
agencies involved. In-depth, qualitative interviews were conducted with 48 women who
had approached the police between 1990 and 1994 with a complaint of rape/sexual
violation or the attempt thereof. The study aimed to obtain accounts of the women's
dealings with the police, doctors, and support agencies (Jordan, 1998a) as well as their
experiences in court and during the trial (McDonald, 1997).
Sampling and recruitment
The cases eligible for inclusion in the sample involved any report by an adult victim of
rape, unlawful sexual connection, attempted unlawful sexual connection, or inducing or
attempting to induce sexual connection by coercion (Sections 128, 128A, 1288, 129
and I29A of the Crimes Act 196l). Given the sensitive nature of the subject are4 it
did not seem appropriate for the sample to be randomly selected. Extensive
discussions were held with counsellors involved in the crisis support area to determine
sensitive recruihnent procedures. Of principal concern was the need to minimise the
sffess to the women and to approach them in a manner designed to allow them freedom
to choose whether or not to be interviewed. For these reasons, the decision was made
to rely extensively on the agencies to make the initial contact and" accordingly, all
women contacting the agencies in connection with any of the above offences were
asked if they were willing to receive information about the study. Former clients were
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also mailed information about the research by the agencies and invited to discuss their
possible participation with an agency worker first if they wished.
While the majority of the women (N=40) were recruited through the support agencies,
a minority were referred by the police (N=2). This arose from individual officers who
were aware of the research deciding to canvass it with complainants whom they thought
might be interested in the study. An additional six women initiated contact themselves
following the publication of a feature article about the study in local newspapers. The
eventual sample size comprised 48 women, who between them had reported 50
instances of rape/sexual assault to the police in the period 1990-1994.
The researchers personally contacted all women who had indicated they were interested
in hearing more about the study. Once they were given the information concerning the
research and what participation in it would involve, the women were able to choose
whether or not to be interviewed. All of the women who agreed to the initial contact
decided to participate in the study.
Difficulties were experienced during the recruitment phase in attaining an adequate
sample size. Initially, the intention had been to interview only women in the
Wellington are4 where the researchers were based. Insufficient numbers of local
women were able to be contacted, however, and in order to increase the sample size the
study was extended to the cities of Auckland and Christchurch. The largest hurdle
arose from the counselling agencies being unable to track the whereabouts of many of
the women they had seen previously in relation to a reported rape or sexual assault.
Most of their clients appeared to have moved addresses and were unable to be reached
by mail or telephone, making the recruitment phase of the project one of its most
difficult and time-consuming aspects.
Data collection
The primary means of data collection involved the use of in-depth, structured interviews
with the women. The questionnaire schedule was based to some extent on the issues
covered in the 1983 Rape Study (Young, 1983), and was constructed in consultation
with both researchers and practitioners. The schedule was designed to obtain
t0t
information that could be analysed quantitatively, as well as to obtain extensive
qualitative data concerning the women's subjective experiences and opinions.
The interviews lasted, on average, between one-and-a-half and two hours, although in
some cases considerably longer (in excess of four hours). In five cases, the women
had so much they wanted to communicate that the interviews could not be completed in
one session and an additional time was arranged to ensure completion. Shorter, repeat
interviews werc also conducted with several women who wished to update their account
as the case progressed through the various stages of the criminal justice system.
Interviews were conducted with the women at a time and place acceptable to them.
Provision was also made for them to have an accompanying support person if they
wished. The interviewerst recorded the women's answers and comments on the
questionnaire schedule, and, if the women agreed, the interviews were also tape-
recorded.
Details of the sexual assault itself were not requested; the explicit emphasis of the
research was on the women's perceptions of events from the point at which the incident
was first reported to the police. Acknowledgement was made that since the research
questions dealt with issues that may still be unresolved, it was eonceivable that the
women might experience further distress in the interview situation. It was also
recognised that the interview process itself might assist the women to articulate
concerns, clarify needs, and seek help in ways that would not otherwise have occurred.
Thus the interview itself could generate in a woman awareness of the need for
assistance. Interviewers were therefore encouraged to be supportive and sympathetic in
their responses, while ensuring they did not assums a counselling role. Where
interviewers received requests for help, or held concerns for the woman, they were able
to suggest an appropriate support agency, with all interviewers having information
concerning support agencies in their aea.
2 The author conducted 18 of the Wellington interviews and two Auckland interviews; additional
interviewers were employed to assist in data-gathering, and were paid for from the FRST grant"
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Limitations
As with any piece of research, there were limitations in this study's methodology and
generalisabitity that need to be acknowledged.
Firstly, only women were included in the study. This decision was made both to ensure
comparability with the 1983 women-only study, and because the overwhelming
majority of reported sexual assaults involve female victims. Male rape victims may
encounter additional attitudinal issues when reporting sexual offences to the police, and
this is clearly an area requiring further, sensitive research in this country.
Secondly, the women were questioned only about incidents which had occurred after
theyturned 16(i.e. once they had reached the legal age of consent), thereby excluding
cases of historic child abuse.
Thirdly, the information was obtained retrospectively and, for some women, the events
they described had occurred several years before the interview was conducted.
Subsequent events and experiences may have affected their accounts. No attempt was
made to verify the women's accounts from other sources, since the explicit focus of this
research was on how the women perceived their treatment and recounted their
experiences.
Fourthly, recruitment of the sample was dependent primarily on referrals from
counselling agencies and, to a lesser extent, ttre police and self-selection. The agencies
contacted were primarily those whom the police routinely refer women to following a
rape complaint, and efforts were made by these agencies to inform every woman who
was eligible for inclusion in the study about the research. The final sarnple was
therefore not necessarily representative of all women who report being raped.
Fifthly, participants for the study were drawn primarily from the cities of Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch, although in some cases the incident had occurred and
been reported in smaller provincial areas. Generally, however, the research is likely to
be more indicative of women's experiences of reporting sexual assaults in larger,
metropolitan areas 
- 
there may be differences in the experiences of women in rural
areas.
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The sixth and final point arises from the fact that, despite employing Maori and Pacific
Island interviewers in Auckland, very few non-New Zpaland European/European
women were interviewed and so the results primarily reflect the experiences of New
Zc,aJand EuropeanlEuropean women, This outcome was undoubtedly associated with
ttre methodology, which relied largely on participants being approached through
support agencies, and was restricted to women who had reported an incident of sexual
violation to the police. Maori women, and women from ethnic minority groups
generally, may be less likely to report sexual victimisation to the police, or approach
extemal agencies for assistance. Issues pertaining to the additional barriers women of
minority group status face in terms of accessing justice are undoubtedly significant and
have been noted internationally (Bell, l99l; LaFree, 1989; Thomas, 1993; Wriggins,
1998). Within New Zealand, recent research on Maori and the police identified the
very low confidence levels Maori place in the police as a traditionally monocultural
instinrtion (Ie Whaiti and Roguski,1999), as well as police distrust generally of Maori
people (Maxwell and Smith, 1999). The particular ways in which these general
attitudes are translated into the context of sexual violence in New Tnaland have yet to be
researched.
Characteristics of the women in the sample
A total of 48 women participated in the study. They had reported a total of 50 incidents
of rape or sexual assault to the police since 1990 - two women had been raped on two
separate occasions by the same perpetrator.
Age: The ages of the women at the time of the rapelassault ranged from 16 to the mid-
70s. The single biggest category of women was young women in the 16-20 age group;
they accounted for nearly one-third of those interviewed (3l%o).
Relationship status: In terms of their relationship status, the women were divided
approximately equally between those who were currently partnered (i.e. either married
or in a de facto relationship) (N=18); those who had been partnered (i.e. divorced or
widowed) (N=15); and those who were single (N=15).
Ethnicity: Despite considerable effort to obtain Maori and Pacific Island participants
for the study, the vast majorify (92Vo) of the sample identified themselves as New
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Tnaland European/European. Only ttuee women described themselves as Maori, and
one woman described herself as belonging to a specific national identity (which is not
disclosed here for reasons of confidentiality).
Occupation: The women came from a diverse range of occupational backgrounds.
The two largest groups represented were students (l9Vo, N=9) and professionals (l1Vo,
N=8); the next most frequent categories were those who described themselves as
homemakers(l3Vo,N= 6) and those on benefits (l3%o, N= 6); the remainder included
secretarial/office workers (4Vo; N=2), kitchen/domestic workers (4Vo; N=2), and
individual women who worked as a waitress, dancer, baker, fitness insfiuctor, sex
worker, or shop assistant.
Relationship to perpetrator: Of the 50 incidents reported to the police, less than
one+hird involved an offender who was a stranger. In 35 of the incidents (7OVo), the
rape/sexual assault was perpetrated by someone previously known to the victim. This
figure included spouses and ex-spouses, boyfriends, family members (including a
brother-in-law and a future father-in-law), neighbours, acquaintances (including friends
of friends or of partners, co-residents, or fellow party guests), and those with whom the
woman may have had a professional relationship (such as a doctor, teacher, counsellor,
or masseuse). In one case, two perpetrators werc involved in the assault, one known
and one a stranger, and another case involved two known perpetrators.
Complainants' previous contact with the police: For more than one-third of the
women in the sample (37Vo; N=18), the reporting of this incident marked their first
significant contact wittr the police. The majority, however (63Vo; N = 30), stated that
this was not the first time they had been in contast with the police. Typically, their
previous contact had been in the context of earlier victimisation experiences, such as
burglary, theft or assault (8AVo; N=24).
Summary of research findings
The women were asked to provide details of their interactions with the police at
different stages of the reporting and investigation process. Although individual
variations occur, there are recognizable stages through which most rape victims proceed
when contacting the police following a rape/sexual assault. These are:
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(1) Initial contact and reporting;
(2) Medical examination;
(3) Statement-taking and intervie*hg;
(4) Case progress.
The women were asked to comment on their experiences at each stage of the process,
where applicable. Reproduced here is a summary of the findings relating to the
women's contact with the police 
- 
a fuller account, including the women's experiences
of the medical examination, can be obtained in Jordan (1998a).
(1) Initial contact and reporting
Who she first told about rape/assault: In only six of the cases in the research sample
were the police the first people the woman told about the incident, The women were, in
fact, three times more likely to tell a friend about what had happened to them (36Vo;
N=18) rather than call the police in the first instance. Others disclosed what had
happened initially to family members, their partner, a colleague, a neighbour, or a
counsellor, before deciding to approach the police.
Who informed the police.' Although it may not have been the police whom the woman
told first about the incident, nevertheless in over half the situations (547o; N=27), she
was the person who informed them of the incident. On seven occasions it was a friend
who told the police, and less frequently it was either other people she knew (such as her
partner or other family members), or those she approached for assistance directly after
the rape/assault.
How the police were contacted: The most corrrmon way of informing the police was by
telephone. Of the 27 women who reported the incident themselves, 2l (78Vo) did so by
telephone. The remainder did so in person: one went to a police caravan based at a
music festival and the rest went to the police station. In two situations, it was the police
who first contacted the woman as part of their investigation of the offender; in another,
the woman's ex-husband went in person to the station; the remainder (N=20) all
involved friends or family phoning the police on the woman's behalf. Some women
referred to the embarrassment they felt at having to disclose sensitive information over
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the phone, especially when their call was passed around the station.
summed up the feelings of many when she said:
One woman
When you finally make the decision to report it, you just want to talk to one
person - you don't want to go through three orfour dffirent people. It's a very
lmrd and very personal thing.
Factors influencing decision to report: In those instances where the cornplainant
herself r"eported the rape/sexual assault to the police, she was asked what factors
influenced her decision to do so. One-third of the women simply said: I felt I should;
a further thirty per cent said to protect others: more than a quarter (26Vo) said thcy
didn't want him getting away with ir; and almost a quarter (22Vo) said they reported the
rape because they were scared of a repeat attack. Other factors present in their
decision included being persuaded to report by others orfeeling pressured to report the
rape.
How soon after the rape/sexual assault was the incident reported: Of the 50
incidents, well over hzlf (62Vo) were reported to the police either immediately after the
rape/sexual assault or on the same day. There were delays in reporting the rape/sexual
assault in just under trpo-fifths of cases (387o). While half of these were reported
within a fortnight of the incident's occurrence: the remainder took considerably longer
to be brought to police attention and, in three cases, it took more than ten years. There
were a number of reasons for delays in reporting. Some said they needed time to
accept what had happened to them, or to acknowledge their need for assistance. At least
two of the women said they held back because they felt confused about the incident and
whether it constituted rape. Sometimes the reason given for delayed reporting seems to
have been fear-based, arising from the woman's concern over how the offender, the
police, or family and friends would respond. In one case, the offender's death threats
against the woman and her relatives kept her silent, she said, for ten years before
contacting the police.
Women's satisfaction with how the police treated them at the reporting stage: Neady
two-thirds (647o) of the women felt either satisfied (407o; N=20) or very satisfied
(24Vo; N=12) wittr the fteatment they received from the police during the initial
reporting phase. Thirll,-two percent, however, were either dissatisfied (20Vo; N=10) or
very dissatisfred (l2%o; N=6). The remainder (4Vo; N=2) said they felt neutral. The
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women who rated the police highly cited the importance of being believed, being taken
seriously, and feeling cared for and supported. Even small gestures of friendliness
counted for a lot when the women were feeling so vulnerable - for instance, the police
officer getting the woman a cup of coffee, allowing her a smoke, or letting her stop and
have a break when she got upset. Some women felt they needed clear information at
this stage about the procedures to be followed and appreciated being provided with this
and given some choice over whether and how to proceed.
The women who were dissatisfied with the initial police response identified particular
behaviours and attitudes which they found distressing. Several commented on the lack
of empathy they felt they encountered at a time when they desperately needed some
caring and validation. Feeling as if the police did not believe them and that they were
judging them was also mentioned by several of the women at the reporting stage. One
young woman expressed this forcefully:
They asked nxe so many questions I felt like the bad person. They really made
ntefeel so sthtk. I just wanted to cry. They should be more sensitive. He was
like a pig to me (you lorcw how they call police pigs? - he even looked lil<z a pig,
Irc reminded nte of a pig.) They should be more direct and up front, and say
they have to sort out the truthfor court. It made me very angry.
A further source of dissatisfaction for some women arose from their feeling that their
complaint was unimpoftant to the police. This could be conveyed in various ways,
including a cold and dismissive anitude or by indicating that other jobs had greater
prioriry.
Summary of initial contact and reporting.' The initial reporting experience emerged
from this study as a critical determinant of whether complainants will be able to develop
sufficient trust in the police to feel able to proceed with an investigation. It occurs at a
time when the woman is feeling highly wlnerable, with heightened needs for safety and
reassurance. Overall, the comments made by the women reflected their desire for the
entire reporting process to become more victim-centred and cognisant of their needs
rather than being oriented exclusively around police operational rcquirements.
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(2) Police statement-taking and interviewing
Following the reporting of a rape/sexual assault, the complainant will usually be
rcferred for the forensic medical examination and put in contact with a support agency
before returning to the police to provide a full statement. Subsequent police interviews
may also eventuate as details are checked and the court case prepared.
Location and atmosphere during statement-taking: In the main, the woman's
statement was taken in a police station. This occurred in nearly three-quarters (73Vo:
N=35) of cases. Less commonly, it took place in the victim's home (l9vo; N=9) or in
support agency rooms (4Vo; N=2). In one case, the interview was conducted in the
woman's workplace, and in the remaining situation, the level of injuries sustained in the
rape attack necessitated the statement being taken while the woman was in hospital.
Nearly half (49Vo; N=21) of the 43 women who commented on the atmosphere during
interviewing and statement-taking considered it to be warm and supportive. Other
women experienced the interviewing atmosphere in less positive ways. Nearly a quarter
(23Vo; N=10) described it as a cold, clinical environment, and the remainder (28Vo;
N=12) used a range of other descriptions, such as unreal, grotty, or overwhelming.
One woman, for example, said it was hard to feel comfortable being interviewed in a
room full of police riot gear. Others were distressed at the number of internrptions
while they gave their statement, with some feeling on show as the latest 'rape'. Overall,
what the women said they valued the most was being in a comfortable and relaxed
environment where they were treated in a friendly, caring manner and could be
guaranteed privacy.
Number of people present during the intemi.ew.' The most common interviewing
scenario involved the woman complainant with one police officer. This occurred in
41Vo (N=ZO) of cases. The next most common arrangement was when the woman had
one support person present (22Vo; N=l 1). Sometimes, two officers would be present
with the woman on her own (8Vo; N=4), or with her and a support person (l4To; N=7).
On other occasions (l4Vo; N=7), there could be five or more people present during the
interview, and there were up to eight in one case. Whether or not it was possible to
have a support person present during statement-taking became problematic for some
women. Not all the women who wanted support during the interview felt strong
enough to request this, and occasionally a request for support was refused.
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Gender of the interviewing officer: Half of the women (51%; N=25) were interviewed
by male officers; most of the remainder were interviewed by female officers (Al%o:
N=20), although a small number of women (87o; N=4) were interviewed by officers of
both genders. In general, a preference for female officers being involved was apparent
(Jordan 1998a).
Given the sensitive nature of the incident, and the intimate questions which needed to be
asked, some of the women found it very difficult to be questioned by a male. Several
said categorically it had to be a wottnn, especially if the interview was conducted in
their own home. Disclosing explicit, sexual details about the incident to male officers
could compound the woman's sense of vulnerability: Ir's lilce you're sining there with
your legs open, you miglzt as weII De. Some women also commented about the lack of
sensitivity and awareness displayed by male detectives towards them as rape victims.
Maleness per se, however, did not appear to determine the quality of an officer's
response to sexual assault victims. Several of the women interviewed, in fact, said they
had requested a woman officer only to end up feeling disappointed with the outcome.
Some of the women expressed surprise when the women officers they saw displayed
hostile, disbelieving attitudes. Since policewomen operate within the same
organizational culture as policemen, and may struggle even harder for acceptance within
it, such outcomes should probably not be totally unexpected.
In terms of gender, then, it was clear that while some women found it traumatic being
interviewed by a man, others felt this was not nearly as important as the officer's
attitude. This could be conveyed non-verbally at times and, for some women, it was
reflected in the tone of the general interviewing environment. For instance, one woman
felt uncomfortable being asked intimate details about her rape in a room in which
pictures of semi-naked women were displayed on the wall calendar. Likewise, another
felt the detective interviewing her was being reasonable until she overheard his male
colleagues telling a sexist, anti-woman joke in the next room, which went
unacknowledged by him,
Overall, the characteristics the women said they appreciated in the police can be
summarised as those reflecting a caring professionalism underpinned by respect for
and belief in the victim/survivor.
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Number of interviews.' Approximately three-quarters of the women O{=35) were
interviewed by the police more than once. These ranged from one additional interview
simply to clear up a few details, to at least five of the women having six or seven follow-
up sessions with the police. Multiple interviewing appears to have arisen for a variety
of reasons. In some cases, for example, additional details needed to be obtained from
the woman; her assistance was required in assembling an identikit picture of the
offender; or the police wanted her to return to the crime scene for a reconstruction of
the incident. In two cases, further details were necessary to enable the police to arrange
appropriate witness protection measures.
Continuity of interviewing officers.' Approximately half of the women (N=18) who
had more than one police interview had the same interviewing officer throughout; ttre
remainder were interviewed by different officers. The women who were re-interviewed
by the same officer often felt pleased at the continuity. Of those who experienced a
change of officer, their feelings varied depending on whether or not they felt the change
was for the better.
Ad.vice to women in a similar situation about contacting the police: Three-quarters of
the 40 women (N = 30) who answered a question about what women in a similar
situation should do said they would advise them to report the offence to the police,
Nine of the women said they would advise wolnen to go to the police only if they had a
support person to accompany them. Even women who expressed very negative views
concerning how they were treated said they would still advise others to go to the police.
Six women (l1Vo) were emphatic, however, that after their experience, they would not
encourage others in a similar situation to report the offence; a further four women
(10Vo) indicated that they were unsure what they would advise, and articulated mixed
views on this question.
Extent to which the complainant was satisfiedldissatisfied. with the police response
overall: The women were asked to provide an overall rating as to how they felt their
complaint was responded to and dealt with by the police. Table 3.1 sets out this
information.
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Table 3.1: Women's Overall Satisfaction with Police: Numbers and
Percentages
Very satisfied
Satisfied
NeitherA.{or
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
BothAvlixed
Not sure/Can't say
Didn't proceed with complaint
Total
N
1l
9
0
6
13
6
3
2
50
To
22
18
0
12
26
t2
6
4
There was virtually a 50:50 split between those who expressed overall satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with the police. A total of 20 women (40Vo) said they were either
satisfied/very satisfied compared with 19 (38Vo) who said they were dissatisfied/very
dissatisfied. At the two extremes within these categories, 1l women were very satisfied
and 13 were very dissatisfied. Generally, therefore, the women's responses were quite
polarised. In addition, a small number (6) felt unable to summarise their overall
satisfaction level because, while they were pleased with some aspects of the police
response, this was compromised by their dissatisfaction with other aspects. A further
two women could not provide an overall satisfaction rating, stating that the negative
police attitude expressed when they made their initial complaint deterred them from
proceeding any further with it.
Several of the women said they had requested a woman officer to interview them only
to end up feeling disappointed with the outcome. Since policewomen operate within
the same organisational culture as policemen, and may struggle even harder for
acceptance within it, negative attitudes should probably not be totally unexpected.
These could be conveyed non-verbally at tirnes and were sometimes reflected in the
tone of the general interviewing environment. For instance, one wornan felt
uncomfortable being asked intimate details about her rape in a room in which pictures
of semi-naked women were displayed on the wall calendar. Likewise, another felt the
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detective interviewing her was being reasonable until she overheard his male colleagues
telling a sexist, anti-woman joke in the next room, which went unacknowledged by him.
It is, therefore, clear ttrat while a significant number of the women felt very positive
about the response they received from the police, an equally significant number were
highly dissatisfied. Precisely why such a polarisation exists is difficult to determine. It
may be related in part to the nature of rape itself, and the fact that it is such an
overwhelmingly traumatic experience for the woman to experience, combined with the
undoubtedly strong views held by many police officers on its occurrence. Because
rape is such an intense and sensitive are4 when the police act with professional caring
and demonstrate their respect for the victirn" this is noticeable and greatly appreciated.
When such qualities are lacking, however, their absence is also very noticeable. Either
way, this results in heightened emotional responses and polarised views.
The issue of gender did not emerge overall as a determining variable of complainant
satisfaction.
The women's satisfaction ratings were examined against several other key variables, in
order to determine the possible irnpact of these. No significant differences emerged in
women's overall satisfaction with the police depending on the age of the complainant. 3
Similarly, no significant differences emerged which were related to whether or not the
perpetrator was a stranger.a The only variable analysed that did seem to be associated
with the women's satisfaction ratings of the police was case outcome. Of the 20 cases
where the offender was either not detected (N=8) or detected but not prosecuted (N =
l3), three-quarters of the complainants (75Vo; N=15) stated their dissatisfaction with
the police. A further two said they decided not to proceed with the case because of
encountering a negative police response. One said she felt she had received a mixed
response,leaving only two women expressing any level of satisfaction with the police.
Conversely, of the total number of cases resulting in prosecution (N- 31), 18 women
recorded satisfaction with the police; four expressed dissatisfaction; seven had a mixed
response; and 2 felt unsure. In ten cases the offender pleaded guilty while the
3 Of those aged 25 and under (N = 24), l0 expressed overall satisfaction and 10 dissatisfaction.
Similarly, of those aged over 25, 9 expressed overall satisfaction and l0 dissatisfaction. In both 4ge
groups, the remainder gave a mixed response in their replies to this question.
o Of those attacked by strangers (N = 15), half expressed satisfaction (N = 7) and half dissatisfaction (N
= 7), while one gave a mixed response. Of those anacked by someone known to them (N = 35), 13
women expressed satisfaction and 14 dissatisfaction, with the rernainder giving mixed (N = 5) or
unsure (N = 3) responses.
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remaining 2l went to a defended hearing. The final verdict did not appear to be as
influential on women's views of the police as the fact of prosecution - the four women
who expressed dissatisfaction with the police all had cases resulting in conviction
(including one offender who pleaded guilty), while none of the seven women whose
cases resulted in acquittals expressed clear dissatisfaction with the police (although nvo
women had a mixed response).
Overall, the characteristics the women said they appreciated in the police can be
summarised as those reflecting a caring professionalism underpinned by respect for
and belief in the victim/survivor.
(3) Case progress
Being kept informed by the police about the progress of one's case is a factor of vital
importance to rape complainants (Adler, 1991; Chambers and Millar, 1986; Temkin,
1997, 1999) and this finding was further rcinforced in this study.
Infonning the women ahout what woald be involved in a prosecution: Over half the
women (59To: N=26) said the police gave them information conceming what would be
involved in a prosecution, and some coulmented that they appreciated in particular being
fully informed as to what the trial would involve. Eighteen women (4lVo) said they
were not told what would be involved in a prosecution. In five cases this was related to
the offender not having been identified or apprehended, and in at least two others it was
related to the police deciding not to press charges. In the remaindeq the women said
that although their case appearcd to be proceeding, they felt poorly prepared by the
police and felt uninformed as to how the process should operate and what to expect.
Some of the women commented that they were given no explanations by the police
concerning reasons for case delays or postponements, and felt frustrated that they were
unable to meet the Crown Prosecutor until the dav of the trial.
Concern was also expressed by some that the police expected ttrem to proceed to trial
without explaining exactly what would be involved, leaving ttrem dependent on support
agencies for information they believed the police should have provided. One woman,
for instance, said she specifically asked the detective what kinds of questions she might
face only to be told dismissively that he did not know, leaving her to seek preparation
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for court from elsewbere. One aspect that she and other women felt strongly about
concerned their perception that at times the police deliberately withheld information
from them regarding the most potentially hamowing aspects of a courffoom trial in
order to try to protect or insulate them. The women criticised this practice for its
potential to misinform and mislead them about the realities of the trial process.
Comments from the women suggest that what is valued most is realistic inforrnation
from the police concerning how they expect a trial to proceed, and that this is
communicated in a way which validates the woman's experience, irrespective of the
eventual case outcome. Knowing that the police believed them and that the justice
system was often flawed helped some women to accept the possibilities of a 'not
guilty' verdict without feeling completely invalidated by the process.
On the other hand, over a quafier of those who were given information about the
prosecution process believed that this was for negative reasons and that the police
wanted to deter them from continuing with the case. Some related this to a perception
that the police did not believe them; with one woman commenting how she felt
threatened in this regard:
Tltey said to me that if there's anything in my statement that I'rn lying about then
to fix it up now before it went to court, otherwise if it went to court and they
found out I was lying I'd get imprisonment for lying in my statement.
This need not be an intractable catch-Z? situation for the police, but emerged as an issue
requiring increased levels of understanding and acknowledgement.
Often, therefore, it seemed to be the process that mattered more to many of the wornen,
rather than necessarily the final case outcome. This factor possibly underlies the
apparent tension which exists at times between the police and rape victims, and which is
explored more fully later in this thesis.
Comparison of the 1983 and 1998 rape studies
In the introduction to this chapter, reference was made to the 1983 Rape Study
conducted by the Institute of Criminology and the Department of Justice (Young,
1983). One aim of the 1998 research project was to provide material which could be
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compared with the earlier study, in order to ascertain the extent to which women's
experiences of the rcporting process may have changed.
The 1983 Rape Study states that the women's descriptions of how the police treated
them varied considerably,
. .. ranging front glowing praise to severe criticism. Overall, their positive and
negative responses were fairly evenly balanced. In fact, only two women had
predominantly negative perceptions of the police. Most 
.felt that they had
generally received'a good deal', as otxe wornan put it, and tlmt at least sotne af
the police fficers they had encountered had been helpfuI and sympathetic.
(Young, 1983,46)
What the women interviewed in 1983 said they most appreciated was having their
complaint dealt with by understanding and supportive detectives who displayed a
degree of kindness as well as professionalism. Such qualities continued to be
highlighted as important by the women who participated in the 1998 study. Both
studies, in fact, indicated the same, common themes within the women's responses.
These themes can be summadsed as:
the need to be believed;
the need to be treated with respect and understanding;
the need to be allowed to retain some degree of control over proceedings; and
the need to be provided with adequate information.s
The results of the 1998 study suggested thal despite changes in the law and police
training since 1983, little has altered in terms of women's experiences of the reporting
process. Analysis of the content of the women's concerns, as revealed in their stories
and comments, confirms that, as Temkin (1997) also found in the Sussex study, little of
substance has changed. Despite apparent improvements in police processes, women
reporting rape/sexual assaults to the police now are likely to encounter similar police
attinrdes and behaviours to those experienced by women in the early 1980s. While it is
clear that some individual police officers may respond supportively to rape
complainants, it is equally apparent that such a response cannot be guaranteed. This
a
a
a
a
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lack of consistency runs counter to increasing expectations of acceptable professional
conduct in the 1990s. As one of the women in the 1998 studv commented:
Individual cops are really, really good and deal with these situations really,
really well, and probably now there are more indivi.dual cops who are good.
than there were, but it shouldn't be an individual thing. They're paid by us and
tlzey need to be able to respond to things appropriately and it's not good enough
wlrcn it's just left up to individuals. It shouldn't be a case of just who you
happen to get.
One of the recurrent themes within both studies, and which provoked some of the
strongest utterances, related to issues of belief and complainant credibiliry. Comments
and examples from the 1998 study are presented below to illustrate the influence and
potency of police scepticism on rape complainants' feelings and experiences.
Belief and complainants' credibitity
Rape complaints have always posed difficulties for the police because so often, in the
absence of other evidence, they essentially become the victim's word against the
offender's. At least 18 women in this study (one-third of the total sample) considered
belief had been an issue at some stage during the reporting process. They felt the
police regarded their complaint wittr scepticism and spoke of feeling as if it was up ro
them to persuade the police of the genuineness of their allegation before an
investigation would proceed.
Examples provided by the women suggest an initial range of factors that appear to be
correlated with police distrust. These included:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
desire for self-gain;
perceived motivation of revenge or malice;
reluctance to accept accounts implicating partners/trusbands as the
perpetrator;
expectation that rape victims will present in a particular ernotional
manner;
5 Further detail concerning each of these themes is available in Jordan (1998a).
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(v)
(vi)
perceived credibility of the victim; and
perceived credibility of the alleged offender.
Each of these is explored briefly below, using relevant examples from the research.
(i) Desire for self-gain
Some women expressed strong resentment at police officers' presumptions that they
were manipulating the system for financial purposes. In the case which follows, the
detective appeared to waste no time before directly accusing the complainant of such
behaviour.
After years of therapy, Hannah decided she wished to lay charges against the
man who had raped her years previously. On phoning the police, she asked
initially to speak with a female detective but was told none was available. After
aprolongedrigmarole (see Jordan, 1998a, l8), Hannah was finally interviewed
by a male detective in a police station where she felt very uncomfortable. Rather
than finding this detective understanding about her tentativeness in coming
forward, he asked if she was making the complaint just to get an ACC (Accident
Compensation Corporation) lump sum payment, explaining that: 'You wouldn't
believe how ntany women make statements to the police in order to get lump
sum payouts from ACC.'
Hannah's response reflects her anger and frustration: The bastards, eh? For
goodness sake, Iump surn payments finished in 1992! (It was 1994 when she
contacted the policeJ
At the time of being intenriewed, as far as Hannah knew, the alleged offender
still had not been spoken to by the police.
(ii) Perceived motivation of revenge or malice
A classic stereotype exists of women making rape complaints out of revenge or malice.
Only two women mentioned this explicitly, however, saying they had been accused of
I l8
being malicious by the police officer dealing with them. In Melissa's case, for
instance, she alleged having been raped on a date and was later accused by the police of
trying to get back at the guy concemed. The police accused her of being a liar and told
her she was lucky not to be charged with wasting police tirne.
(iii) Reluctance to accept accounts implicating partners/husbands as the
perpetrator
Wornen who were sexually assaulted by men they knew, or had known, intimately
recounted how difficult it was to have their accusations believed and taken seriously. In
Lydia's case, for example, her husband had attempted to rape her and threatened to kill
her very early one morning. She had pretended she was going to work and driven
straight to the nearest place open, a petrol station, where the attendant phoned the police.
She had no visible injuries and felt the police played the attack down, despite her
husband having previously received diversion on an assault charge against her. She felt
the officer minimised the seriousness of the incident and attributed blame to her,
implying that if her husband was so terrible she should have left the relationship long
ago. Finally, the police persuaded Lydia not to go atread with the charges because of
her apparent lack of injuries and because, they said, marital rape was very hard to prove.
(iv) Expectation that rape victims will present in a particular emotional
manner
Women commented that at times they felt the police were looking for them to behave or
act in a particular way, as if there was a typical mode of expression or behaviour that
would be exhibited by genuine rape victims. Emma for example, believed her lack of
visible distress was a factor in the police expressing disbelief that she had been raped:
I think that was something tlwt they really couldn't understand, that I was so
calm. There were no tears, there was no hysteria, there was nothing, and I
thinkthey couldn't accept that I wasn't dissolving.
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(v) Perceived credibility of the victim
Many of the women felt that the police were judgmental of them and doubted their
veracity. As one woman said:
I went seeking help but then it tunzed and I was accused offalse allegations.
ln several cases, diminished credibility appeared to be associated with the complainant
being young and intoxicated. In Jane's case, for example, she was raped at her 21't
bifthday parry. She found the police aggressive and blaming.
It was disgusting. No wonder they are working with dogs 
- 
sonxething to yeII
at and boss around. Itfelt like, 'Look, she's pissed so she asked for it.' I felt
Iike they came up with thzir own decisiorx on the spot.
The factors associated with whether or not the women were likely to be believed did not
always appear clearcut. In some cases (for example, see Beth's story, Jordan, 1998a,
35-36) the women felt, like Jane, that the officers'responses were influenced by rape
myths regarding good and bad victims.u When the police saw Beth, for example, she
feels they saw a young woman who had been drinking at a party, had sex with an
acquaintance, then regretted it, and accused the man of rape. Other women, however,
expressed surprise when their fears that the police would judge them according to such
moral beliefs proved to be unfounded (for example, see Harriet's story, Jordan, 1998a
M).
(vi) Perceived credibility of the alleged offender
In some cases, the women felt ttrat the police perceived the alleged offender as more
respectable and credible than they were. This made it difficult to secure police co-
operation and commiftnent to their case. One woman, Sarah, said she felt it was hard to
convince the police that the man who raped her, a well-known local businessman, had in
fact done this to her. She felt that the detective was continually trying to catch her out
6 Relevant literature on this distinction includes Weis and Borges. 1975; Warshaw, 1988; Kerstefter,
1990; LaFree, 1981; Shapcott, 1988.
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and saw her as having less credibiliry than the man who raped and subsequently
threatened her. Saratr commented:
Rightfrom the very beginning the detective in clwrge of my case said to me that
fi.fty percent of the cases who come forth with rape complaints are false, and I
thought, 'Oh, gosh, no wonder they are like they are, if they (police) have to
suss people out like that'. I don't lvtow if it's true or not, but that's jwt wh.at
he tol"d nre, He said women get themselves in situations, IikE tf a married
woman gets caught by her husband with another man she's going to cry rape
to save lrcr marriage - or that's how he explained it to me
Another complainant, Peggy, was convinced that police hostility and disbelief towards
her was directly related to the status of her suspected attackers. In her case, she was
accused by a detective of fabricating the entire incident, despite the presence of multiple
fractures and bruising.
Effects of police attitudes of disbelief
The effects of a disbelieving attitude on the part of the police can be destructive and
counter-productive. For instance, at least four of the women said the police's apparent
disbelief prevented them from saying all they wanted to during the interview. As one
woman said:
I did (give my account), but I felt very uneasy towards the end, as if I wasn't
being believed or thqr were playing down the crime. I felt likc I couldn't
convhtce the detective - he just thought I was wasting his time.
Some women felt that the police officer's anitude made it impossible for thern to say
everything they wanted or thought relevant:
She (constable) said their (boyfriend's and offender's) statements were all tntth
and mine was aII lies.
It was difficult in such an environment for the women to be forthcoming and provide
full disclosure to the police.
t2l
In two cases, the women said categorically that the negative and disbelieving attitudes
expressed by the police were the reason they decided to withdraw their complaint. In
other cases, the investigation did not proceed because the police decided not to continue
with it after concluding the complainant was lying. Sometimes this decision appeared
to be based on perceived inconsistencies in the complainant's account of events. At
times, however, the women said the circumstances in which the police obtained their
statement directly contributed to such inconsistencies being present. Such a situation
often arose when the women felt that the police neglected the victim's needs in favour
of adherence to investigation procedures. This resulted in women sometimes being
required to make their formal statement whilst in a state of physical and emotional
exhaustion.
I sttppose sonte of nty reactions came from the tiredness and the thoaght of
having to focus on detail when I was .iust barely managing to not walk out the
door. I think it was counter-productive for me in the long term that they insis1"4
on getting details from me when I wasn't really capable of giving them wlmt they
needed.
In Kylie's case also, she felt it was the police's insistence on continuing to obtain
details from her when she was'past ir'that began what she termed 'the slippera slope'.
When the police subsequently re-questioned her, they became upset at apparent
inconsistencies and gaps in her memory. She said:
It was a liale bit like whatyou laugh at in the movies with the good guy and the
bad guy. Tlmt interview that monting began with a detective constable,
female, saying to tne, 'We need to go back over your statement, there are
holes, there are inconsistencies.'... In the middle of the aftemoon she left and
he (her 'boss') walked in the room and he accused me of making a false
statement, just completely out of tlte blue, and I was on nxy own, there wasn't
even another police fficer, just me and him.
Kylie describes being interviewed 'for hours and hours and hours' on end, with the
re-questioning culminating in the police cautioning Kylie three times and threatening to
charge her with making a false allegation.
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Encountering such belief clearly does not make for a positive police-client relationship.
Some women expressed strong feelings over the way they felt the police kept trying to
catch them out, to see if they were lying. Emma, for example, said:
What really woruied me was that afier two hours of sining there going through
aII this the gentleman said to nne, '(Emma), have you really been raped?' I
just about exploded.... When he said, 'Were you really raped?', I said, 'Ha ha,
of course not! I wake up at 4 o'clock every nxorning and I think, what am I
going to talk about this morning at rnorning tea? And this morning I thought
I'd say, Oh,yes, I've been raped!' I was just spining. I was so angry (that's
wlry) I just said, 'Yes, I've made the whole thing up!'
It is of vital importance to the police that they establish a supportive relationship wittt
complainants. The possibility of taking any case as far as the courtroom depends on a
co-operative complainant, and to alienate her on first contact is likely to sink the
prospects of this happening.
Conclusion
Being believed emerges from the women's accounts as being of critical importance,
since this is one of the major ways in which a rape victim receives validation concerning
the trauma she has experienced and its impact upon her life. Given the extent to which
New Zealand and most other countries are still such victim-blaming cultures, the
significance of being be[eved is associated also with the victim's need to be assured that
the rape was not asked for and that she is not to blame for its occurrence. While being
believed was experienced as extremely validating by the women in the study, not being
believed was also hugely significant in its impact, having the potential to compound the
devastating effects of the rape.
Several of the women recounted how the detectives investigating their case kept
emphasising the high numbers of false rape complaints received by the police, with
someputtingthefigure at10%o or higher. Sometimes, as in the examples listed above,
the police gave the women reasons for their disbelief; thus one woman was accused of
making it up as an attention-seeking device; another was told she seemed too calm to
have been raped; and a third was asked on two separate occasions if she was rnaking it
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up out of malice or revenge. At least three of the women interviewed said the police
had threatened to charge them with laying a false complaint
It appears that little has changed concerning the vexed question of false complaints
since the 1983 research. In both studies, the respondents identified belief as both
critical in importance to them and invariably problematic to the police. This finding has
been also repeatedly evident in overseas research (Chambers and Millar, 1983; Gilmore
and Pittman,1993; Gregory and I*es, 1999; Hall, 1985; Temkin, 1997). Despite its
importance, little research appears to have been done which has focussed specifically on
the issue of belief. Key questions for researchers, however, are: What makes a rape
complainant credible? How are the police influenced in their assessment of
complaints? What factors do they attach central significance to when deciding whether
or not to proceed with a rape investigation? What do police officers believe about false
complaints, their frequency, and the motives underlying them?
The 1998 study of sexual complainants' experiences with the police provided the
impetus for my subsequent research. Identification of the centrality of the issue of
belief and victims' credibility prompted a research design that incoqporared three
diverse but related studies to enhance understanding of police perceptions of victims'
credibility. These three studies, which were outlined in Chapter l, are presented in
subsequent chapters of this thesis. Each study provides a different lens on the issue of
credibility. Considered together, the results of these three studies provide greatly
enhanced understanding of police responses to women rape complainants, and enable
the construction of an explanatory model in relation to police processes and decision-
making.
***
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CHAPTER 4: POLICE F'ILE ANALYSIS. PART I
In practice, the average policeman exercises greater judicial discretion
over cases than does a judge. (Blumberg and Niederhoffer, 1973, quoted
in LeDoux and Hazelwood, 1999, l3)
Introduction
In the year 2000, many of the New Zealand public were outraged at publicity that
an historic charge of rape had been made against then Cabinet Minister Dover
Samuels. Others were sceptical, and believed their perspective was supported by
the police's decision that there was insufficient evidence to prosecute the accused,
who was loudly proclaiming his innocence. Samuels admitted that he had been
sexually involved with a teenage girl in his care, and helped her to obtain an
abortion, but disputed that he had raped her. In a speech made to his
Parl i amentary colleagues, S amuels proclaimed:
I find the offence of rape or sexual abuse of women and children
abhorrent and repugnant. There is only one offence more abhorrent,
repugnant or contemptible, and that is for a person or persons to fabricate
the allegation of rape knowittg that the person being accused is contpletely
innocent. (quoted in Dominion, 26/7 /OA)
Subsequent media reports alleged that Samuels had been 'cleared' of wrongdoing,
and the strong impression given portrayed the politician as an innocent man who
had been wrongfully accused (for example, The Age, 8i8l00).
This recent example illustrates the widespread public confusion surrounding
police terminology. The police decision not to proceed with a prosecution may or
may not mean there was no wrong-doing on the part of the alleged offender. All
we can deduce with any certainty is that the police felt it would be a difficult case
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to prove. While this decision may indicate the suspect's innocence, it could
equally indicate culpability, but in a case where there was insufficient evidence
available to support this conclusion in a court case. A lack of proof can in no
way be seen to correlate automatically with a lack of guilt.
The Dover Samuels case raised questions regarding issues of proof, evidence, and
complainants' credibility. The following two chapters attempt to shed light on
the reasons underlying police decision-making in rape and sexual assault cases
and to identify factors that emerge as key determinants of police judgements and
actions.
Reporting rates
The offences of rape and sexual violation have notoriously low reporting rates
(Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994; Gilmore and Pittman, 1993; Gregory and Lees,
1999; Kemmer, 1977: Kilpatrick et al, 1987; Koss et al, 1987; Mack, 1998;
National victims' Center, 1992; schultz, t975). Few victims approach the police
of their own accord, and even fewer cases proceed to the point of prosecution
(Gregory and Lees, 1996; Harris and Grace, 1999; Holmstrom and Burgess,
l99l). Many studies have been conducted of rape cases which resulted in
prosecution, examining in particular the progress of such cases through the court
systemn and the ways in which victims of rape experience trial procedures (for
example, Adler 1987; Lees , 1997: McDonald , 1994; van de Zandt, 1998). This
chapter presents the results of a study primarily focussed on rape and sexual
violation cases that did not proceed to trial.
A high proportion of reported sexual assault offences are cleared by the police as
'no offence disclosed', the equivalent of the English category of 'no criming'-
The use of this clearance code, however, is highly ambiguous. 'No offence
disclosed' may be intended to convey the non-disclosure of a criminal offence,
with the emphasis being on the absence not of a crime but of evidence of that
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crime 
- 
in other words, an offence may have been committed but there is
insufficient evidence, including testimony by the complainant and any witnesses,
to support the claim. The other way in which 'no offence disclosedo can be
interpreted is to emphasise the 'no offence' part of the phrase, implying that
investigation reveals there to have been no crime actually committed. In the
latter option, the inference is that the complainant may have attempted to mislead
the police into believing sexual violation occurred when it did not 
- 
either because
the complainant was a consenting partner to sexual intercourse with the accused,
or because there was no sexual intercourse at all.
In the 1983 Rape Study, the 'no offence disclosed' category was roundly criticised
for its overuse and the misleading impressions this created (Stace, 1983; Young,
1983). In particular, it was criticised for being misleading in terms of its
implication that there was no actual offence. Stace (1983) noted that:
It nny well be that some of the concern about the police processing of
rape corlxplaints conxes from a literal reading of what is, in fact, a
statistical artefact. At tlze least it would seem tlmt a separate category of
'insfficient evidence to proceed' should be created. (Stace, 1983,14).
A Police circular in December 1982 instructed officers not to clear rape
complaints as no offence disclosed when there was insufficient evidence, but
instead to file such cases as 'uncleared'. Stace notes that, if adopted, this practice
would result in a larger number of uncleared files in the future. However, the no
offence disclosed category continued to be sizeable and throughout the 1990s,
approximateiy 30 per cent of rape complaints have been cleared as 'no offence
disclosed' (Newbold, 2000, 139). As the following 1997 analysis of cases shows,
l5 years after the concerns expressed in the 1983 Rape Study, this category was
still being applied to a wide range of cases, including those where there was
insufficient evidencer. Statistics provided by the New Zealand Police for the year
I It should be noted that, in 1998, the police instituted major changes to their method of recording
offences, in effect doing away with the statistics for reported offences and replacing these with
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ended 30 June 1997 show that of 520 reported offences of Male Rapes Female,
198 (387o) were cleared as no offence disclosed (refer Table 4.1).
Table 4.L: Selected Sexual Violation Offences, Reportedo Cleared and
Cleared by No Offence Disclosed (N.O.O.)for the Year Ended 30
June 1997
Offence
Male rapes female
overl6 years
Husband rapes wife
Unlawful sexual
connection female over
l6 years
Total sexual violation2
Total Total Vo
Reported Cleared Cleared
520 393
22
135
772 533
86
65
7l
l9
88
Cleared
by
N.O.D.
198
7
24
252
Vo
Cleared
by
N.O.p.
38
32
18
33
Also of concern is the fact that in the year 2000, academic commentators were
still erroneously equating a police determination of 'no offence disclosed' with
false complaints (for example, Newbold, 2000).
The overall aim of the current study was to acquire greater understanding of the
factors affecting police decision-making processes in relation to rape and sexual
assault investigations, focusing in particular on cases where the investigation was
recorded and resolved categories. Cases where the offence was declared to be 'no offence
disclosed' are no longer being recorded as such, and the proportion of such cases is now extremely
difficult to determine.
t The figures in this row include all offences within the Sexual Violation category, including
complainants over 16 years.
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terminated prior to the arrest and prosecution of an offender.
objectives were:
The research
to analyse police procedures from the initial report of an incident through
to the decision as to whether or not to proceed with a prosecution;
to idenrify the factors affecting police decision-making concerning
whether or not to proceed with an investigation; and
to examine the circumstances surrounding cases in which complainants
decide to withdraw the complaint.
Data gathering involved the analysis of a sample of police rape and sexual assault
investigation files. Central themes were identified and the relevant cases were
grouped together for further examination.
Sampling and methodology
Access to police sexual violation files was negotiated through senior police
personnel at the Police National Headquarters in Wellington (now known as the
Office of the Commissioner). A protracted period of negotiation resulted,
necessitated not so much by the sensitivities of this particular request as by the
decision to make this study the test case for developing a protocol and contract to
be used in subsequent research involving Victoria University staff access to police
records and personnel. The result was an eight-month period of legal negotiation
before a final contract was produced and could be signed that would authorise my
access to police files and specify the conditions on which such access was
dependent.
One of the conditions stipulated was that requests for files could not be made
directly by me but would need to be actioned by a police staff member. This
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meant I was dependent on the time and goodwill of what became a constantly
changing number of staff to submit, process and receive files on my behalf. Also
specified were the conditions surrounding file access; for example, files could on
no account be removed from Police Headquarters in any form, necessitating on-
site inspection only and the need for thorough note-taking in the absence of any
plrotocopying or scanning options.
In order to obtain a file sample, an INCOFF (Incident Offence) Search Statistics
Request (R1732) was initially made to Police Information and Technology to
provide the offence statistics for specific rape/indecent assault/sexual violation
offences for the year 1997, by clearance mode, for ten police districts in the
greater Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch areas. These areas were selected
primarily because of population size and their inclusion of city and surrounding
environs, and partly to provide comparability with the districts within which my
earlier study involving interviews with complainants (Jordan, 1998a) had been
undertaken. The year 1997 was selected in order to provide a recent data-set, buf
one not so recent as to mean that Iarge numbers of files may still be active and
hence unavailable.
The districts covered were as follows:
Auckland
AW = Waitakere
AC = Auckland City
AN = North Shore
AS = Manukau
UK = Papakura
Wellington
WL = Wellington
WH = Hutt
WW = Kapiti Mana
Christchurch
CR = Canterbury
CU = Christchurch Rural
As a result of the Structures Project being conducted by Police National
Headquarters Police District boundaries were changed on 1 July 1997 with the
foll owing relevant effects :
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Waitakere (AW) records are now contained within North Shore (AN)
Papakura (UK) records are now contained within counties/IVlanukau (AS)
Hutt (WH) and Kapiti Mana (WW) records are now contained within
Wellington (WL)
I Christchurch Rural (CU) records are now contained within Canterbury
(CR).
The above list shows that, in each of the three areas, records were sought from
central city, suburban and semi-rural areas.
All files eligible for inclusion were requested from Records sections in the
appropriate police districts, who were asked to send them to Police National
Headquarters, where I was authorised to access them on the premises. Repeat
requests werc subsequently made for files which were not able to be located on
the initial search. Each file was assigned a case number for the purposes of
analysis.
The files were individually studied and key points from each were surrunarised
directly on to a laptop computer. Details recorded included the victims' and
offenders' characteristics, the nature of the offence, abbreviated versions of key
statements from witnesses and others, significant evidential findings, comments
made by police regarding the outcome recommended and evidence of police
reasoning.
In total, 213 files were identified and requested. These represented all Male
Rapes Female, Unlawful Sexual Connection or Sexual Violation files involving
adult offenders and adult complainants, which had been resulted as either K3, K4,
K5, or K6 in the areas specified 
- 
Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch.
The K3, K4 and K5 files were all likely to be eligible for inclusion given that
these codes indicate that no prosecution resulted:
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K3 = no offence disclosed,
K4 = Discretionary caution, and
K5 = Reporting further on the incident on a Police 258 form.
Files resulted as K6 were included because this code indicates that an Offence
Report was being submitted and there was further investigation to be carried out
on the file, so until each K6 file was individually examined, there was no way of
determining whether or not a prosecution resulted. The eventual outcomes of the
K6 files studied were included in the sample, in order to provide further
elucidation as to which factors were interpreted by the police as indicating
genuine or false complaints. Any cases that resulted in the immediate
apprehension of an offender, resulted as K9, were excluded from the sample.
Of the 213 files requested, 26 were not located or provided 
- 
in one case this was
because the file was with the Police Complaints Authority, another was a
restricted access file, and the remainder (N = 24) were unable to be located,
usually because they were still 'active' ie under investigation, and sometimes
because they simply could not be located. A further 23 files were obtained
which, on examination, were ineligible for inclusion because they had been
Wrongly coded, most commonly because adult offence codes had been attributed
to offences against children.
The final sample comprised 164 files, as set out below:
Police Offence Types (Total = 164)
Unlawful sexual connection = 3l (l9%o)
Other Sexual Violation = l0 (6Vo)
Male rapes female = 123 (75Vo)3
Area (Total 
- 
164)
Auckland = 85 (52Vo)
3 This category included three cases of Husband Rapes Wife and three Attempts to Rape.
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AC= 31
AN=20
AS=30
AW= I
UK=3
Wellington = 33 (20?o)
WH=5
WL=23
W-W=5
Christchurch = 46 (28Vo)
Clearance code (Total = 164)
K3 = 78 (48Vo)
K4 = 5 (3Vo)
K5 = 17 (LjVo)
K6 = 64 (39Vo)
The164 sexual violation files included cases involving multiple offenders and
victims, as shown on Table 4.2. This indicates that the majority of cases (N =
152) involved single offenders, plus one case in which two women friends were
sexually assaulted by a joint acquaintance. Table 4.2 also shows that the most
typical multiple scenario involved two offenders, in three cases two acquaintances
of the complainant, in one two strangers, in one two work colleagues, and in one
the woman's partner in conjunction with his friend. In the case involving three
offenders, they were acquaintances of the complainant; the four-offender attack
involved strangers, and the six-offender incident involved seamen who had
initially contracted the services of a sex worker. In a further two cases, the
complainants stated they had been raped by gang members, the exact number of
whom was unspecified. One additional case involved two victims and two
alleged offenders. Taken together, these figures equate to the 164 cases studied
involving a total of 166 victims and 181 offenders.
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Table 4.2: Single and Multiple Offender Cases
NB. * = number unspecified
Rationale for case inclusion
The rationale for case inclusion was as follows. cases coded as K3, K4, K5 were
all examined because it was clear that no arrest followed and the files were
examined to ascertain the reasons for this 
- 
for example, because no offender
could be identified, because investigation of the case was halted
Cases resulted as K6 were also requested 
- 
this code indicates that a report form
was completed and the case deemed worthy of further police investigation. Such
investigation could result in any of three main outcomes:
(i) the decision that further police action was not warranted
This decision could be made because:
r the complaint was seen as arising from a situation where no
criminal offence could be identified;
No. of
Offenders per
Case
No. of Cases
Total No. of Total No. of
Offenders Victims
Single Offender Cases
I
Multiple Offender Cases
152
7
I
I
I
2
164
t52
t4
3
4
6
2*
181
153
)
3
4
6
Multiple
8
I
I
Total
I
2
t66
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no offender could be detected or apprehended; or because
there was insufficient evidence to proceed. With the latter, it was
often too hard to determine on the information available whether or
not a criminal offence had occurred.
(ii) the decision by the complainant to withdraw the complaint.
This decision could be made because:
r the complainant realised that what occurred did not constitute a
criminal offence:
the complainant admitted there never had been any offence;
the complainant felt the police did not believe her; or because
the complainant was too scared to proceed with the case (she may
have been scared of the offender, of the reactions of those around,
or of going to court).
(iii) further police action
Some cases initially coded K6 did, however, result in further police action.
If the complaint was accepted as genuine, the police then needed to
consider whether sufficient evidence existed for the offender to be charged
and prosecuted.
The K6 code emerged as one of the most commonly used categories, accounting
for 64 of the cases overall. These cases were particularly useful for this research
because the files tended to be larger and contained fuller details, statements, and
evidential material than the K3" K4 and K5 cases.
The information contained in police files does not, of course, represent neutral
facts alone. There is, in fact, no such thing 
- 
all information is filtered through
the eyes and attitudes of the person observing it, so my classification and analysis
is already at least one step removed. To this can be added the fact that I am reliant
on what the police observed and chose to note as significant, and how they
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recorded that information. This is not a problem for this particular study,
however, given that what is of vital concern here is police perceptions. Case files
usually contain remarks by police indicating whether they believe a complaint to
be genuine or not, or this can be inferred from police actions recorded on file 
- 
for
example, the officer issuing a verbal warning to the alleged offender. The aim is
to determine what police 'see' and to understand what informs how they see it and
their interpretation of its significance.
For example, the issue of police perception and interpretation is evident in cases
involving complainants with intellectual disability. When the police see someone
with such a disability, do they see someone vulnerable to manipulation and/or
attack or do they see someone who will not be a credible witness on the stand
should the case go to court? Do they see someone who will not be able to hold
her/his own against the tricks and barrages of an aggressive defence lawyer? Do
the police even get as far as imagining this individual's performance in the
witness box? or do they see solneone who is slow and unconvincing, and
assume them to have a tenuous grip on 'reality' and be prone to fanciful and
delusional thinking?
The 164 sexual violation files were divided into four main categories, determined
largely by police perceptions of the legitimacy of the complaint. In reality, of
course, this classification relied on my interpretation of police comments recorded
on file. Thus the subjectivities of both the police and myself inevitably underlie
these categories. Given that one might expect police files to reflect only what
officers feel is acceptable to commit themselves to in writing, however, biases in
interpretation are more likely to show the police in a positive than a negative light.
ln other words, comments actually recorded on files may have been 'censored'
and reveal simply the tip of an iceberg of police attitudes and judgements.
The categories identified were as follows:
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I. Genuine Cases: N = 34 (Zl%o)
Cases categorised as genuine represent those about which the police gave clear
indications on the file concerning their legitimacy. For example, prosecution
action may have been commenced against the alleged offender, a warning may
have been issued, or comments may have been made which indicated the
complainant's account was believed by police.
Within this category, four small but distinct subgroups emerged:
(i) Cases clearly perceived as genuine, for which an offender was detected,
and prosecution action was coillmenced (N = 13 38Vo of genuine
cases overall);
(ii) Cases clearly perceived as genuine, for which no offender was detected
(N 
= 5; I5Vo of genuine cases overall);
(iii) Cases clearly perceived as genuine and for which an offender was
detected, but where the police made the decision not to prosecute
(N = 3; 9Vo of genuine cases overall); and
(iv) Cases where the police clearly believed the complaint was genuine but
the complainant insisted on withdrawing the complaint (N - l3;
38Vo of genuine cases overall).
II. Possibly True/Possibly False Cases: N = 62 (38To)
The second category comprised cases which fell into a grcy area. The police
seemed unsure, from their file comments, whether or not to treat these cornplaints
as genuine. Remarks were often made suggesting that, from the evidence
available, it was impossible to determine if the complainant was telling the truth,
or whether the incident reported constituted a criminal offence. Frequently the
phrase 'insufficient evidence' was used in relation to these cases. Cases were
also included in this category where the police noted some irregularities or
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discrepancies in the complainant's testimony but refrained from declaring the
complaint false. Those cases which the complainant withdrew, and about which
the police also expressed some misgivings, were included as part of this grouping.
III. Cases which the Police said were False: N = 55 (337o)
Cases were included in this third category when comments on the file clearly
stated that the police considered the complaint to be false. This included cases
which the police decided to halt investigating, as well as those suspected of being
false for which the complainant withdrew the charge. Officers sometimes tried to
identify motives underlying the complaint 
- 
for example, 'cried rape to avoid a
hiding', and 'a woman scorned'. In other cases, the police maintained it likely
that sex had occurred but was consensual, and that for some reason the
complainant wanted to conceal this fact. A suspicion of falsehood was not
enough for a case to be placed in this category; if the police seemed at all
equivocal, the case was categorised as possibly true/possibly false.
IV. Cases which the Complainant said were False: N = L3 ($Vo)
The final category is the smallest. It comprised those reports of sexual assault
which the cornplainant decided to withdraw after having stated that the allegations
were false, in that sex had been consensual, or that there had been no sex and the
report of a sexual attack had been fabricated for personal reasons.
Closer examination of file content may help to clarify the factors that influence
police perceptions and decision-making. Before embarking on qualitative
analysis of these files, however, it is important to present a broad, statistical
overview of the complainants' and offenders' characteristics and relationships.
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STAITSNCA,L PROT'ILE
i. Age
The age stthe courplainant was recorded on mo€t frles, and reveals the rar4jority to
be 25 and uuder, as set out in Table 4.3.
Table4.3r' Ageof eomplafuant
Age
l6-20
2ta5
26-30
31-40
41-50
5r-60
6O+
Not rtsco-rded
Total complainants
qb
45
15
16
t5
3
I
1
2
Ne.
75
25
2.7
tu4
I
2
2
3
166
The age of the alleged offender w,as not always recorded" or rnay have been
estimated, arrd thus the figures in Table 4.4 provide a IEss aecurate and courplete
picture than thE information we have ravailable on oomplainanft. The figures
available suggest alleged offenders af,c tyBically significantly older than
eomplainants 
- 
wherew 6O% of complainants were in the 25 a\dunder bracket,
only 19% of alleged offenders were in this category. This comparison becomes
even trnore marked in the youngest qge group, with 45% of eornplainants being 20
and under compared with only 6% of the alleged offenders.
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Age
16-20
2t-25
26-30
3140
4l-50
5t-60
60+
Not recorded
Total no. of alleged offenders
To
6
13
9
ls
7
3
I
No.
10
23
t7
28
t2
5
2
84
181
46
Table 4.4: Age of Alleged Offender(s)
ii. Ethnicity
Information on ethnicity was not always recorded, hence the figures in Tables 4.5
and 4.6 should be regarded as approximations only. These indicate the largest
groups of both complainants and alleged offenders to be Caucasian, with
significant numbers of Maori and Pacific Island peoples also evident. Those
identified as 'Other' included persons from Asian and Middle Eastern countries.
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Table 45: Ethnicftl' of Co.mplainant
Ethnicity No. 7o
Caucasian 72 43
Masri 78 17
Pacific Island 23 14
Other 5 3
Not rceorded 38 23
Totel no- of complainants 166
Table 4.5: Ethnicity of Alleged Offender(s)
iii. Relationship of complainant to alleged ofiender
Filo analysis was also conducted to deterunine the relationship between the
complaiuant and the alleged offender, as set outin Table 4.7.
Etlnicity No., To
Caucasian 53 29
Maori 19 l0
Pacific Island 34 19
Other 16 9
Not recorded 59 33
Total no. of alleged offenders 181
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Table 4.7: Relationship of Complainant to Alleged Offender
Relationship No. Vo
Known to victim
Acquaintance 89 54
Partnera 29 l g
Works 13 g
Family 7 4
Stranger 26 16
Total6 164
Table 4.7 shows that over half of the cases involved persons who were
acquaintances at the time of the alleged sexual assault. The next largest category
involved assaults by partners (l9To), closely followed by stranger assaults (16Vo).
These results are significant in demonstrating that the sample of cases in this
study involved mostly perpetrators already known by the victim (84vo). These
figures ale not necessarily indicative of all cases reported to the police, but
suggest that New Zealand rape reporting trends may be similar to those in
England, where substantially increased numbers of non-stranger incidents are now
being reported (Harris and Grace, 1999).
Table 4.8 shows the ways in which offence outcomes are related to the
compl ainant /offender relationship.
o Includes current and ex-partners, in married, de facto, and boyfriend/girlfriend relationships.
5 Refers to situations where the place of work is central to the incident 
- 
for exampli, alleged
offences between colleagues or employers/employees at their place of work, or between a service
provider and client, such as a taxi driver and passenger or client and prostitute.
6 Cases with multiple offenders and victims were counted once because the relationship between
the complainant and the alleged offenders was the same, with the exception of one case where the
woman's partner and his friend jointly violated her. This case was recorded as a partner offence
because he was the instigator.
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Table 4.8: Relationship of Complainant to Alleged Offender by Outcome
Category
Stranger Work
N=26 N = 13
Family Acquaintance Partner
N=7 N=89 N-29
Genuine
N=34
Possibly
true/false
N=62
Police said
false
N=55
Complainant
said false
N =13
Total
6
23Vo
6
23Vo
l1
42To
J
l2To
100
4
3l%o
.,
54Vo
2
29Vo
,)
29Vo
3
42Vo
l6
lSVo
37
42Vo
28
3IVo
8
9Vo
1,00
6
2lVo
10
34Vo
t3
45Vo
0
0Vo
2
l5Vo
100
0
OTo
0
OVo
r00 r"00
Table 4.8 suggests that, virtually irrespective of the relationship between
complainant and alleged offender, the police viewed the majority of cornplaints
with suspicion. Of cases involving strangers, less than a quarter of the
complaints were deemed by police to be genuine, while almost two-thirds were
regarded as false or possibly true/false. With respect to alleged acquaintance
attacks, lSVo of complaints were perceived to be genuine, compared with 73Vo
where police expressed doubts about the allegation.
Comparing outcomes in this manner may be misleading, however, because it is
likely that the figures for reported stranger attacks would include some fictional
accounts. As the interviews with detectives revealed, women alleging false
complaints seldom name an offender, claiming instead that, for exarnple, a
masked stranger abducted them. It is also possible that some women say their
attacker was a stranger to deflect attention away from a person known to them.
These issues are discussed further in Chapter 6.
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Table 4.9 considers the relationship of the complainant's ago to tlre sutcorne of,
the police inrrectigation.
Table 4"9: Age of Complaina,nt by Outcome. Category
Numbers are srnall in some,categodes in the above tablq but the ovetall picturo
suggesrs* that 4ge, as a distinct variable, is not relatad to case outeoug.
lVjth relation to etlnricity, Table '4,1.0 suggests likewise that tha e.thnisity of the
eomplainant does not aplrcar to be par,ticularly linked to caso o-utcome.
16-20 2L-2-5 26-30 31..40 4l-50 51-60 60+ Not i
N=75, N=25 N=27 N=24 N=8 lil=2 N=2 reg{ctlN=3
GenuineIl 464
N=34 237p l6Ta ?ZVa LV%
2to o rci% fisqo
o ,;k
Possihly qn$:Tf' #* ;&" zIE, *i, zlq" siv"
Police said 23 g lz I 5 l3o*-- ?t% Szvo 4s% 33% 63vo sa%N[=57 JL '' 0-
Complainant otrff_ riq" 4r" ztl79o 4Ve l4qb 0 0 0
Toml
N=165 xoCI 100 100 100 tr00 100 100 100
t&
Table 4.10: Ethnicity of Complainant by Outcome Category
Genuine
N=34
Possibly
true/false
N=62
Police said
false
N=57
Complainant
said false
N 
=1.3
Total
N=166
Caucasian
N=72
l3
18.IVo
28
38.97o
24
33.3Vo
9.7Vo
100
Maori
N=28
6
2t.4Vo
t2
42.97o
8
28.6Vo
2
7.lVo
100
Pacific
Island
N=23
5
22.7Vo
l1
45.5To
)
22.7Vo
2
9,tvo
100
Other
N=5
I
20Vo
)
40Vo
2
4OVo
0
100
Not
recorded
N=38
9
24.3Vo
9
27.IVo
l8
43.ZVo
2
5.47o
100
Considered together, Tables 4.9 and 4.10 show that it would be too simplistic to
state, for instance, that young women or Maori women were more at risk of
having the police doubt the genuineness of their complaint. High percentages of
every ethnic group, in fact, had the police doubting the veracity of their cornplaint
in the cases included in this sample.
iv. Complainantst characteristics
File analysis yielded information on additional factors concerning complainants'
characteristics. These included noting the relative frequencies of inclusion on
police files of information concerning the state of the complainant 
- 
for example,
comments concerning perceptions of alcohol and drug use, intellectual
impainnent, and psychiatric conditions. Reference was also made on police files
concerning whether or not the complainant had experienced previous rape or
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sexual abuse. There is, however, no way of knowing how consistently such
information was either obtained or recorded. Given the noted reluctance of many
victims to disclose sexual victimisation in particular (Bachman, 1993; Gilmore
and Pittman, 1993; Gregory and Lees, 1999; Kelly, 1988; Kilpatrick et al, r98T;
Williams, 1984), it is likely that the information recorded on police files and
presented in Tables 4.1 1 and 4.12 is an under-estimate.
Table 4.11: Victim Attributions
Genuine
N=34
Possibly
true/faIse
N=62
Police said
false
N=57
Complainant
said false
N =13
Total
N=166
7o drunk or
stoned
N=84
SlVo
t7
2AVo
33
39Vo
28
33Vo
1I
8Vo
100
Vo
intellectually
impaired
N=16
l0Vo
J
l9Vo
5
31Vo
I
44Vo
I
6Vo
100
7o
psychiatric
disturbance
N=30
lSVo
aJ
l0To
8
27To
18
60Vo
1
3Vo
100
70 previous
rape or
abuse
N=3L
19Vo
4
l3Vo
l3
42Vo
13
42Vo
I
3Vo
100
Table 4.11 provides an initial window into some of the complainants'
characteristics which may influence police perceptions and responses. In relation
to alcohol and drug use, for instance, it is clear that over half of all the files
analysed involved complainants whom the police described as drunk, intoxicated,
or high/stoned. While one-fifth of cases involving drunk complainants were
perceived as genuine complaints, nearly three-quarters (72Vo) were regarded by
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the police as false or possibly true/false. This suggests that drunkenness
continues to be correlated with doubts about complainants' credibilitv.
While drunkenness was the most commonly recorded factor, other victim
attributions were also noted by police. Over one quarter of the files studied
involved complainants who were described as either intellectually impairedT or
psychiatrically disturbed8 in some way. As Table 4.11 shows, the largest
proportions of cases involving either intellectual impairment or psychiatric
disturbance were regarded by the police as false complaints, Of cases involving
complainants with some degree of psychiatric disturbance or disorder, 87Vo were
viewed by the police as false or possibly true/false. Similarly, three-quarters of
the cases involving victims with intellectual disability were viewed as suspicious.
Of all complaints made by intellectually impaired or psychiatrically disturbed
persons, only l3%o were regarded as genuine by the police.
In 3l of the files studied (l9%o), reference was made to the complainant having
been the victim of prior sexual victimisation, either as a child or adult. This
means that nearly one in every five sexual assault complainants had experienced
some form of sexual victimisation prior to the latest incident reported. However,
notations on the file suggesting prior sexual assault also appear to be strongly
linked to police doubts about the veracity of the current incident. As Table 4.I I
shows, in 84Vo of cases involving complainants with previous known rape or
abuse victimisation, the police perceived their current complainant with
scepticism. Half of these complainants (N = l5) withdrew their most recent
complaint, thereby deciding to end police involvement and investigation of their
case. Some provided reasons for this decision, such as wanting to put the
incident behind them or not wanting to go to court.
' Cases were filed as involving intellectual impairment when the police described the complainanl
as being intellectually handicapped, simple, or having a mental age well below their chronological
years.
8 The category of psychiatric disturbance was applied to cases described as involving current or
former mental or psychiatric patients, persons with personality disorders, or those with histories of
depression or self-mutilation (or anybody else categorised in police shorthand as a 'lM'),
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The issue of how complainants generally decide to respond if they suspect that the
police regard their allegation with scepticism is also vexed, and is discussed in the
next section.
v. Complainant withdrew case category
The most common reason for why the police investigation of cases was halted was
because the complainant withdrew the allegation. This is discussed separately
here because it suggests cause for concern. Of rape and sexual violation
complaints that did not proceed, nearly half (47vo; N = 77) were because the
complainant withdrew the allegation. One major assumption by the police is that
a complainant's withdrawal of an allegation should be viewed as a retraction, a
denial that any offence occurred. It was clear from the files studied that numerous
other reasons existed and warrant consideration. These include the fact that some
complainants withdrew the charge because they never wanted their case to involve
the police in the first place, a point which becomes more evident later in the file
analysis. Others did not want to see the offender prosecuted and were satisfied if
their reporting of the incident gave him the message that his behaviour was
violating and unacceptable. It is also possible that, in some cases, the initial
police response to the cornplainant influenced her to withdraw the complaint.
This could be because she felt disbelieved by the police, or because they told her
that she would lack credibility in court.
Table 4.13 was calculated to enable the category of 'complainant withdrew' to be
evident in relation to the other categories. The figures here differ from those in
Table 4.9, because complaints which were withdrawn by the complainant have
been deducted from each category; for example, the figure of 34 cases deemed to
be genuine in Table 4.9, included l3 cases which the complainant subsequently
withdrew. Table 4.12 has thus been recalculated to permit consideration of the
compl ainant withdrawal category.
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Table 4.12: Relationship of Complainant to Alleged Offender Recalculated
to Show the Complainant Withdrew Category
Table 4.12 shows that more than three-quarters of cases where the complainant
withdrew the allegation involved acquaintances and partners. Cases involving
sexual assaults perpetrated by acquaintances or partners of the complainant may
have high withdrawal rates for a variety of factors. Police doubts concerning the
chances of successful prosecution in such cases may be communicated in some
way to complainants, thereby dissuading them from continuing with the process.
Moreover, the complexities involved in taking someone known to you to court
will undoubtedly deter many complainants from proceeding. In some cases, this
will be because of fear-related issues; in others, it will arise from a desire to see
the offender warned but not necessarily prosecuted; and in still others, it will be
because factors of self-blame and recrimination may be linked to case withdrawal.
e Cases with multiple offenders and victims were counted once because the relationship between
the complainant and the alleged offenders was the same, with the exception of one case where the
woman's partner and his friend jointly violated her. This case was recorded as a partner offence
because he was the instigator.
Stranger Work Family
N=26 N=13 N=7
Acquaintance Partner Total
N=gg N=29 N=164e
Genuine
N=21
Possibly
true/false
N=37
Poliee said
false
N=29
Complainant
said false
N =77
6
29Vo
3
8Vo
6
21Vo
ll
14Vo
3
l4Vo
5
l4Vo
0
2
9Vo
2
5Vo
2
7Vo
I
IVo
9
43To
22
597o
t6
55Vo
42
55Va
I
5Vo
)
l4Vo
5
lTVo
18
23Vo
100
100
100
5
7Vo
100
r49
In Table 4.13 the categoly of complainants' withdrawals is presented to show the
distribution of the figures considered earlier regarding police perceptions of
complainant credibility.
Table 4.13: Police Perceptions of Complainants' Credibility
Category
Police considered complaint genuine
Police thought complaint possibly
true/possibly false
Police thought complaint false
Complainant said complaint false
Total complainant withdrawals
Complainant
withdrawal
13
177o
25
327o
26
34Vo
13
ITVo
77
joJfe rotar
o€ctston
2t 34
24Vo ZLVo
37 62
43Vo 387o
29 55
33Vo 33Vo
13
8Vo
87 164
The two largest subgroups involve cases where the police clearly suspected the
complaint was false and the complainant withdrew the case (accounting for just
over a third of the complaints withdrawn category), and cases where the police
seemed unsure whether or not the complaint was true or false, but investigation
was halted when the complainant withdrew the case (accounting for just under a
third). Less common were cases where the police clearly believed the complaint
was genuine but the complainant insisted on withdrawing the complaint, and cases
where the complainant withdrew the complaint after admitting the complaint was
false and no offence had been committed (both accounting for under a fifth of the
complaints withdrawn category).
The division of the complainant withdrawal category into these sub-groups
suggests elements strongly reflective of the other major categories. In other
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words, a proportion of cases withdrawn were perceived by the police to be
genuine; others were viewed as false; and still others were seen as possibly true or
possibly false. A final category remains, which is analysed separately below.
This includes those cases which a complainant withdrew after stating that the
initial report of a sexual assault was false.
Throughout the analysis which follows, cases within the complainant withdrawal
category are considered jointly with cases where the investigation was tenninated
by the police (as shown on Table 4.13). This decision was made because my
principal interest is in understanding what gives a complainant credibility from a
police perspective. In trying to ascertain the significance placed by the police on
different factors and cues, the issue of whose decision causes the investigation to
be halted becomes a secondary consideration. Thus, the category divisions
outlined on Table 4.13 depict police perceptions of all the complaints included in
this study, irrespective of who made the decision to halt the investigation.
The categories identified form the basis for the qualitative analysis that follows.
While the statistical analysis suggested particular complainants' characteristics to
be associated with police perceptions of victims' credibility, deeper discourse
analysis of the file material provides a richer picture of the factors involved.
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
In the remainder of this chapter and in the following chapter, the categories
outlined earlier regarding police perceptions of rape complainants' credibility
form the basis for a fuller, qualitative examination of the data. The categories
used, as outlined earlier, were as follows:
Cases perceived by the police as relating to genuine complaints;
Cases perceived by the police with some scepticism, involving
complaints that were perceived as possibly tnre or possibly false;
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Cases perceived by the police as false complaints; and
Cases that the complainant said were false.
The aim is to present a broad overview of the kinds of cases within each category
and acquire a deeper understanding of the factors influencing police attitudes,
responses, and decision-making in relation to sexual assault investigations.
A summary of findings relating to each of these categories is presented below.
GENUINE CASES
(i) Cases clearly perceived as genuine, for which an offender was detected,
and prosecution action commenced
Cases resulting in police prosecution of an offender were rare, in part due to the
method of case selection which omitted all offences cleared by immediate arrest.
The cases included here resulted mostly from situations in which the offence was
initially cleared K6 for further investigation, and this investigation later resulted in
the offender's detection and prosecution. Of the l3 cases in this category, half
involved attacks by acquaintances/friends (N =7), two involved attacks by
strangers, two arose in the context of work relationships, one involved a family
member, and one involved a partner.
Of the l3 cases where the police decided to prosecute, five resulted in conviction
and the offender received penalties ranging from imprisonment (in two cases) to
periodic detention (in three cases). In three cases, conviction resulted from the
offender pleading guilty (in two cases after agreeing to lesser charges of indecent
assault or assault). In the fourth case, the complainant asked that the charge of
sexual violation against her ex-partner be dropped and he was charged only with
Male Assaults Female. Only one case that went to trial by jury resulted in
conviction (Case 122); this case involved a young Pacific Island schizophrenic
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who raped a Caucasian woman in her 60s in her home one morning. She reported
the attack immediately, sustained physical injury, and there was clear evidence
linking the offender to the crime scene.
In five of the cases prosecuted, the defendant was found not guilty at jury trial 
- 
in
three of these cases the complainant had met the defendant while out drinking,
and the other two involved situations where young women said they awoke to find
a visiting male violating them.
A further three cases did not proceed. In one, this was because the charges were
withdrawn because the complainant was not a competent witness (Case 9Z); in
another, it was because the complainant withdrew the charge and the defendant
was committed as a psychiatric patient (Case 128); in the other, the offender was
discharged halfway through the trial after the judge expressed concerns about the
reliabiliry and consistency of the evidence being presented (this case involved the
alleged kidnapping and sexual violation of an escort, whose manager raised
doubts concerning her veracity) (Case 142).
The police cannot, of course, determine court outcomes, but do control the access
gates to criminal trial processes. It is, therefore, of interest to attempt to
understand which factors influenced them in deciding to proceed with these cases.
The complainant being drunk, for instance, did not automatically exclude their
case from advancing through the process, although, as we will see when
discussing the other categories, drunkenness can certainly place a question-mark
over a complainant's credibility as a witness. Closer examination of some cases
helps to elucidate the reasoning processes involved in police decision-making.
Case 7, for instance, involved a young Caucasian woman who was in a
highly intoxicated state when friends, including an off-duty police officer,
put her in a taxi. She began drifting in and out of consciousness, and
vomited over the cab. The driver informed her that an additional $50 to
the fare would be needed and she asked him to stop at a cashflow machine.
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She fell over on the footpath and said she was too drunk to get the money,
so gave the driver her pin number and asked him to withdraw $60, which
bank records show he did. This was despite the advice of other taxi
drivers driving by, and the taxi base, telling him that in such circumstances
he should not use her cashflow card, for his own protection, but instead
drive her to the police station. No-one knew where he went when he drove
off with her in the back of his cab. She says she came to in a closed
garage at the taxi driver's home, to find him sucking her nipple and
rubbing her vagina. She leapt out of the cab and demanded to be taken
home, which he agreed to do. When they arrived she jumped out quickly,
leaving her wallet behind. Later that day the driver handed the wallet into
the police. He subsequently admitted to the police that she had spent three
hours in his cab but denied assaulting her. The fact that he had handed
her wallet in was, he said, 'proof' that he had done nothing.
It is clear from the file notes that the police did not believe that the driver's action
in handing in the wallet proved his innocence. What made them suspicious was
the fact that he had, by his own admission, kept the young woman in his car for
three hours, when the journey to her address should have taken less than ten
minutes. Moreover, the taxi driver agreed that he had driven her instead to his
home address. This had been simply so he could change his clothes, he said. The
police were not convinced, and he was charged with Unlawful Sexual Connection.
It is possible that the police were influenced by the driver being nearly 30 years
older than his female passenger, and by his being from a culture in which women
have low status. In court, the defence lawyer emphasised the bad circumstances
currently surrounding the driver 
- 
a bitter custody dispute, a recent burglary,
imminent bankruptcy 
- 
and the young woman's account was rejected by the jury,
who found in the driver's favour. On the police file, it states that the driver's taxi
licence had been suspended pending the outcome of the prosecution, and the
sergeant was emphatic in declaring this man to be unsuitable for this line of work
and advised him strongly against updating his licence. Thus, in this case, the
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police interpreted the woman's drunkenness as rendering her vulnerable and saw
the taxi driver as abusing her dependency on him to transport her safely home.
As with drunkenness, it was also clear that, at times, delayed reporting of a rape
did not automatically preclude it from further investigation and police action.
In Case 93, a Maori woman in her early twenties waited three weeks
before approaching the police. She said she had woken one night to find
her boyfriend's mate sodomising her, and screamed. Her boyfriend was
in the bathroom at the time, and when he came into the room and found
her crying, and his mate out on the verandah, he was not sympathetic.
Instead, he began abusing and threatening her. She told the police:
I couldn't tell [partner] what had happened. I was too scared. I
couldn't teII my partner someone had sex with me. We started
arguing and in the end I had the Police come and retnove [parmer]
from my home. I was qngry and upset and wanted [parmer] out of
my house. I told the Police that Irc might kill me because [he] is
possessive of me and if he knew what had happened I was afraid he
might kill me....I told [him] about three weeks after the anack what
had happened. Before then I hadn't spoken to anybody else about
this. I kept it to myself because I felt yuck, disgusted and ashamed
of myself. I went and spoke to [partner] once I felt strong enough
to deal with it myself.
The complainant tried to explain to the police why she found it hard to
speak about the attack and felt the need to tell her partner about it first.
Yet she was in a bind, because she feared his reaction:
I felt I had to talk to [partnerJ about it first but was too scared to
talk to him because I was afraid he'd give me a hiding and break
my nose or something.
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In this case, the police seemed to consider several factors when assessing
the genuineness of the complaint. The victim had delayed reporting, but
explained reasons for her hesitancy, reasons which in her case the police
knew to be valid. Her pal"tner and his mate, the offender, had been in
prison together and often met up in the early hours of the morning to
commit burglaries. The latter had multiple previous convictions,
including two convictions for Male Assaults Female, had gang associates,
and had his application for bail opposed by the police because they felt
concerned for the victim's safety. Meanwhile, she had sought medical
assistance for the injuries sustained to her anus and vagina, and seen
counselling services who validated the serious impact of the offence on her
life. The police probably hoped this was one way to get a known repeat
offender behind bars for a while, so seemed prepared to overlook delayed
reporting and the questionable circumstances of the incident and proceed
with the case. In other words, the alleged offender's lack of credibility
was also considered to be relevant. At the High Court trial, however, the
jury returned a verdict of Not Guilty against the defendant.
From the cases studied, it is also apparent that the complainant having a previous
police record did not always cancel the validity of any rape allegation she might
make subsequently.
In Case 128, for example, a Maori woman in her mid-twenties accused a
man of rape. She had met him at a night club through a woman friend of
hers, and all three of them had gone to the fi'iend's house at about four one
morning. They all climbed into the only bed together, clothed or semi-
clothed, then later the friend Ieft the room. The complainant woke to find
the accused raping her and began hitting and striking him. Later he
admitted having sex with her but claimed it was consensual. Medical
evidence showed some bruising and evidence of hair-pulling, consistent
with self defence. The police noted that the case was proceeding because
of the
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... victim's consistent attitude and behaviour. Eyewitness to
alleged rape. (Offender) maintains he had consensual sexual
intercourse.
The police opposed bail, but it was granted; the defendant, however, failed
to report or meet the no-alcohol conditions of his bail and was later
remanded in custody. From prison he chose a woman's name at random
from the telephone book and sent her an abusive and threatening letter,
claiming that she was a witness against him. When the offender was
clinically assessed, he was found to be incapable of entering a plea and
committed to a psychiatric hospital. The complainant, meanwhile, had
moved into a Women's Refuge with her children and decided shortly
before the depositions hearing that it would be too stressful to go ahead
with the trial. In the end, this complaint was cleared as K3, no offence
disclosed.
Little explicit information is contained on this file regarding the police decision to
proceed with the case. They stated that the consistent attitude of the complainant
was an important factor, and her account was supported to some extent both by
medical evidence and by the testimony of the woman friend. It is possible that
the police were also influenced, as in Case 93 above, by the criminal record of the
alleged offender, which included convictions for violence. Thus, although there
were some factors which might have diminished the victim's credibility (her
drinking and previous criminal record for youth offences), these other factors
were interpreted as supportive of her account and the case was proceeded with by
the police.
There were other cases which the police regarded as genuine but which did not
proceed to prosecution. These included cases where no offender was detected (N
=5;3Vo), cases where an offender was detected but not prosecuted (N = 3;2Vo),
and cases which the complainant decided to withdraw (N = l3).
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(ii) Cases clearly perceived as genuine, for which no offender detected
Four of the five cases which the police perceived as genuine and for which no
offender was detected involved stranger attacks, all on women aged between 16
and 29, tw.o of whom were Maori and two Caucasian. One of the stranger attacks
occurred in the complainant's home 
- 
this case was referred to the Offender
Profiling Squad for further investigation. The remainder occurred in street
settings. Two of these incidents were recorded as Unlawful Sexual Connection,
one as Attempted Rape, and one as Inducing Unlawful Sexual Connection. The
police appeared to accept the complainants' accounts of these incidents as
genuine, in part because most of these could be substantiated by recent complaint
witnesses.
The complainant in Case 39 was a 77-year-old who had been drinking at a
house with friends. She said she was attacked while walking home, and
indecently assaulted before she was able to kick herself free. She ran to a
service station, where the attendant said she sat, crying and shaking, while
he called a taxi. Both he and the taxi driver asked if she wanted to go to
the police station, or have the police called, but she insisted that she be
taken home. Both men confirmed her account of these conversations.
Shortly after she arrived home, her boyfriend and his friends arrived, and
they rang the police. With no other evidence being retrievable, the police
recorded the incident as an Attempted Rape and filed it.
In this case, the victim's demeanour seemed consistent with how the police
expected a sexual assault victim to present. This factor was mentioned in another
similar case in this category.
In Case 55, a woman said she had an argument with her boyfriend late one
night while they were travelling home in a taxi. She left the vehicle to
walk home alone, and was attacked and sexually assaulted by a man with
his jersey pulled over his face. She went immediately to the police station
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to report the incident. The police interviewed her boyfriend, who denied
any involvement in the assault, and she also was adamant that he was not
the attacker. He said in relation to her that he believed she had been
attacked, adding: she's not the type to lie. Examination by a police doctor
revealed bruising, torn clothing, and evidence of the use of force and
finger grip marks on her upper arms. What the police also noted was that
her demeanour seemed consistent with the offences as described.
The fifth case in this category involved the rape of a 17-year-old intellectually
disabled woman by a family member, in circumstances where the fact of her
abuse was clearly evident, but it was impossible for the police to determine who in
the family was responsible. Hence this case was filed as no offender detected.
(iii) Cases clearly perceived as genuine and for which an offender was
detected, but where the police made the decision not to prosecute
A small number of cases in the study sample involved situations which the police
determined to be genuine offences and which had been committed by an
identifiable offender, but for which no prosecution action resulted. The cases
included here all depended on the police deciding not to charge the alleged
offender, even when they considered him to have committed a criminal offence.
It is the fact of police decision-making which distinguishes these cases frorn other
cases, perceived as genuine, which did not proceed because the complainant
withdrew the allegation.
Two of these cases involved Male Rapes Female offences while the third was
recorded as Other Sexual Violation. Two involved sexual assaults perpetrated by
acquaintances and one occurred in a work context. The workplace incident which
occurred involved the rape of a young naval woman by naval officers overseas; in
this case (Case 43) the police referred the incident to the navy for further
investigation.
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In another case, the police chose to give the offender a warning rather than
prosecute. This case, Case 119, involved a young Caucasian woman who met a
good friend of her boyfriend's while she was in a bar. He told her she was
welcome to 'crash' the night at his parents' inner city apartment. She said she
woke to find hirn raping her. He denied the offence. The police made it clear
that they believed her but decided not to charge him. Instead, the detective noted
that the offender was:
... brought in with his lawyer, and warned of the consequences of any
sintilar behaviour in the future. He was told tlmt I believed [complainant],
however would not arrest him in this instance because of the effect that a
.iury trial would have on the complainant in these circumstances.
The police said they explained to the complainant and her mother how the
situation would look if the case went to court and they were huppy to accept the
offender being let off with a warning.
The third case, Case 167, involved the only situation in which the alleged offender
was female. Staff at a rest home feared that a 9}-year-old woman had sexually
assaulted a woman co-resident, a situation further complicated by the fact that the
victim had dementia. The victim's son was notified and mention was made on
the file that he was aware the police would not prosecute a 92-year-old.
There are insufficient cases here from which to draw definite conclusions. What
these cases suggest, however, is that the police decision to prosecute appears not
only to be affected by available evidence but also, at times, by factors such as the
victim's competency or willingness to proceed, the offender's age, and the context
in which a raps or sexual assault occurs.
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(iv) Cases where the police clearly believed the complaint was genuine but the
complainant insisted on withdrawing the complaint
This category included cases where, despite the police clearly believing that the
report of a sexual assault occurring was genuine, the complainant insisted on
withdrawing the allegation. All but one of these cases was cleared by the police
as no offence disclosed, despite evidence of victimisation being obvious. If the
complainant would not disclose details of the offence, or wished to withdraw an
allegation made earlier, then from a police point of view there was no offence to
investigate. This is different from police policies regarding family violence,
which, in theory at least, no Ionger have to depend on the victim's willingness to
make a complaint for the police to charge an assailant. In cases of family
violence, however, the victims are more likely to bear visible evidence of physical
injuries which can be used against the defendant; most sexual assaults lack such
visible evidence. The impact of psychological shock and trauma on the victim,
however, often effectively silences her. Since the assailant is, as in family
violence disputes, most likely to be already known to her, she is faced with having
to decide whether to make a police report against someone she loves, or fears, or
both.
There was little information recorded on the files studied concerning the reasons
for these victims withdrawing the complaint. In five cases, it appears that the
victim and perpetrator were either partners or ex-partners, and the complainant
wanted them warned but not charged. These cases may, therefore, parallel quite
closely cases of physical family violence in which the complainant voices a desire
for the violence to stop but not necessarily the relationship, or where she is too
scared ofthe perpetrator's reaction to press charges. In two further cases, at least,
the complainant also appeared to want the police to give the offender a warning
and desired no further action. Two complainants, whose offences were reported
without their full agreement, declined police involvement on the basis that they
wanted to forget about the attack and 'get on with life'. There were also several
cases where it seems, from what is recorded on file, that although the police
I
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believed the sexual assault allegation was genuine, they had strong doubts
concerning how credible the complainant would appear if the case went to court.
Police comments on the file indicated that they believed the complainant was
telling the truth in these 13 cases, despite the fact that she decided to withdraw the
complaint. In at least three cases, the level of physical injury sustained appeared
to be a factor in convincing the police that the complaint of sexual violation was
genuine.
Case 26, for example, involved a young prostitute who, while drunk, was
violated by a client. The victim showed clearly visible signs of physical
attack, and was found curled up and hysterical, in the street by a passing
taxi driver and his passenger. The victim had not wanted the police called
and was insistent that she just wanted to forget the whole incident and go
to bed. Concern was expressed by the sexual assault counsellor who was
called that the complainant had injuries to her wrists from a recent suicide
attempt and the 'Psych' teamro were notified.
The above case involved a victim who was drunk, a prostitute, and perceived as
mentally unstable. The report of her rape was accepted as valid by the police,
however, partly because the obvious physical injuries provided corroborative
evidence. The fact that the complainant had not called the police herself may
also have bolstered her claim 
- 
she was not alleging rape but had, in effect, two
recent complaint witnesses (the taxi driver and his passenger) whose testimony
supported her account of her attack.
In some cases, the victim's complaint was substantiated not only by the injuries
she received but also by police knowledge that the offender had a previous record
of violence, and his own incriminating remarks.
r0 Hospital-based psychiatric teams are notified of patients who may require mental health
assessment and treatment.
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Case 126, for instance, involved a teenager who, by her own admission,
had a heavy night of parties, alcohol and drugs. She felt cold and
exhausted when a guy asked her to have sex with him, and said she told
him: / don't care, because I'mfreezing cold. Later, the pair climbed into
a bed already occupied by a man in his thirties. The latter woke up and
forced her to give him and the first guy oral sex, then raped and sodomised
her. She escaped when he let her go to the toilet, left most of her
belongings in the house and told her friends and the police what had
happened. When interviewed, the offender admitted to having been rough
with her, and to forcing her head down on his penis repeatedly, but said it
was all part of the game. Being forceful. A woman detective spoke with
the complainant, after which the latter decided not to proceed with the
complaint. The file notes:
[Complainant] appreciates that it would be her word against [theirsJ ,
and she accepts that two against one would be dfficult in a. Court of
Law.
She understands that the whole allegation rests on the matter of
consent, and she does not want to put herself in a Court of Law, and
have her credibilin cross examined.
She was told [offender] would be warned fficially for his behaviour,
and was happy with the outcome, and will be following up with
counselling through Rape Crisis and her doctor.
In several cases, police awareness of previous family violence incidents involving
the offender appeared to substantiate the victim's allegation; however, her
knowledge of the same facts sometimes clearly dissuaded her from continuing
with the complaint.
Case 173 involved a woman who had been separated from her husband for
nine months. He arrived drunk at her house one evening, ostensibly to see
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the children, and asked her to have sex with him. When she refused, he
raped her. She said she tried to resist him but did not scream for fear of
waking and frightening the children. After he left, she rang her sister who
phoned the police. The sister informed the police of previous sexual
violence in the relationship, necessitating stays at Women's Refuge, and
the rape allegation was further substantiated the next day when the
offender delivered an apology note to the complainant. The police in this
case were clearly willing to proceed, noting:
Both [sister] and I made an effort to try and persuade
{complainantl to go ahead with the complaint, however she was
adamant she did not want to do so. I have since spoken to
foffenderJ and wamed himfor his actions and what will happen if
there is ever a repeat perfonnarxce.
Also on the police file was a letter of appreciation from the complainant's
sister, congratulating the police for their handling of the incident:
At all times front aII staff there was an empathetic approach which
has/is enabling my sister to put in place steps for her and their
clzildren's personal safety... Thank you.for having such great
people available during such a dfficult time - they certainly made
a dffirence for my sister to be able to make good choices for the
future.
In Case t 18 it was also clear that the police tried to persuade a young Maori
woman to proceed with her complaint of rape against her older, immigrant ex-
partner. He was well-known for his violence, and had been arrested previously
for assaults on the victim and another family member. The detective, in
summarising his interactions with the complainant, notes:
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Advise her of serious nature of allegations. The invasion of her that the
investigation will cause. Tlmt I am 100 percent committed to taking a
complaint of rape from her. Outline court procedure, support
mechanisms. Victim states that she wishes to speak to her mother
privately.
The complainant was later adamant that she did not want to proceed further with
the complaint, and spoke of her continuing fear of this man and the futility of
relying on protection orders and criminal justice system mechanisms for
protection.
A previous history of rape or abuse can seriously impact on a woman's responses
to subsequent victimisation. Case 102 provides a useful example:
The complainant in Case 102 went to a party at the house next door, and
was followed home by one of the hosts. She says he was very drunk, got
into bed with her and had sex with her without her consent; he says she
was very drunk and consenting. Both parties had previous property
offences, and the complainant also had a history of family violence. Two
years previously her partner had tied her to the bed and raped her. In the
latest incident, the police questioned her about delaying reporting for a
week, but appeared to accept the reasons she gave for this:
I didn't phone the Police that night because I have given
statements to the Police before. The first time it took about I
hours. The next morning, my bus was leaving for [another town]
the next day at 12.15. I knew that if I called the Police that I would
miss my bus. My mother was due to arrive the next moming.
I also think that I was partly in shock and that it hadn't sunk in as
to what had happened and how I felt about it. I also felt that I was
partly to blame for what had happened. I felt that I had placed
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myself in the situatian where that could have happened, and that I
had been drinking.
But I still htow that I told him earlier on to go, before all this
Itappened.
The complainant explained that she had arranged a pre-paid holiday for
her and her children, which she did not want to jeopardise. She also
needed time to take stock of what had happened. She decided that she
did not want to press charges and take the offender through the court
system. She did, however, want him to be given the message that what he
did was not acceptable. As she explained it:
I was angr!, but tlzat has subsided a bit. I think [offender]needs to
be taught that what he did was txot OK and that what happened to
nxe was not right. He can not do that to nxe, or to anyone.
I do not fear him, but I would feel ancomfortable seeing or
speaking with him again. I dan't hold heaps of anger towards him
and as an example, I don't want him to go to jail because of this.
He needs to learn, and to learn some mctnners.
I want him to be accountable for what he did and to realise that
what he did was not OK. I want him to loww that he didn't get
away with it. I want him to lmow that I did something aboat it and
that I involved tlrc Police.
I almost went into auto pilot. I feel like a victim aII over again. It
brought up issues from the past that have made rne angry. I don't
Iike to be treated or used as some sort of personfor his
satisfaction.
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Notes on the file indicate that the police gave the offender a warning by
police, and add:
He was also supplied with the relevant section of the Crimes Act
relating to Sexual Violation and Consent. He was given guidance
in regard to clarifiing consent in any future like circumstances-
[Complainant] was both advised of the file result and also given
guidance in regard to clarifuing consent in any future like
circumstances,
This woman's allegation appears to have been accepted as genuine by the police
detective she was dealing with, despite the fact that it contained elements which
rnay typically provoke seepticism. These include her apparent lack of resistance,
allegations that she was drunk, and the delay in reporting. However, it seems that
the detective involved was able to set aside any knee-jerk reactions he might have
had to her initial report, and was prepared to give her the room to explain her
reasons and reveal something of her background. Time was spent resolving the
case to the complainant's satisfaction. No detail was included in the file outlining
the content of the guidance given to both parties concerning how to clarify
consent.
Overall, it appears that many of the cases in this category were treated by the
police as genuine because there was clear evidence of physical injury and/or of
previous violence by the alleged offender. These factors, however, should not be
interpreted as sufficient and consistent indicators - analysis of some of the
incidents deemed by police to be false complaints showed these factors to be
present in some of these cases also. Police assessment of a complaint is also
affected by who reports it and when, and by the perceived credibility of the
complainant compared with the alleged assailant. It is also possible that I
included some cases in this category which, had the victim wanted to proceed, the
police may have been reluctant to continue with. The police actually state, in
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relation to one case (Case 168), that the victim's poor recollection of events would
probably have deterred them from proceeding with the investigation.
Police reluctance to proceed is, as we shall see later, not only linked to
perceptions of the genuineness of a case but also to the perceived credibility of the
victim. It is possible for a report of rape to be accepted as legitimate even in
situations where the complainant appears to be lacking in credibility. Some men
deliberately target women who appear less credible knowing that this makes them
easier prey. Rape allegations are hard enough to prove when the victim is a sober
nun, much less so a drunk prostitute. Yet, as we have seen, the presence of other
corroborative factors can mean that, in some circumstances, drunk prostitutes can
still be seen as genuine victims.
Conclusion
The characteristics of complainants in the cases perceived by the police as
genuine are not dissimilar to the characteristics of complainants in the other
categories. As Tables 4.3,4.5 and 4.7 show, the majority of the complainants in
all categories were young, knew their attacker as an acquaintance, and were
Caucasian. The assessment of these cases as genuine by the police appears
complex in some cases. Traditionally questionable factors such as the victims'
drunkenness and delayed reporting did not always ensure the placement of an
incident in the 'do not proceed' category. Where other corroborative evidence was
available, and the complainant behaved in ways which the police deemed
consistent with a rape victim, then there was a possibility that the case would
proceed. This possibility was further strengthened if the alleged offender was
someone whom the police considered it desirable to remove from society for a
while. Thus case progression could be affected by police perceptions of the
credibility of either the victim or the offender.
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The principal focus in this piece of reseaf,oh is to identif.y what factors affect
whettrer o.r not a raBe complaint proceeds beyond first base? TVtlat sends a
eomp.lainanr"',s credibility plummuting, arnd how do the police decide whose
versisn of events to believe? These questions are coRsidered further in cases
analysed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTERS:POLICBFILEANALYSE'PARTII
Female victints are a special category in the police world' viewed as helpless
and,lor unpredictable, women are usually more trouble for a police fficer'
(Pike, 1992,265)
This chapter continues the analysis of police file data. In contrast to the emphasis in
the previous chapter on complaints perceived to be genuine, it focuses on cases that
were perceived by the police to be of dubious credibility, as well as on the small
number of cases which complainants themselves stated to be false.
The cases presented here have been included for their utility in demonstrating the
factors which the police take into account when trying to ascertain whether or not a
woman's allegations of rape or sexual assault are credible.
POSSIBLY TRUE/POSSIBLY FALSE COMPLAINT
Thirty-seven sexual violation cases were categorised by the police as falling into the
grey area where the latter seemed unsure whether or not to treat the complaint as
genuine. Three-quarters of these were Male Rapes Female cases, plus there was one
Husband Rapes Wife case. The remainder constituted cases of Unlawful Sexual
Connection (N = 7), and one case that was recorded as Other Sexual Violation. Also
included in this category are 25 cases which the complainant withdrew and which the
police had regarded as possibly true or possibly false. Most of these were Male Rapes
Female charges (N = 22), plus two of Unlawful Sexual Connection, and one of Other
Sexual Violation. In total, therefore, this category comprises 62 cases, making it the
largest single grouPing.
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As in the cases perceived as genuine, the highest proportions of complainants in this
category were young (with 637o being 25 years and under), and Caucasian (457o)' In
terms of the relationship between the victim and the offender, the overall profile was
similar, but there was a slightly higher proportion of Possibly True/Possibly False
complaints involving acquaintan ces (6OVo involved acquaintances, compared with
47Vo where the complaints were viewed as genuine) and slightly fewer involved
stranger attacks (lTVo compared with 187o where the complaints were viewed as
genuine).
As Table 4.7 inthe previous chapter shows,, the majority of the cases in this category
arose from complaints involving acquaintances, followed by partner attacks and
incidents involving persons connected through workplace relationships. There were
also six accounts of stranger attacks and two arising within the family that had doubts
raised regarding their legitimacy.
Of all rhe cases in this category, in 37 the police decided to halt the investigation,
while in the remaining 25 cases it was the complainant who decided to withdraw the
allegation.
Cases withdrawn by the complainant
In at least half of the 'Possibly true/possibly false' cases withdrawn by the
complainant (N = 14), it was slear from the files that the complainant had not wanted
the police involved from the outset. Someone else had reported the incident on the
complainant's behalf, often against her wishes. Case 50, for instance, dernonstrates
this. It involved a schoolgirl who sought medical examination following a rape, and
the clinic advised the police about the incident.
The girl had been drinking and smoking marijuana with friends, one of whom
raped her when he was supposed to be driving her home. She was very
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reluctant to proceed with a complaint, citing as a major reason her knowledge
that the offender had already influenced others to accept his version of events
and she feared the consequences of taking the case further. Her mother tried to
persuade her to change her mind but she was adamant that she wanted the
complaint withdrawn. The police recommended counselling and gave her
referral information to a support agency. The report was cleared as no
offence disclosed.
Likewise, in Case 129 a young woman told the police that she had found her friend
very distressed, and that she had been raped repeatedly the night before by gang
members.
When the police arrived, they found the victim in a drunken sleep; when she
came to, the victim swore loudly at the 'pigs' and told them in no uncertain
terms to clear off. This case was also cleared as no offence disclosed.
In Case 138, a young Pacific Island woman was walking, emotionally upset and
intoxicated, through city streets when she accepted a lift from a carload of men.
They drove to a beach, where in tum they had sex with her, despite the fact that
this was not what she wanted. She says she went along with it because she was
scared, and pretended she was fine because she did not want them to know she
was scarcd. Afterwards, she felt as if she had been raped and her friend
informed the police. The woman, however, said she blamed herself for what
happened and could not face the thought of going to court. It is doubtful
whether the police would have proceeded with this case, anyway, given the
difficulties there would be in proving that the victim was not consenting.
In other cases where the police felt corroborative evidence was lacking, the
complainant's fear of the repercussions of reporting seems to be a factor in the
cornplaint being withdrawn.
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case 106, for example, involved a young Maori woman who accepted a ride
home from a night-club. The man drove her to a house where he detained and
raped her. Initial police investigations yielded some corroborative evidence
from a witness next door, and they were willing to take the case further. The
complainant, however, refused to make a formal complaint and was reluctant
to provide any details. The police note on the file:
fVictim] is very concemed that the offender and his associates are all
gang menxbers and she fears Jbr her safe4, should this complaint be
made. Her hesitation in making tlrc complaint is solely her fear of any
retibution.
AIso noted was the fact that the complainant had apparently made a previous
rape allegation, for which the offender was convicted but served only a
minimal sentence.
She stated that she had no faith in the justice system and feared that if
she pursued a complaint again, that the offender prior to the trial
would be given bail and that if he was convicted there would only be a
short period of incarceration.
She was extremely fearful of gang retaliation and wished now, she said, simply
to get on with things.
The primary focus of this thesis is on police assessments and decision-making; hence,
the remaining discussion of the 'Possibly true/Possibly false' category considers those
37 cases where the police decided there was insufficient evidence to proceed.
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Cases where the police decided to proceed no further
It is important to examine further those complaints deemed to be questionable by the
police in order to identify any themes or characteristics linking cases in this grey area.
Do the cases in this category share common characteristics? Why did the police place
a question mark over the legitimacy of these complaints? This discussion attempts to
identify the different themes which emerged from further analysis of these cases. It is
difficult to try to quantify how frequently these themes were present since individual
cases generally contained a range of factors, the boundaries of which were often
blurred. The qualitative analysis contained here aims primarily to convey the apparent
reasoning behind police decision-making and to identify significant criteria in their
decisions.
In practice, it was difficult to identify fundamental differences in the criteria which the
police used to decide that a complaint was dubious, and separate these from those
evident in the 'Police said false' category. This is not surprising, given that the
factors seen as giving rise to doubts over a case's legitimacy are likely to be similar in
all these cases. The main reason determining why cases were included in the
'Possibly true/Possibly false' category rather than the 'Police said false' category
revolves around what the police said on the file concerning the complainant's
legitimacy. In situations where the police discussed the evidence available as being
insufficient for them to make a definitive judgement, cases were included in the
'Possibly true/Possibly false' category. If the police stated outright that a complaint
was false, and/or speculated as to what they believed were the motives underlying the
complainant's actions, then the case was included in the 'Police said false' category.
The criteria evident in many of these cases echo the findings of overseas studies
concerning factors that diminish the credibility of rape complainants (Adler, 1987;
Burgess, 1999; Estrich, 1987; Harris and Grace, 1999; Gregory and Lees, 1999; Lees,
1997; Scutt, 1997; Taslitz, 1999). For example, a delay in reporting a rape by the
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victim is often interpreted as questionable; the assumption is that the first thing any
genuine victim would do is to contact the police (Bronitt, 1998; Torrey, 1991).
Case 23, for example, was labelled as an 'historic rape' although the time lapse
between the incident's occurrence and its reporting was less than three weeks.
A woman student, who had recently broken up with her boyfriend, reported
drinking and smoking cannabis with another male friend. She alleged that she
became very intoxicated and, while lapsing in and out of consciousness, was
raped by this man. Police clearly viewed with some suspicion the fact that she
then left the house, told no-one else about the incident for several days, and did
not inform the police for more than a fortnight. The complainant claims that,
when she came to and found him on top of her, she insisted he stop and tried to
fight him off. He told a male friend, however, that it was she who hadTumped
on hirn and had sex with him. When spoken to again by a detective, the file
noted that she admitted she had only made the complaint at the insistence of
her ex-boyfriend, whom she wished to get back with. The detective also noted:
She told me she did not believe she had been raped. She was iust
annoyed that [alleged offender] had not stopped having sex with her
when she said no.
Conversely, prompt reporting by a complainant may be interpreted positively by
police. In Case 140, for example, while weighing up the credibility of a case, the
detective specified that one of the factors in support of her allegation was that the
complainant reported within 24 hours of the alleged rape.
Historic reports of rape often seemed to be regarded as dubious. Frorn a police
perspective, historic complaints are problematic because of the lack of
physical/medical evidence. However, it appears that greater weighting is attached to
the delay factor than this. The majority of sexual violation cases, even those reported
within the 72-hour 'window' (the maximum time that can lapse for retrieving medical
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evidence), do not in fact yield conclusive medical evidence' To do so' the attack
needs to have been accompanied by both penile-vaginal penetration and ejaculation'
and the victim needs not to have bathed nor, preferably, urinated before examination'
Despite these caveats, however, it seems that the belief continues to be strong that
immediare reporting by the victim is an indicator of credibility' while evidentially
there may be advantages in early reporting, the belief that this factor indicates
genuineness may be misPlaced'
Earlier New Zealand research (Jordan, 1998a) showed that rapes are typically reported
by persons other than the victim. The decision to report a rape is not a straightforward
one (chambers and Millar, 1983; Epstein and Langenbahn,1994; Feldman-summers
and Norris, l9g4; Gilmore and Pittman, 1993; Kelly, 1988)' Whereas victims of
burglary may feel an immediate sense of anger and injustice at returning to find the
sanctity of their home violated in their absence, the victim of rape's physical presence
during the offence both heightens the effects and complicates the response' choosing
to expose one's self to police scrutiny is a complex, painful and often terrifying
decision. Victims of rape know only too well that it is not just the offender's actions
that will be scrutinised, nor simply the victim's actions either, but her charactet'
morality and integrity (Estrich, 1987; Kennedy,1992;Lees, 1997; Scutt,1997)' This
is illustrated to some extent in the following case'
Case g9 involved a woman in her thirties who went ten-pin bowling with her
neighbour. They met up with friends of the neighbour and all went on to a
night-club together. Considerable amounts of alcohol were consumed and the
women danced with men they met at the club. At about 1.30am the neighbour
decided to go home,leaving the complainant at the club. she was, by her own
admission, quite intoxicated and about 3am told the people she was with that
she was going to catch a taxi home. one of the men she had been dancing with
offered to walk outside with her, there were no taxis outside and he said he
would walk her to a taxi stand. En route she said he knocked her to the ground
and tried to sexually violate her but she struggled violently and he ran off'
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She walked home, distressed, called her ex de facto and he encouraged her to
contact the police, which she agreed to do. The police were not in fact notified
until a few days later when her former partner took her into a police station'
The detective admitted to having considerable doubts about the validity of the
complaint, some of which involved judgements made about the complainant's
actions on the night:
when I spoke to the complainant she was crying, shaking and very
distressed.
I hatte concerns about this complaint, in that she remained at a night-
club, after her friend. Ieft wlrcn she claimed not to lcrtow anyone she was
drinking with. She walked home after the assault, rather than calling
police or catching a taxi. She tied to her ex boyfriend about making a
complaint to Police. The scene is not where she said it was (It was
further along 
- 
Road); the circutnstances of her recent break-up
with her boyfriend, and that she seelcs reconciliation with him, (it is
possible that the complaint (sic) is attention seeking front him.)
I developed rapport with the complainant, and did question her about
the validity of her complaint (but didn't force/push the issue wlxat-so-
ever.) She maintained that she was telling the ffuth. Slrc also had the
scratches to h.er chest.
One way in which credibility became problematic arose in situations where the
complainant had initially concealed factors associated with the incident, or
subsequently changed herftris 'story'. In Case 11, for example, a young woman
initially alleged abduction and rape from a suburban party. When challenged
concerning aspects of this incident, she admitted the incident had occurred in the
context of a prostitute-client relationship. She maintained she had been abducted and
raped, but in a different context to that initially alleged. The original story had been
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quickly concocted to conceal her identity as a sex worker and to protect her rnanager 
-
understandable concerns on her part - but the fact of concealment damaged her
reputation in the eyes of the police more, it seems, than the fact that she worked in the
sex industry.
Thus some of the cases in this category became suspicious to the police once it
emerged that the complainant had attempted to conceal parts of the story or lie about
certain aspects associated with it. In some cases, such concealment arose from efforts
by the complainant to rninimise the amount she had been drinking or to obscure the
fact that she had taken drugs.
The drunkenness of the complainant was noted as a factor in nearly half of the cases in
this category (46Vo) and has been identified previously as contributing towards police
scepticism (Torrey, 1991). Drunkenness per se did not appear to be a significant
detenninant of police suspicion, however, and this is evidenced in part by its high
occurrence in all the categories discussed in Chapter 4 and this chapter. Alcohol and
drug use in women may not carry the same negative connotations it once did, although
vestiges of the double standard remain. While it may now be more acceptable for
both men and women to drink, drunkenness still tends to be viewed less favourably in
women than men (Etorre, 1992; Otto, l98l). One rnajor difficulty posed by high
alcohol use is the poor recall usually associated with it. This makes it difficult for the
police to obtain clear and consistent accounts. However, these seem to be interpreted
more often as raising doubts concerning the complainant's testimony than the alleged
offender's. In part, this may be influenced by the legal safeguards accorded to
accused persons, safeguards which are necessary to prevent wrongful convictions.
This appears to have been a factor in Case 156, involving an alleged rape of a woman
in the toilets of a central city night-club.
Both the complainant and alleged offender were Caucasian, midlate twenties
in age. High levels of distress in the complainant resulted in her referral to the
hospital Accident and Emergency department, where a doctor asked if she was
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upset as a result of rape. She answered in the affirmative, and a woman
detective interviewed her at the hospital. However, the complainant was
confused about the order of events and could remember being in the toilets but
not how she got there. A barmaid said she and the alleged offender had gone
in there together, and he denied any offence. The detective said she was
unable in such circumstances to do anything other than file the complaint as no
offence disclosed, stating:
Because the levels of intoxication were so great and the inability of the
complainant to coherently recall all of the events of the evening,
including what happened in the toilets, there would be inherent
dfficulties taking tlds matter any further. I do not doubt that something
may have occurred against the complainant's will, however, as I lmve
explained to her, the matter will be noted andfiIed.
More weight than this, however, was attached to other cases involving a victim's
intoxication.
In Case 131, a Pacific Island student went on a drinking binge with a female
friend, met up with some guys they knew, and later that night one of them
allegedly forced her to perform oral sex on him. She approached a
counselling agency in some distress and the police were informed. The
detective reviewed the circumstances and concluded:
In aII fairness, the defences in this matter were numerous and
unfortunately there were a large number we could not refute.
- Drunkenness
- her drinking is a regular occurrence at [----]
- Consent 
- 
or lack of
- bruising possibly self-inflicted (Victim states her friend told her she
was falling over a lot and admits she was wasted).
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Investigation was ceased and the file cleared as no offence disclosed.
It is important not to attach too much significance to any individual factor when, in
reality, most cases incorporate a range of influential variables. Case 159 demonstrates
this well.
The complainant was 17 and alleged that she had been raped following her
abduction from this party by an old school friend and his mates. She was
heavily intoxicated at the time and police had to wait for the effects of alcohol
to lessen before they could obtain a statement from her. The detective noted
that earlier in the evening she had engaged in consensual oral sex with another
male at the same party, stating that her behaviour was clearly affected by
alcohol because she is not nonnally inclined to sexual activity witlt virtual
strangers (her flatnnates refer to her as the 'nun' of their group). Later that
night this guy encouraged her to get into a vehicle, which was full of other
males including the former schoolmate whom, she says, raped her. Friends
described seeing her struggling to get away as the car sped off from the party
and assumed she had been abducted.
A medical examination revealed a number of recent injuries on the
complainant's body, especially around the genital area. The detective said:
After interviewing the complainant, it is dfficult to believe she is lying
and her demeanour is entirely consistent with other rape victims I have
interviewed. Having said that, however, there were a number of
inconsistencies both in her behaviour and according to witnesses which
would undoubtedly be taken advantage of under cross-examination.
This detective goes on to note that:
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Although it has no legal relevance to the issue of consent to any sexual
activity with [accusedJ, the complainant did admit to engaging in oral
sex in a toilet with a person sh,e had only met that night at the party....
The implication is that she was intoxicated to the point where her
normal inhibitions were almost completely absent.
Additional factors mentioned that could be used against the complainant
included the fact that she seemed reluctant to discuss intimate details
associated with the rape;
While this reticence could simply be a result of acute embarrassment, it
could also be seen as an atternpt to play down her behaviour that night.
It was also noted that she appeared to have made no effort to run away:
Even allowing 
.for her to have acquiesced out of fear, there was no
mention in her statement of any force being used or threats being made.
The detective noted in conclusion:
This is unfortunately a situation where a young wornan who is not
accustomed to drinking large quantities of alcohol has become
intoxicated at a party, and as a result, has engaged in sexual activiry
which she later regretted. She presents as a genuine victim of sexual
violation, but it is my view that with the combination of generous
portions of self-recrimination and regret, together with some over-
zealous [intervention] from her piers (sic), fthe complainant] is
trapped in a lie or even actually believes that she was raped.
Although one must be sober to consent to sexual activity of course,
there is no evidence that any of the youths concerned (and especially
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fthe accused]) believed that [she] was anything but willing to go along
with them...
[The complainant] has had these matters explained to her and although
slrc maintains her position, she realises that a conviction would be
unlikely in the circumstances. She does not wish to have to give
evidence anvwav.
No further action by police indicated - forfiling.
This case clearly illustrates the way in which different factors may combine to reduce
the apparent credibility of sexual assault complainants. Intoxication, the suggestion
of promiscuity, seemingly compliant behaviour by the victim, embarrassment and
probable shame 
- 
these all combine to place a question-mark over the allegation.
Sometimes detectives seemed to disagree as to which way the evidence was weighted;
in Case 159, however, the baftle seems to rage within an individual detective as he
attempts to assess the complainant's credibility in what was perceived as a borderline
case.
One additional factor that appears to be correlated with police closure of an
investigation is that of diminished competency in the victim. This may be seen as
resulting from intellectual disability or psychiatric illness. Complainants in such
cases undoubtedly pose difficulties for the police, ranging from possibly poor or
confused recall through to concerns about their competency in the witness box. Of
particular concern to police will be apprehension over the vulnerability of such victims
to defence lawyers' tactics and intimidation. Whilst not disputing the legitimacy of
police concerns, the result may unwittingly be that victims with intellectual or
psychiatric disabilities have diminished access to justice. Case 88 illustrates some of
these difficulties.
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The report form outlines how the complainant phoned the police for assistance
ten days after an alleged rape, when the offender rang to say he was coming to
pay her another visit. Detectives were at the house when the offender arrived
and questioned both parties about the alleged rape.
The accounts differed somewhat in that, although both said they had met when
she was dating his brother, she denied previous consensual sex with the
accused whilst he claimed it had occurred infrequently between them. He
referred to her kissing like a chicken, being a lousy screw, and said I'dnever
rape her 
- 
I'nz not that desperate. Despite these insults and utterances,
however, he admitted that he rang her that night because he wanted to see her,
for afuck, or whatever you warxt to call it.
The detective clearly had some doubts about the complainant's account and
noted:
[Complainant] was quite happy talking to me concerning the
background information about her relationship between the [brothers],
but as soon as questions were asked of her concerning the events of the
morning in, question, she would start crying, withdraw into herself and
refuse to answer questions. She refused to read the statement and sign
it, and woul.d not say anything more.
The police said that, whilst being questioned, the complainant changed her
story and claimed not to have seen the accused for two years prior to the rape.
She was also inconsistent in her recall of some events and the order in which
they occurred 
- 
for example, whether or not she had made other phone calls
that night, and when. When the police challenged her about an error in her
recall, the file notes:
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[Complainant] then started crying and blubbering and saying that
everything is just a lie and everyone's calling her a liar and no one
believes her.
The interview was stopped and the services of a Victim Support worker were
obtained to explain why the truth was important. Four pages into the report
form, mention is made for the first time of the complainant's intellectual
disability. The complainant's situation was discussed with a manager for the
IHC (Intellectually Handicapped Children's Society) who stated that, given the
level of disability, the complainant may suffer memory loss in relation to
events such as the one alleged.
Despite police concerns over the complainant's reliability, some evidence
seemed to support her account. One of the major discrepancies noted was
between the accounts of the complainant and the accused concerning the
timing of his phone calls and his subsequent arrival at her flat. She alleged he
rang her about 3am to invite himself over; he claimed it was only about
l0.30pm; a police check of phone records later showed her account to be the
more accurate. Other evidence emerged when the doctor who examined the
complainant noted that the findings were consistent with upper body restraint
and a struggle.
Police re-questioned the accused, who was now in prison on an unrelated
matter, but clearly still held concerns about the complainant's veracity. What
seemed to raise further doubts in the minds of police was the discovery of a
rape complaint made four years previously by the same complainant. In the
midst of conflicting accounts, the fact of this earlier rape complaint had pivotal
significance attached to it. The detective decided to make the latest complaint
an associated file of the former case:
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This is in case [complainantJ makes any further allegations against
other people for similar offences. In light of the afore-mentioned
discrepancies and the unreliability of [complainantJ as a witness, I
recommend that the matter be filed and of course, the [complainant's]
farnily info rmed ac c ordin gly.
The assumption in Case 88 seemed to be that if the complainant had made a previous
complaint which had not been proven, any subsequent complaint was also tikely to be
false. The complainant's intellectual disability and the ways in which this might
make her vulnerable, firstly, to sexual assault and, secondly, to not being viewed as a
credible witness, did not appear to be acknowledged by the police involved with this
case.
Complainants with psychiatric problems may also struggle to have rape accounts
perceived as credible.
In Case 157, a man in his mid-fifties bought a number of drinks in a hotel bar
for a22 year old woman! who was described on the police file as an alcoholic
with borderline personality disorder. He invited her up to his room for more
drinks where she claims he raped her, while he claims they consumed more
alcohol, watched television and had sex a couple of times. This was despite
the fact that he says he was warned she was trouble, and the bar manager had
told her she was being a bludger and not to put any more drinks on his tab.
The complainant was too intoxicated to recall many details, but said she
managed [o leave his room to go to the toilet and ran across to a fast food
restaurant, where staff noted she seemed distressed and insisted that the police
were called. She did not say why, but when the alleged offender came in to
the restaurant looking for her, she became very distraught and said it was him.
The detective states in the report form about the complainant that:
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In her statement of interview she acknowledges that she was grossly
intoxicated, has a personality disorder and is an alcoholic.
Police checks on the background of her alleged attacker also revealed some
interesting results 
- 
a whole page of aliases, four pages of previous
convictions, and records of prison terms including one for having sex with a
girl aged 12-16. The detective concluded:
There is nothing to corroborate the allegation of rape made by
fcomplainant]. While there is a possibility that a rape has occurred,
there is an equal possibility that the events as described above were
consensual but due to her intoxication and personality disorder she
subsequently re grefted her actions.
In light of the complainant's inability to give specifics as regards the
allegation of rape and the absence of corroborative evidence, there is
insfficient evidence to justifu charging [alleged offender] with sexual
violation.
Summary
What is it, then, that makes cases grey as opposed to black and white? Since similar
factors seem to underlie both the grey and the black/white categories, what tips the
scales one way or the other? The scales of justice analogy may well be useful here,
since in practice it does often seem to be a question of balance. Do the factors
intelpreted as adding plausibility to a complaint outweigh those seen as undermining
it? Seldom does one individual factor seem to tip the balance; rather, clusters of
variables emerge that, considered together, are interpreted as indicators of a
complainant' s credibility.
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In some files, this process was clearly described as detectives drew up lists of evidence
confirming and evidence rejecting the complainant's testimony.
Case 140, for instance, involved a rape allegation made by a 32 year old
woman, noted as having a mental age of 10 years, against a man in his late
thirties. The police noted evidence that supported the complainant's
allegation, including the fact that she 'made a fairly credible statement given
her disability', and told her flatmate and her caregiver within 24 hours. These
factors appeared to be diluted in significance, however, by the fact that she
initially said the incident was one of indecent assault, rather than rape, and also
by the observation that she said nothing to her mother whom she saw within a
few hours of the incident. Evidence was then cited that supported the alleged
offender' s denial, including:
foffender], who has only a small amount of history for disorderly
behaviour, came into the Police station of his own accord and gave a
video statement of a reasonably credible version of events.
The police also noted in his favour that he provided a blood sample voluntarily,
and no evidence of sernen was found.
This file clearly lays out what the police interpreted as evidence in relation to
both parties. A final point is then factored into the equation which tips the
balance further against the complainant's account; the detective adds:
Although I canfind no record of previous dealings with [complainant],
a number of senior members have some anecdotal knowledge of a
previous complaint made by [her] in similar circumstances.
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This complaint did not proceed. Although I cannot say with any
certainty that the rape did not take place, I would be reluctant to
pursue the matter on the basis of the current evi"dence.
Many of the factors identified as significant, therefore, may not be sufficient on their
own to dent a complainant's credibility but clusters of these factors clearly raise
suspicion. Some of these doubts may be well-founded and should prompt further
investigation. The police do, in fact, have to tread a fine line between the victim and
the accused as they attempt to preserve the balance of justice and guard against the
possibilities of wrongful conviction. Howevern an over-zealous commitment to the
rights of the accused may unwittingly tip the balance the other way. The police may
become in effect the adjudicators, applying their own judgements and interpretations
to individual cases. Within this context, factors identified as determinants of
complainants' credibility assume enhanced significance and can result in the
premature closure of investigations. Whether or not an offence actually occurred is
different from whether or not it can be proven to have occured; for victims of rape,
the first concern is understandably the more pressing, but because of their role in the
prosecution process, it is the latter which is of primary importance to the police.
These considerations become even more pronounced in the next category, involving
cases determined by the police to be not simply of dubious credibility but actually
false.
POLICE SAID TIIE COMPLAINT WAS FALSE
Cases deemed to be false included those where the police halted the investigation as
well as some cases which were perceived as false by the police but were withdrawn by
the complainant.
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There were 29 cases (17.7Vo of the total sample) which the police ceased to investigate
because they concluded the complaint to be false. Most of these were 'Male Rapes
Female' cases (N = 24, including one 'Attempted Rape'), but this category also
includes three 'Other Sexual Violation' offences and two offences of 'Unlawful
Sexual Connection'.
In addition, in 26 cases withdrawn by the complainant, police file notes made it clear
that they suspected the complaint to be false. Of these, 19 were Male Rapes Female
cases, three were Other Sexual Violation offences, three involved Unlawful Sexual
Connection, and one was recorded as Husband Rapes Wife.l
As in the previous categories, the largest numbers of complainants were young and
Caucasian (as shown on Tables 4.9 and 4.10 in Chapter 4). In terms of the
complainant's relationship with the offender (Table 4.8), the majority of incidents
involved acquaintances, followed by partner attacks and stranger attacks. The
remaining three incidents arose in the context of family relationships.
The incidents in this category were perceived by the police as being more black and
white than the grey terrain of the previous category. Many of the same factors were
evident, such as delayed reporting, and connibuted to police doubts in similar ways to
those already identified. So what made the police so sure that the cases in this
category were false?
It is possible that some of the difference in emphasis was simply the result of
variability amongst detectives, or even within the same detective responding to
different complainants. However, what is worth noting in this category is that, overall,
the cases provide even clearer indications of the factors identified by police as
rIt should be noted that the latter involved a young woman of 17 years making a charge against the
man who was now her ex-partner, and who had been her de facto partner - the use of the Husband
Rapes Wife offence category on the files suggested there was no consistency in the use of this term
whatsoever. Current husbands were not necessarily charged under this category, while ex de facto
partners sometimes were.
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detracting from complainants' credibility. It should be noted that my examination of
these cases is not intended to imply that I believe the police necessarily to be mistaken
in their conclusion that the complaint was false; my focus is not on the 'truth' or
otherwise of particular cases, but on understanding the processes used by police in
their assessments of a complainant's veracitv.
Concealment of particular aspects associated with the incident often produced
sceptical police reactions. Women under 20 sometimes lied about having been in a
baf, minimised the amount they had drunk, or denied cannabis use. The women's
motives for doing so are understandable, in that they feared they would be blamed for
what happened to them or even prosecuted themselves for law violation. From a
police perspective, however, the fact of their lying about what seemed to be a small
detail opened a window of doubt over their whole testimony. Case l5l illustrates this
issue.
A young woman made a delayed report of rape following a drinking session
she and her friends had with a male neighbour in his fifties. While she was in
the toilet, he allegedly made remarks considered 'unsavoury' by her friends
and they left. She claims he detained and raped her; he alleges sex was
consensual. The complainant lost credibility with the police when she told her
friend to say she had drunk only three beers instead of the large quantity of
mixed drinks and spirits that had been consumed. In outlining on the file why
the investigation was halted and the incident cleared as no offence disclosed,
the detective said:
The offence was reported some 2 I2 weeks after occurcing, and
s ub s e q uent inv e s ti g ation s r ev e aled inc ons i s t encie s in the c omp I ainant' s
version of events, and an apparent atternpt on her behalf to influence
the testimony of one of the witnesses.
t In 1997 the minimum age for admission to licensed premises was 20 years of age 
- 
this was reduced
to 18 in 1999.
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There is no medical or forensic evidence, and while it is clear that sex
took place, there is only the seemingly unreliable testimony of the
complainant, coupled with an equally unreliable recent complaint
witness, to suppott the allegations...
I therefore recommend that the complaint be taken no further, and tlzat
some action be taken against [complainant] and her flatmate in
relation to wasting Police time.
This detective comments that when the police informed the complainant that
her complaint was not going to be taken further,
The complainant was less tlnn happy when told, and denied aryt
w r on g - do in g w he n c onfr ont e d w ith th e inc ons is t encie s.
In this case, the police uncovered that the alleged offender had question-marks
over his credibiliry also, in that he had previous convictions for assault and
possessing indecent documents for sale; the complainant's efforts to conceal
how much she had drunk, however, caused greater concern. Similar factors
provoked doubts over this woman's testimony as caused police detectives to be
sceptical of complainants in the previous category of offences.
What influenced the police to regard Case 151 as a definite false complaint, rather than
a possible false complaint, appeared to derive from the fact that they believed the
complainant had deliberately lied to them. The fact of her lying, added to other
doubt-generating factors, pushed this case into the realm of non-believability.
At other times, complainants lied possibly not so much because they wanted to appear
credible to the police but because they feared other consequences from their
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behaviour. In Case 155, for example, a woman went to a police station to report
having been raped the night before. The detective notes on the report form:
A story unfolded about how she was separated from. her friend after having
been at the nnvies in 
_ 
and how she was whisked away by a car load of men,
taken to a place under a bridge and raped by one of the men. A DSAC doctor
was called out and fcomplainant] 
.underwent a full medical examination. She
was very vague about all of the details and couldn't really even recall
fundamental things like colour or shape of the vehicle, descriptions of the
meles etc. Eventually this aII made me very suspicious about how genuine the
complaint actually w as.
Further enquiries revealed that she had lied about where she had been. Her
friend 
- 
confirnted that they had been together that evening, met some males
and took them back to an address .... The truth of what actually occurred
there is not known however I believe [complainant] had sexual intercourse
with [alleged offender] and lied about everything else because she had
breached the I lpm cudew in place at the Refuge, her only place to stay in 
_.
I have advised the DSAC doctor of this false complaint and I have warned
I complafuant ] for wasting everyone' E time.
The appropriate noting re [complainantJ has been prepared to enter into the
NIS system.3
The complainant said that she had not wanted to have sex with the guy she was
with, had tried to make him stop, and been distressed afterwards. Seeing this,
her friend had suggested the abduction story to provide them both with an alibi
3 NIS refers to a police national database, known as the National Intelligence System. These records
are separate from the main Wanganui computer, and are used to store information on persons who
have been in police contact for various reasons deemed noteworthy, whether or not these resulted in
their arrest. Should, for example, this complainant have subsequent police contact, information will
be available to police showing that she has a previous record for making a false complaint.
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for the Refuge. The detective noted on a file that he/she had spoken with the
complainant concerning
... the inherent problems with proceeding with a rape charge against
_ 
in light of the previous made up account of what had happened and
how her credibility would be very questionable, to say the least.
The file notes elsewhere that the 18-year-old Maori complainant is
... quite unstable due to having a recent stillborn child and ongoing
domestic problems with her ex partner.
He had breached a protection order and assaulted her earlier that month, and
she was living in a Refuge in another city when the alleged rape occurred.
Over half of the cases in the 'Police believed complaint to be false' category involved
persons perceived as intellectually disabled or psychiatrically disturbed (55To).
Examples of police thinking and decision-making in such cases are provided in the
following case examples.
Cases 4 and 179 involve two separate rape allegations made by the same
woman against her de facto, with whom police said on the file she had been in
a roclcy relationship for two years. During this time she is said to have made
repeated complaints against her partner for assault and sexual violation.
Police noted on file:
The suspect for these complaints is allways (sic) her boyfriend....
[She] is extremely erratic and suffirs from severe mood swings. When
police investigate her complaints [complainant's] statements are
repetitive of former complaints and do not stand up to cross
examination, Complaints stem from domestic disputes between
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[complainant] and [partner]. When prosecution is considered [she]
withdraws initial complaint. [Her partner] is a well known drug user
and suffers fi'om a mental disorder of soughts (sic).
Comments were also made regarding how the complainant appeared to the
police attending the rape complaints:
[She] presents as mentally disturbed, intoxicated and irrational.
The irtterior of fher house] can only be described as a mess. Property
is piled up in all roonxs leaving only a minimal amount of space for
Iitting in. [She] is abusive toward us and obstructive.
The complainant later criticised the police for their failure to act on the
information she provided them, to which the poiice replied:
This woman can only be described as a habitual complainant who
suffers from delusions and paranoia.... On every occasion she has
complained about alleged offences commined mainly by her ex-partner
The offences have ranged frotn ver), minor to very serious. To
m1t ftno*\udge none of these has been proved. [Local police] do not
give any credence to her complaints.
Her living conditions resemble that of a rubbish dump. By her own
admission she has a psychiatric history.
Police officers also appeared to find it difficult to view complainants with intellectual
disabilities as credible. Case 172 involved a young woman assessed as having the
mental age of a 10-12 year old child.
A male police constable was visiting the educational facility she attended when
she approached him and said, quite boldly,he remarked, that she had been
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raped. He sent a female officer to talk with her, and the complainant alleged
that she had been visiting a girlfriend when two teenage boys came to visit.
All four young people went for a walk into a disused factory site, where she
found herself alone with one of the boys. She says he asked her if she had ever
slept with a boy, to which she said nobut that she had been raped by an older
man the previous year. The boy asked if she became pregnant then, to which
she said 'no', lhen he asked if she wanted to get pregnant, to which she also
replied in the negative. He asked her to lie down and began touching her
breasts and genital area; when she tried to pull away, he said he would never
speak to her again if she did not do what he wanted. He touched her some
more and asked if it felt good; she said she did not want to do it any more;
then, she says, he penetrated her. The officer wrote:
[Complainant] stated that [offender] had raped her. She said it was
the same as the 45yr old man. I said to fher] that married people make
Iove or have sexual intercourse and she was hoppy with this. I then
asked her what it was called when unmarried people do this and she
had no answer. I asked her to teII me what rape rneant and she said it
was like being murdered by another person.
The complainant's teacher said that, a week before the police visit, the
complainant had spoken to her and was distressed that the boy in question kept
ringing and pestering her. She spoke about having been with her girlfriend and
these boys, and how she had been left with [offender] and felt uncomfortable,
Iike it had been 'arranged'. Significance was attached, both by the teacher
and the police, to the fact that this conversation had included no mention of the
rape incident. Additional comments made by the teacher in relation to the
complainant described her as attention seeking, tending to dramatise, and
having a reputation from her former school of being promiscuous
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The other teenagers were all interviewed and, it was noted, came across as
'credible' to the police. None of them said they had seen anything sexual
involving the complainant, nor seen her distressed. The alleged offender was
interviewed in the presence of his mother and a lawyer and denied the
allegation ; the detective commented:
I have no reason to doubt this, apart from the obvious conflict from
I c omplainant' s ] aIIe gation.
The complainant's mother was rung, and the detective says:
I told her that an investigation into an alleged rape against her
daughter had taken a slight turn and that at this stage, it looked as if
the original cornplaint made by [complainantJ was.false. I advised
[ntotherJ that this was a serious situation, if in fact it was a false
complaint. I explained to her that in the worst case scenario for such a
serious situation, [her daughter] could possibly end up being clmrged.
We then arranged to have a meeting with [mother], myself and
Idaughter] to discuss the matter.
The file notes that the complainant's mother was difficult to deal with at times
and questioned the need for on-going investigation by the police. Finally the
mother agreed to a joint meeting in the presence of a solicitor.
Unfortunately [mother] refused to bring [daughter] to the meeting.
She stated that this brutalised the situation and didn't want to subject
her daughter to such a traumatic meeting. [Mother] was clearly being
obstructive and had no intention of giving tne an opportunifit to speak
to [daughter] in the presence of her mother. This was contrary to what
we had arranged and the sole reason of me arranging the meeting.
fMother] stated very clearly that she believed her daughter lwd had a
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sexual experience on the evening in question. She further stated that
she believed [her daughter] would probably be subjected to several
'rapes' in her life and that unless [her daughter] suffered serious
physical hantz as a result of one of these attacks, then she would avoid
bringing these attacks to the attention of the Police. She felt that she
could handle these situations and deal with them 'in house'.
The complainant was removed to a specialist facility where the police spoke
with her again.
I explained to [complainant] what the witnesses had said and tlmt
despite her claims, I couldn't find any proof that a rspe or sexual
violatiort had occurred. [SheJ still maintained that she was 'raped'
although I have my doubts about her interpretatiotx and understanding
of the meaning of this word.
Itt conclusion, I believe [complainant] did not experience rape and I
believe fshe] has falsely stated she was raped, however, I have a small
element of doubt in my mind.
Cases involving complainants with psychiatric histories or intellectual disabilities
seemed to be doubly difficult for the police to assess as credible. Initial doubts
regarding the possibilities of a woman lying about rape may therefore be enhanced by
additional concelns they held regarding her competency as a witness.
In more than a third of the cases that the police said were false, officers tended to
ascribe motives to women whom they suspected of having made a false cornplaint. It
is virtually impossible to tell from the file evidence available whether or not such
scepticism is well-founded in reality or simply emanates from a police occupational
trait of general suspiciousness (Reiner, 1994). What is significant, however, is the
identification of suspicious cues by police. These are sometimes triggered in
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situations where it seems the complainant stands to gain personally from a rape
allegation. In Case 64, for example, the complainant, a Pacific Island woman in her
late twenties, reported a stranger rape ten days after its alleged occurrence. The delay
was noted, along with a description of her stating that she
... sufrbrs from some degree of ntental impairment and her complailtt of Rape
is possibly afalse one.... IShe is] a IM who appears to have made a complaint
with the sole purpose of making a claim through ACC.
Lump sum compensation for rape victims through the Accident Compensation
Corporation (ACC) ended five years before this complaint was made, yet the suspicion
that this was what motivated women to allege rape remained.
In some contexts, it appears that the complainant may have allowed another party to
believe she had been raped, when the reality of the situation could prove to be
embarrassing. This was possibly the case in Case 162.
A woman in her forties was found after a sports game lying in a private
driveway with injuries and little recall of events. Police noted concerning the
house occupants who found her:
The assumption was that she lmd been rendered unconscious and
sexually violated.
They looked through her bag, found the phone number of a friend and phoned
her. This friend reported to police that the woman had been raped and she was
sent for a medical examination. She said she could recall nothing in relation to
any attack. Interviews with the friends she had been at the sports game with
revealed there to have been free drinks available on site; this resulted in heavy
alcohol consumption, particularly by the complainant. There had also been
allegedly flirtation and sexual touching between some of those present. One
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man offered to see the complainant home in a taxi; according to the taxi driver,
she was so drunk she fell over getting out of the cab, hit her head but stood up
and appeared to be fine. The police found it hard to obtain any information
from either the complainant or the man who saw her home, and ruled out
options such as the possibility of her having disturbed a burglar.
This left the possibility that the complainant had made a false
complaint to her friend to cover her embarrassment at being found so
drunk and having possibly engaged in sexttal activity with one or tnore
of the people at the league game. The second friend became involved
Itlte woman who rang the doctor] and the complainant possibly found
herseff'trapped in the lie. Both the complainant and the witness [the
rnan wlto took her home in the taxil are hiding some information from
the Police and both are disproportionately fearful of further
investigation. The true reasonfor this may never be known...
It seems most likely that a sexual violation did not occur at all ona in,
stats have accordingly been cleared K3.
In sorne cases, the motives attributed to complainants reflect stereotypical beliefs and
assumptions concerning the nature of women. The presence of these does not nullify
the possibility that the complaint may still be a false one; police reliance on such
descriptors, however, may be indicative of underlying attitudes that have the potential
to result in biased actions against genuine victims of rape. The image of the scorned
and vengeful woman is one such belief and is reflected in the following example.
Case 34 involved a rape complaint made by a woman in her thirties against a
man of similar age. She lived overseas and had corresponded with him as a
penpal for two years, after answering an advertisement he placed in a foreign
newspaper. He offered to pay her airfare over to see him, inviting her to stay
at his island home. She arrived and made her own way by boat to his place,
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where he was joined also by a male friend and beers were consumed. when
the visitor left, the alleged offender asked her to sleep in his bed. She was
reluctant to do so but was tired and jet-lagged, so kept a tee-shirt and
underwear on, and climbed into the bed, there being no other. He talked about
having sex with her, she said he kept pressuring her to agree until finally she
said there could be no sex without a condom. According to the file:
IOffender] then attempted to have htercourse with tlrc victim but was
tolcl that she now did not want to. Intercourse then took place.
The complainant said she went to the bathroom and cleaned herself, had a
drink of water, and felt exhausted. The detective notes:
she then returned to the offender's bed where she went to sleep for the
night. Slightly unusual behaviour for a female if she has just been
violated.
The next morning her host informed her
... that she was not what he expected and that it was not going to work
out.
she went out for a walk and when she returned, found her bags packed on the
doorstep. The offender's friend, whom she had met the night before, turned
up; she told him the offender had forced himself on her and thrown her out; he
told her she could stay at his place. Several days later she went to the doctor,
and a week after the alleged rape she went to the local police. There she was
informed she would need to go to the mainland to report the incident. More
than a month had lapsed since the alleged rape by the time she made a
statement, during which time she had become romantically involved with the
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man who took her in. The constable she spoke with identified key issues that
he was concerned about in her account, including the fact that she had:
- visited a male penpal in another country en route to New Zealand;
- slept in the same bed as the alleged offender;
- stated she did not want sex but demanded he was to wear a condom if
he wanted sex with her;
- did not resist when he took her panties down;
- moved in next day with a man she'd known 3 hours; and
- took 4 days to see a doctor and a further 4 days to report to Police.
The constable concluded:
[Complainant] appears to have got a raw deal from [alleged affender]
in.fact that slrc has been invited over to New Zealand to stay with him
and tlzen told that she was not what lrc had exoected and has been
kicked out the next rnorning.
It appears that [she] has been a wonxan scorned. She feels that [he]
has used her and she wants him punishedfor this. When I told her that
there was no offence in New Zealand for being treated badly she came
back to the fact that she had said no before sex and therefore she had
been raped.
A detective took over the case at this point, and notes that it became hard to get
hold of the complainant, who now had employment on the island, and to
alrange for her to speak with him:
It was at this stage that my dfficulties began with my very unco-
operartve victim.
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From what is recorded on file, it appears that she and this detective were not
communicating well, and continued to have trouble liasing over a time suitable
for them both to meet. The following month the complainant rang the
constable she had given her statement to, inquiring as to case progress. When
the constable advised her that the detective she had been speaking with was the
Investigating officer, she pretended that she had not yet been contacted by the
police. The constable informed the detective of this exchange, who in turn
rang and asked her why she had said that, to which she replied that she had
forgotten he had rung her a fortnight ago.
The detective says he tried to make a time with her; she said she was leaving
the country but agreed to a meeting, which she did not turn up for. He
managed to track her down after she had left the country to inform her that
there was to be no further police investigation. He notes on the file that, when
he spoke with her, it was clear she was in the same bed as the man who
answered the phone.
I then advised [complainant] that due to her dodging my enquiries
whilst she was in New Zealand, her allegarton of Sexual Violation wiII
be fiIed at nxy recommendation.
fShe] advised me that she was not happy with my course of action and
that she would be complaining to the Police Complaints Authority
about my total lack of enthusiasm. I advised her that she was most
welconte to make a complaint over the issue but I would still be
recommending that this matter be filed.
The detective summarised his decision to terminate the investigation and file
the complaint on the following grounds:
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I. The complafumnt simply is not a credible witness. She refused to
meet with me and has basically obstructed my enquiries when I have
attempted to find suitable dates and tilnes to meet and discuss a plan of
action,
2. Due to the curcent workload in the Combined Investigative Unit
Office, I am simply too busy with other serious matters to waste time
and resources into this matter.
3. As the complahtant has left the courttry, she obviously does not deem
this matter important, hence my recommendatiott to file.
The comments recorded on this case file suggest high levels of annoyance and
frustration in the detective involved, which the complainant would undoubtedly have
perceived also. Some of the factors that were assumed to demonstrate her lack of
credibility reflect sexist judgements and highly stereotypical beliefs regarding victim
demeanour. From what is recorded on the file, it seems that the complainant was
desperately trying to find a way of following up the case while minimising contact
with a detective who, from his written comments, was probably abrasive and
confrontational in his approach. Whatever happened, he did not believe her, and she
lost faith in him.
Rape complainants are also regarded with considerable suspicion if they are on record
for having made previous rape complaints that did not result in prosecution. This was
the case in Case 27, involving an intellectually impaired Maori woman in her twenties
who made a complaint against a man, also Maori, in his twenties, and a sickness
beneficiarv.
She alleged that this male friend of hers had come to visit when her parents
were out, kissed her and made her touch him sexually before inserting his hand
into her vagina. When spoken to by police, the alleged offender said it was she
who had approached him sexually, and he had inserted only one finger. A
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man working nearby told police he had seen this man visit before, and police
noted that he
.,. states that from his observations that there appeared to be no
anilnosity (sic) between the two, [she] even coming to tlze front door to
wave foffender] good-bye when he Left, hardly the actions of a woman
who has just been violated.
The detective investigating the case concluded:
It is my belief that there was contact between [complainantJ and
[offender] of a sexual nature, but that it was consensual. [She]
a.ppears to live in a fantasy world and tells all and sundry about her
sexual experiences, soFne of these people then inform the Police and she
then thrives on all the attention she receives Jrom the resulting
investigation.
The detective spoke with the complainant's parents and told them the Police
were not going to take the allegation further. He says they accepted this and
... tf they had been contacted as soon as their daughter had made the
allegation, there would have been no complaint to Police as they have
experienced [herJ previous behaviour.
An IHC adviser commented that the complainant had a limited understanding
about society's 'rules' regarding the appropriateness of public and private
behaviour, and she may find it hard to make good decisions concerning what is
appropriate to do or to talk about. However, her disability may also make her
more vulnerable to sexual assault. The adviser recommended that this case be
investigated in same manner as all such investigations, although a skilled child
interviewer may be useful. It appears this advice was not followed.
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The previous two cases also raise issues concerning the ways in which perceptions of
promiscuity or immorality on the part of the victim may detrimentally affect her
credibility as a rape complainant. Case l2l further reinforces this point.
A young Caucasian woman alleged she had been abducted and raped by a
friend of her boyfriend's. Her boyfriend did not think she was telling the truth,
since he was aware she had previously had consensual sex with his friend. The
police said their investigation showed the victim to be 'of a streer kid type
background' and that she had been described by others as a 'nympho'. The
report form states:
... enquiries revealed that the victim was in general regarded as a liar,
a slut, and also described by one wifircss as a prostitute.
It also became evident that tlze victim suffered from the condition
lcnown as 'attention deficit disorder', making her prone to sudden mood
cltanges wldch covered a wide range of behaviours.
The complainant was taken to the station to be interviewed; the police file
notes:
On return to the station the victim was introduced to [woman detective]
who was to sit in on the interview. However, the victint took an instant
dislike to [detectiveJ, telling her to 'fuck off you bitch'. As it
transpired, the victim was 'anti' woman, because of the way she was
treated by her adopted mother. she openly admitted that she had no
problems relating to men but could not talk to women.
During the interview the victim constantly lied about her knowledge
and previous relationship with the suspect, and changed the version of
events to please herself. When the indiscrepancies were pointed out to
the victim, she instantly feigned an illness then requested to use the
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toilet. While in the toilet tlrc victim lay on the floor, curled up in the
foetal position, and began to shake. This behaviour was again
exhibited later in the car-park area when her boyfriend informed her
tlmt he also did not believe her story...
Even if the victim was telling the truth, which it is obvious she is not,
there is no way that she would ever be a credible witness in court.
The report concludes by stating a full noting outlining these events and the
background of the victim will be submitted to the Intelligence Section for entry
into NISa.
What is evident from analysis of police files is that it is often the combination of
particular variables that underlies doubts about complainants' credibility. For the
complainants whose cases fell into this category, that combination was sufficient for
police to believe their complaint to be false. At times that conclusion seems, on the
basis of the evidence presented, to be justified, especially when there is evidence
corroborating the suspect's testimony and refuting that of the complainant. However,
there is also the possibility that some of the cases dismissed as false are genuine, and
that the reasons for their dismissal are associated more with police beliefs and attitudes
than with evidential realities. The case which follows may fall into this category.
In Case 75 a young Maori woman was drinkin g at a bar with her sisters; when
they accepted a lift home with the alleged offender, a Samoan in his late
thirties, the complainant, who was already heavily intoxicated, rode on in the
car with him to continue drinking at his place. The police report form notes:
It is from here that the victims and suspects stories differ, but
essentially they had sex he saying she was awilling participant and she
4 The National Intelligence System (refer FN 3).
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saying that he beat and raped her. At approximately 04A0hrs the
victim ran to the neighbour for help.
The complainant said the offender forced her to take her clothes off and have
sex with him and that she was too scared to leave until he fell asleep, when she
went to the toilet and escaped. It is clear that something happened that
provoked this woman to run completely naked from his house at 4am,leaving
all her clothes and belongings behind, and bang on a neighbour's door for
assistance.
The detective acknowledges on the file that, as in most rapes,
... tlzis complaint conxes down to an issue of consent. In assessing this
consent, the credibility of the parties becomes an issue. Her credibility
is limited as she has a history af making false complaints to Police, and
of serious drug abuse.
Although she believes she was raped on tlzis night, I do not believe that
the evidence obtained during the investigation supports this claim.
The detective goes on to list discrepancies that he interprets as evidence of her
lying. One example given refers to her claim that she was beaten by her
attacker; the detective says there is insufficient evidence to support this.
Victint's assertion that she was thrown against a waII and then punched
in the face and stomach numerous times throughout, by [suspect] is not
supported by any physical evidence consistent with being punched a
number of times by a large premier grade second row rugby league
player.
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Further on in the file, however, a medical report records that she had cuts and
bruises, a swollen lip, blood crusted round her mouth, facial bruising and
bruising on her breast, arms, and legs. The doctor also noted that the
complainant suffered depression and was on Valium. The file also notes that
the suspect, who denied hitting her, had bruised knuckles.
The police noted that:
The victim appears to have been very drunk on the night in question
which severely limits her recollection of events. Unfortunately her
recollection oJ'what occurced does not correspond in a number of
instances to those of other witnesses.
Examples given include the fact that she could not remember where she sat in
the car, nor whether the suspect's friend was present. The detective comments
also:
Victim's account of doing drugs at fsuspect's] address is not supported
by an7, other evidence, that no cannabis, spotting lqtives or burner were
found during scene examination.
A job sheet in the file, however, notes that all the belongings the complainant
said she left in the house, including her knickers, were found at the scene,
along with a cannabis cigarette in the bed.
The police said it was the discrepancies and inconsistencies in her account that
damaged her credibility; however, other file information appears to support
significant parts of her account. Moreover, the suspect's version of events
appears to be riddled with discrepancies, yet little significance is attached to
these. For instance, the suspect also told the police that the complainant took
off her clothes on the bed; when asked how they ended up on the couch on the
other side of the room, he said she threw them there. The officer said he
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would not expect them all to land there and the suspect then said some were on
the ground but he had picked them up before the police came. The officer
reminded him that he was sound asleep when they arrived, so then the suspect
said he had moved the clothes earlier when he got up to look for her. The
alleged offender also said, on the one hand, that she was so 'pissed' she could
hardly walk, yet maintained she was not too drunk to be giving her consent to
SCX.
The detective said, though, that this case came down to the issue of credibility
and that the complainant had less than the suspecr did. The fact that the
suspect was a known violent offender who had served a prison term for a
double murder seemed of less consequence than the fact that the complainant
had been recorded previously as making a false complaint. This detail,
combined with a perception of the complainant as promiscuous, seems to havo
nailed the credibility coffin in the head. The detective notes on the file that
when discussing the complainant with a relative, he
... obtained the impressionfrom her that [complainant] is probably a
very promiscuous female and [she] raised lzer eyebrows for a second
there as if to sa1t, 'Oh yeah, she is complaining of rape, but all she's
probably done is jumped into the sackfor the night with this guy.'
The police told the complainant that they would be taking this case no further,
and the investigation was terminated.
Some cases perceived by the police as arising from false complaints did in fact appear
very likely to be fabrications. What is also important to acknowledge, however, are
the reasons and emotional states which can prompt such allegations. Case 112, for
instance, illustrates well, and sadly, how previous abuse may sometimes underlie
subsequent false allegations :
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The complainant, a woman in her late forties, reported that her teenage son had
raped her. she was highly intoxicated at the time, and in pain, and the boy had
phoned for a doctor. The police were immediately sceptical, stating:
Tlte Police are notwilling to accept that a seemingly well adjusted l5
year old son would rape his drunken mother imrnediately after having
phoned for a doctor to attend his mother's plight of severe abdominar
pain. Equally the police do not believe the mother who claims to have
been in conffol of herself, would allow her son to undertake such a task
with no resistance.
The file goes on to note that she was given a thorough interview by three
detectives.
... the outcome of which has added weight to Police assessment that the
offence did not occur.
An interview with her ex-husband revealed that in the past his wife had
suffered bad drearns after drinking, during which she would call out, 'No,
don't do that?. One detective was also able to establish that
... as a 16 year old the complainant was allegedly raped at a beach in
christchurch. The Police declined to investigate the tnatter and on
being taken home she was subsequently placed in the bath by herfather
and scrubbed raw.
It has been suggested to [complainant] that she has been reliving this
distress for some years and that her consumption of alcohol contributes
to these memories coming to the fore- Her reply whilst pensive, was
also in agreetnent. She accepts the police version of events but cannot
bring herself to withdraw her complaint.
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The police referred her for counselling and the case was resulted K3, no
offence disclosed.
Nearly half of the cases that were perceived by the police as false involved sexual
assault allegations which the complainant did later decide to withdraw (N =26;47To).
It is probable that, in some of these cases, the complainant's decision was influenced
by police actions and behaviour towards her.
The complainant in Case 95 was a nineteen year old psychiatric patient who
alleged that a stranger offered her a lift in the rain, drove her to a deserted area,
and sexually assaulted her. The driver dropped her off ata gaftgq from where
the police were notified. A woman who knew the complainant happened to
drive into the petrol station and saw her, pacing up and down in a distressed
state, saying repeatedly: t hate men, I hate nrcn. I'm going to kill them.
Garage attendants had already phoned the police, who noted on the file:
TIrc victim in this matter is not very stable, but was very clear on what
had happened and how. It was put to her several times that it was
extremely serious if she was lying about what had happened, but she
was adamant that she was telling the truth.
It appears from the file that little else was done at this stage; more than four
months later, it was the complainant who made contact again with the police
about the incident. At this stage she informed them that she was rnoving to
Australia and wanted to withdraw the complaint.
The cues assumed by the police to signify credibility are the same in these cases as in
those which the police described as false. These included perceptions of the
complainant as immoral, the existence of previous complaints that were regarded as
false, and the ascription of motives to the complainant by the police.
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Case 17 is a case in point. The initial report states that a local resident rang
the police at about lam to say he could hear a woman screaming on the street
at someone to leave her alone. He said he heard a thumping noise against the
side of his shop and the sounds of a struggle; he looked out the window but
could see nothing, it was raining , and he phoned the police and went back to
bed. He could hear a woman crying but thought the police would arrive soon
and went back to sleep.
At 2.l6am a woman complained, using the emergency I I I number, that she
had been raped approximately two hours previously. The file notes that she
called from her home, which turned out to be a boarding house of
approximately 2O rooms all of which house societies ndscrients (sic). The
attending police said they had to be let in by the duty manager, and found the
victim comatose, lying in a foetal position on the bed, very intoxicated and
hard to wake. Her blouse had both sleeves ripped, and she had mud over her
back. The constable states:
Wlrcn speaking about the incident she became very upset about it and
was crying openly. It appears at this stage that the complaint is
genuine.
She was, however, too intoxicated to say much, and a support agency was
contacted and medical examination arranged. The victim said she had met a
guy in a bar just before she decided to leave. He had walked with her,
chatting, then hit her, held her down and raped her. She could not remember
much detail, nor where exactly the rape had occurred.
The police report form for the next day states that a Caucasian woman in her
mid-thirties
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... came htto 
_ 
Central to make a complaint of Rape from the
previous night. She snzelt ofalcohol.
Upon speaking with the Watchhouse keeper in the.first instance, I was
advised that [complainantJ was recorded in their ']M' book.
Apparentll, she is a regular.for making false complaints.
[Complainant] was taken to an interview roonx, advised that we take
rape complaints very seriously and that we also take seriously false
complaints.
The detective says he began taking a statement from her but was soon called
away; he returned approximately 20 minutes later to find her standing by the
elevator; she said she was not feeling well and wanted to go home. The
detective spoke with her again and she agreed to sign a statement saying she
would consider whether or not to continue tomorrow. She was told to contact
another detective by name.
This second detective notes on his job sheet that the victim did not contact the
police the next day, as she was asked, and could not be contacted. The day
after, however, she came to the station and asked for the detective, who gave
her the partial statement to read. After doing so, she said she wanted to
continue with the complaint, but had to go to work shortly. The detective said
she arranged to speak with police again at a later date. The detective notes:
Review file and determine that it appears some sort of assault/Sexual
violation has probably occurred to [complainant].
A brief report form completed several days later simply notes:
2t3
... the complainant came to the [Iocal] Police Station and by written
statement, dropped the complaint.
In the above case, the police response to her allegation appears to have been
partially influenced by the victim's drunkenness and questionable place of
residence, but mostly by the belief that she had made previous false complaints.
Whether or not those complaints were false or genuine is, on one level,
immaterial. It is possible that this complainant was always perceived as
questionable, to the extent that even if her initial complaint was genuine, her
credibility was too tainted for this to be readily accepted. It is also possible that
earlier complaints in fact also arose from false allegations. For whatever reason,
the police records for this cunent complaint suggest that question marks over the
cornplainant's credibility effectively cancelled out evidence that might otherwise
have been considered supportive of her allegation 
- 
for example, the fact that there
was no delay in her contacting police, the torn and muddy state of her clothing,
and the phone call and testimony of the local resident. While the constable who
took the initial complaint thought it likely to be genuine, the detective who took
over the investigation was clearly dubious from the outset. From the cryptic
remarks included in the file records, it seems likely that she was questioned quite
aggressively about the veracity of her complaint and given a clear impression that
she was going to need to convince police that she had in fact been raped. Her
withdrawal of the complaint can thus be interpreted in two quite opposite ways.
It could confirm to the police that the allegation was false 
- 
the proof of that is the
fact of her withdrawal. Alternatively, however, it seems equally possible that the
complainant was given clear indications of how she was perceived, felt judged and
condemned, and decided to withdraw any faith she had left in the police that they
might believe and support her following a rape attack.
Complainant withdrawal, then, may signify many different things. It could signal, as
the police often assume, a false complaint; equally, however, it could denote a
withdlawal of the complainant's confidence in the police. What is withdrawn in such
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cases is not simply a complaint, but a sense of trust. This can be evident in various
ways. If the complainant feels the police have no trust in her, she is likely to
withdraw her trust in them and remove her case from them. If the police feel they
have trusted her in the past, and been let down, then they may appraise any fresh
cornplaint with mistrust and disbelief. Who believes who is vital.
What can complicate this in many rape cases are the effects of sexual violation itself.
The experience of being raped undermines a sense of self-trust and self-belief (Kelly,
1988). Women often describe themselves as 'feeling all over the place' as they
struggle to understand and move on from the attack. The effects of rape are, in fact,
likely to produce unconvincing complainants. Delays in reporting are common 
-
many victims cannot bring themselves to tell anybody what has happened to them, let.
al.one go to the police @ronitt, 1998; van deZandt,1998). Poor or confused recall
can also be common 
- 
the victim does not always want to remember and have to name
all that happened (Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999; Kelly, 1988). The fact that many
victims may be heavily intoxicated or drugged at the time serves both to make them
easy targets and poor complainants 
- 
hazy and unreliable as witnesses, and easy prey
for defence lawyers.
In other cases, the reasons underlying a complainant's decisions may be more difficult
to determine from an outsider's perspective, though no doubt valid and understandable
for her.
In Case 150, for example, a l7-year-old woman reported having been raped in
a city street in the early hours of one morning. She said two males approached
her from behind; one held her down while the other raped her. She felt
pressured by her friends, who suspected the rapist may have been a gang
prospect, to report the attack. Police file notes remark that the complainant
had spent most of her life in social welfare care after having been sexually
abused by her mother. No link is made on the file, but it seems interesting that
on the night in question she had been out with her mother, before she went
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walking on her own around the city streets. Prior victimisation can often be
associated with subsequent risk-taking behaviour, and may be so in this case.
The complainant decided, however, not to pursue the matter, although a
comment on the file that she 'maintains that she is telling the truth' implies that
the police considered the prospect of this being a false complaint.
In some cases ending in the withdrawal of the complaint, the complainant may always
have been a reluctant complainant. This situation can arise when a third party either
pressures the victim to contact the police or decides independently to notify police
about the incident. The complainant may or may not concur with such action, a factor
with significant effects for subsequent co-operation with the police.
In Case 133 a woman in her twenties rang her girlfriend requesting a routine
piece of information. The girlfriend thought she sounded unusually quiet and
phoned back to ask what was the matter. Eventually the woman disclosed that
she had been raped by an intruder. The girlfriend immediately came round
with her boyfriend, and the boyfriend phoned the police against the
complainant's wishes. The girlfriend told the detective that the complainant
said she had been attacked by a man with a knife while she was in the shower,
received some cuts in the attack, then lay there without resisting while he raped
her. The attending police raised doubts concerning the complaint's validity.
Although the victim had cuts to her face and chest, there was no blood in the
bathroom. A constable commented that while the detective was speaking with
the girlfriend, her boyfriend and the complainant were talking and joking:
[Complainant] was laughing, and they talked about movies with heads
being 'blown off.
This occurrence also had significance attributed to it by the detective, who
wrote in the report:
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[Complainant] claimed she had been raped 10 years ago and had had
a bad experience with the Police on that occasion and this is why she
refused to make a complaint on this occasian (sic), yet she appeared to
be suffering very little 'trauma' and was openly joking and laughing
with [girlfrtend's boyfriend] while I was speaking with Isirfuiend].
The detective noted that the matter could proceed no further because she would
not continue with the complaint; stated that its validity may be in question,bat
submitted the file in case the complainant changed her mind or other rapes
were reported in the area with a similar MO (modus operandi).
Doubts about the complainant's veracity in this case seemed to rest largely on police
interpretations of the complainant's behaviour. Her reluctance to involve the police,
combined with her lack of conformity to stereotypes of how rape victims 'should'
behave, raised considerable doubts in the minds of the police. Clear expectations
seemed to be held as to how trauma victims should present, and there appeared to be
no police option for inteqpreting this complainant's responses as indicative of a
different, yet equally valid, way of responding to trauma. From the information
recorded on file, it is possible that the victim was managing the rape by dissociating,
going into a state of denial, and even becoming quite hysterical and over-the-top in her
responses (Herman, 1992). Insufficient information is recorded here to be certain one
way or the other; what is disturbing is the lack of allowance by police for alternative
interpretations of her behaviour to be possible. Moreover, even if the police
intefpretation was the right one, this case raises further questions about necessary and
appropriate responses. For instance, if the complaint was false, and the cuts were self-
inflicted, then this would suggest this complainant to be in need of professional
support and counselling, possibly to help her to come to terms with the previous
unresolved rape experience. No such suggestion or referral appears to have been
made.
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In summary, then, it is possible that this complaint was genuine but was not
interpreted as such because of police beliefs concerning how rape victims should
behave, in which case this victim received a harsh, insensitive response; or it is
possible that the complaint was false, in which case the complainant was signalling
that she was having significant personal difficulties and needed positive assistance.
However, a third scenario is also possible; it could be that something abusive and
violating happened to the complainant that night but, for whatever reason, she did not
want the police involved. From a police perspective, cases such as this are fraught
with difficulty and frustration. It is understandable that some officers resort to
'pigeon-holing' complainants and making quick assessments based on stereotypes and
police folklore. From a complainant's perspective, however, this is not acceptable
behaviour. Police are in danger of taking a couple of pieces of a puzzle and, because
these pieces seem familiar, assume they know what picture they form. Puzzles can
have trick pieces in them; most puzzle compilers need the picture on the box to guide
them; puzzles, by definition, puzzle. Because of the nature of their job and
professional training, however, the police are in danger of thinking they can see the
picture on the box when all they have is a couple of pieces which could fit one of
several diverse, and even contradictory, images.
COMPLAINANT SAID ALLEGATION WAS FALSE OR NOT RAPE
There were 13 cases which involved complainants who stated either that their rape
allegation had been completely fictitious, or that intercourse had occurred but was not
rape. Nearly 707o of these (N = 9) involved complainants aged 25 years and under,
and most were Caucasian (54To, N = 7). The majority arose from incidents involving
acquaintances (62Vo, N = 8), though three complaints arose from alleged attacks by
strangers.
t_
2t8
In overhalf of thecasesinthiscategory(N=8; 62Vo), itwasnotthecomplainant's
decision to contact the police. Someone else decided to call the police or, in two
cases, pressured the complainant to do so.
When one young woman, for instance (Case 78), came home late from a date
with 'hickies' on her neck, her mother asked her repeatedly if she had been
raped. The daughter kept saying no, but her mother said she did not believe
her. Finally, the daughter decided to go along with the rape allegation, since
her mother seemed so convinced, and the police were called. After
questioning, she later admitted that sex had been consensual. Background
details recorded on the file note that this teenager's sister was, at 15, already a
solo mothero and that there was a real fear of being physically beaten by her
father 
- 
factors which could help to explain both the mother's insistence on the
incident being rape and the daughter's decision to accept this explanation of
events.
Two cases involved young women who, after heavy drinking binges, found
themselves in frightening situations.
One woman (Case l3) was found, injured, lying in a planter box on the street,
and taken to hospital. Police feared she had been raped, since
... she was wearing a long muslin style type dress, which was above her
waist, and she was devoid of any laicl<crs.
When police spoke with her, she had little recall of events but did say she had
gone out without knickers because she had run out of clean ones. The
complainant did not want a medical examination or for the police to be
involved because she was afraid of her mother finding out about and being
upset at the state she was in. The file also states that she had recently taken an
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overdose, and was believed to be a lesbian. The case was filed as no offence
disclosed.
Some of the cases involved situations where the person reporting the incident
presumed a rape to have happened when it had not.
Case 65, for instance, was recorded on the police files as 'Two false
complaints of rape by above subjects' and involved two Pacific Island teenage
sisters who returned home late from a church dance. Their mother found out
that they had spent time with two young men, and decided to take them to the
doctor for the morning after pill. When the doctor discovered that the younger
sister was a few days short of 16, he phoned the police. Never at any stage
did either of the young women say that the sex was anything other than
consensual, and nor did their mother think this was the case 
- 
she was focusing
on damage control given the lack of contraceptives used at the time. However,
the police records categorised this incident as a false report of rape, which was
cleared as no offence disclosed.
Another case (Case 124) involved two male sex offenders, both under 20 years of age.
One was offered sex for cigarettes by the other, and reported by a caregiver for
Unlawful Sexual Connection because it was feared that the victim in this case was
intellectually impaired to such an extent that he could not give informed consent.
Police inquiries subsequently concluded that the young man in question was in fact
able to consent, and the complaint was withdrawn.
In four of the cases reported by complainants themselves which were subsequently
withdrawn, the police speculated on the file as to the possible motives that underlay
these allegations.
In Case 86, the complainant, who was both married and mentally ill (not that
the two inevitably go together!), had sex with an older man, and arrived home
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late to her husband. Her account of events states that this man proceeded
sexually after she had asked him to stop; the police believe she invented the
rape excuse to cover her lateness, which was completely out of character, as
was her having sex with anyone other than her husband. The complainant
certainly agreed to withdraw the rape allegation, but it is hard to ascertain from
the file whether sex had or had not been fullv consensual.
Two cases involved the classic false rape scenario of an alleged rape in the street by a
stranger. Both involved young women, aged 16 and 17 respectively, who were
emotionally distraught at the time. In one case (Case 98), the complainant feared the
end of her lesbian relationship and invented the rape allegation in the hopes of gaining
sympathy from, and reconciliation with, her girlfriend. Although not charged helself
with making a false report, the police said they had recorded her details on NIS for
future reference. In the other case (Case 99), the complainant adrnitted that she had
falsified a rape account in a desperate attempt to get some attention from her father.
He was dying of cancer, and had stopped speaking to her, and she was trying to find a
way to get some sympathy from him and her mother for her distress. The file notes
on this case are interesting and suggest a police response that was understanding and
compassionate. This may possibly be related to the case being dealt with by members
of a Child Abuse Team, who typically receive fuller training in trauma effects and
victim interviewing than most detectives. The complainant in fact wrote expressing
her gratitude:
To all the members of the team,
I wish to take this time to thank you aII so very much for the way in wlzich you
dealt with me on the 28'h.
I also wish to take this time to apologise for wasting your time with my childish
way of getting attention so that I could hurt my parents and they would take
notice of me.
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I cannot tell you how sorry I am and now I have to face the tuth that someone
could of been attacked and seriously hurt while you were dealing with me and
your time could have being spent on a case where you were truly needed.
Many thanks for your understanding,
Good luckfor the future.
Yours sincerely
[Complainant's name].
Another case in this category also appeared to be handled relatively well by the police
officers and detectives involved. This is worth examining, since it is easy to imagine
this complainant be given very different treatment by some criminal investigators,
because of the negative stereotypes it could evoke.
The complainant in Case 165 was a Caucasian woman, a solo mother in her
thirties with a list of convictions from age 16, mostly for drug-related offences.
Witnesses walking on a beach notified the police after this woman, bleeding
from cuts to her legs, told them she had been raped by a group of Russian
seamen and now her handbag was missing. She was taken to the hospital and
kept overnight for observation, because she had fallen on the rocks and was in
a highly intoxicated state, due to either drugs or alcohol. She told the police
that she had been working as a prostitute on the street in the early hours of one
morning when three Russian sailors picked her up, whereupon she went with
them to a house where each of them had sex with her. The complainant says
they refused to wear condoms, despite her telling them that she had llepatitis B
and C. She continues in her statement:
So the sex was a business thing and they said they would have to go
back to their boat at [port] to get some money, They took me in the car
down past the British I a ship] and out on the wharf there. The ship
they are on is rafted up thirdfrom the quayside.
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I dtdn't go on board the boat hecawse I orn not tltat sart o_f girl. I
stayed in tke eer,
She wanted eastl to buy her owrr drugs, but one said hc could give her
morpldne and she went with a carload of them to a beach whexe, she said:
Thera seewd ta be Russians everywhera Therewzre 3 ar 4 in tlr,c car
with mc and about ansther I0 tumed, up. Pe er was doing. all the
tal;king ad. said. that he ha.d, rnore elients for me. tr tald hfun No,
I don't la,aw how I e:nd,ed ap in the rocks and the sal;t w,ater" I ean't
remernber.
The detective guestioned her about having tsld the people who came aers_ss. her
that she had been raped, then notes:
She deni,es gaggesting to tke witnesses that she had be.en raped"
I be,liietrc she told the people'at [place] tlta. ske had been raped s'o tfut
she *Vould get sorne argent ottenition,
In her cireumstances and the state she was in she woul.d, otherwise have
been ig;nared-
When being interttiewed at th;e time by [d.eteuiveJ and again the
fullowing day, there wan no mention to Poliee af 7ape,
With the view of charging her with 'False Allegatian' under the
Sutrl ary 0ffences Act 1981, 3 months, $1A00 penalty, I note that the
af,fendcr mwt laww that hcr statement wiXI be Bawed. on to Police.
I
n3
In the circurnstanees I belleve therewoald be diffieutrtl with that as shc
qutckll dispe-Ilad the natian of, rape wken she spake to: u,s,,
I katte cloa;red tke Seacual Vi;o;lation K3 and, Fa\se Statement K4.
What thecomplainant herself eaid was:
I didn't rclI the peap:Ie I hod been raped I said I had been tlvown en
th,e raclw. -I had earlier tolld tlie Russians that this is New,fualaftd and
tf they didn't psy a prostitute and didn't treat, her prnparly it wus
.rfi'pe|..
I don't w,ant to rw|e a statemcnt about it because I donlt fe:el ap to it.
I warrt you to get m,y bag back andto give those Rwssians afright.
In relation to the last point, the detsqtive obseryod on the fil.e:
T'here was nc, point wstng Poliee and interpretets 6t $50 an haur to try 
,
and lOcate Unknown Russians tkat ttay onna+t n;ot know abaut
feemplainantJfalting or being Buahed into ttrc tidc.
It eauld he suggested tlwt if the Rzssians hs'ven't etre-ad.y had. a ftislr,t,
thmbe,artng innind het lrcal,th they may ,get one tk tlwfiifrffe.
Also noted was the fact that advice was given to the conrplainant regarding
what to do in situations of non-paymert, and her elothing returtred. The
deJective eone]uded ttrat
... she seerned. uindieated with what rympwhy and',attention I have
gtven.her.
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In the above case, it is clear that the complainant's credibility was greatly diminished
by her status as a street prostitute and drug user. It is difficult to ascertain from the
file whether she did or did not say to the passers-by that she had been raped, and
whether in fact she had been. However, some of the police who dealt with her
seemed to be prepaled to acknowledge that she had been the victim of an unfortunate
incident, even if it was not a rape. Although threats were made regarding charging
her, in response to what was described as the 'fiasco' that news of a reported rape gave
rise to in terms of police cars and officers attending the scene, at the end of the day
what is recorded on file suggests that she was dealt with reasonably respectfully. The
police officers involved were still able to view her as a possible crime victim despite
the existence of factors which diminished her credibility. This demonstrates greater
understanding of some of the issues surrounding the context and effects of
victimisation than was evident in some of the previous cases examined.
Overall, analysis of this category indicates a complexity of reasons often underlying
reports of rape which the complainant later states to be false. Over half of the cases
studied here involved situations where the alleged victim had been pressured to tell the
police about an incident, sometimes in circumstances where a third party presumed a
sexual violation had occurred when in fact none had. Teenage girls, scared of the
wrath and possible physical chastisement of their parents, may go along with such
assumptions initially, only to find themselves trapped in a lie. Alternatively, the
confusion and ambiguity surrounding sexual negotiation and forceful seduction may
mean that, in some situations, the complainant feels as if she has been victirnised and
is genuinely unsure as to whether she was raped. From the cases involved in this
sample, there were no cases of malicious or vengeful accusation. A few tried to
conceal their sexual conduct from others by making a rape allegation, or allowing one
to be inferred, but the principal motive in these cases was clearly one of self-
protection. There was also minor evidence suggesting that emotionally distressed or
disturbed women may, at rare times, create a fictionalised account of rape to try and
attract sympathy or assistance. Most of the cases studied here, however, turned out
not to be completely fictitious acts but were more likely to arise from wrongful
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-!-
interpretations by third parties, which were mostly speedily resolved by police
investigative efforts.
Conclusion to the file analvsis
Much of value has been Iearned from the analysis of police sexual assault
investigation files. They provide a window into the minds of detectives as they seek
to assess and process sexual assault complaints. The factors that emerge as
significant influences on police responses have mostly already been identified in the
overseas rape literature. These include delayed reporting; serious, visible physical
injuries; previous consensual sex with the alleged offender, and so forth. What is
significant here, howevet, is that these factors still appear to be strongly influential at
the end of the 1990s after years of reform and attempts at increasing the extent to
which the police deliver a victim-oriented service. These files involved cases being
processed ten years after the Victims of Offences Act 1987, for instance, an Act which
specified that victims of crime had the right to be treated with respect and compassion.
The cases examined here also occuned after police training sessions were ostensibly
advising officers to treat all rape complaints initially as genuine. This research raises
serious questions concerning the likely effectiveness of police reform in this area,
given the extent to which suspicion of rape complainants seems so entrenched within
police ranks.
Of concern also in this research was the high percentage of rape complaints which
were withdrawn by the complainant. From the analysis, it appears that relatively few
of these were likely to have been made in siruations where no sexual assault occurred.
By no means, then, should withdrawal of a case by the complainant be viewed as
evidence of no offence having been committed. Victims of rape and sexual abuse
may retract for a variety of reasons, and greater understanding clearly needs to be
fostered in the police regarding why genuine victims may choose not to continue with
a complaint (Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999).
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The high percentage of sexual assault complaints made by persons with intellectual
disability or psychiatric instability which were viewed as false also demands further
investigation. It seems that persons who are highly vulnerable and at risk of being
raped are also those who, when they are raped, then become vulnerable to having their
complaint dismissed as false.
These comments do not, of course, apply only to rape cases. I also examined a group
of Indecent Assault files (N = l6), because I consider that sexual assault cases are best
not divided between rape and non-rape but rather understood as existing along a
continuum (Kelly, 1988). From the point of view of victims/complainants, there may
be very little experientially to distinguish incidents of Indecent Assault from attempted
rapes. Offences are both legally and subjectively defined, affected in part by the
nafure of the information provided to the police as well as by officers' perceptions and
decisions concerning individual cases.
The Indecent Assault files were examined briefly to establish whether or not the
dynamics involved appear to be similar to those found in the Sexual Violation files.
Analysis of the latter shows similar processes of decision-making are evident in
relation to all sexual assault files, and that the offence classification categories used by
police are sometimes overlapping and/or inconsistent in application. For instance,
some cases filed as Indecent Assaults seemed very similar to others classified as
Unlawful Sexual Connections, or could aiso have been described as Attempted Rapes.
This finding was confirmed by Sue Lees, who noted in the English police files she
studied some cases classified as 'indecent assault' which appeared to be as serious as
others classified as 'rape' (Lees, 1997, 186).
Analysis of police officers' comments on sexual assault investigation files strongly
suggests that the meanings they read into various cues may be very different from that
which victims attach to them. The police are inevitably caught up in the practice of
stereotyping, and invoke their own classificatory system when confronted by variables
outside their immediate experience. Thus behaviour which seems like a logical
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outcome of trauma to victims and the therapist who deal with them may appear bizarre
and irrational to the untrained officer.
It may be useful to consider some examples here of cues that denote very different
rneanings depending on whether they are interpreted from a police or a victims'
perspective.
o Delayed reporting - The police see a delay in reporting sexual assault offences as
abnormal and as a factor which reduces the victim's credibility (Brownmiller,
1975; Bronitt, 1998; Freckelton, 1998; Torrey, l99l). It is likely that less
physical and forensic evidence is available, and it is believed that victims will have
more time to construct a fabricated account of events. Conversely, a rape victim
will typically tend to hesitate before involving the police, and may feel scared,
shamed, and self-blaming in the aftermath of rape. Often the victim has to reach a
stage where she feels as if she has the right to report the offender, and feels
relatively safe and secure in doing so, before she can approach the police.
Besides, the majority of reports that are reported promptly result from a third party
contacting the police, not the victim herself (Burgess and Holmstrom, 1974;
Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999; Jordan, 1998a).
r Injuries 
- 
Serious, physical, visible injuries are often taken by the police as proof
that a rape occurred and are viewed as a corroborative factor (Edwards and
Heenan, 1994; Harris and Grace, 1999; Kennedy, 1992). In fact, rnany rape
victims do not feel able to physically resist an attacker, and may go into a state of
immobility (Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999; Galliano et. al., 1993; Smart, 1976).
Active, physical resistance may be even more difficult for women who know the
person attacking them, because they fear hurting this person or find it difficult to
accept that this man, whom they thought loved them, is intent on violating them
and will not stop (Wiehe and Richards, 1995). For most victims, the most serious
injuries they sustain are the invisible ones, imperceptible to police scrutiny.
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Demeanour 
- 
Remarks made by some police officers indicated that they had clear
views as to how a victim of rape would look and act. Such beliefs, if fixed, have
the potential to seriously impact on police judgements of complainants (Aiken et.
al., 1999; Freckelton, 1998). The danger is that the police expectation is much
narrower and limited than the diverse kinds of ways in which women respond to,
and manage, traumatic events such as rape. Victims' reactions may not always
seem consistent with how others expect they should be; some women try to deal
with rape by being angry, others may withdraw and close down, some will cry and
look vulnerable, others may laugh and try to shrug it off. In terms of behaviour,
some women manage the effects of rape by taking time out from their work and
life while they come to terms with what has happened; others may throw
themselves into activities in an attempt to ward off the pain (Burgess and
Hazelwood,1999; Freckelton, 1998). Thus, demeanour alone can be a highly
rnisleading factor in determining a complainant's credibility. It tells us more
about the preconceptions of the officers concerned than it does about the
complainant's veracify.
Previous consensual sex with the alleged offender 
- 
This factor is a hang-over
from the days when men claimed virtual ownership of women through sexual
conquest (Brownmiller, 1975; Gordon and Riger, 1991). From a police
perspective, the fact of a previous sexual relationship can raise suspicions that the
complainant is acting out of scorn or revenge. For the victim, however, the person
whom she may be most at risk of being sexually assaulted by could be her partner
or ex-partner, or someone whom she had sex with once who considers that consent
one day means 'yes' fot all-time. Given many men's expectations that a woman
who lras had sex with them once will have sex with them repeatedly, it seems
highly likely that women face considerable risks of being forced to have sex if, on
subsequent occasions, they appear less willing.
Perceived immorality of the complainant 
- 
Perceptions of dubious morality can
diminish a victim's credibility in the eyes of the police and affect their assessments
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of the likely responsiveness of a jury to her complaint (Lees, l9g7). what is
generally not questioned are the ways in which the same cues the police see as
indicating the complainant is a slut may be the very factors that make her
vulnerable to rape. For example, the fact that a young woman had consensual sex
with a guy she met at a party may mean that his mate assumes she will 'come
across' for him. It is even possible that, rather than lose face, the first guy may
have said he and she had sex when they did not. Either way, the expectation is
created that she is 'easy' and may contribute to a social context in which any
protestation from her will be ignored and negated. A slut is someone who is
perceived by others as wanting sex; by definition, rape is unwanted sex.
Diminished competency in victims 
- 
The police tend to view persons with
intellectual disabilities or psychiatric histories as being automatically less credible,
rather than considering the ways in which these factors may render the latter more
vulnerable. Statements from convicted rapists have revealed some perpetrators to
be adept at selecting victims whom they know will be perceived as less believable,
and who are viewed as 'easy pickings' (Luckasson , 1992:.McCarthy, 1996). In
England, the sexual assault and murder of a woman with Down's syndrome
prompted the Dorset Police Superintendent in charge of the case to state:
During this enquiry my o.fficers have been surprised and sickened by the
number of men who are prepared to prey on mentally disabled females. we
lmtte identifi.ed people who have committed very serious offences against these
vulnerable people. Police have taken steps to remind persons responsible for
the mentally handicapped of their vulnerability in this type of crime. (quoted
in McCarthy,1996,126)
Increasing recognition of the ways in which abuses of power are perpetrated
against vulnerable sectors in our communities will hopefully contribute to an
environment within which intellectually impaired rape complainants will be
appraised more sensitively. Otherwise, the police may unwittingly be playing
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right into the offender's lap by dismissing the complainant's testimony in such
cases.
Previous complaint of rape 
- 
A complainant whom police discovered, or
believed, had made a previous complaint of rape which had not been proven
seemed likely to be perceived as highly dubious. The inference was that a woman
is unlikely to be raped more than once, and that a woman who has already had a
rape complaint which was not proven is particularly suspicious if she subsequently
alleges having experienced another incident of sexual violation. Such deductions
fly in the face of an accumulating body of research evidence which documents
high incidences of repeat victimisation (Doerner and Lab, 1998; Morris, 1997).
For many women, an earlier sexual assault is followed by multiple episodes of
sexual victimisation, either from the same or different peryetrators.
Withdrawal or retraction of the complaint 
- 
If a complainant withdraws or
retracts a rape allegation, the police tend to interpret this as evidence that the
allegation was fabricated (Aiken et. al., 1999). The possibility must also be
acknowledged, however, that the victim was too afraid to proceed, or decided that
the likely costs of pursuing the complaint might outweigh the advantages. The
latter conclusion could be reached as a result of encountering hostile reactions
from the perpetrator, negative responses from family or friends, disbelieving or
judgmental police perceptions, or from her own fears, doubts and self-blaming
processes. Case retractions or withdrawals can therefore signify many different
things and it is important for the police to try to ascertain what it signifies for the
victim rather than stamp their own interpretation on her actions.
Concealment - When a complainant attempts to conceal factors, such as the
extent of her.drinking on the night in question, most police will see a liar
(Chambers and Millar, 1983). If she denies having danced with the suspect, or
shared a joint with him, the police are likely to conclude that she is not trustworthy
and disrniss her allegation. The woman who is doing the concealing, however,
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knows that her behaviour may be viewed as having compromised her credibility
and is trying to find ways of bolstering it. Paradoxically, her efforts to do so may
diminish her credibility more than if she had told the police the truth, no matter
how possibly damning, from the outset.
What the above suggests, therefore, is that currently the police and victims of rape are
often caught in a situation where they are talking past each other. This does not, as I
see it, translate into a situation where equal responsibility in corecting any impasse
should be assumed. After all, rape victims are typically in shock and experiencing the
effects of trauma. Moreover, the police are, ideally, present as specially trained
professionals, equipped to empathise and communicate with persons affected by such
trauma. However, the tendency of many police to view rape complainants through
narrow and sometimes judgmental lenses may make officers blind to the range of
possible interpretations of a complainant's behaviour. In some ways, victims may in
practice have a greater idea of where the police are coming from than the police have
of them. The analogy has been made in other contexts that slaves knew more about
their masters than vice versa, because those with less power need to understand those
with more power in order to survive. In the process, however, the slave may
internalise the master's hatred of blacks and become self-condemnatory (Dworkin,
1982). As women raised in a patriarchal society, rape complainants are in a similar
structural position. Consequently, victims may condemn themselves and attempt to
enhance their credibility in the eyes of the police, unwittingly reducing it irrevocably.
This chapter, in combination with Chapter 4, has considered the police position from
comments made on rape investigation files. The next chapter presents material
obtained directly from interviews with detectives themselves.
***
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CHAPTER 6: INTERVIEWS WITH DETECTIVES
I prefer five clean nturders to one rape case. The more you investigate and
get into it, the stickier it gets... Murder I can understand, bat I can't really
understand rape. (Detective, quoted in Burgess, 1999, 3)
Introduction
There are comparatively few studies that have involved interviewing detectives
specifically about their involvement in sexual assault investigations. Those studies
have yielded interesting results, although have typically involved small sample sizes
(eg Gregory and Lees, 1999; Temkin, 1997: 1999). In the first rape research I
conducted (Jordan 1998a), I had initially been keen to interview the detectives who
had taken each woman's statement. At first, somewhat naively, I had thought it
might be illuminating to obtain and compare the two different sides of the 'story', in
an effort to ascertain what had either assisted the process to go smoothly, or
otherwise. On reflection, this approach seemed potentially hazardous in that the
women might feel that I was checking up on them and that I was placing myself in a
position to adjudicate between accounts that were opposing. The detectives may have
felt likewise. Moreover, my principal concern in the earlier study had been to obtain
accounts from women of their experiences and how they felt about police processes,
which is a more subjective endeavour.
The data on the police files presented in the previous two chapters, however,
prompted other concerns. Again, to begin with, I wondered whether I should
interview detectives about specific files I had studied. I rejected this idea once it
became clear how defensive some detectives felt about an outsider even looking at
their files.r Moreover, my principal interest lay not so much with individual case
I This was confirmed for me very early in the study when a detective wrote to the Office of the
Commissioner (then Police National Headquarters) demanding an explanation of why a civilian should
be able to look at 'his' files.
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processing as with the overall perception of sexual assault cases held within the
police, and especially issues related to women's credibility.
As a result of my earlier involvement in research with rape complainants, I had been
involved with the New Zealand Police in contributing to the development of a nation-
wide police policy on sexual assault investigations. The first version of this policy,
known as the New Zealand Police Sexual Assault Investigation Policy, began a two-
year lead-in period in February,1998.2 The policy stipulated that a sexual assault co-
ordinator should be appointed in each police district, and I decided to interview some
of these persons. My intention with this research was to obtain the views of police
detectives who had devoted considerable thought to the issues involved, and who had
worked on a broad ranse of cases and with a varietv of staff.
Method
In my original proposal, I indicated that I would interview four detectives only. This
part of the study was never intended to be a central focus, but simply a means of
obtaining some contextual information on the police to assist in interpretation of the
file data. Four sexual assault co-ordinators in various parts of the country were
approached, selected to provide some coverage of both urban and rural areast. Most
of these, however, also nominated staff members whom they felt it would be useful
for me to interview, because of their experience and insights in this area.
Each detective was given an information sheet (Appendix A) and provided with the
opportunity to ask questions regarding the research. When they were ready to
proceed, they were asked if they would agree to the interview being taped, which all
did. Each detective completed a consent form (Appendix B) giving their permission
for the material they provided to be used, subject to their confidentiality being
protected. I tried to give each detective as much freedom as possible to talk about
'See Appendix I for a copy of the New Tnaland Police Sexual Assault Investigation Policy.
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issues of concern and relevance to them, as well as using a checklist of open-ended
questions (Appendix C) to achieve some consistency in topic coverage.
As time progressed, and I began the interviews with the women attacked by Rewa, it
also became both possible, and useful, to undertake interviews with some of the
detectives involved in this particular investigation. Four of the Operation Harvey
detectives were interviewed using two interview schedules 
- 
the first specifically
addressed police developments and learning obtained from involvement with this
investigation (Appendix D), and the second was the same as that used with the other
eight detectives. Thus the final sample comprised twelve detectives in total.
The detectives were mostly interviewed in the station where they worked, with the
exception of one who came in off-duty and was interviewed in my hotel room. The
interviews ranged in length from one and a half to three hours and, with the
detective's permission, all were tape-recorded. These interviews were later
transcribed and analvsed.
Characteristics of the sample
It must be stated from the outset that the twelve detectives interviewed cannot
necessarily be viewed as representative of detectives in the New Zealand Police
overall. This sample was intentionally selected because of the expertise of its
members in the area of rape and sexual assault investigations, and comprises staff
with extensive experience within policing generally.
Of the twelve detectives interviewed, ten were male and two were female. In terms
of age, one was in his fifties, eight were in their forties, two were in their thirties, and
one was in hisftrer late twenties. One was Maori; the remainder all identified as New
Zealand European. Most had served the majority of their time within the police
3 The specific areas are not identified, to provide some anonymity for the participanc.
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within urban areas (N = 7); four had experience within both urban and rural areas;
and one had worked only in rural and provincial areas.
In terms of length of service within the police, five detectives had between l0 and 20
years; and seven had between 20 and 30 years. As regards their level of rank within
the New Zealand Police, two were Detective Inspectors, four were Detective Senior
sergeants, three were Detective Sergeants, and three were Detectives.
All those interviewed had been involved in numerous sexual assault investigations,
with several listing these as in the hundreds. Four had also been involved in
Operations Park and Harvey, the large-scale investigations established to apprehend
serial attackers Joseph Thompson and Malcolm Rewa.
All of the above factors mean that the views presented here are not likely to be
indicative of the views of detectives generally. Those interviewed were, in fact,
asked to comment on the attitudes of staff with whom they worked, since differences
often became apparent. The detectives in this sample, then, have generally had
greater training and experience in sexual assault investigations than the majority of
their colleagues, and most have a stated commitment to providing the victims of such
offences with optimal police service, wherever possible. These factors undoubtedly
affected their responses during the interview; thus the views represented here are
likely to display greater awareness and sympathy towards rape victims than those of
detectives generally.
Issues addressed
In the interviews with detectives, I used an interview schedule to guide the question-
line and to ensure some uniformity in the issues covered. However, I also wanted to
allow those being interviewed the freedom to address the issues which they deemed
to be significant. In practice, therefore, I tended to use the schedule very flexibly and
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allow the detectives considerable scope in determining the order of when topics were
discussed, as well as having some input into content.
My principal aim in conducting interviews with detectives was to deepen my
understanding of police beliefs surrounding rape and sexual assault, and how those
beliefs influence police procedures. The main issues canvassed included:
r beliefs concerning the frequency of false complaints 
- 
both their personal
beliefs as well as their perceptions of those held by staff with whom they
worked;
examples of cases they believed to have been false complaints and their
understandings of the motivations underlying false complaints;
police procedures and recording practices in their district; and
their thoughts concerning the implications for police training and staff
supervision.
The major themes emerging from their responses are presented here, illustrated by
quotes from comments made during the interviews.
oRealt rape
Major definitional issues often emerge within the area of rape and sexual assault, and
the police have been criticised at times for having a working definition of 'real' rape
which they apply to cases brought before them (Chambers and Millar, 1983; Estrich,
1987; Gregory and Lees, 1999). Such a view was reflected in the comments of some
of those interviewed in this study. PC l, for example, refened to sexual assaults
always being treated seriously, then qualified this comment to specify stranger rapes
in particular:
a
a
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I can say that it's always seen as a serious investigation without any doubt.
As far as intruder rape goes, it's... at the moment the position in [city] is that
it's assessed almost on a par with a homicide as far as how it should be
investigated... I guess there are dffirent types of rape. I ntean, the rape of a
chilcl or the rape of someone who has been dragged into the bushes is
probably going to get a more strenuous and a greater input, perhaps, than
someone who, Iook she has been with a guy all night drinking, and I tneatx,
they ays still investigated with a view to prosecution. But at the end of the day
I think intruder rape is seen at a higher level just because of the nature of the
attack and the potential for the repeat of the crimes.
Stranger/intruder rapes clearly fit into the category of 'real rapes', reprehensible acts
committed by the kinds of 'evil villains' whom many police have joined the force to
catch. PC 5 expressed this distinction well when asked how he felt generally about
being assigned a rape case to investigate:
I guess it depended on what type of rape it was and if it was a stranger rape,
of course it's right up there with the homicides, but when it's a domestic rape
it doesn't become such an investigative challenge. It's usually, weII, the
offender is kind of there. It's a matter of getting the case together and
working out whether you've got enough to go to court on. It's not rape. An
investigator, I guess, has challenges identifuing the offender, that's the big
challenge.
So the driving force in you is that - I mean what do you ioin the iob for at the
end of the day is what you've got to ask yourselfT I was a young kid straight
from school when I joined. So I was just under I8 when I ioined and I was
very rnoralistic and I'd change the world and what was and what wasn't
going to happen and I guess it's always remained... I mean, the iob hasn't
changed. I mean, we aII talk how the iob has changed and how hard it is and
we've lost our place really. But if you bring it back to the core iob, oar iob is
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still the same and it's to keep the Queen's peace and keep people safe and
Iook after the decentfolk.
Another detective (PC 6) revealed, in his answers to my questions, the extent to
which he assumed 'rape' meant stranger-intruder rapes:
D: You know, people say that we only get, scratch the surface of the sexual
complaints, sexual violation that goes on there. I don't think we do, I think
that most genuine rapes are reported to the police.
J: When you say that do you think, is that only in regard to stranger rapes
or....
D: Yeah, yeah, ohyeah. I'm not talking aboutfamily rapes or boyfriends.
J: Oh no. I don't mean sa much child abuse, but say, you know, rapes
between partiners, spo uses ?
D: Oh no, no, I'm not talking about that at all.
J: I mean, are they reported more often do you thinknow than they used to be,
acquaintance rapes, marital rape?
D: I've only ever had one wornan, one marcied woman complain oJ marital
rape... It's the only one I can recall in my whole career, of a woman
complaining of rape in the marriage. But I sat down and had a talk with her
one morning at her place, you know, the husband was a,way. He got locked
up for assault, I think or something, because it was a dom4stic situation. He'd
been locked up for an assault and was at court and I got the job, you Imow,
because he was in custody. So I shot round the next morning to talk with her.
So I had a talk with her in the morning and she was telling me about it, but
then told me that she'd alleged that she'd been raped by him for years, you
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know. Just non consensual sex I would call it.
This detective went on to comment:
D: I suspect that there's probably a lot of that sort of non consensual sex
happening in relationships.
J: It doesn't tend to get reported still?
D: WeIl, I don't know, Jan, I would irnagine it probably doesn't. I'd imagine,
oh, I don't know 
- 
I meen, it's going to sound awful but I call that a non
consensual sexual encounter as opposed to rape. You lcnow what I mean and
I lotow it's probably semantics, istx't it, and it's only playing with words. I
mean, rape to me is what the Rewa victims went through and what
Thompson's victims go through. Whereas some woman who's living in a
relationship, if she's living with a guy who's violent towards her, I mean, she
Itas options. You know, she can get out. I Imow the, we have 'battered wife
syndrome' and on and on it goes, but they still have options. But Malcolm
Rewa's bloody victims didn't have an option and Joe Thompson's victims
didn't have an option and that's, so that's why I, in my own mind, make this
distinction.
Later in the interview, this same detective commented on the difficulties involved in
investigating non-stranger rapes and began to speculate on why he had dealt with so
few:
D: I think if it's not a stranger there's nlore, it's not as easy as 
- 
you're talking
now like a date rape or something like that. It gets a bit more dfficult you
know. But to be honest, we don't really, we never seem to deal with many of
those down here. Most of the ones 
- 
oh, I suppose we still get a few of those
where, you lorcw, they go to the pub and get pissed and go home and have sex
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with someone and thenwake up next to them the next moming.
J: And that doesn't happen a lot?
D: No. No not really. Most of thent are, like, ones where they, most of thent
round here are either intrud.er ones or they've been abducted by sorne Suys
driving past in the car who've grabbed them or they've been hitchhiking.....
So the genuine ones just seem, they, they're not that dfficult, yoa know. But
probably because we, maybe because we don't deal with many of those
acquaintance type rapes and relationship rapes. That could say something
about tlrc police, couldn't it? Because if we're not dealing with them it's
perhaps, you know, people obviously people aren't repofting them so there
could be something wrong with the way, there could be something said about
tlrc way the police look at it and that's why the women aren't reporting those
type of crimes, perhaps. It's just a thought. But getting back, so tlte ones 
-
you know the genuine ones jump out and hit you and the others, the other
ones, weII, whether you prosecute or not is going to depend how or probably
a lot on how keen the cop is. I mean, if you've got a lazy bloody cop he's
going to make any excuse he canfind to not bother doing any work on it. But
the majority of the guys in the CIB aren't like that now. WelI, they aren't, no
one in the CIB's like that. You don't go to the CIB unless you're the sort of
person that's motivated anrl, you lcnow, pretty keen to lock up baddies. You
know, that's why you go to the CIB, that's why you want to be a detective. So
most, you know all detectives are like that.
I have chosen to quote the above detective at length because he expressed so clearly
what many others hinted at in the interview. The concept of 'real rape' continues to
live on in the minds of many police, and hooks up with their perceptions of who the
real 'bad guys' are. The kinds of men who may commit date or partner rapes do not
usually conform to the image of the stereotypical rapist, and may even bear a close
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resemblance to the men they know, even to themselves. It is difficult in such
circumstances to identify the peqpetrators of these offences as the villains whom they
joined the police to pursue and whose conviction and imprisonment they seek.
'Real rapes' are perpetrated by 'real rapists', not by their buddy or the guy next door.
One detective chose to distance himself from stranger rapists by refening to them as
'animals', a distinction which sorne police obviously find comforting. However,
such a view minimises the pain and trauma suffered by those women raped by men
they know 
- 
in other words, the majority of rape victims.
It is also important to affirm that a small number of the detectives interviewed
expressed views which indicated that they also questioned the distinctions often
drawn between different kinds of rape. For example, two senior detectives noted with
concern the ways in which some men are emerging as serial date rapists, specialising
in selecting victims whose credibility they know will appear questionable. One
placed Morgan Faheyo in this category, whom he saw as using his credentials and
status as a doctor to protect himself for years against accusations from emotionally
unstable or drug addicted patients.
This detective (PC 4) also stressed that there was a distinction between what could be
termed'moral rape'and'legal rape'. In his experience, many victims reported
having been raped in situations where it was clear that the alleged offender had in
some way duped or misled them, or otherwise wronged them. Often, however, the
way in which consent had been obtained or intercourse accomplished did not meet the
legal definitions of sexual violation. In such cases, the complaint could not be
proceeded with; nevertheless, this detective felt it was important to convey to the
complainant that it was understandable that she felt like she had been raped, and that
she could be viewed as the victim of a moral rape even though legally no action could
be taken against the offender. He said he communicated this perception to some
victims:
a For brief background notes on Fahey, see Chapter 2, FN 2.
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I don't say it unless I know it's true. I'll say, no, you've been raped. There's
no doubt in my mind that this has happened but we haven't got any evidence
that's going to convict this guy. He denies it. He's in fact got three mates
that said no, he didn't do that, it wasn't him and two of them said that he did
something else. So we haven't got a show. We believe you though, but we
haven't got enough. If we tlrcught we had enough we'd have a go, we really
would. (PC 4)
Number of false complaints
AII the detectives interviewed were asked to estimate the proportion of rape
complaints which they believed to be false. Not all would commit themselves to a
definite figure, and the responses of the six who did indicated an extremely broad
range. These ranged between one detective who said l07o and another who
estimated that 80Vo of all rapes reported were false 'in one way or another'. Others
estimated l5-207o;ZOVo or more; between a quarter and a third; and over a half.
Comments from the detectives are provided below, where possible placing their
estimates in the context within which they were made.
Oh, I would have said less than l}Vo in my opinion but it's really a
guestimate. Some people say 30-407o but I think that's way too high. When
you say more in sexuql assault compared to other offences, you do actually
have to compare the offences 
- 
Iikc, tlrcre have been more in sexual assaults
than there would have been in robbery or aggravated robbery, of which
there's veryfew. Wouldtherebe more inburglaries? I don't lcnow. (PC l1)
I mean, you'd probably deal with rape or sexual assault allegations, you'd
probably deal with at least three a week. And I've always said I would, as an
estimate, as a rough guess andwithout any research, I would say 80Vo of them
are false in one way or another. Some of them are absolately a complete
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fabrication. Others are - the rest of them aIIfit into the category really where
the victim has had sexual intercourse with someone and then has to explain
themselves to Munt or Dad or husband, or boyfriend. In the time that I've
been in the CIB I've dealt with a number of those that are complete and utter
fabrication,,iust a total lie. (PC 6)
Oh, I don't really lotow. Just if I was to say sru the last ten rapes that have
been reported to this ffice, probably three or four have been false. Three
&nywdy, I suppose, yep. (PC 10)
One detective's initial response, when asked to provide such an estimate, was to say:
D: Are you putting tlrc acid on me, Jan! Unq at one stage for me it was three
out of every foar were not valid.
JJ: OK, what do you mean b),not valid?
D: The offence was not as they described it, Iike there might have been rnore
to do with consent issues or they might have held things back that might
have evened up the story, that it might not have been rape or there might
have been custody issues involved...
A senior detective, responsible for supervising Iarge numbers of staff in an inner city
station, spoke candidly about the extent to which he believed inflated perceptions still
existed of the proportion of false rape complaints occurring:
D: There still is 
- 
unfortunately 
- 
a prevailing belief that too large a number
of complainants that come into the police are false and I disagree with that
totally. I believe 
- 
there are false complaints, have been, will be in the future,
totally false. There's no doubt about it, there are sofne - but not to the extent
that it is commonly believed there are. I think, what I think happens is that a
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person works on a false complaint and because it's such an important
investigation, it has such an impact on people, when they discover it actually
is false or can prove it, because I believe you've got to prove they're false you
can't 
.iust have a gut feeling they are but some people think you can, but once
you've proved it is, that has 
- 
it guts people. It absolutely guts people and it
works on them so much in their brain that they get tunnel vision for later on
and all they have to have is a little inconsistency for them to think, oh, this is
another bloody false complaint which is another thing I've briefed staff on. A
I00To of victims that come in here will always give an inconsistent or
something wrong with their version of events the first time, without fail. But
that's no dffirent to an aggravated robbery, or other things. (PC 1l)
J: So you think any victim...?
D: Always gets something wrong, always.
J: Why?
D: WeIl, they've just been put under the most incredible shock and stress, and
trauma, you can imagine, how the heII can they be expected to get everything
right? They won't be able to be expected to remetnber everything. I mean, I
was just reading something on memory the other day and it actually says that
when you're put under that stress you can remember quite a lot of detail on
actually what hnppened bat the peripheral stuff you don't remember as well.
WeII, simple little things about what bus they caught. I mean, they might get
that wrong and he says, oh false complaint, they can't remember what bus
they bloody caught, what a simple thing to remember.
J: So thatwould be enoughfor some detectives to write it off, do you think?
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D: Perhaps not enough, but plant a doubt. Drunk as well, doing something
silly and you add the three things together and they come up with 100 you
know, when they should only add up 
- 
weII, wait a second, this person's iust
gone through an incredibly traumatic experience, we'Il reserve judgment until
we've done an investigation. At the end of the day, any properly conducted
investigation wiII discover whether a complaint is true or false in my opinion.
Discussions about numbers inevitably led to speculation concerning reasons and
motives.
Motives underlying false complaints
Gregory and Lees ( 1999) observed in the United Kingdom context the apparent
paradox of police investigators seeming to be lacking in investigative curiosity about
the factors underlying false complaints. One New Zealand detective exemplified this
attitude when I asked him, in relation to women who had admitted making false
complaints:
J: What sorts of reasons do they give?
D: Well, none. Well, we don't ask, we don't ask why. It's not the done thing
is it? You can't just say to them, weII, why, you lcnow... I mean, do you?
Another attributed the principal motivation to be the woman's need to be noticed,
stating the main reason for false complaints as being:
D: WeII, it's generally 
- 
it's attention seeking. Something's gone wrong with
their life, their boyfriend's been ignoring them or they can't get a bloody
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boyfriend or there's a whole raf't of reasons. I don't l<now what they aII are
but there seems to me to be 
- 
that attention seeking thing seems to be the key.
J: Right, yeah. But in terms of the attention that you get, I mean, you're
Iiable to end up with quite afew pissed offpolice fficers aren'tyou?
D: But they don't think about that when they make the complaint. AII they
think about is, I'm goittg to have them all over the place and they're all going
to be interested in me and they don't think of the consequences. (PC 9)
Others tended to suggest the kinds of stereotypical rnotives often put forward
elsewhere 
- 
for example, the young girl late home, or the wife covering up her
infidelity.
Thus one detective said:
I think, going back to why people would report a rape when they haven't been
is the fact that they have compromised themselves with their behaviour and
their partners have Jbund out. To me, to me that's been my experience. That's
probably one of the biggest reasons... But yeah, there have been afew where,
you know, they've either been late home and hubby's suspected something.
(PC l0)
Similar comments were made by other detectives. PC 3, for example, said:
I know heaps of people who've, young girls who've become pregnant and they
have to teII their parents, they'Il say to their mother or sornething, 'I was
picked up one night but I don't lotow who it was' and before she's finished, the
next thing's the phone's gone, I I1 is started. And you're on there interviewing
for rape and it sounds nice, and then we sit down and someone will talk her
through it. They'Il say 'no it wasn't'. You lcnow, that's how some of these
generally start, just talking to someone.
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Mention was made by some detectives of false complaints that they believed to be
motivated by malice, the classic 'revenge' motive. One described it this way:
Sometimes they want to cause grief to somebody else, somebody who has
pissed them off. I have had a couple like this, actually. In both situations the
wotnen had a psychiatric history and were on medication and they had
stopped taking it and were getting out of control anyway and the boyfriends
had pissed tlrem off and they had laid these complaints and it was just to get
ctt the guy. (PCZ)
Another said he had encountered two such cases in his entire police career. The
example he gave involved a young woman who claimed to have been detained and
raped by a man when she went to visit a girlfriend, found her not home at the time,
and then asked the alleged offender if she could use the toilet. This detective
described the case from his perspective:
She lived not rnore than, Iiterally not more than 140 or 150 yards away. She'd
gone from her place on a warrnish night to the friend's place, 'cant I use the
toilet?' So later I'm saying to her, 'weII, how cotne you needed to use the
toilet in such a short space of time?' It may be strange but I sort of think
about those things before I go out, you lcnow. I guess that was my training,
perhaps I was over parented. But it occurred to me, you know, you just don't
go out and then several aspects of the thing, of the investigation.iust came to
hft from talking to his girl friend, which I had a bit of trouble doing. She
wasn't going to let me in, I really just conned my way into her lounge and sat
down and started taking a statement and before she lv'tew it she'd made a
statement to nxe. And I don't enjoy deceiving people like that but it turned out
that her statement was quite crucial and me establishing that was a false
complaint and that girl was a very promiscuous girl who was lcnown to people
in the neighbourhood to be one who would engage in any kind of sexual
activity that you wanted her to and she had gone round to this guy who was a
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tattooist and had promised him sex for a tattoo- Both those events happened
but for some reason she decided to say, I think, it was concern about her
boyfriendfinding out, that prompted her to say that she'd been raped. (PC 3)
The woman's father held a position of some influence in the local community, and
was not impressed by police treatment of his daughter. The detective described this
man's visit to the station:
Arzd he came in here, thumped the desk, 'My daughter was raped, what are
the bloody police doing about it? I'm happy to support you in the public
arena and fight .for resources, I want something done about it!' I thought,
jeel, am I going to break this ntan's heart and tell him that lzis daughter's a
promiscuous young wotnan who nathing happened to and who deliberately
engaged in intercourse with this guy willingly? But that was really a
malicious complaint against a particular individual. She ntaintained, she was
adamant that the rape had happened. I probably should have charged that
cow because she accused this guy of rape and actually he's since hung
himself. Now whether there's a connection there is something I'lI never know.
But I wasn't able to charge her. He hung himself. So that's the end of him.
(PC 3)
Several detectives believed that women seldom made false claims involving someone
whom they knew. In their experience, it was rare for a woman to name an alleged
offender in a case which turned out to be false. This somewhat belies the myth of
women being inclined to dob in any and every male for rape. One detective, who has
a reputation for being a hard-nosed, old-school investigator, seemed almost
embarrassed when he made the following comment:
In my experience 
- 
this is a terrible generalisation; I'm happy to say it in here
because it's not going into the media 
- 
but if a woman cornes in and
complains that a guy has raped her, generally speaking he's raped her. I
nxean, if she knows the guy and they've had sex and she walks in and says I've
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been raped by him, it's very rare that she hasn't been raped. People just don't
make that up about people. Well, they do sometimes but it's not common.
(PC e)
Some suggested that, if a woman did name a man whom she falsely accused of raping
her, it was usually for a reason. In other words, it was because he had used her or
wronged her in some way:
Other detectives cited possible psychiatric or psychological factors that may underlie
false rape allegations; one detective, for instance, talked about those who made false
complaints as often being:
Mentally disturbed women. Fantasisers. Women that conte in and have been
raped and they haven't been near a nmnfor years. (PC ll)
The comments of some detectives indicated an appreciation of the social and
psychological factors usually involved in false accusations. As PC 2 commented:
There are a whole lot af factors occurring in the complainant's Iifu that are
spinning them out of control and it can be financial, it can be their self esteem
.factors, it can be sometimes psychological factors, it can be a whole mixture
of things, relationship factors or they are pissed off that things are not going
their way, just lots of things like that. I don't thfuk there would be any one
thing happening to make a false complaint. AIcohoI is sometintes a good
reason, a goodfactor ... So I wouldn't say there was any one factor, I'd say it
was a combination and it is centered around the complainant.
Recognition of emotional and psychological factors led many of these detectives to
advocate compassion in the police response to such women. One of the more senior
and experienced detectives interviewed expressed it this way:
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In some false complaints of rape you have got to anderstand why it is people
nzake false complaints so you can actually deal with it properly. So when a
woman cornes in and makes a complaint of rape, it doesn't make it false but it
doesn't make it genuine either. But those that are false, you don't go in with
your heavy boots on and tranxp all over the victim, you have to have
compassion and understanding. You might have a sick person, whether she
is making a complaint out of a mental illness or an unresolved trauma that
she hasn't resolved as she doesn't know how to and, not the training, but the
assistance of the ntedical authorities, the counsellors that explained what it is
slte, what her problem is but it has nzanifested itself into a false complaint
which we know is false or suspect is false. So you have to know how, you
have to understand the false complaint before you carx actually deal with it in
a particular way. (PC 8)
Police responses to false complaints
The question of how to respond to perceived false complaints is a difficult one for
the police. They must be mindful of the possibility that their perceptions may or
may not be accurate, and are faced with having to determine the best way of
establishing the 'truth' of the situation. For some of the detectives interviewed, this
would mean simply challenging the complainant about any perceived inconsistencies
or apparent flaws in her statement, hoping for an admission or retraction.
Most of those interviewed said they did not personally believe in 'grilling'
complainants, with PC 6 expressing his belief that interrogation-style interviews no
longer occurred:
WelI, people say, well, you understand then why detectives might grill or give
a victim such a hard time at the first stage of the interview. But I think we've
grown out of that in the police, you lorcw. That happened 20 years ago but I
don't think it happens now because I think we're a linle more proJessional
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now and we, you lcnow, we listen to the victim, we take that in, we do the
prelimfuary interview, get the information and then investigate what she says.
Several detectives admitted, however, that they were aware of colleagues in the
police who did still practise interrogation-style techniques:
But there is still some people out there, sonte police, that do give
complainants a hard time because, for example, one might scty to them, weII
you're going to get a hard time in court, no one's going to believe you because
that's the way the system is. Now whether that's being negative because of tlrc
police environment they're working in and they've become negative or
whether they're 
.iust trying to do something they're not trained at. That's
probably more to the point. But yeah, there's some police there that say, weII
you lotow, you're going to get a hard time in court, and I lcnow that happens.
And it usually happens basically at the front counter when the wontan first
conxes into cor?xplain to some joker on night shift who's probably a bit tired
and has got to take a statement. But I don't think, it's not that often. (PC l0)
PC 9 maintained that the ability to read and interpret body language was important
when testing the veracity of a complainant. He said:
You've either got a nose for it or you haven't and you know the old story of
which side they're looking for the inspiration about wlmt they're telling you?
When someone's talking to me, I can tell. It's if they're looking to make
something up they look up to the left 
- 
to their lefi, and if they're searching
their memory banks, they tend to look up to their right. I think that's how it
goes. Yeah, body language does really come into it quite a bit.
Some expressed strong concerns about the impact of showing complainants that they
had doubts about the veracity of their statement and advocated extreme caution and
sensitivity in such matters. PC 6, for instance, said he was often appalled with how
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rape victims were treated in court and believed the police needed to guard against
doing the same:
You lcnow, they deserve the best we carx give them,. Let's not shit on them
straight away, even if you htow they're lying, get their story and then do your
.job properly, do your investigation thoroughly and then you can go back to
thent and be straight up and down with them and say, Iook, you know, this
doesn't tie up with that and this is not right and there's these inconsistencies
here, we need to larcw the real truth. But if you don't do your investigation
properly then you can't do that. And tltere's nothing to be gained just sining
down with the victim and saying you're bloody lying. You're not telling me the
whole truth, I need to lcnow the whole truth. WelI, what do you gain? You
lcnow, you get the victim off side and then they go away and teII their story to
their girlfriends and then you get this, the whole thing, where women are too
.frightened, or not too frightened, they just don't want to come to the police
with their complaints,
One strategy suggested involved the need to preserve a positive relationship between
the complainant and the detective whom she had made the initial statement to, in
order to safeguard at least some feeling of trust and rapport with the police. If
inconsistencies had to be confronted, the suggestion was made by one detective that
the confronting should be conducted by a different detective, a little like the 'good
cop, bad cop' scenario. This way, hopefully, the women's confidence in the entire
police force would not be undermined:
You can't have the same detective that interviewed her suggest to her that the
complaint is false and the investigator that took the complaint of rape 'cantse
the victim has the association of that detective and ... she trusts the detective
and we need to maintain that ffust always. You have to have someone else
who goes to lzer and puts the falseness of her complaint back to her. Now she
might do two things, she might roll over and accept it and cry, but she might
go the other u,ay and that is aggressively and violently, not physically, but
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verbally, dispute our interpretation and vent her rage out on that police
fficer. Now, 1,61t don't want the rage being vented to the police fficer that
she has put her trust in, in telling this complaint...so you put a stranger in
there, you put another detective in there so she has always got an ally in the
police if she wants to come in five days later and say. 'Oh, I'm really sorry
that I told you about that complaint. You treated rne well, not like that
bastard that came in the other day - he was really rude to me'. See what I'm
getting at?
So that's why you have two people, 'cause Wu still have to think, you can't
cut off her lorces and chop her head off, this is a victim we might need on our
side in years to corne so you don't bloody kill them. Horses for courses,
that's why we need the understanding of the complaint so we lqtow how to
dealwith tr. (PC 8)
One detective maintained that the detectives he worked with were able to obtain a
victim retraction in at least 507o of cases involving false complaints.
It depends on how you package it, how you approach it, you lmow. With
empathy, its deftnitely the way to go, there is no use yelling and screaming at
people, that's just... those days are gone and some days it just firmly
entrenches their position that they have already lied to you. (PC 12)
Detectives differed quite rnarkedly in their responses regarding whether or not
women who made false allegations should be charged or not. A few said
categorically that they should be charged:
I charge them because I think they do a lot of harm long term. I mean, they
cause so many problems and not just the work, but it puts aII these people 
- 
it
causes a lot of these other things that in the past, we've gone through the
hoops because ofthese people andperhaps unnecessarily. (PC 5)
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Often the detectives specified that the underlying motive or state of the woman would
be the main factor determining their course of action. Thus PC 4 was clear that:
I think if it's malicious and done.for criminal reasons they should be dealt
with in the court. That's a small percentage. If they've done it out of
confitsion, dysfunctionality, drink, drugs, other problems, then they should be
dealt with on the basis that it's a problem rather than a crime.
Some stated, however, that in their experience most false complaints did not name a
suspect. PC 9, for instance, said:
In my experience most of them 
- 
most of the false complaints that we get
where we end up charging the woman, there has been no person there at all.
They've scratclted themselves and basically are attentiotz seeking. Nothing
has happened to them.
When I asked if such cases were rare, he replied:
They're not rare but um, but they're not common. Yeah, they're relatively
rare. Yeah, it takes a lot of courage for a wornan to go into a police station
and say to sorne big burly cop that she's been raped,lcnowing she's going to
be put through the wringer and medically examined and the works.
Two detectives cited examples of cases where they had recommended that the woman
involved should be given diversion. In one of these situations, the detective stated
clearly his reasons for advocating such a course of action:
I said [to Prosecutions section], I don't want her going to the open court. I
don't believe that's entirely appropriate, because of the conviction and iust the
boy that cried wolf, isn't it? Now what happens in tvvo years from now, or ten
bloody years from now, if she gets raped and the police look at her history?
It doesn't say what the false complaint was about but a good investigator is
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either going to ask or get the fiIe out. If he says to her, I'm going to get this
file out, you'd better teII me ahout it, she wiII say oh yes I made up this false
allegation that I was raped and that's going to blow her credibility right out of
the window and I'm very concerned about the ramifications of prosecuting
someone... But certainly, if she had nominated somebody and that person
had been caused public embarrassment, Iike their work-mates lcnew they had
been accused of a ra.pe, I don't think that that comes into it then. That's a
prosecution. (PC 3)
Several detectives queried the utiliry of the police taking women who made false
complaints through the court system. PC 8, for instance, maintained:
We very rarely take false complaints of rape to court. What does it achieve?
It's time consuming for us to pursue a prosecutionwhere there is no crime;
this victim may be a victimfor her own reasons. She might have put herself
in a position, she regrets it very much, what's the point of kicking it out? She
has had a heII of a telling offfrom us, she Ims probably had a grilling, she has
been abused by us, politely, but still abused by us, had a telling off. So what's
the point in going to court?
We don't tend to take false victims to court simply because we want to get our
own back. It doesn't achieve anything, it just ties us up. It means we have to,
its another court case we lmve to prepare and takes time away from our
normal duties... the court would probably let her off, she has already got a
warning from us, she is getting kicked out the door and aflea in her ear in no
uncertain terms and that is probably for the satisfaction of us. A detective
ca.n verxt his rage through his mouth, we don't need another court case.
Some detectives noted that often it appeared that those making false allegations
suffered from some intellectual or mental disability, and queried the wisdom of
putting such persons through the court system. One said that they often considered
laying charges but usually refrained from actually doing so:
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The decision to charge is not of-ten made and I'd say this is because of the
victim being unstable. Like, we had an IHC victim who complained to her
mother or teacher that slze was raped. You wouldn't charge an IHC person.
It's just a waste of time. Then yoa'Il get the mentally unstable ones who have,
for some reason they've been suffering from a lot of mental stress, or
psychological stress, who wiII claim they've been raped and what's the point
of putting them through it? You're probably going to push thenz over the
edge. (PC 10)
Others spoke of the need to try and address the underlying problems:
WeII, I mean there are many ways you could respond to it. I respond to them
by talking a bit to them about their problems and why are they like that,
'cause if it's financial - Iooh here is the number and let's ring these people
and go and see them for budgetary advice; because if you are having
problems with relationships,Iet's go and see these people here; and give them
numbers and give them the opportunity to rernedy it themselves so they don't
get caught in that situation again.. . It' s itnportant that you follow it up if they
are making false statements you have got to look at why. (PC 9)
From comments made, it appears that more women might be charged if the police
considered that sufficient evidence was available. A central factor underlying the
few prosecutions each year for false complaints involved difficulties in coroborating
such cases. One detective (PC 9) said his station seldom charged the women:
... because itb so hard to prove and it's so easy for a woman to come in and
say 
- 
a big tattooed bum bloody leapt out of the bushes in the park and raped
me and ran aff into the darkness and I've never seen him since, and it's so
hard to refute that. I mean especially tf they go into the park and lie down on
the ground and roll round a bit and put a scratch on their face and put a bit of
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mud in their hair and then come down to the police station. It's very hard to
htock that over.
Another detective commented in a similar vein that a deterrent to prosecution would
be the time required to prepare a case for court:
It depends on ltow much work is going to be involved in blowing their story
out of the water, to be honest, because I mean, if you are going to have to
spend another 100 man hours provirtg them to be not telling the truth, a liar in
this case and then charging them with the Summary Offences Act which is, I
think, 3 months and a thousand or 6 months and two tlxousand, so very low on
the scale cause there is no crime as such and um is it vvorth it? Or do you.iust
clear it as a warning or.iust no offence disclosed, and just move on because
we are just so busy? (PC 12)
One potentially problematic area for police relates to the transition in status from a
woman being interviewed as a complainant to being treated as an alleged offender.
At some point in the proceedings, her status changes in the eyes of the police. This
tension was acknowledged by at least one of the detectives interviewed:
That's another areawhich is a bit dfficult to sort out because you do get some
complainants come in, you krzow their complaint is a bit suspect for whatever
reason. Whether they've got a husband and they've been caught out playing
around or who lcnows what the reasons are really. And then you re-interview
them as a suspect, I suppose, not a complainant, but you lcnow you put the
hard word on that their complaint is not true and get an admission and an
apology. Then there's the decision weII you've mucked us around for a couple
of weeks, do we charge her with making afalse complaint or not. And then
you've got to take into consideration what the effect of charging them would
have on them. And they've already either been through some psychological
trauma or problem which has brought them to the station to complain in the
first place. So it's not going to benefit anybody. (PC 10)
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Another senior detective also expressed strong views when questioned concerning his
stance on this issue:
D: I'm not a fan of clnrging people with false complaints . . . I mean, there are
sonxe that you should do, but my personal view is that you err on the side of
caution charging thent rather than not, because I would hate to ever deter a
Iegitimate one coming on because especially when they're in a situation
where they're thinking,'Jesus, t?o one's going to believe me! Wow, that
wotnan got charged last week for a .false complaint, maybe I won't bother',
sort of thing. I'd rather not run that risk
J: Right, because you're worried about, that it wiII deter others from
reporting?
D: Deter others. I can equally agree with a lot of people of my rank around
the country who would say the opposite. No, we want to deter aII those ones
that are false and save ourselves hundreds of thousands of investigative
hours. I mean, there's arguments both sides, it iust depends where you sit
with it. I certainly don't say they're wrong with their view and I don't think
I'm wrong with my view.
J: It's a balancing act, isn't it?
D: Yes, absolutely, and there's sorne of them I'd have no hesitation in
charging.
J: So have youbeen involved in cases where the complainant's been charged?
D: No.
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J: Never?
D: No.
J: Right.
D: But that doesn't mean I wouldn't.
J : So what would motivate you to?
It just depends on tlrc circumstances.
D: First of aII, you'd have to have a vety strong case. You'd have to have a
lot of good evidence. And I haven't seen one yet where we had enough
evidence to prove it, so I probably stand back a bit more than we nonnally do
because it's such a huge one to get wrong. Huge. And I thinkyou're better to
sort of, Iet it go, than to get itwrong. (PC 11)
The overall impression gained from the detectives interviewed was of significant
variation in their views concerning what responses were appropriate. While some
felt justified in 'throwing the book' at certain women who made false allegations,
others questioned what gains would be made by such actions and expressed concern
about possible consequences further down the track. These could involve, for
example, someone labelled as a 'false complainer' later actually being raped but
being disbelieved because of her previous false allegation, through to other victims
being deterred generally from reporting sexual assaults.
The possibility also exists, and was acknowledged by some, of the police being
wrong in their assessment that a woman was lying. In many cases of date and
acquaintance rape, especially, there are two parties presenting different versions of
events and little other evidence. Numerous examples of this kind of scenario were
presented in Chapter 5, showing the difficulties faced by complainants in convincing
the police of their victimisation. Men accused of rape rarely agree with the
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accusation; thus, in the face of her assertion and his denial, whose account prevails?
In practice, the woman making the allegation is challenged the most rigorously
concerning her account of the events.
Testing the veracity of a complaint is often a delicate and complex task and, as was
evident in cases examined in the previous chapter, the possibility exists of cues being
misinterpreted or having overly much significance attached to them. One detective
(PC I 1) commented that expectations held by the police regarding complainants'
testimonv wele sometimes unrealistic:
D: Just the fact that anyone who comes in here wiII not, cannot, possibly be
expected to remember everything, get everything in some sort of logical sense,
or chronological sense, because of what's happened to them. I was never told
that, or didn't understand it. We go into policeman mode when dealing with
the victim.
J: What's that? How would you describe that?
D: It's that we want the facts now, here, in logical order, we want to l<now
what happened after that, this one first, and we want to get the whole thing
now. And with a lot of victims we can get that, but of conrse, with rape
victims you don't get it as easily because of the stress.
A senior detective with the Offender Profiling Squad provided a good example of the
ways in which strange behaviour by the complainant can erroneously be interpreted
as suspect by the police. The example is included in full because of the insights it
provides into the police psyche and the way in which information can easily be
misinteqpreted, sometimes simply for the police to be able to close a case.
We tell the story of one of the Park victims whose mother was 7l and she was
IH and the girl as a result was also intellectually challenged and she lived in
Otara, she was a Pakeha girl and she'd been attacked for the second time.
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Hadn't been raped, but there was assault with intent to rape. And of course,
that immediately gives you the problem of forensic. Immediately you've got
no forensic as far as he's concerned and you've got no proof that a rape was
going to occur. Where you've got semen, at least you've got, you can say
well, okay, intercourse has taken place and then you've got that. So attempt
is always arguable, no rnatter what the charge is and this particular girl 
- 
the
mother, it was a shocking house. Went in there and the detective sat down
and the girl sat down there and he was sining there and the first thing she did
was, she got up and she went to the fridge and took out a handful of raw
mince and started eating it in front of him. The detective, in fairness to him,
took a statement from her and took the details and he treated it as attempted
murder because she was pretty badly smacked around in the head, and he
went back to her later on and thought well Mum's mad, she's half crary, what
did happen, antd it was suggested perhaps that Mum had attacked her. And
you've got to try, because you're tryhg to rationalise the irrational sometirnes
and when you.'re dealing with people like that you try and figure out: has
there actually been someone in here or not?
Because it was an unsolved attempted murder, they sent a senior detective
around there to speak to Munt, put it on Mum, because somehow they'd come
to the conclusion that Mum 
- 
because there'd been domestic problems and we
thought it might have been just 
- 
because she was so badly beaten and ended
up in going to hospital that perhaps they'd iust covered up and said there was
an intruder in the house, to cover up the violence of an unsatisfactory
relationship between this mother, and that's how it was written off, I think.
Now I actually stumbled on that fiIe because I was pulling out all the intruder
attacks in Otara when I was doing Park and that file was one of them. So I
pulled the file out, and I pulled the open report and it iust gives a quick
sumrndry that they believed the mother was responsible and there wasn't an
intruder there and I of course took that as read and I threw it on, I think I had
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aII the files at home in those days and I was kind of reading them in bed, you
know, and I threw it on the ground and it feII open with a photograph of a
table underneath this window, with the old window that pulled out, and
Thompson pulled out and went in under the window which was his MO,
always put something under the window. I picked it up again and had a look
at it and there was actually a job sheet in there from a neighbour who had
allegedly seen someone running away. I thought, well, I don't kt1.ow, it seems
a bit of an easy result here for the police just to get rid of this file and then
further on into the file there was a.iob sheet by a dog handler who had
tracked and tlze witness, the neighbour's view of this offender into a school at
the back, which Thompson went to, all schools. I thought this is ridiculous. I
had a look at it and I included it in as one of Joe Thompson's attacks and it
was one which he ahnitted to. He did it both times; he attacked that girl
twice. (PC 5)
The above scenario shows how the factors of intellectual disability and somewhat
strange and off-putting behaviour on the part of the complainant created sufficient
doubt for the initial account to be rejected and for the family to come under suspicion
instead. It was virtually a chance discovery by a detective on another investigation
that led to this case being re-examined and to the complainant's version of events
finally being upheld. As this detective said, it's important for the police not to read
too much into how the comolainant behaves when still in shock:
The point of the whole thing was: it doesn't matter how the victim reacts to
you, because, as you lcnow, every wonxan acts dffirently to stress, and some
of them are going to be a blubbery mess, sonxe of them are going to over
compensate with confidence, and some of them are going be antasonistic
towards the first police, Iike whoever comes in - 'piss off. One of them did
that, in Park. Another one's going to throw their arms aroundyou as their
saviour. So I mean, it's going to be all that and everything inbetween. (PC 5)
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This same detective also cited a case in the Malcolm Rewa5 investigationo where a
woman reported and actually named Rewa for a rape in 1987. He produced an alibi,
and the local police, despite knowing he had a previous conviction for attempted rape,
wrote off her complaint. Michelle6 said in an interview for the New Zealand
Woman's Weekly, that she was devastated when the police said they would not be
pursuing their investigation of her case, and added:
They [police] weren't teating me seriousb,. As far as they were concemed, I
was just some bimbo. I wasn't important enough for them to go to any
trouble. But I was a decent young girl who'd got in with the wrong crowd.
And it wasn't as if I was out at a parry with hhn when I was raped. I was
home in bed. (quoted in Fleming, 1998,22)
Michelle's boyfriend was a member of the same gang as Rewa, and was in fact a
'rnate' of Rewa's. The 'alibi' on which the police depended was nothing more than
her boyfriend's testimony that If Hammey' says I was with him, then I was, combined
with his refusal to sign a statement to this effect (Fleming, 1998,23). Nine years and
24 women later, Malcolm Rewa was arrested. Michelle rang the police team
working on Operation Harvey:
I told the policeman my name and said, 'This man raped me in 1987 and got
away with it.' The detective said, 'Yes, Michelle, we l<now.' They had my
fiIe there, andfinally sonxeone believed me. They really believed me. (Ibid.)
s Three major serial rape investigations were conducted in Auckland, New Zealand's largest city, in
the 1990's, referred to by the police as Operation Park, Operation Harvey, and Operation Atlas.
Operation Park resulted in the arrest of Joseph Thompson, who pleaded guilty in 1995 to 46 counts of
sexual violation by rape and 15 counts of sexual violation by unlawful sexual connection, as well as
rnultiple counts of burglary related offences (Williams, 1998,237). Operations Harvey and Atlas were
merged when it became clear that these investigations involved the same offender, the person later
identified as Malcolm Rewa.
o 
'Michelle' was the name used to refer to this woman in an article published in the New Zealand
Woman's Weekly, 15 June, 1998.
7 
'Hammer' was Malcolm Rewa's nickname, given to him by Highway 61 members after he became
known for strapping a hammer to his motorcycle to sort out any trouble (Williams, 1998, 219).
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Michelle's case demonstrates well how police assessments of a victim's character and
credibility can, at times, impede their ability to see her as a legitimate victim.
Fortunately, at least amongst some of the more experienced detectives interviewed,
this perception appears to be changing. Some acknowledged, for instance, that they
had come to realise the ways in which certain women may be more vulnerable to rape
or may engage in riskier behaviours than others, and how this should in no way
detract from their entitlement to police service and protection. A female detective
described a case that was nearly dismissed as a false complaint:
I di&t't attend the initial scene; it was dealt with by tlre night shift crime car, a
detective and a constable, and it was a prostitute and she was really drunk
wlren they saw her and her clothes had been tettered and that sort of thing
and they couldn't get a straigltt story from her because she was really drunk
and they had her infor an evidential medical examination and the doctor had
done the Woods test which is shirting a light on her. This guy hadn't actually
had sex with her; lte had ejaculated aII over the back of her legs and
pantyhose and tlte Woods test didn't show any semen. I came to work the next
morning and got the file and the reports of other police fficers, whnt they
were saying, you know this absolutely wreaks of no, you know, this just didnt
happen and aII that sort of thing, and so I spoke to this wornen later in the day
when she had woken up and she was a bit more sober and I was still really
ffi, going on what the cops had said who were first at the scene, that sort of
thing.
I actually spoke to her about this being afalse rape complaint and that sort of
thing and she was quite adamant that it wasn't and did get upset with me. I
can honestly say it was the first time I have actually said the Woods test where
there was no semen so I was 'what are you doing?' an"d aII that sort of thing,
and she just stuck with it. So I re-interviewed her and got another staternent
from her that provided a bit more detail and I thought, I am going to send
everything to the ESR because I just want to be truly sure and it came back
from the ESR and there was lots of semen there and I just felt awful because I
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had just relied on this Woods test that the DSAC doctor had used so yeah, it
was a learning curve for me, that I wiII still go with how I feel with the
complainant and go from there. I went back to her and sort of apologised to
her and explained to her wlxy I was concerned about it and the Woods test and
the ESR examination and all of that and she was really good about it. And
she could see where I was coming from and we still keep in touch. (PC 2)
This detective also said that ten days after this woman had been attacked, a man
fitting the same description attacked another prostitute working in the same area. At
the time of the interview, a suspect had been identified and the detective said she was
fairly certain the case would proceed to court.
Complainants' credibility
Often the central issue at stake is the complainant's credibility. To what extent does
she present as an authentic and credible victim? In practice, this often translates to
mean: to what extent does this complainant present as an authentic and credible
person? What is her social status? Has she been in trouble with the police before?
Does she have drug and alcohol problems? Underlying these kinds of questions may
be an assumption that only certain, socially 'approved' kinds of women can be
genuine victims of rape. The rest are at best, dubious; at worst, sluts and liars.
Police officers inevitably engage in assessments of complainants and how they
present, especially in comparison to the characteristics of the alleged offender. The
use of stereotypes to inform the exercise of police discretion generally has been well-
documented and is in many ways understandable (Reiner, 1994; White and Perrone,
1997). Where it becomes problematic, however, is when adherence to judgmental
stereotypes may blind some officers to the 'truth'. This is what men like Morgan
Fahey will often rely on when they select victims whom they expect the police will
appraise as somewhat dubious.
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Some of those interviewed spoke about certain kinds of behaviours which were
perceived as risky and 'inviting trouble'.
One situation like that would be those girls or women that let their hair down,
so to speak, and put themselves in a situation like a gang environment. You
hzow, like there's been a lot of cases I've been involved with where you've just
got to ask yourself: why the heII did you go there? Because the writing's on
rhe waII. (PC 10)
Alcohol-related issues often prove to be particularly problematic. As was evident in
Chapters 4 and 5 and substantiated by research conducted elsewhere (Amir, l97l;
Crowell and Burgess, 1996; Russell, 1984; Warshaw, 1988), many sexual assaults
occur in contexts where both the complainant and the alleged perpetrator have been
drinking and, in situations of high alcohol consumption, it is initially hard to obtain
good interview data from the parties involved. While some detectives acknowledged
that it was not appropriate for men to have sex with women who were too drunk to
consent, and that this amounted to rape, nevertheless a woman's drunkenness could
count against perceptions of her as a credible victim.
In discussing the issue of consent for drunken victims, one detective (PC 3) compared
this to the age of consent generally:
The big grey area that comes in is this consent thing and whether intoxicated
people can consent. They can't in law, whether people under I6 can consent,
they can't in law. But in practice they do, you know there's not many 16 year
old virgins out there now, are there? Really, when you see young kids and
their sexual behaviour. I know from what my daughter says about some of
her friends and the activities they get up to with boys and that. It's actually
pretty frightening.
The above comment suggests that, for this detective at least, although the law states
one has to be 16, and sober, to consent, in practice, he feels this did not accord with
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his experience. Given the views expressed here, it is interesting to speculate how
detectives with views such as his might respond to a drunken teenager complaining of
rape.
Concern was expressed by some over the extent of risk-taking behaviour engaged in
by some young people, particularly after heavy alcohol consumption
Let's face it, when you're in your teens and your young twenties, whether
you're tnen or wonxen, you're taking risk taking belzaviour, and when you're
doing that you often put yourself in situations where you increase the odds of
something happening to you. It's as simple as that really. So, alcohol is
r,tsually the reason why they take risks they normally wouldn't have. (PC 11)
Furthermore, the extent of alcohol involvement could also complicate police
investigative procedures. As this detective went on to comment:
It does add to the challenge to it, because memory cornes into it. Most of 
-
weII, a large proportion of the victims come in somewhere between the hours
of IIpm and. about 3 or 4am. They've usually been up since about six or
seven o'clock the previous day, so they're tired as, as weII as that they're
normally drunk and sometimes incoherent, obviously in shock, traumatised
and so all in aII that's a great recipe for not actually being able to get things
that accurare. (PC 11)
Many of the detectives noted the frequency of alcohol involvement in rape
complaints, particularly between persons known to each other where the difficulties
often revolved around consent issues. One senior detective strongly believed alcohol
to be a contributing factor in sexual assaults generally, arguing that those most at risk
were:
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Drunk wornen under the age of 25 basically, for both actually, for consensual
- 
or for stranger and non-stranger. Defi.nitely. I mean, I tell my staffwhen I
induct them, 95Vo of women that come in here complaining of sexual attacks
will be under the age of 25 and they'Il be drunk. 957o of the nten that come in
here and complain of getting beaten up will be under the age of 25 and they'lI
be druttk, too. It's just that nxen get their heads kicked in and the women get
sexually violated. Because they're the people that are out there on the street
and available as targets. (PC 11)
Another detective gave an example of the kind of case which he considered to have
arisen completely from the victim's intoxication, and which would be impossible for
the police to proceed with. In this particular situation, two sisters were drinking
together at the pub, a guy gave them a lift home, one sister went inside and the other
chose to stay in the car. As the detective described it:
She just got so drttnk at a pub and she went off, went home with this guy and
woke up at Jbur in the monting alongside some guy she'd never seen before in
her life. Screarhed rape, you know, ran oat of the house naked to the next
door neighbour's. But you know, we didn't deal with that as a rape. We
investigated it: you've got to do the work, you know, and you've got to do it
properly. You can't just, what I'm trying to say is, yon've got to do your
investigation properly and then when you've done it properly, if you've done
your job properly, you wiII establish the tru.th, whether it's genuine, whether
it's completely false, or what - what little fabrications there are in there on
the way, you know. And that girl in fsuburbJ, we diht't proceed with a
prosecution in the end and she wasn't happy with that but we would have got
nowhere withthat.
At the end of the day, you know what I mean, we didn't write that off as no
offence disclosed, we just write that off as 
- 
how did we write that one off?
Off the top of m1 head I can't remember how we wrote it off but simply that, I
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mean there's iust no point ht proceeding with the investigation. It was just
that slte woke up at four in the moming or five in the monting and saw this
big black man next to her tlmt she'd never seen before in her lift, because she
was so pissed the night before she couldn't remember, and she was temified
and jumped out of bed and took off.
I mean hell, you krzow, imagine trying to take that to trial. I know that you
lcnow if she's drunk she can't give infanned consent, but it's fine in court but
it's fine when they talk about it in the clear light of day. But hell, you stand up
at trial and you get tltis victim up there who says, 'WeIl, I can't remember
muclt and I was at the pub and I got pissed with my sister'. Then the sister
gives evidence and says, 'WeII, look, we were at our place at the front gate
and I said come with me, and she says no, I'm going with this guy'. It doesn't
look good and I think, you lvtow, you'dfind it very,, very hard.
For complainants, as we saw earlier in the discussion of police files, fears concerning
how the police will respond to knowledge of their drunkenness can impact heavily on
their disclosure. For example, a complainant who is worried that the police may
judge her negatively may try to minimise her estimation of how much alcohol she had
consumed. From a police perspective, however, her actions in this regard could
further count against her. Now, as well as being a drunk, she is seen as a liar as well.
Some detectives spoke about the demeanour of the victim, but mostly in ways which
suggested that they knew this was a complicated variable to assess in rape victims.
One detective (PC 12) emphasised the ways in which his understanding had changed
over the years, so that he was now less likely to be influenced by sorne of the
traditional police indicators of credibility and authenticity. Instead, he prefers to look
for evidence and corroboration of the victim's story, rather than attach too much
significance to factors such as demeanour. As he expressed it:
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So the key issue for me is corroboration, to a lesser, a much lesser extent, is
credibility. Because professional women get attacked, prostitutes get
attacked, people who have been abused previously get attacked, people with
criminal convictions get sexually attacked, so it would be very unfair to say
that you have to be white, you have to be between 2A and 40, you've gotta
Itave no criminal convictions and that sort of stereotyping. You can't do it.
And that's what you have to keep reminding our staff at times, they are junior
staff thet do get impressions placed upon thent by staff who are tnore
experienced and cynical and it's amazing how the sort of effect that can have
on people and that is what you try to encourage at the end of the day, that
they have their own mind and can make up their own opinion rather than just
going with tlte flow, 'cause it's just wrong to go with the flow. So yes,
corroboration is the key thing for me. (PC 12)
A senior detective provided an example of a case which the complainant had pursued
through to the Police Complaints Authority in her efforts to have her account of rape
believed.
The guy that was the offender is an icon down there. He played provincial
rugby, he was a big rough character, everyone loved him but deep down he
was an arse hole and there were job sheets there from other [guys'] wives
who said when their husbands went away he always seemed to turn up at the
doorstep seeing if they wanted anything and occasionally he would put the
hard word on them and in fact one wotnan said he said, 'oh, if you let me in
the sack things will go better at tlu College for your husband' and all this sort
of shit so he was a 
- 
his axitudeE were there to be seen but the cops down
there didn't want to see them because thev liked him.
WeII, she was a bit older 
- 
she was 
- 
a lot of these people they'll say oh she's
a bloody psycho and aften they are. But because she's a psycho doesn't mean
that she's a bloody viable target for some arse hole to go and rape. He
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probably sized her up 
- 
she wds a bit of a police groupie, this lass, and this
guy obviously thought 'oh she hangs around with the cops I'il give her one
and she'll never complain'. And that wesn't the case at aII. It turned out she
was a virgin; although she was in her early 30s, she'd never had sex. And n'vo
[cops] went to bed and left hint up with her. And it's clear to me from reading
it that they were uncomfortable with his behaviour and they buggered off to
bed to get away. And they both lied about what had happened.
When this complaint was made [the detective], who's an old rugby man, just
said ' no way'. And then aII the guys said, 'oh she's a bloody psycho, that
tart, she hangs round aII the football teams and hangs round the cops' and so
they had this animosity if you like towards this woman.from the outset and
they let it colour their thinking and their judgement....
They'll never get hinx convicted 
- 
never, because it's been so long ago and slrc
did all the wrong things afterwards. ffierwards she never complained to tlxe
other two cops tlrc next day.... She went to Australia on holiday and then told
a.friend in Australia, 'this policeman raped me and I didn't feel I could do
anything because aII the police like him and they wouldn't believe me', and it
was a son of self-fulfiUing prophecy she had set up really. (PC 9)
Another detective spoke of the way in which inconsistencies could alert the police to
a possible false complaint, although the possibility of misinterpretation also existed.
What was more irnportant was the existence of corroborative evidence:
You've got to be so careful because sametimes you'd get discrepancies from
genuine complainants too. It's only going through all the evidence, really,
andwhat supports it and what doesn't and there's usually some signal event in
the course of the inquiry and you go aaaah this is a bloody false complaint.
And it's like a big alarm clock going off. A classic example is someone who
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says she's been raped in a bloody park by somebody that walked up behind
her and tlten you go and find she's been at a night-club and then you.find that
at the night-club she was dancing and kissing this guy and getting really
bloody hot with him and then it suddenly starts to gel, well, Inng on a minute
- 
yeah. (PC 9)
Police procedures
From the descriptions provided of police procedures, it is clear that currently there is
very little consistency between different areas of the country with regard to the
processing of sexual assault complaints. The specific aspects focussed on here relate
to police dealings with the complainant, since these are the central concern of this
thesis. The general requirements remain the same; for example, obtaining a statement
from the victim, probably ananging for her to have a forensic medical examination,
explaining to her the reasons for proceeding or not proceeding with the case, and so
forth. However, considerable variation appears to exist in relation to how such
requirements are managed.
One controversial area within the police relates to the optimal time at which to obtain
the complainant's statement (Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994). Traditionally, police
practice worked on the assumption that the statement should be obtained immediately
upon reporting, and gradually this changed in New Te,aland to a procedure whereby
the medical examination was prioritised, for evidential reasons, and ttre staternent was
obtained directly following this examination. Feedback from complainants,
however, such as that documented in the research presented in Chapter 3, indicated
that taking their statement following the medical examination invariably meant that it
was obtained at a time when they often felt exhausted, traumatised, possibly affected
by alcohol or drugs, and generally not particularly coherent. Since the statement
forms such a critical part of any ensuing court trial, some police have begun to
question the 'hand-me-down' wisdom of their predecessors. This was evident in the
interviews when some detectives discussed the traditional approach while others
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spoke of the advantages of delayed statement-taking.
determining the order of these procedures could be difficult:
Some admitted that
The biggest problem I h.ave 
- 
and I think we have 
- 
investigating rape
complainants is tlrc period of taking the statement and the medical being done
okay. It's a confusing area because a staternent can take hours to take flom a
distraught victim and usually you've got a doctor called in and on standby and
as tirne ticks on with that statenxent going on, they're getting impatient about
where's this person I'm supposed to be examining. And it usually lwppens
with inexperienced staff that the doctor wiII get the victim to her surgery as
quick as possible, and that leaves the police in a situation with not really
btowing what's going on, because it hasn't been committed to paper and
nothing to work on and that area is a little bit untidy, if you know what I
mean. You've got the investigators screaming out for a statement so they can
go and do a scene examination, pick up exhibits. Just a preliminary, a otxe
pagerwoulddo. Yeah, one page.
But it's lnrd even to get one page off women who are really emotionally, you
know. You've got to console them and then bring them around and then give
them a cup of coffee which is all part of the process and they ntightn't even
talk for any hour. They might just sit there sobbing and you know they've
been raped but they can't relate the experience right there and then because of
post trauma stress and aII that, I suppose. You've got a doctor screaming for
them to come down to the surgery. Where is she, you know, I've been called
out. And there's always the dfficulty of what do you do first, do you take a
statement off her first or do you get her to the medicalfirst? And then you go
to the medical and the doctor says: what happened? And then you say, well,
we haven't got a statement or anything yet. But you've just got to work
through each of those cases as you can. (PC l0)
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Several stressed that the complainant was often not in the best state of mind to be
interviewed at the time of the initial complaint. Thus one experienced detective
maintained:
As far as the medical examination goes, obviously the earlier the better, it has
to be done. But as for a statement being done intmediately, if she's not up to
it, what's the point? Because what you've got is a tired person who doesn't
really want to be there. And I tneanx, that's the key to getting a statement
from somebody. There's no point in getting a statement from sonrcone who
you haven't got a rapport with and you're not, she's not relaxed. Because
apart from anythhxg else all she wants to do is get out of there and she'll cut it
short, she'Il miss things out and she'Il perhaps not be concentrating - I mean,
getting things out of the old noggitz at any time can be lzard for some people,
and if you're not focused on. it you're not going to get the stuff out. So I
haven't got a probletn with her being intentiewed later on. (PC 5)
Another detective had even prepared a briefing paper for his station on the merits of
delayed statement-taking, such was his conviction that this approach was preferable
to requiring an exhausted complainant to spend hours trying to provide police with a
clear, consistent account of every detail about what had happened to her. He
maintained that police insistence on taking a statement when the woman was
exhausted was abusive and counter-productive:
At the end of the day, aII those things are what the armTt do when they torture
people, don't they? Sleep deprivation and blimmen all that sort of thing, and
we do that to our rape victims! And so I think 
- 
there's been a nuntber of
reasonsfor that [immediate statement-takingJ. I mean, there's been certainly
a culture within the CIB where you wouldn't want to be seen as duck shoving
so the nightshift crime car who deal with those people wouldn't want to leave
it to the early shift because they don't want to be seen as doing a duck shove.
'Whereas now I'm trying to get through to them, weII it's not a duck shove,
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what you should do is actually take the details of what happened, what they
can remember at that time, but don't sit there for hours typing on a blimmen
typewriter with detective's skills at typing at two words a minute because that
just prolongs the agony for the victim. Get tlte details down in a note book,
pass it on to the early shif't. Bring the victim back in 18 hours later when
they've sobered up and have got a big clearer memory of what actually
happened. (PC 11)
Discussion of the possible merits associated with delayed statement-taking prompted
one detective to provide a clear, recent example of where he believed the police
seriously erred in not providing a complainant with that option. In this particular
case, a young woman alleged having been raped late one night by two men, and the
police insisted on obtaining a statement from her as soon as possible.
The statement taken by the police fficer was appalling, absolutely appalling.
He was a detective constable and a ver)', very good one but he tried to
interview her after she had been up 16 hours or something like that. And
after she'd been drinking. And he got the medical off her and then he tried to
interview her, so it was always going to be a bad interview as she was at the
end of her tether.... That was a classic where we should have sent her home
and she would have come back much clearer. She didn't even read the
statement, she told us, she didn't even read it, he walked out of the room while
she was there, she.iust signed it, was too tired, couldn't be bothered and there
was some particularly conceming points in that statement that made us
wonder if it was valid or not. Words like penetration and things like victims
don't use those words for a start and I mean to such a point where you look at
the statement and you say: this isn't true. But the whole point is: it isn't her
statement, it's his statement, his words. We sent it to Auckland to the
criminal profiling unit and they come back and said we have put the scan
process over it and it's not cotect, the statement is not valid, it's not true.
They are absolutely right, but it's not her statement, it's the police fficer's
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statement. So sometimes we have to get around it and she went through a
pretty hard time over the first couple of three days, to be quite honest in
respect to that, and it was all because of the initial fficer's statement off her,
wlzich wasn't fair on her.
Investigation of the case cited above could easily have been terminated because of the
way in which the courplainant's statement was obtained by the police. Fortunately,
in this particular example, good supervisory practice meant that the circumstances
surrounding the taking of the complainant's statement were queried and she was re-
questioned. Two offenders were eventually convicted and imprisoned for this
offence.
Overall, then, comments from the detectives suggested that currently this is a time of
change within the police. While some felt it was important to obtain a statement
quickJy, many were questioning this practice. This is consistent with the guidelines
included in the New Zealand Police Sexual Assault Investigation Policy 1998,
although, interestingly enough, although all these interviews were conducted in late
1999 and 2000, not all of the detectives interviewed knew even of this policy's
existence.
The policy also included guidelines pertaining to the conducting of the medical
examination; again, this was an area where some disagreement existed over the
preferred procedures.
Medical examination
Being medically examined for forensic evidence after being raped is one of the most
arduous processes any crime victim has to face (Green, 1988). ln England, there has
been extensive criticism of the way in which such examinations are conducted
(Gregory and Lees, 1999) and police have endeavoured to manage these better
through making rape examination suites available. The standard of these suites, and
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the utilisation, appears to have been haphazard (ibid.). In New Zealand, considerable
effort by concerned medical practitioners led to the formation of Doctors for Sexual
Abuse Care (DSAC). This organisation provides specialist training for doctors
willing to be called out to conduct examinations of rape victims, and DSAC doctors
are part of an inter-disciplinary team with police and support agency representatives.
The efforts made to improve complainants' experiences of the forensic medical
examination have been reflected in markedly higher satisfaction levels of New
Zealand rape complainants with this process than has been evident for their English
counterparts (Jordan, 1996, 1998a; Gregory and Lees, 1999).
From the interviews conducted with the detectives, it appeared that one issue which
still causes some dissension in New Zealand relates to whether or not all women
reporting a rape should be immediately and routinely referred for examination, or
after some initial sifting out of complaints that were perceived to be false. Some
detectives insisted that arranging the medical examination had to be the first
imperative, saying it needed to be organised:
Straightaway. Medical exam,ination is the first thing and the most irnportant
thing. You can't really delay that. (PC 4).
Another said:
Because you take every victim, ever)t complaint, at face value, you would go
to a medical, you'd go to a medical examination fairly early or as early as
you can. Normally, ar?ywa.y, you would so I guess, yeah, I mean, I think
medical exantinations are always on course... As far as the medical
examination obviously the earlier the better, it has to be done. (PC 5)
One detective, for example, maintained that it was too early in the proceedings for the
police to have adequate information on which to refute the complainant's account,
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and suggested that the medical examination itself could assist police in their decisron-
making:
D: Yeah, the thing is no, you've got to go ahead. You've got to. We tend to
go ahead because the decision that it's false isn't actually made until a lot
funher down the track. I ntean, you wouldn't just, you wouldn't want to ntake
that decision that quickly.
J: Even if it loolu dicey?
D: The medical exatnination will help you. That comes first, the medical
examination and a medical exandnation can indicate tha,t it is false. It doesn't
always. But conversely, it can indicate that there's definitely trauma here,
there's physical evidence there that suggest that. (PC 4)
Another was equally adamant that the medical examinations were too expensive to be
conducted unnecessarily, and believed it was his duty to insist that there be some
initial screening of complainants before these were arranged. He made this point in
the context of discussing a recent complaint which he had quickly determined to be
false:
The woman was intoxicated, she was actually quite objectionable as weII,
particularly to me, and I knew that, we were short staffed, we were going to
have to do a scene examination and a whole lot of enquiries and tie everybody
up for many hours and up I decided at that stage that I would confront her
early on and when I think about it that is how I have always done it. It's the
way you do it. And you have to do it in a way where they don't feel, you lcnow,
in case you are wrong, they are not going to feel put off by the police in your
approach and as I say, I sort of have a sort of a sense in a way that I do it so I
am not accusing or making anything up. You don't need to do any of that, you
don't end up tuming them into an offender, but you are interviewing them as
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an oJfender for a false complaint. You do have to draw a line: Iook. police
resources are really scarce at the moment and I think the thing of going right
through the medical if there are clear signs that the thing is dodgey, I don't
think its a good idea. CaIIing a doctor out, it's five to seven hundred dollars
for a medical examination and the actual resource cost is really high. I think
as long as it's said in the riglrt way, if you can ease them into it and.iust
explain, say: sometimes people react strangely or unusually, or maybe it
happens in another way, and sometimes say, weII there are a couple of things
here that just aren't or seern a bit anomalous or whatever you are going to
do... (PC I)
Not all detectives, therefore, agreed that the medical examination should be
undertaken in every case. Moreover, some detectives still expressed a preference for
the statement to take priority over the medical examination, advocating:
Take the statement before the medical generally. It depends on your victim
and how traumatised she is and that sort of thing, but I would general.ly take
the statement first... Generally I prefer to do the statenzent first, that is my
preference. I like to think that it gets it all out of the way initially and you
can do it all in 24 to 48 hours. Sometimes I'll leave taking a statement until
the next day, just so she can get a chance to get herself together and do the
medical but you just have to weigh up if the physical examination is going to
be worse for her than actually sitting down talking about what happened
sometimes and generallv I willassesr it for the female. I would talk to her
about it and see how she feels. (PC 2)
In many cases, however, it should be pointed out that this question becomes
irrelevant because of delayed reporting. A forensic medical examination is of most
utility if conducted within 72 hours of the incident, although is generally advised for
up to seven days after wards (Fancourt et al, 1994). Many rape victims, however,
report incidents outside this time-frame, with historic complaints being not
uncommon occurrences. In the research reported in Chapter 3 of this thesis, for
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instance, 4OVo of the complainants had reported the incident after more than seven
days had passed (Jordan, 1998a).
No offence disclosed
Given my interest in the reasons underlying the police decision to proceed or not with
a rape investigation, I was particularly interested to hear what these detectives had to
say about when they would file a case as no offence disclosed (K3). Their responses
indicated considerable confusion surrounding what shouid be filed in this category,
and what it meant.
Several were emphatic that this category should apply only to fabricated incidents.
PC 3 exemplified this perspective:
I'd have to really certain that it was a proper K3 situation and a no offence
disclosed situation, that the complainant was lying, before I'd put a K3 on it.
Because that's what it means. No offence disclosed yeah. And so if someone
has come to you and says that an offence has happened and you're in a
position at the end of the investigation to K3 it, then he/she must be lying
because the nrva things are mutually exclusive of each other.
If you've got an offence that you can't clear because you can't identify the
offender, that is not a K3. That offence still happened and it's an uncleared
crime because you've got no offender stats because you don't lcnow who he
wa* If you've got a situatian where you decide that your victim is lying,
thaf s when you've got a K3, a genuine K3, and it's the only situation that one
should apply it to. It's not for files which you. can't, which you d.ecide for
whatever reason that vou can't take to trial. That's not a K3.
PC 12 basically agreed but suggested that the 'no offence disclosed' category may
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also include cases where the complainant subsequently withdrew the complaint. He
also implied that the major purpose of this category was to provide a way for the
police to increase their clearance figures:
Somebody cornes in and reports being sexually violated, we investigate it, and
they either withdraw their statement for various reasons, or they get charged
irt relation, to ntaking a false statement or tlxere is overwhelming ettidence to
support that it is not a valid complaint. Even though they don't get charged,
we would K3 it, no offence disclosed. Its a stats thing; if a district had 50
unsolved sexual violatiotts that wouldn't be very good, would it, so to get
around it you K3 it - it clears the stats.
This view was confirmed by another detective, who observed in relation to the K3
category:
There's no clear guidance as to what you're actually supposed to put in it. I
lnean, statistics is not something that people get tied up in knots about as to
what to put on there. 'Say, what's this one go under?' (Jnless you've got a
very finiclcy boss and I would suspect that there isn't a great deal of thought
goes into what one goes in there as long as there's a clearance of some sort. I
wouldn't put qny emphasis on it. I would have suspected that "no offence
disclosed" grouped together a whole lot of things - false complaints, no
offence, 'it happened - no evidence' and 'l don't know what happened'. That
would have gone in there as weIL (PC I 1)
One detective also stressed that he felt this category was overused within the police,
with potentially dangerous consequences further down the track:
Because what happens 
- 
I'm thinking defence now. Wat happens if I clear
that no offence disclosed 
- 
where's a fiIe - the fiIe cover sheet says so and so
victim. Alias offender so and so. Text: sexual violation. AII right. And you
corne across to the statistics and it's cleared, 'sexualviolation - no offence'.
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Now if I was a switched on lawyer andfive years down the track the offender
gets locked up, I'd be asking for a copy of every page of that fiIe and I'd be
prod.ucing that statistic page to the court, to say the police have cleared this
as no offence and now they're going to have a second bite of the cherry and
put him out. (PC l0)
A related concern, raised in Chapter 5, is how the police may be influenced if
complainants whose cases were cleared 'no offence disclosed' subsequently make a
rape allegation against anyone else. From comments identified in the analysis of
police files, any hint of a complainant having been involved with a previous
suspected false complaint puts a question mark over any complaints she later makes.
Given that many detectives clearly equate the 'no offence disclosed' category with
false complaints, despite clear indicators that it is used in many other situations, this
could clearly have detrimental consequences.
What is apparent is that the police often clear complaints as 'no offence disclosed'
which were withdrawn by the complainant. As some detectives themselves noted, a
victim's withdrawal or retraction of a complaint does not necessarily mean she was
not the victim of a sexual offence. As one noted about rape complaints made to the
police:
certainly there's lots that come our way that just go nowhere, you know,
where the victims withdraw. But then again, they may not be false, you lcnow,
don't get me wrong there. A lot of wornen 
- 
not a lot, but there. a few that
afier making the initial complaint, you know, they wiII get hold of you a
couple of days later and they don't want to go through with it and you can
understand that. The trauma, the trauma of the rape, they've probably talked
to other people that they lcnow who have heard stories about women getting
grillings in the trial, and it still bloody happens despite aU this bullshit about
protectionfrom the law, about the grilling of the victims. Their sexuality still
gets put on trial there and it pisses me offbut that's the way it js. (pC 6)
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This detective spoke also of the need to be cautious in trying to ascertain how
legitimate some of these cases were, then noted:
Mind you, the danger in that is that genuine rape complainants often would be
h.oppy to walk away. Having had a taste of what's involved, I'm sure a lot of
them would be quite happy to just pack their bag, walk o.ff into the bloody
sunset and never mention it again. (PC 6)
One point made by several of those interviewed was that the lack of consistency and
the complexities involved in dealing with sexual assault victims raised training and
supervision issues for the police.
Training and supervision issues
A supervisory issue identified by some detectives involved the need to assist staff in
managing the impact of false complaints. While some said there was no problem in
doing this, others expressed concern that experience with false allegations could leave
some officers feeling 'burned' and cynical. One detective said he felt it was
important to encourage staff to go and see someone, such as a counsellor, and debrief:
I think it's a staff issue. You shoald be looking after your staff and we are not
always going to be able to see, especially those early signs when guys are
under it. I mean, I have done it, and I have encouraged my staff, you lcnow its
no big deal, you don't have to be a big brave detective any longer, it's good to
go and talk about these things... But that's what I think. I think they should
aII be getting debriefed once a year minimum and tf they need it rnore they
shouldbe able to come to me andwe just sign it off... (PC 12)
The issue was raised by some that not all detectives were suitable to interview rape
complainants. This could be hard to identify, one said, given that no detective is
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likely to admit to having difficulties in this area. The possibility of specialist units
was dismissed by all those interviewed, however. Even though some felt such units
would be desirable, the practicalities and resourcing issues involved meant these were
not considered viable.
Instead, some argued for better training of those involved in interviewing victims.
One senior detective, who has been involved in CIB training, lamented the paucity of
good training given to detectives concerning the effects of rape trauma on victims and
the various ways this may affect how they present. He felt it was particularly
important for supervisors, at a minimum, to have this information so that they could
monitor the processing of rape files by more junior detectives.
If we don't have understanding of the victints of crime or of lmman behaviour
as crimes occur, then you don't have the ability to test wltether the
iutestigative practices are riglil or wrong. A cop comes along, does the
investigation, queries it and says it's likely this woman has laid a false
complaint. Now, you might get a supervisor that is none the wiser and says
ok this is afalse complaint, or you might get a supervisor who says, hang on a
minute, Iisten to this victim, how was she treated? Her behaviour is brought
about by the trauma and stress she was under at the time, not because she has
Iaid afalse complaint. Slre is behaving that way because she has no ability to
do anything else but try to suntive the crime; this is how she deals with it. So
if you have an enlightened supervisor who thinks that way, when he gets this
report that says it's a false crime for the wrong reasons, he can say na na na
na this is ttot a false crinxe, it's a true crime, carry on, and the reason why we
ca.rry on is because this victim is genuine. We have got too tnany supervisors,
too many, that don't have the knowledge they should have, therefore they
make the wrong decision. (PC 8)
Other issues were raised pertaining more generally to detectives' involvement in rape
investigations which also indicated a need for greater training and staff supervision.
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One potential danger highlighted drew attention to the emotionally intense
relationship that can sometimes develop between detectives and rape complainants.
In discussing this, one detective remarked:
It can be a terrible strain on us because sometimes they [rape
complainantsl get very attached to us, some get fixated... So you put
Iittle plans in process, plans that can hopelulb deal with it if it gets too
out of control. Like, you make sure you are never alone with the victim or
you are always in a very public area once they reach a certain stage in the
investigation. You have to become a little bit more distant because
otherwise they can get the wrong vibes and, I rnean, there are occasions
where policemen have got involved in relationships [example given]. you
do get veta close, well some of us on some occasions do get very close to
our victims and it's very hard not to but that's why we do so well. 'cause
we have such an interest in it and you are dealing with people and I would
suggest that very few fficers who just turn off can get the same soft of
result...
It can be a real danger especially if the woman, or man, but generally
woman, has come from an environment where for years and years they
have been in a position where they have tried to please. so it can muddy
the waters a little and is something I don't think we receive enough
training on. And. personally I think that that is wlry you have to have close
supervision of your staff... Remember, you are dealing with detectives
who are human. As weII, some of them may be going through relationship
trouble or they may be single or they may get such an empathy with the
victim that they feel they are the only person who can resolve this person's
trauma, so it's a two way street. And there's a real concern in there that
we have to address. (PC 12)
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It is easy to see the potential complexities in such scenarios, where typically young,
vulnerable, female rape victims can become emotionally dependent on the contact
and support provided by strong-looking, caring, male detectives. Training
specifically aimed at fostering awareness of the dynamics involved would be
advantageous, combined with wise staff deployment and careful supervision.
Conclusion
The interviews with the detectives were very useful in providing information from the
perspective of those involved in every day decision-making concerning rape and
sexual assault allegations. Their comments indicated that a diversity of views exist,
even within this small group of detectives who were specially selected because of
their expertise in this area. It was clear, for example, that some of those interviewed
adhered to strong notions of what constituted 'real rape', while others emphasised
growing concerns about the rapes perpetrated by some men against dates and
acquaintances. Estimates regarding the proportion of false complaints also varied
immensely, and some detectives expressed anxiety regarding how quickly some of
their colleagues might conclude a rape complaint to be false. Further evidence of
continuing adherence to negative stereotypes of women was apparent in comments
made by some regarding possible motives for false complaints. Little serious
thought appeared to have been given to this issue, lending support to the view that
beliefs in the frequency of false complaints have been over-stated for so long now
that few detectives seem prepared to question the basis for this particular tenet of
police folklore.
It seems reasonable to extrapolate from the fact that some of the detectives
interviewed held stereotypical attitudes about rape victims to suggest that such views
are likely to be evident in other officers also. Moreover, this view was confirmed
both in observations made by the detectives about staff they worked with, as well as
in comments made on the police files examined in Chapters 4 and 5. Strong
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suggestions were made by some that extensive, specialist training was currently
lacking in New 7-ealand,, and that there was an urgent need to equip detectives with
greater understanding of the effects of trauma on rape victims.
It was clear from what the detectives said that, despite the existence of the New
Zealand Police Sexual Assault Investigation Policy, little agreement exists nation-
wide concerning police practice and procedures. Much of what occurs at a local
level appears to be shaped by individual officers and supervisors, suggesting that
such persons may be key figures in achieving future consistent policy
implementation.
Comments made by the detectives who had been involved with the Malcolm Rewa
investigation indicated that they felt the police had Iearned a lot from their
interactions with the women he attacked. In particular, they felt they gained much
greater understanding of how to manage and support rape complainants through
investigation and trial processes. In turn, they felt that these women benefitted from
the police's increased awareness and their provision of dedicated personnel. The
victims of a serial rapist are, in fact, likely to receive optimal police treatment
because they conform so well to the 'real rape' scenario, and are essential tools for
the police to apprehend the offender, in cases which attract high public and media
attention, The next chapter presents the views of the women themselves as they
reflect on their experiences with the police.
***
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CHAPTER 7: POLICE RESPONSES TO WOMEN ATTACKED
BY SERIAL RAPIST MALCOLM REWA
To a man, rape may possibly be considered a myth, or else an insidious lie, dreamt
up to entrap hirn, or both of these; to a wonxan it is neither myth nor lie' it is a
frightening realiy'- (Muriel Schulz, quoted in Mills' l99l'2O7)
Introduction
In March 1996,Ipresented the results of my earlier research on rape to the DSAC
Rape Conference in Wellington, New Zealand (Jordan, 1996)' During a tea-break' I
spoke with one of the leading detectives involved in both the Joseph Thompson and
Malcolm Rewa investigationsr. Amongst other topics, we discussed issues relating
to complainants' credibility and he referred to instances in both enquiries where the
police had initially considered the victim's report of her rape to lack veracity: cases
which later turned out to be attacks by one of these serial rapists. Given my previous
research with rape complainants, the detective thought I might be interested in
speaking with some of these victims. He noted, however, that Thompson's victims
were generally much younger than Rewa's, often under 16, and how this factor'
combined with cross-cultural and socio-economic issues (most were Pacific Island or
Maori, living in lower socio-economic areas of South Auckland) might pose
difficulties for me as a researcher. Rewa's victims, he said, were a dffirent kettle of
fish. altogether. He described them as mostly older, professional, highly articulate
women whom he thought would be ideal interviewees - the only difficulty was that
the trial was still a long way off so they would not be free to speak until after that,
even if they wanted to. we moved on to other subjects, the conference ended, and I
suspected that that would be the end of the matter.
I For background notes on Thompson and Rewa, see Chapter 6' FN 5'
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Two years later I was just heading out the door to deliver a lecture on, ironically
enough, rape, when the phone rang. It was the detective. His message was brief and
to the point 
- 
the trial's over, the women are moving on with their lives, and some are
keen to see something positive come out of this experience. Would I like to meet
with them?
The outcome was that, despite thinking my research agenda was already full, I
decided this was too unique an opportunity to miss. He gave me one woman's phone
number to contact, having already obtained her permission, and then said he'd butt
out and leave me to it. I phoned Patriciaz and she offered to invite women who were
interested to a meeting at her place. I flew to Auckland and, somewhat nervously,
found my way to her apartment. There were five of the women present at what I
thought would be little more than an hour-long initial meeting 
- 
it took more than
four hours. One outcome to emerge from this meeting was a willingness on the
women's part to be interviewed by me on their experiences following the
assaulVrape. Somewhat more significantly, the women's interactions with each other
that afternoon provided an opportunity for them to exchange thoughts and feelings,
cofilpare processes, and validate each other. As the afternoon progressed, my role
and purpose faded to some extent, so that at times I almost felt surplus to
requirements. This was, however, important, I believe, for my willingness to allow
the women to talk with each other about what was important to them signalled more
powerfully than any verbal promise on my part that it was their stories and accounts
that were of central importance.
It was a moving and rich occasion, in which I was struck by both the strength and
vulnerability of these women and all that they had been through. Sadness, anger, and
humour were all evident, and a sense of the commonalities in these women's
experiences and reactions as well as the differences. Several women expressed their
wish that a book had been available that presented firsthand accounts from survivors
2 All names used are pseudonyms either self-selected by the women, if they chose, or assigned with
their consent.
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of rape about its likely effects, possible impacts on friends and family, and the
recovery process generally. They felt they would like the opportunity to have their
experiences made into such a book, to help subsequent survivors and those close to
them. I said I would be interested in working on such a project but could give no
firm undertaking that such a book would be published until the opinion of publishers
was sought. As well as material on the effects and recovery aspects, I said I would
be interested in their views of police treatment and their contact with the criminal
justice system, since this would provide useful, comparative material to complement
my earlier research. I described ways in which I had been able to meet with the
police following the study to present the complainant's perspective and contribute to
the formulation of a police policy on sexual assault investigations. The women
agreed to assist in furthering this venture by allowing me to interview them using an
interview schedule adapted frorn the earlier study. The adaptations were made with
their input, based both on a group discussion about issues to be covered as well as by
subsequently sending draft outlines to the women for comment and feedback.
Further adaptations were made in response to their suggestions.
Also discussed at the meeting were practical issues concerning, for example, whether
and how to contact women not at the meeting, and where and when to hold the
interviews. The woman who was hosting the meeting that afternoon offered her
place as an interview venue and the others agreed it would be very suitable. This
was for a variety of reasons, including the fact that for many there might be
considerable inconvenience or compromise caused by my meeting them in their own
homes, with partners and./or children present. Patricia's apartment, with its central
location, comfort and spaciousness, also seemed to be a safe and attractive option
compared with the prospects of meeting in a police station or university office.
Moreover, most of the women had already been there for a post-trial lunch so it was
familiar to them.
In terms of contacting other women, Patricia offered to send a brief report of the
meeting to others whom she knew how to contact, since those who attended the post-
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trial lunch had left contact details. These women were asked if they were interested
in hearing more about the research and, if so, their permission was sought for me to
be given their contact details. A policewoman who had been extensively involved in
supporting the women through the trial attempted to contact women who had not
been to the lunch, to see if they were interested in hearing about the research' This
was to ensufe that, if possible, every woman was given the opportunity to participate
if she wished.
From these contacts I had 18 names to follow up. The remainder had, in most cases'
left the country, apart from one woman who wanted no further contact about the case
and another whom the policewoman decided not to contact because of her disturbed
mental state. Most of the women spoken to initiaUy agreed to participate, apart from
three women who changed their decision between the time of the initial contact and
the time of the proposed interview'
In most cases I was located geographically a considerable distance from the women
and tried to schedule blocks of interviews during non-university teaching periods
wherever possible. This anangement seemed to suit most women but for some the
delay in tirne coincided with a shift in their own stance. One woman, for instance,
decided once the Burdett3 murder retrial was over that she wanted to leave it all
behind and changed her mind about being interviewed the following month. Another
woman made a time to be interviewed, did not show up, and when I rang raged down
the phone at me. All I could do was validate that this had to be her choice, that there
was no compulsion and that it was important that she decide what was best for her.
While I felt that I managed to respond clearly and positively to her, I found her verbal
abuse of me profoundly distressing and disturbing, as a journal entry from that day
reflects:
3 The 1998 trial included also charges against Rewa relating to the rape and murder of Susan Burdett in
1992. Rewa was initiatly acquitted on both counts but at a retxial in December 1998 he was convicted
of the rape of Susan Burdett, but not of her murder'
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I feel so sad tonight, Iike the whole size of this project and all the pain Rewa
has inflicted has just bowled me over. How can one nvtn cause so much
suffering, so much anguish? It's been really hard today and I've wondered if
I should be doing this at all. When ane woman screamed down the phone at
me and said Rewa had taken over enough of her Iift and she didn't want to
talk to tne or have any more to do with it, I 
.iust felt shattered. I cried andfelt
guilty and felt like she was so angry with me, but then she can yell at me and
make me disappear but she could never yell at Rewa and make him vanish, or
yell at the police and get them to leave her alone. But that is how I make
sense of it toniglzt.
Fifteen women were interviewed in total; this number included 14 of the 27 women
whose cases were heard in the 1998 trial of Malcolm Rewa, plus a woman whom
Rewa had been convicted of raping in 1975 who was called to appear as a witness in
the later trial.
Interview process
Each of the women who agreed to being contacted about the study was phoned by me
and discussions were held concerning content, confidentiality, process, and any other
issues raised by the women. If the woman agreed to go ahead, then we arranged a
time when I could meet with her to discuss it further and, with her consent,
commence the interview process. This process was often complicated both by their
family and work commitments as well as by my limited availability to travel to their
cities of residence.
The women were offered the option of being interviewed at Patricia's apartment or at
their own home or workplace. Nine of the Auckland women opted to use the
apartment; one chose her place of employment since it was more convenient, and I
visited the remainder, most of whom were outside Auckland, in their homes.
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Wherever possible, interviews were conducted in private in order to facilitate as much
as possible the woman's capacity for openness and honesty. Before the interview
began, an information sheet was provided which outlined the research (Appendix E)
and the woman was invited to read this through and to ask any questions it might
generate. Once these were responded to, she was asked to carefully read and sign a
consent form (Appendix F). This form included asking her to nominate whether, at
the end of the research, she would prefer to either have the tapes of her interview
returned to her or electronically wiped by myself. She was also given the option of
nominating a pseudonym by which she would be called, an option chosen by six of
the women. The remainder indicated that they were happy to be assigned a name by
me for the purposes of the research. In addition, the women were told that they
would not be asked questions about the actual rape/assault but were asked if they
were agreeable to my obtaining relevant details from their police file. Access to their
victim impact statements was also requested. All of the women gave their signed
permission to this request and, once the interviews were complete, I negotiated with
the police to make a separate trip to Auckland to access this material.
An interview schedule was used to guide the interview process, and this was divided
into two main parts 
- 
the first (Appendix G) was modelled on the earlier rape study
(Jordan, 1998a) and invoived questions concerning police reporting, interviewing,
and trial experiences, while the second part (Appendix H) concentrated on the effects
of the attack on the woman and those around her, and her recovery and healing
process.
It became evident, from the very first interview, that many of these women had
reflected considerably on their experiences and had a lot which they wished to
convey. In nine cases, the women opted to complete the second part of the schedule
on a separate occasion. This made the data-gathering exercise more expensive and
complicated for me logistically, but was definitely worthwhile in terms of the depth
and quality of the information obtained. However, even those interviews which were
conducted in one session became lengthy occasions and yielded rich material. The
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shortest interview lasted two and a half-hours, the average was about four; and, in
several cases where the woman was interviewed on two separate occasions, the total
time spent on the interview was approximately eight hours.
I soon realised that it would be important to have a range of beverages and some food
available for those of the lengthier sessions that occuned in Patricia's apartment.
Wherever possible I tried to ensure that short breaks could be taken when needed by
the women, but most seemed keen to continue talking. It also became clear that my
schedule needed to be loosely adhered to 
- 
while some women welcomed a more
structured approach, many prefened to talk in their own time about their experiences
and opinions and the schedule was used as a checklist rather than as a questionnaire.
I felt it was extremely important to be flexible in this regard, since what I most
wanted to know was what concerns the women had, not simply get answers to those
I thought they might have. Having the questionnaire prepared gave us a starting-
point, and a clear structure for those who needed it, but otherwise my questions had
to be developed spontaneously within the interview context, as responses to issues
and observations rnade bv the women themselves.
The interviews tended to be emotionally intense and, despite the subject matter, were
also quite uplifting, for both interviewee and interviewer. In order to minimise
potential stress for the women, I was careful not to ask questions about the sexual
assaults themselves; however, in some cases the woman herself chose to disclose
aspects of this in the course of the interview. I was also keenly aware of the
importance of maintaining a clear definition of my role as a researcher/interviewer so
as not to be perceived by the women as a counsellor, nor to take on that role myself.
At the close of each interview, I checked out with the woman how she was feeling,
whether she had someone she could ring if it later became apparent that the interview
had stined up issues for her, and ensured I had contact numbers available to pass on if
required. As it turned out, all of the women had their own supports - partners,
friends, or counsellors - in place. One woman, for instance, had felt shaky before the
interview and rescheduled it to allow time for her to meet with her counsellor first.
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Another arrived in a slightly distressed state, insisted that she wanted to go ahead,
then sobbed on and off throughout the interview. After the interview we spent some
time discussing the p6ssible need for her to return to counselling and I ensured that
she was able to check that her partner had arrived home before she left. Many of the
women commented afterwards that they experienced the interview positively and it
helped them both in terms of gaining a sense of closure as well as appreciating the
extent of the progress and recovery they had made.
After the interviews, each woman was sent a thank you note and a copy of the
consent form. In June 2000I also sent out a 'bulletin' to all the women interviewed
to give them an update concerning where I was up to in terms of the research and as
regards trying to find a publisher for their survival stories.
The taped interviews were all transcribed to facilitate analysis. A separate file was
created for each of the women containing my interview notes, the transcript, and
notes from her police file. This material I then analysed by identifying themes and
issues in the women's accounts and experiences.
The remainder of this chapter presents an overview of the women's feelings
concerning the ways in which the police responded to their victimisation.
Profile of the women
Malcolm Rewa stood trial in 1998 for a total of 45 counts (as identified in TabLe7.2),
involving 27 women whom he had attacked between 1987 and 1996. All but two of
these attacks had occurred within suburbs of Auckland city, and involved women
ranging in age from 15 to 43 years of age.
Table 7.1 shows the ages of the total number of women whose cases went to trial,
compared with the ages of the women who were interviewed for this research.
2;96
Table 7.1: Ages of the Women at Time of Attack
Ages of the Women Number in Each AgeGroup
Ages of the'Women
Interviewed
15 and under 20 years
20-29 years
30-39 years
40-45 years
Total
) I
4
5l0
27
4
14*
'FNumber excludes the woman attacked in 1975 for whom Rewa had alreadv been
convicted.
Table 7.1 shows that although women in each age group were interviewed,
proportionately more of Rewa's older victims were included in the interview sample
than those aged under 20. This is probably a result of the fact that the younger
women had fewer attachments or dependants and were more transient, and therefore
harder to locate following the trial, Police said some women had in fact moved
overseas, and one young woman returned to her homeland. Twelve of those
interviewed identified themselves as New Zealand European, and two as Maori or
part-Maori. Two of the women were full-time mothers; three were full or part-time
students, and the remainder were employed, many in professional or managerial
positions.
In terms of when the incident occurred, seven of the women interviewed were
attacked between 1989 and 1992and seven were attacked between 1993 and 1996.
Rewa stood trial on 20 different counts relating to these 14 women 
- 
10 of Sexual
Violation by Rape (in addition to which, he was charged with raping three of the
women twice and one three times); two of Attempted Sexual Violation by Rape; two
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of Assault with Intent to Commit Sexual Violation; and one of Abduction. Table7.2
lists these in comparison with the total counts for which Rewa was indicted.
Table7.2z Counts of Indictment Against Rewa
Offence Number of Counts inTotal
Counts Involving the
Women Interviewed
Sexual violation by rape
Attempted sexual violation
by rape
Assault with intent to
commit sexual violation
Aggravated wounding
Abduction
Murder
Total
32 l5
2
2
J
2
I
45
0
I
0
20
Police responses to women victims of a serial attacker
When I first discussed with police personnel the prospect of interviewing some of the
Rewa victims, I was impressed by the police's description of the ways in which they
sought to support these women, especially through the trial process. Rewa was not
the talkative, co-operative offender that Joseph Thompson had beeno and it was clear
that a difficult court case lay ahead. The police assigned several dedicated
complainant officers whose prime responsibility was to liaise with and support the
women in the lead-up to the trial and during its process. Considerable effort was
spent in preparing the women for their appearance in court. This included such
measures as arranging an individual meeting for each woman with the prosecution
team and taking care to 'match' the women with whichever one of the three Crown
4 A detective who interviewed both rapisis commented that Thompson began confessing as soon as he
was arrested, even to rapes that the police did not know about, whereas Rewa remained mute and
hostile.
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Prosecutors it was felt she would have the greater rapport. A room was set aside for
the women at court to provide them with private space, and steps taken to try to
familiarise them with court layout and procedures.
The additional care being taken began earlier in the process for some of the women.
Once it was established that a serial rapist appeared to be involved, measures were
adopted to maximise the opportunity for the collection of evidence and to provide
good support for the victims from the point of their initial contact with the police.
Part of this process involved the police being open to hearing what the women needed
and being responsive to their concerns. One detective commented afterwards that he
and his colleagues were on a 'learning curve' throughout this process as they
struggled to provide the women with optimal levels of support. He commented also
that:
The kind af treatment these women got was the kind every wonxan who's been
raped should get.
This remark prompted me to consider whether or not it might be useful to ask these
women to describe police processes from their perspective. If these were the women
whom the police had tried their hardest to 'get it right' with, what was the outcome?
What worked, from the women's point of view, and were there any gaps or omissions
which still needed attention? These women largely fitted the stereotype of the
'perfectn victim in that the majority were attacked in their homes, whilst sleeping, by
an unknown assailant who forced entry to their house.t Added to this was their
status as victims of a serial attacker, which provided the police with an additional
impetus to achieve excellent service delivery. What, then, could be learned from the
study of these modified police processes? In other words, did the 'perfect' victims
feel they had received 'perfect' policing? If so, how could this inform future police
5 Only one of the women I hterviewed was attacked away from her home, when Rewa abducted her as
she returned to her car late at nisht.
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planning and service delivery to victims of rape and sexual assault. If not, what
would, from a victim's perspective, have made it 'perfect'?
TTIE WOMEN'S PERSPECTIVES OF TIIE POLICE RESPONSE
Overall, the women rated the police highly: their views were divided equally between
those who stated they were 'very satisfied' and those who said they were 'satisfied'
with the police response.6 Their overall assessment, however, was in nine cases
somewhat bettel than how they rated the police in relation to their initial experiences
of reporting and statement taking. While only one woman declared herself
'dissatisfied', eight others said they felt that the treatment they received from the
police improved over time. As the police themselves indicated, the measures they
implemented leading up to and during the trial were favourably received and appear
generally to have increased the satisfaction ratings they received. Analysis of the
women's experiences of the specific measures and procedures adopted is, therefore,
instructive in providing feedback for police personnel in the planning and
implementation of victims' policies, particularly with regard to sexual assault victims.
What is also significant, however, is that the experiences of the women were not
uniform. The obvious dimension on which this is apparent relates to women who
were attacked earlier in Rewa's 'career': they tended to be treated more routinely than
his later victims. In addition, the same policy or procedural guideline is not
necessarily implemented in a uniform manner, nor does it impact identically on
different victims, or on victims at different stages of the recovery process. These
dimensions add a complexity and richness to the analysis of the interview material
which follows.
The transcripts of the interviews were read and appraised to elicit the women's
responses and identify key themes arising from their experiences of police
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procedures. These themes are presented below, illustrated with quotes and examples
provided by the wornen.
Positive aspects of the women's treatment
I. General police attitude
Belief
The majority of the women whom I interviewed confirmed that, as one might expect
from the features associated with these attacks, the police never appeared to doubt or
disbelieve the womanos account of what happened. Jennifer's response was typical:
I was reasonably happy with the way I was treated, with respect, there was
never any doubt that what I was reporting wasn't true or anything. I never felt
threatened or imything.
As noted in previous chapters, police belief in a victim's credibility has frequently
been related to such variables as the perpetrator being a stranger; lack of victim
provocation (for example, the victim being asleep at the time of the attack); victim
resistance and the extent of visible physical injuries sustained; and victim credibility
as assessed by factors such as occupation and socio-economic status (Harris and
Grace, 1999; Lees and Gregory,1993; Stace, 1983). From a police perspectiven most
of Rewa's victims scored positively on all these traits. Even one woman, Karen,
who had known Rewa previously, through a mutual friend, felt that this did not
intrude on the police's response to her:
o Figures presented here refer primarily to the 14 women interviewed whose cases were tried for the
first time in the 1998 court case and exclude the experiences of the woman attacked in 1975 unless
otherwise stated.
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There was never any doubt, to me it appeared there was never any doubt in
anyone's mind that I'd been raped by someone who'd broken into the house, it
was cut and dry whichwas goodfrom my point of view...
I don't know whether it is the circumstances of mine that made it obvious that
there was nothing to disbelieve, the.fact that I went to a policeman's house
afterwards probably helped. I never at any stage felt that there was any doubt
about what had happened, I never at any stage felt that the fact that I l*tew
MaIcoIm Rewa influenced the way that the police dealt with me, as far as
integrity goes, I only have the highest praise for them really. I don't think
that's necessarily true.for everybody. I think I'nt aware of those feminist
issues, I was aware of those things.
There were, however, some exceptions to this overall trend, which are examined later
in this chapter when outlining negative aspects of the women's treatment.
Support
Many of the women commented on the importance for them of feeling supported by
the police, and of feeling that the police were on their side. Such support could be
evidenced in practical ways at times: for example, by the police providing the women
with lifts to and from the police station or court; and in one case by their lending
Isabel, who was a s[tdent, a mobile phone so that she could continue her shrdies and
be called when she was required at court, rather than spend time waiting down at the
couftroom. Isabel commented that, given the high emotional costs involved in
testifying, such a facility was 'one of the perks':
The side ffict of this was that I used the mobile phone quite a lot to have
lengthy conversations with my cousin and I might have rung up my husband
and my motlxer as well. So, I was a bit naughty really, I was talking on the
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phone so much they might not have been able to get through! Some of the
other students have mobile phones, why shouldn't I? Walking around on
cempus talking to a hiddenfriend, it's really good! (laughs)
Practical gestures such as this were appreciated by the women and helped them to
feel as if they mattered and their evidence was important. Feeling emotionally
supported by the police was also mentioned by some of the women. One way in
which the women said this was evident lay simply in police reliability 
- 
that the
police returned phone calls promptly, and did what they said they would do. Ann
related how she felt about this:
I think the police did realb, well. They were always on call ,f you wanted to
find out what's happening and you'd ring up and you'd either get Chool( or
one of the other guys, and they'd say oh, Ann, no, sh.e's off doing something
but I'Il get her to call you as soon as she gets back and they'd always do that,
you know, when they're wrapped up in such a big case like that... I thiltk they
treated us well.
Ann felt that it may have been easy for individual complainants to become lost in a
court case as large as this one; on the other hand, the very fact that this was such a
big, high-profiie case may have prompted the police to be especially attentive to the
needs of their principal witnesses.
Being validated by the police was specifically mentioned as important by several of
the women. Shelley, for example, recounted how when she phoned the police she
was afraid that. Rewa was still hiding somewhere in the house. She feared that he
was waiting for her in the wardrobe and wondered how the young, male attending
officer would respond when she asked him to go and check for her. Shelley said she
7 Detective Sergeant Dave Henwood, commonly known as Chook, a senior member of both the
Malcolm Rewa and Joseph Thompson investigation teams.
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was very appreciative of the fact that he appeared sensitive to her feelings and went to
check without looking at her as if she was crazy:
I believe that he thought I was being totally appropriate in asking him to do
that and he did it without any raising of eyebrows or anything.
Other women mentioned the importance of gestures from the police, such as having
their presence acknowledged whenever they walked into the court. Patricia observed
of the lead investigator:
Every single tirne you walked in, whoever walked in, he stood up in there and
he greeted them. Yeah, that was part oJ it, it was all good stuff, the treatment
that we got, it was all really good.
Patricia went on to speculate regarding the police:
What were they trying to achieve by treating aII of the victims so well?
Positiveness (sfc) and confidence, wasn't it, so they could get up on the stand
and be confident and trust in who they are, and that's what happened.
And that is what needs to happen from the minute of the aftack... It happens
from day one, it doesn't happen from wlzen they realise that they are trying to
hang this dork at the other en"d... Afterwards it needs to happen to get that
trust, that positiveness in every little thing, and you do that by getting it right
with the linle things and aII of a sudden you've got it in the big things as well.
For Karen, it was important to have the police acknowledge the feelings she had
towards Rewa and help her put these in perspective. She spoke appreciatively of the
way in which she felt supported when she went to court to see Rewa take the stand:
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I got there, it must have been just before a break. The courtroom had sort of
a barrier, so I'd walked in the door and down the side I could just kind of see
him[Rewa] from the side and I felt really aggravated, really nervous about it.
It was like I'm going to see hint, I can't believe it, I didn't know what it was
going to be like. There were a lot of police there, hanging off his every word.
Since it was very early in the piece he was probably telling the sad story
about how his mother had died when he was a child and getting quite upset
and all the rest. It must have been just before the morning tea break I think,
anyway, then the judge said it's moning tea time. I'd sat down and I went to
get up and I can remember standing quite close to him but I wasn't in his line
of vision and I 
.iust wanted to kill him, I felt so overcotne with emotion and
being so close to him, I just wanted to kiII him, I just wanted to scream, I
reallT, wanted to just abuse the hell out of him.
As I was standing there, feeling all tltis anger come up and threatening to
overtake me, Steve Rutherford appeared, grabbed me, walked me out and
said to me 'It's not worth it', lze said, 'if you yell out, it would be you that gets
removed.from the courtroom, not him. The bastard's not worth it.' It was like,
it kind of dissipated, it was like, thankyou Steve. So, then I went out and had a
cuppa tea.
They're aII so tnatey, the police. It's a real boys' thing. They're aII joking and
carrying on - wehad Steve Rutherfordmaking us cups of tea, he's probably
never made a cup of tea for a woman in his life, I'd say! They looked after us,
I didn't feel like I was up there by myself or that I shouldn't have been there
or that I was in the way or anything like that. I felt that if I wanted to be
there, they were happy for me to be there sort of thing.
I Detective Inspector Steve Rutherford, who headed the Rewa investigation.
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Other women also echoed Karen's sentiments, expressing their amazement at times
that they received such supportive treatment from some of the big, burly, 'bear-like'
(as one woman said) male officers involved in the investigation.
Place ofinterview
Several women also referred to their appreciation of the police being sensitive
regarding the most appropriate place to conduct interviews with them. Not all the
women had identical feelings regarding this, placing the responsibility on the police
to determine the most appropriate venlle, in consultation with the individual woman
concerned. For some, it was important that the police travel to them and interview
them in their home, while others preferred the option of discussing details of the
incident in, what was for them, the more anonymous setting of a police station.
Gabliel, for instance, noted that:
I especially appreciated the personal visits in my own home. I felt good about
the detective coming to see me and rne not having to go to the police station,
),ou lotow, that it was done in my own home. That the time was arranged
before hand, when she would coft7e over. I felt really comfortable about that.
Jennifer felt that, from an evidential point of view, it was useful to make her
statement to the police at the crime scene, although acknowledged that this could be
hard:
J: I think it's a lot more vividfor you when you're standing in the house, you
remember more things than sining in a police room or an ffice or something
and just Wing to remember it aII the way through.
JJ e: So how was it for you to go back and do thnt?
e My questions are included where I consider these a useful preface to the women's responses.
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J: People have a real expectation of how some people... I suppose to a
certain degree, you're probably still a bit shocked, still in a bit of shell shock,
it was okay, it didn't worry me. To me it didn't feel any worse than sitting in
her office and telling her, but I could certainly see that for some people that
might be quite dffirent.
Sensitivity to children's vulnerabilities emerged as a potential source of concern, with
some of the women who were mothers expressing tbeir appreciation when the police
were careful in the comments made and questions asked while children were present.
Being seen as a person by the police
The earlier rape research I conducted had identified the vital importance attached by
complainants to feeling that they were viewed by the police as persons, not case
numbers (Jordan, 1998a). This sentiment was reiterated by the women interviewed
in relation to Rewa's attacks, and may have been heightened in significance for some
because they shared a common offender and feared they could be reduced to a
number. Helen acknowledged this when she praised the police team involved with
the investigation and the efforts they went to:
H: I felt sorry for the police in terrns of they were so understaffed, they were
bloody tired, they were. They were good, they were really good, I couldn't
fault themfor the amount of stffing they had and the amount of time they put
in. You weren't just a witness, you were actually a person to them, which was
ni.ce, so they were good, I can'tfault them.
JJ: That's really good.
H: Yeah, it is good, I was pleasantly sarprised really!
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JJ : Had you thought that you might be just a witness?
H: Yeah. Number 2a2, or whatever I am (laughter).
Helen noted also how, in the lead-up to the trial, it was important for the prosecutors
also to see the women as individuals. Following meetings arranged by the police for
the women to meet the prosecution team, she related:
.., even tlte crown prosecutor said, 'From seeing you people', which the
police initiated, 'from seeing you, we've realised that we're actually dealing
with real people here', rather thanwe've got arnass of 27 bloody women
we've got to try to get through court, y'know, sort of thing.
Continuity
An aspect often mentioned by victims concerning their interactions with police relates
to officer continuity being viewed as desirable (Gilmore and Pittman, 1993; Gregory
and Lees, 1999; Jordan, 1998a). Complainants whose case is passed on to other
investigators without explanation report feeling aggrieved 
- 
unless, of course, they
feel better served by the officer to whom they were reassigned! Generally, however,
victims express a desire for continuity and the opportunity to establish an on-going
relationship of trust with individual police. This issue was recognised and
specifically addressed by detectives involved with the Rewa investigation. While
sorne of Rewa's earlier victims did experience a lack of continuity in their dealings
with police, efforts were made to correct this with the later victims. Some were
assigned one primary officer to deal with from the time of reporting, and in the long
(almost two-year) lead-up to the trial, all the women were dealt with by dedicated
complainant officers, as outlined below.
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II. Specific measures introduced as part of the Rewa investigation and trial
At least one of the women victims involved in the Rewa case challenged the police
regarding what she perceived as their tardy communication at times. Trial dates
were being set and defemed and changes were occurring which were not always being
communicated to the women, and she pointed this out to the investigation team. She
said she felt gratified by their response, which indicated a willingness to try to see the
situation from the victim's perspectives.
Specific measures were introduced by the investigation team aimed at ensuring high
levels of victim support and preparation for court. These included the police
providing the women with the following:
Dedicated complainant officers ;
Bulletin letters and updates;
Pre-trial meetings with the prosecution team.
Each of these measures is addressed below.
D e dic ate d c omp lainant offi c er s
Dedicated complainant officers comprised, at any one timero, two women detectives
whose prime responsibility was to liase with and support the women. These
detectives were assigned full-time to the investigation team, and given primary
responsibility for maintaining regular contact with the complainants, supporting them
practically and emotionally, and being an information channel between the victims
and the rest of the police and prosecution team.
r" One of the first women detectives assigned as a dedicated complainant officer Ieft the police and was
replaced during the trial preparation period.
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In Jennifer's case, which was one of Rewa's last attacks before his arrest, she was
introduced to one of the dedicated officers, Sandy, the day following the incident.
And at that stage, she made it very clear that that was the plan was that she
would be the only person, as suclx, that I dealt with in any going back and
forward, that it would all come through her generally.
She commented that. whereas:
... at the time you just go along with the flow... Looking back now, I'm
pleased that it was only ever one person, except that Sandy lefi.
All of the women, however, said that although initially they may have been dealt with
by numerous officers, often manifesting a range of abilities and temperaments, it was
useful to have greater continuity as the trial date approached. For many, these
women detectives played a vital role, and in some cases were chosen by the women
to be their support person when they gave evidence in court.
Letters and updates
In response to concerns expressed earlier in the trial lead-up period by some of the
women, the police began to issue occasional, bulletin{ype letters. These were posted
to all the women in an attempt to keep them informed of developments, explain
delays in trial dates, and provide revised time frames and other information. Many of
the women commented favourably concerning this practice, and felt that these letters
were useful for the information they contained as well as in signifying recognition of
the importance of the women to the case overall. t^
S: The letters were very good at staying in contact with you. There was one
not long after... once you've been through aII that stage of identifying things,
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there was a letter that came and said this is what we think is going to happen
blah, blah, blah... Leading up to the trial, before they actually got in contact
with you, there were another two letters. I think, it was good, it told you
what was happening and when they expected it to happen etc, etc, and always
a 'please feelfree to contact us', with their numbers, if you need anything.
JJ: So would you say from that, that you feel like you were kept informed of
the progress of events by the police?
S: Yeah, yeah, I would, it was pretty good.
JJ: That sounds...
S: quite professional really, isn't it! (Iaughter) That's notlike a govenxment
department at all really!
Pre-trial meetings
Criticism has often been expressed by victims involved in court cases of how, in their
capacity as witnesses, they typically meet the prosecutor on the day of the trial, and
usually in a very rushed manner (McDonald,1997; Young, 1983).
The size and complexity of the Rewa investigation, coupled with the expectations and
demands often voiced by the women themselves, prompted the police to invest
greater energy in pre-trial preparation. Several months before the eventual court
case, arrangements were made for each woman to meet, on her own, the major police
and prosecution team. This meeting enabled her to meet the three different
prosecutors involved and establish who she would be most comfortable with in court,
as well as providing an opportunity to have any questions she might have about the
forthcoming trial answered by some of the key players. One of the police dedicated
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women detectives accompanied the women for this meeting, and the visit was
combined with, where possible, a tour of the courtroom; alternatively, the courtroom
visit occurred nearer to the trial date for some women, depending on courtroom
availability.
Many of the women welcomed this commitment of time and energy by the police and
prosecution team. As well as enabling practical issues to be resolved, the gesture
was interpreted by some as signifying recognition of the victims' centrality in the
forthcoming trial. Gabriel, for example, said she appreciated the opportunity for pre-
trial dialogue with the prosecutor:
It was more Simon Moore who introduced himself as prosecutor for my case
and he was just very, very helpful and 'stay for as long as you want, corne
back, call and ask any questions, it is not a problem'. Ver1, helpful, and I was
there for an hour and he explained quite a lot to me in that time.
Jennifer's comments were typical when she recounted how useful she found the trial
preparation:
When we went along to the second meeting, we actually went along to the
courtrootn, he fprosecutor] gave you a diagram which you took away which
said: here wiII sit dah... dah... dah... Here wiII sit the jurors, this personwill
be here ... They were very good at that.
Likewise, Frances noted how particular{y helpful she found the pre-trial briefing:
I suppose the whole thing of going through the courtroom, you lotow, the jury
sits here and he'II be here and you'll be here and there's people behind you
who wiII be police or reporters... It gave me a feeling, before I even got
there, of who would be in the courtroom, where they would be and that sort af
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tldng, so that was actually useful, rather than walking into a room I'd never
been in before and that sort of thing.
Whilst valued as a procedure overall, some aspects associated with these meetings
were criticised in terms of process, a point elaborated on further in the next section.
,\fter trialfunction
The constraints of law made it impossible for the women to have much contact with
each other, at least until after they had testified in court. Some of those who attended
other court sessions, such as Rewa's evidence on the stand or the judge's surmning-
up, began to chat with each other, and on the night of the jury verdict several of the
worlen sat with and supported each other. What many felt, however, was that the
other women were their present but unseen companions. Once the trial was over,
and Rewa had been sentenced, a luncheon was organised at Patricia's apartment for
all those who had been closely involved in the trial. As well as any of the women
who wanted to attend, invitations were extended to the police and prosecution team,
along with their spouses and partners. This occasion provided the opportunity for a
collective debrief, as well as being an occasion to celebrate and congratulate each
other for surviving the court ordeal. Not all of the women were able to, or
necessarily wanted to, attend this function, with about l5 of the total being present.
Those who did go spoke favourably of the occasion and the contribution it made to
their own sense of closure to all that preceded it. Shelley, for example, in
acknowledging the role played by the police in her post-rape recovery process, spoke
of the importance of this occasion:
No, the police certainly had a role to play in that and they were very... Iike
certainly, when I was in court, they were very positive and said I did a really
good job, aII that jau. It was really good to see at the end, at this after match
function, that they were aII here. That was really important to ftte, to see
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them, you know, with their wives and they were all there. It was a kind of nice
round off really.
Negative aspects of the women's treatment
While the women I interviewed all rated the police positively overall, nevertheless
most rated at least one or more aspects of their treatment negatively. Identification
of the negative featurcs experienced provides the opportunity to develop a more
textured picture of police-complainant interactions and the factors important in
shaping these dynamics.
Not being believed
Whilst the majority of the women I interviewed were relieved that the police
appeared to have no difficulty believing that they were legitimate victims, not all of
Rewa's victims were responded to in this way. Kathleen, for instance, related how
she felt judged and disbelieved by the police detectives who interviewed her shortly
after she was raped.
K: WeIl, about three days after it happened I was up at the station and they
[detectives] turned around and said, 'Come on, Kathleen, we know you were
making aII this up, we lcnow you were having an affair and you were luving
sex that morning and it got a bit rough and you just made aII this up, just so
your husband doesn't find out...' My God! What I said to them I probably
can't repeat, but I told thent what to do with themselves. ^lo I walked home
with them literally following me in the police car saying 'we're sorry, we're
sorry, blah blah blah', and when I got home they would be lranging off the
phone saying, 'We lcnow that's not what happened' and 'We just had to see
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what your reaction was and if you hadn't reacted like that then we would have
been a bit suspiciotts. . .' .
JJ: So how didyoufeel?
K: Oh, I feh like punching thent! I really felt like: My God! You know...
JJ: So that just carne completely out of the blue for you, so until then you felt
Iike...
K: Yep I've giving them aII the infurmation, they are getting on with it, they
are keen, they are on to it and then this sort of drops out of the slcy! In my
wildest imaginatiort I couldn't have come up with anything stupider... I felt
so insecure, tlzey don't believe mq my God. I said to them, 'Look', I said,
'that's it. I've had enough of you guys. If you won't help me, I'Il catch him
and then you'Il be arresting me' sort of thing. I was so annoyed, I was so
absolutely frustrated, but that was only like for that day...
Kathleen was the victim of one of the earlier rapes for which Rewa stood trial in
1998, and it was evident from talking with her that she and her partner (later her
husband) were initially viewed as having questionable credibility by the police. She
believes this arose principally from negative police perceptions of her partner's
involvement in drugs and the music scene. The police thought that, at minimum, her
partner knew the identity of the man who raped her and suggested that he had been
directly implicated in her attack. Not surprisingly, such insinuations impacted
harshly on the pair's relationship, with Kathleen admitting that it took a long time
before she was convinced that her partner had, in fact, had nothing to do with the
attack. In her case, DNA evidence was obtained and linked to Rewa when he was
finally arrested in 1996.
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Similar issues associated with belief and credibility were evident in the case of
another of Rewa's victims. Several of the police detectives involved in the
investigation themselves told me about the police response to a woman raped by
Rewa in 1987". She was a young Maori woman, with gang affiliations to Highway
6l (the gang to which Rewa was affiliated), and with some previous criminal
convictions herself. She actually named Rewa as the rapist but he had arranged an
alibi to try to cover himself. Police at the time viewed his version of events as
having greater credibility than hers and the case was not proceeded with.'2 Despite
having a named offender in 1987, a further known 26 women were raped or sexually
assaulted by Rewa before this woman's case was eventually heard in the 1998 trial, at
which Malcolm Rewa was finally convicted of the crimes committed against her
(Fleming, 1998).
Attitude of police
How the women felt the police perceived them and behaved towards them was of
vital significance. Some of the women commented that they did not always feel that
the police they dealt with were comfortable interviewing rape victims. At times they
felt that police discomfort and embarrassment prevented officers from being able to
ask the right questions, particularly in the case of a few, but not all, male officers.
As Karen commented:
He knew that there were wa),s to treat rape victims and things to ask and
things not to ask and he was aware of tlut, but perhaps he didn't have it quite
integrated into his interviewing skills.
rrAlthough I spoke with this woman several times by phone, during which she shared details of her
experience, she decided not to be formally interviewed because of her current life circumstances and
desire to move on emotionallv after the trial.
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Others spoke also of feeling like they were being treated a certain way:
... because on the police investigator's nxanual, on page 16, it said...
Several women also expressed concern that at times they felt the police viewed them
judgementally. For example, Kathleen was asked what she had worn to bed the
night Rewa raped her. She told the police she had worn a camisole top and
underwear to bed and recalled:
I remember one of them saying to me, oh, is that all you wore to bed? That
sort of male attitude - maybe if you had worn a winceyette nightie it might not
have happened.
Interview environment
The environment in which police interviews are conducted can often be extremely
important for victims. Several of the women interviewed said they were, in fact,
appalled at how terrible the conditions were 
- 
as Shelley commented:
It was absolutely disgusting. TTze chairs were falling apart... We had to use
our mobile phones. The window was broken, the air conditioning was half
hanging off the waII, I mean it was a third world, something you imagine
you'd see in Istanbul or South Africa. And that actually had a huge impact on
my mental alertness I think
Some complained that, when they were taken to the police station to give their
statement, they were interviewed in the same dingy, cell-type rooms that police use
for interviewing criminal offenders. Such rooms were often originally designed to
be intimidatory and produce feelings of sensory deprivation and isolation (Kassin and
12 The issues of complainant credibility evident here are strongly reminiscent of the factors identified
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Fong, 1999), clearly rendering them of debatable merit as a comfortable environment
in which to conduct the sensitive interviewing of victims of trauma.
Gabriel pointed out how she felt affected by the implicit messages of power and
control conveyed in the interview setting, observing:
I don't think they [interviewsJ should be done behind a desk. Do you lorcw
what I meart? It's like going into an ffice and someone going. 'Okay, weII
tell us aboutyour rape thing'. It's like the power is inthat person's hands.
You lcnow, because they'vs got their desk and their pen and their box of tissues
and you're sitting there, in this chair that you've never sat in before, in a roont
tlxat you don't know, and I just, I don't know, I tend to feel that there should
be sonte kind of space that is condortable for contplainants. And there isn't.
Karen also noted the inadequacies of the interview environment:
I think in an ideal world, it would be really good to have the interview take
place, to have the medical and interview take place at some place that is a bit
more comfortable. That would be the ideal scenario, rather than being taken
to Central, which isn't a very attractive, userfriendly place - and it's fuII of
policemen!
Other women spoke of the lack of privacy and safety they felt whilst at the police
station. Interview rooms often seemed to be semi-public areas, with interruptions
being frequent. Suzanne felt particularly aggrieved by the lack of respect and
understanding she experienced in this regard from the women detective who
interviewed her:
S: She took me up into this room that had about a dozen deslcs that the police
work in, and sat me in one of these and started doing my staternent. She took
earlier in this thesis as being linked to police perceptions andjudgements concerning victim veracity.
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tlree personal phone calls and continued to talk, I couldn't believe it, I told
Chook because I jast couldn't believe that she did this, took three personal
phone calls while I was doing the statement with her. She continued to chat
on, otxe of them she talked to for about I5 minutes while I was sitting waiting,
about what she'd been doing the previous day and some friends that they'd
tnet, and she just continued and I was just sitting there thinking, I just don't
believe this! If I had been in my normal state of mind, and not been through
what I'd just been through, I would have said. 'Excuse me, what the hell do
you think you're doing?' I jast couldn'tbelieve that she was doing it,
especially for afemale to do it. (Emphasis in original)
JJ: Did it feel somehow worse in a way that it was another women who was
being so insensirtve tu what vou'd just gone through?
S: Yeah it did, she should have known how I felt and she obviously didn't
care.
Helen recalled her discomfort at interruptions that occurred when she was being
interviewed by one of the dedicated complainant officers:
There was ane point, these police guys kept bursting in to the room. She
[detective] didn't have her own room to do the interviews in, and she was
sharing with some policemen. I just felt really stared at by them, so that
wasn't nice. I could tell that Sandy was pretty angry about them, she'd say,
'Excuse me boys, but I'm conducting an interttiew here, do you think you
could leave?', and they were like. 'Got this work to do' . They lorcw what I was
there for, so that was not good. I felt very degraded by that, I guess. So that
wasn't good...
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Helen also mentioned the vulnerability she felt when going to get herself a drink at
the police station:
I went to make nryself a cuppa tea or something because... and the only place
to make a cuppa tea wqs in the fficers' Fness, so there's a lot of people again
around there. It would have been nice to have a little room that had a sofa in,
it, and a coffee cup, something so that you've got a bit of privacy. Because
again, you've got this room full of men, big buUE men, and you're feeling
pretty vulnerable at the time, and I think in terms of... they weren't offensive
of anything, it was just you're feeling vulnerable, you think everyone's
Iooking at you, you've just been axacked, raped, you know, youfeel yuck, and
that just makes it worse really. You want to hide, so why not let sonzeone,
.iust at that time, just give them the contfort they need.
Other women also expressed discomfort at the way in which they were scrutinised by
other officers, feeling surveyed as Rewa's latest victim, and spoke of how degraded
they often felt simply walking through the station or in the police canteen. In
Marie's case, she felt acutely embarrassed walking through a busy police station:
I had to go into Auckland Central for photographs... They didn't have
photographers who came to me, I had to go there. I had to go up several
floors to the police photographer. That was terrible, it was awfuI. Walking
in through the door, everybody looked. I did look pretty awful. That was
really humiliating having to do that. Because I had marks around my neck
where he (Rewa) tried to strangle ma
Similarly, Connie recalled how vulnerable she felt being taken into the police station
dressed in her night attire:
C: They took me down to the police station in my nightie, that's exactly how I
was dressed, in my nightie. I was dying to go to the toilet. I was dyins to have
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a wash, but I wasn't allowed. They [police] said, 'No, you can,t. Look, please,
if there's sernen evidence that we can get...' They took me down to the police
station. I can't remember how long I was there, it seemed to be ages. I was
not in any particular private area, because it must have been the start to the
change of a shift, because people seemed to be corning and going and sort of
staring at me.
JJ: How did thatfeel?
C: Lonely, just lonely.
Victint seen a,s namber/case
As has been noted, the Rewa investigation and subsequent trial was one of the biggest
rape inquiries ever held in New Zealand. Mostly the women said they felt the police
managed it well in terms of treating each woman as an individual, but there were
occasional slip-ups. Whilst possibly inevitable in a case of this magnitude,
nevertheless such errors irnpacted harshly on the women involved.
A good example of this occurred when Karen rang and gave her name to the detective
who answered the phone. He replied,
'Oh, you're number 61, aren't you?' That was my house number. I said,
' yeah, Iovely'. It was a small thing but it was like, 'Oh yes, thank yoa very
much!'
Other women commented how remarks made, at times, by professionals involved in
the case conveyed a sense of there being a stereotypical 'rape victim' whom they
were being assessed and compared against. Thus Helen said:
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H: It was even brought home to nxe, the perceptions are, even amongst these
people, that women who get raped are not very intelligent, come from lower
class backgrounds, are asking for it, are either prostitutes or dah, dah, dah...
and that's what they're saying, which is not good in a way, but that's the
perception, I guess, out there. So they were saying, actually there's a lot of
intelligent wonxen coming through here.
JJ: So they sounded a bit surprised in a way when they said that?
H: Absolutely. But that's a social perception, youknow that it's there. It's not
just a belief, it's a truth, as far as I can see.
Police minimised attack and effects
Once the attacker was suspected or confirmed to be Malcolm Rewa, the women
usually felt that they were well looked after and responded to by the police.
However, some said such concern was not so evident while the attacker's identity
was still being established. In Frances's case, she was attacked while she was out
running early one morning. She managed to avoid being raped, and felt that the
police initially trivialised the incident. Frances felt they dismissed the attack as
being no big deal, when it clearly was for her and left her feeling shocked and highly
vulnerable. She was, however, determined not to be put off running and began
instead to run with others. Less than a fortnight later she was running in the same
area with her companions when they came across a woman who had just been
attacked. Frances told the police that it sounded like the same offender, and, after
further police investigation, Rewa was charged with both these attacks.13
13 Whilst the police were confident that Rewa was the offender in both these incidents, the jury
acquitted him on all counts derived from these two attacks. The jury's decision appear to have been
related to an absence of corroborative evidence that Rewa had intended raping these women when he
attacked them (he was charged with Assault with Intent to Commit Rape).
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One of the most potentially fraught issues to arise in the context of rape reporting
derives from the victim's confusion, or at times denial, as to whether or not she has
been raped. The likelihood of such confusion occurring is understandable, given that
while legal definitions assert black and white boundaries, the realities of sexual
assault range along a complex continuum of behaviours. Research evidence suggests
it is therefore not uncommon for women to be hazy as to whether or not they were
raped, and to tend towards minimisation of their attack (Kelly, 1988; Kelly and
Radford, 1996). In such circumstances, effective law enforcement will be dependent
on the skills and sensitivities of investigators cognisant of these processes.
Suzanne hoped for such a response from the detective who interviewed her, but felt
she received the opposite:
I remember telling her about how he was pushing himself in, he couldn't get
irilo me and it wasn't until later in the court that I realised that that wasn't
recorded... She focussed rnore on the attack side rather than on the sexual
side, when both of it was important. She just focussed on that one side of
things, and I tltink she wasn't really interested in it, to be quite honest... it
was trivialised. I really just don't think she was interested. To her, it was
just a ndnor assault because that's the way the statement ended up being. I
just don't tlzink she was interested.
Suzanne felt particularly aggrieved that, had the detective been more sensitive to what
she was saying, she would have immediately been sent for a medical examination:
I'm very, very disappointed and angry with the way it was handled, and also
anybody in their right mind should have been sent for a medical afier that,
and she didn't! I told her what he'd done. I remember saying to her, infront
of 
- 
ffiatmatel, I said to her, 'Look, I don't lcnow exactly what he's done
but it's really revolting, I feel damp'. I said, 'I really need to go the toilet'
and she said 'Go', and so I went and she never sent me or anything and I said
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to her in front of 
- 
before I left, 'Am I okay to go home and have a
shower?', and she said'Yep, offyou go, we'Il be in touch tomorrow'. So I
went honxe and I lay in the bath for an hour after I'd rung 
- 
ffiancee), and
[he] was arranging to catch a flight ap at this stage, and I lay in the bath for
an hour because I felt so disgustingly dirty, and it wasn't until that aftentoon
[he] came up and he said, 'Have you had a check done?' I said 'No, they
told me not to worry about it'. He said he couldn't believe it, so he then
spoke to the detective and I dealt with [dffirent detective] and he was a
brilliant detective, and he couldn't believe it either. They came and got me
the next day, but it was a bit after the event.
What Suzanne's experience highlights also is the immense importance of the police
role in assessing complainant testimony. For all sorts of reasons, a rape/sexual
assault victim may minimise what has happened to her. This could be for reasons of
psychological self-protection, cultural shame, fear, sexual reticence 
- 
in many ways,
the reason is irrelevant. For the detective interviewing her, it is important to find
ways of establishing rapport so as to obtain the fullest account possible. The detail
may not emerge immediately, in which case erring on the side of caution is advisable
when it comes to decisions about, for example, arranging a forensic medical
examination. This decision needs to be taken by the police, not left to the victim to
specify. As Suzanne said,
If I was in my normalframe of mind, I should have questioned it further, but I
thought, here's the professionals dealing with this situatiort.
Pre-trial preparation
One of the positive features identified in the previous major section related to the
efforts made by the police and prosecution to prepare these women for the rigours of
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the court trial. Considerable energy was expended in trying to familiarise the women
with courtroom procedures and supporting them through this time.
The pre-trial meetings that were held with the police and Crown Prosecutors were
viewed as a positive initiative by the women. However, while the good aspect for
them was that these meetings occurred, several expressed reservations regarding the
way in which these were arranged. Criticism was specifically voiced about the lack
of advance information given to each woman concerning the size and scale of these
meetings.
Karen described the process leading up to this meeting:
I got this letterfrom Steve Rutherford saying you're coming to meet the crown
prosecutors and all the rest. Veronica cam.e and picked me up from work, and
we tootle off to the High Court, where I'd never been before. She said to me
before we went in, she said, 'I'II just teII you now, there's quite a few people
inthe room. There's so and so and so...'and rattled offall these natnes
whichmeant nothing to rne.
I walked into this rootn and there's like eight people, plus Veronica and me,
so there was like l0 people in this room. Everyone was sining not quite in a
circle, they had the police here, the lawyer; here and it's like... I'm used to
being in meetings and I was really pleased about that, and I'm used to talking
at meetings so it doesn't worry me, but I think that for someone that's not
used to talking to a lot of people, it would have been a nightmare, there was
way too many people there...
I had no idea who these bloody police were, sort of thing. I later found out
they were aII the top police from the inquiry and aII probably had every right
to be there, and certainly the j prosecution lawyers did too, but there was too
many people. Apparently, I was only about the third one that they saw, and
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apparetxtly the first person or the second person had really freaked out. She'd
walked into this room full of men - we're not good at walking into rooms full
of men. I think that's probably something that hadn't been thought of. It
wasn't great... I bet they don't do that again. (Emphasis added)
A feeling of daunt when the door to that meeting room opened was mentioned by
many of the women. Gabriel referred to it as hellishly intimidating, while Frances
said:
Well, all I would have needed to be told was 'there's this many police there
and these otlter people' and then I would have known, rather than the door
operrcd and it was, 'oh, Iook at all these people'.
As well as the measures already mentioned, a room was set aside for the exclusive
use of victims and their support persons, in an effort to provide them with a safe
space where they could try to relax, give vent to their feelings if need be, and gain
some respite from possible intimidation by those supporting Rewa. In practice, this
room (which was some distance from the courtroom) was not used as frequently, by
some of the women at least, as the police's room. In part this was because of the
close team-like environment which was created by the police and sought after by
those women who spent longer times at court, often through choice rather than
requirement.la
The feeling was also expressed by some that the process of preparing the women for
court tended to happen when the police felt it needed to, rather than when the women
might want this to occur. This prompted Helen to challenge the police to
communicate more fully with the women during the lead-up to the trial, noting:
They probably felt that they were doing enough, but you live with something
day by day, it's not enough, you need to know this guy is going to be put away
ra Several of the women interviewed indicated that they chose to spend considerable periods of time at
the court after they gave evidence. Some were keen to see Rewa take the stand, andlor be present for
the judge's summing up, jury verdict, and sentencing.
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or whatever you're feeliltg and he's not going to be out there, just those little
silly things: 'Areyoumaking sure he can't get out?', 'He can't getbail, can
he?', because you don't lcnow, I don't lcnow the court system... Do people
like that get out on bailT You know, you don't know that. It would have
been nice if there was sonxeone to answer those questions and not feel silty
about it.
Later in the interview she referred to her thought sequences once the letter arrived
outlining the forthcoming trial:
Because as soon as I knew I was going, you got the letter, then you start
dreaming. It's like, ohmy God, he's going to be able to come across there
and kiII me. You know, again, they're not logical but you want to larcw that
there's ten people betweenyou and him. Because if he can do it once, he can
do it again. How do you know he hasn't got a lcnife, how do you know?
Yeah, all really stupid things and nmybe that might have helped me a bit to
know, there's rwo bodyguards on either side, there's all these people before
he can get to you... which I was told nao days before and that's great, bat if I
had been told when I was actually starting to think about it-.. But people
can't anticipate if they're not inside your head, I suppose. They must have
l<nown from enough women, though, that you're going to have those sort of
fears.
Concerns such as these raise questions about whose time-frame is being adhered to,
whose needs dominate the process, and how can these issues best be resolved.
I-ack of follow-up after court attendance
In contrast to the women's general appreciation of pre-trial input, strong
dissatisfaction was expressed by some that as soon as they had given evidence, it felt
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as though all support was withdrawn. Whilst some rationalised this as
understandable, in that the police and prosecution focus had now shifted to the next
witness to take the stand, nevertheless it provoked feelings of betrayal in some
women. Shelley expressed this sentiment well when she noted:
There was no debrief after the court appearance which would have been
real\t important to rne. I mean, there you were, the nxost special person to the
prosecutor and for the court and you were like queen for the day. It was very
much that, you know, and there was media coverage and you stood in the box
and there was all this and then it's like, 'Bye, next one'. A sort of disposable
witness really. Just disposable, you htow we've 
- 
you've done your dash and
thanks very much that's great, goodbye, without a thought to actually, this
person's leaving with you lcnow aII sorts of things happening to her.
For Shelley and some of the other women, the need to have some kind of debrief
arose following their court appearance. This was true for Marie also, who had to
manage the added difficulty of taking the stand as the first police witness in the 1998
case, 23 years after Rewa's conviction for attacking her. She recalls:
I was quite happy with the way things went, the only thing I would say, I
wasn't preparedfor afterwards. Afier I had given evidence, I actually had a
dreadful tim.e the next 2 or 3 days, just the let down. I don't lcnow, whether it
was all the build up to get me there, I felt there was nothing, I was just left
high and dry. Because I was the first witness, I got the impression, it might
have been totally incorrect, but I got the impression that they breathed a sigh
of relief, 'Oh, we've started, we've had our fit'st witness on the stantd, and the
trial is under way'. I think tlrcy aII went off to the pub to celebrate! I got the
impression that it was you've been there, done your bit, now that's it, goodbye
now, thank you very much. I just felt there was no follow up. Now whether
that should come from them, I don't lqtow. I still needed the contact, I needed
to know what was happening. I knew in my mind that they're really busy,
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they're preparing the next person to go on the stand, I've done my bit now, so
they can put me to the side. I just felt that... I just spent aII the Thursday
crying, which is probably just reaction. I had to have peoBle with me, I was
.iust a mess and yet I had coped with going in there, I had coped with the
week, I had done everything, but nobody really was there for me afterwards.
In Frances's case, however, the time she most acutely felt the need for
police/prosecution contact was following the delivery of the verdict. This was
because, for her and one other woman, the jury returned Not Guilty verdicts against
Rewa. Frances describes how she contacted one of the dedicated women officers
that evening:
F: I rang her because it was late at night when the jury came back irz but I
was up so I rang her atthe courtroornand she told me then... Itwas so late
at night, she just said, 'Look, I'm really sorry to have to say to you that your
verdict was not guilty'. It was a.funn1, feeling, a really strange feeling. My
sister fu law said to me, it's almost now that you actually need to be speaking
to someone about it. In those few days afterwards, it was a real feeling of...
that I did put it all behind me then it all got opened up again, and now it's left
really open. It's not so bad now as it was when itfirst happened.
JJ: In tenns of that, did you get to talk to anyone, the police or the
prosecutors af'terwards, did they sit you down at aII and give you some
explanation about why they think the jury's reasoning may have been or
anything like that?
F: No.
JJ: So in an ideal world, what would you have liked to have happened?
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F: Perhaps just sit down with Paul Davidson [prosectuor], I guess, and
ntaybe for him to say why he thought I got that verdict. I think I was quite
surprised too, Ieading up to the trial there was so much... there did seem to
be, they seemed to be going out of their way so much to make sure everything
was going to be okay for aII the witnesses, and then afterwards there wasn't
any contact, that was it, it's finished, it's over.
JJ: so how did that feel, what message did you feel like that gave you in a
way?
F: I guess I was quite an unimportant part of it, it was tlmt sort af message.
when we had a thing a few months later here at Patricia's, I spoke to Gina
[prosecutor] about it there, she came up and she made me feel better about it,
she said we have no doubt in our nzind that he was the one who attacked you.
I actually really needed to hear tlut, but I needed to hear it sooner... It would
lmve just given me that affirmation tlut I needed at the time.
Other sources of dissatisfaction
Stateme nt-takin g p ro c e s s
One concern raised by many of the women, and which echoed that identified by
women interviewed as part of my earlier rape research (Jordan, 1998a), involved their
feeling that the police often persisted in taking their statement when they were
exhausted. This practice was criticised by some of the women because it appeared to
represent an adherence to police procedure at the expense of sensitivity to victims'
needs. Persisting in continuing to interview in such circumstances could also result
in the police resorting to putting things in their own words, instead of ensuring they
obtained as realistic a picture as possible from victims. Such a practice not only
undermined the women's sense of the validity of their experience, but could also have
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potentially serious implications later in the process 
- 
for example, when the women
were questioned or cross-examined regarding their statement in court.
Jennifer felt the police tried to interview her initially when it was the wrong time and
it was too late. Shelley also described how exhausted she felt by the time the police
began to obtain her full statement.
I think that 
- 
see, by the time I was givirtg my full statement, I'd spoken to the
police on tlze scene, I'd spoken to the doctor and. given the same staternent to
the doctor at the hospital and then I was doing it for the third time in a more
extended way to the police and I think what really I would have liked to have
seen happen was that statement could have waited. I think I really needed the
time, I mean it had to be done. I probably would lzave performed better had I
had some sleep and then come back and perhaps had it done in my own home
or done it in a more comfortable situation.
Shelley also noted that the detective who was interviewing her knew she was tired
and tried to speed things up for her, but this could have resulted in incorrect details or
sequences of events being recorded:
I did feel as we were going through that he was trying to kind of put the wards
for me, but I think he was just trying to be helpful rather than being objective
about writing the statement. And there were some things that he read back to
me that I said, 'No, that's not actually what happened', or 'No, that's not what
I mean'.
One or two women expressed dissatisfaction regarding what they perceived as limited
or inappropriate techniques that the police expected them to be able to utilise.
Patricia, for example, had fought with Rewa and chased him down the road, in the
process obtaining a good look at him. The police were keen for her to assist them by
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drawing a compusketch, which she agreed to do. This proved to be a singularly
frustrating experience, she said, which lasted more than three hours:
Th.ey had an American profile programtne in there, it had not one Po\tnesian
not anything, tlze closest thing to an Asian was an Eskimo. They didn't have
artytlting that was slightly conducive with a Maori or Polynesian that you see
on the street.
Other women observed how difficult they found the process of police interviewing
and statement-taking because of the explicit nature of the information required. In
response to a question concerning whether she felt she could the police as full an
account as she wanted to, Kathleen responded:
No, because I couldn't divulge alot of that information'cause I didn'tfeel
comfortable. If I had maybe a female there, or they had gone through a list
of questions, Iike: Did this happen or did that happen, did he do that, it
probably would ltave been a bit easier... 'Cause there are some things like
when he, the oral sex bit, I di&z't lcnow how to say what lzad happened. It was
just sort of unconzfurtable, horrible...
I couldn't say a lot of the stuff I wanted to say or that I felt I needed to say but,
yeah, I don't know, I couldn't, I just couldn't. You lonw, I felt embarrassed, I
did feel embarrassed, yeah, that's the word for it, I felt embarrassed.
Retention and return of personal properly
All of the women had items of property retained by the police for forensic
examination. These included mostly items of clothing and bedding, including items
used by Rewa to bind and gag them. The women understood the importance of these
items being examined, but several expressed concern regarding the police retention,
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use, and return of their property. Some of the women said that they were not always
informed of the procedures to be followed, and at times heard nothing after their
property passed into police hands.
One major source of discontent arose from the lack of consultation by police as to
what the women wished to have happen to these items following their examination.
While many said they did not necessarily want these items back, most felt they would
have liked to be offered the choice. Shelley described the property items of hers
which the police retained:
TIrcy had all my bedding including pillows and duvet. My dressing gowrx, the
clothing I was wearing at the time... I just assumed that, I mean, they may
have said to me, 'We're taking it for evidence', but tlmt was aII and there was
certainly no clear explanation that I wasn't going to get it back and that
actually surprised me because my duvet cost me, it was a set and they actually
destroyed aII the evidence afterwards and then I made a claim to nxy
insurance company and they said no. It wasn't, I wasn't going to get a claim
on it and so then I contacted the police who wrote tlum a letter and they came
up with the money after the police wrote the letter. It was incredible, I felt it
was incredibly insensitive. It was those sorts of things that really, really
threw nte. It was those extra little things, afew layers out...
Shelley also felt aggrieved that the next time she saw her pantyhose, which Rewa had
used to tie her up with, was when they were displayed on national television
following the release of the trial verdict.
Women whose property was returned often complained about the way in which the
police managed this process, with some feeling that greater sensitivity could have
been displayed by the officers concerned- For example, the police would suddenly
arrive on the doorstep with the items in question, without the woman being given a
choice regarding whether or not she did in fact want to see these items again. The
likelihood of it being upsetting to see the clothes one was wearing when raped did not
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always seem to be appreciated by the police 
- 
it was simply time to return the
property so it was returned. One woman, for example, found it disfessing when her
property was returned with crosses marking the spots where semen stains had been
found. The condition of some items meant that, ideally, complainants would have
been warned about the state of the goods in question. As Isabel said:
The1,lss1s away aII the clothes that I'dbeenwearing when I was attacked and
they gave them back sontetime later, but I don't know why they bothered
givittg them back because they all had linle lnles cut out of them. They came
back in those sort of evidence bags.
Raquel also had the pair of jeans she had been wearing handed back to her, without
any advance warning, and with a big hole cut out of the crutch area. The material had
been removed for forensic analysis. Raquel had been attacked and raped in her car;
when the police had finished their examination of the vehicle, she was told to come
and collect it. Her boyfriend went and was upset to find the passenger seat still
down in the position Rewa had placed it for the rape. Furthermore, Rewa had cut
this woman badly during the attack and the inside of the car was still covered with her
blood, a fact which prompted a family dispute amongst all those close to her as to
who could best manage to clean it, until in desperation Raquel herself arranged for it
to be valet cleaned.
That's another thing, another complaint, and I don't know whether we really
have right to complain about this, but when I got it back it [her car] bach it
was still... it had blood everywhere in it. I remember the seat still, the seat
was still back, my seat that he put me back onto, the passenger seat was still
down, they hadn't put it back upright and then when 
_ fboyfriend] went to
pick my car up he was really, really upset seeing the seat down because it
made him think about everything, and the first thing he did was put the seat
back up. He was really upset, it made me uncomfortable, I remember being
uncontfortable because I saw how upset he was, that probably made me... I
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was dealing with it really well, it hadn't really occurred to tne how upset
everyone else was at the time because I was still in rny own linle world, in
survival ntode, I wasn't really... it's hard because they can't always do the
best thing for you because they're really messed up themselves. When you're
a victim, youforget that tlrcre's a lot of other victims too, but you're the
victirn of the actual crinze, but there's a lot of other victims emotionally and
it's kind of hard when you're the victim survivor to relate to that, you don't
actually completebt understand what they're going through, they're busy
trying to cope with it and understand what you're going througlt which is
lzard enough and you're not really capable of understanding what they're
going through. But there's blood everywhere in my car and I had to take it
back like that and get it cleaned, that was interesting.
As Raquel said, though, why could the police not have either cleaned it themselves or
offered to get it done at the family's expense before they took receipt of the vehicle?
From the examples and statements described above, it is clear that while most of the
women felt very positively towards the police, some police procedures and
behaviours produced dissatisfaction. Even when they apparently conformed to
stereotypes of the 'perfect victim', these women did not receive 'perfect policing'.
For some, this sense of dissatisfaction could have been further enhanced by police
personnel making serious mistakes in relation to the management of their cases and
evidence. The next section documents some of these errors and the women's
responses.t'
rs It is also possible that other mistakes and errors were made which were not detected by the women
and which the police managed to keep concealed.
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Mistakes and errors made by police
The fact that mistakes were made is probably not surprising in a case of this
magnitude. In the course of the lengthy investigation and trial procedures, there
were at times lapses in communication, errors of judgement, and insensitive
behaviours. Examples of these, as described to me by the women, follow.
Shelley, who was raped twice by Rewa in the course of the attack, expressed concern
that one rape charge was apparently lost between the time of statement-taking and the
trial' It seemed to her that one page of her statement must have gone missing, since
Rewa was only charged with the one count of rape against her. If he had been
acquitted by the jury on this charge, she said she would have been much angrier about
this aspect of the police management of her case. If the police had deliberately
reduced it to one charge, then the reasons for this were clearly not communicated.
Shelley also said she had originally identified an item of clothing found in Rewa's
possession as belonging to her, then some months later found hers still in her house.
She told the police and asked them to delete the reference to this identification of
clothing in her statement. No such deletion occurred. When the case went to court,
the defence lawyer, Barry Hart, pounced on this occurrence, delighting in being able
to show how 'mistaken' in her identification of the item Shelley had been and
goading her as to how many other details she might be mistaken about. She
commented:
I felt a linle bit let down by the police that there had been a communication
problem and unfortunately the defence had that inforrnation and he really
hassled me on that and he'd say you were wrong with the camisole are you
wrong witlt anything else you know so and I felt that I had been allowed, that
they'd exposed me unnecessorily to that sort of questioning and I found that
really, really hard to kind 
- 
I felt like I had to clnw my way out of it really.
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In other cases there was confusion sometimes as to whether Rewa's attack on an
individual woman legally constituted rape or not. Such ambiguity is not unusual in
practice, given that sexual behaviours occur along a continuum in reality (Kelly,
1988), rather than neatly falling into the polarised dichotomy advanced in law and
examined in earlier chapters. In Rewa's case, this confusion was exacerbated at
times by the fact of his erectile dysfunction, which obviously affected the extent to
which he was able to achieve penetration. How the police responded to the women's
accounts of his actions had significant ramifications later, and often determined how
he should be charged: Patricia's case, for instance, was filed as an aggravated robbery
initially, a factor which meant that her case nearly missed being linked to Rewa as the
offender, although she expressed amazement at this oversight:
P: One of those police told me tlmt aggravated robbery leads to rape. You
know, there are aII these steps: there might be an aggravated robbery this
year but next year they are likely to be a rapist, that they are keep on the
adrenaline as such, that they keep on. So they [policeJ should already lcnow
that, so if this sort of arrogant policeman would teII me that, why doesn't
everybody know that? why isn't it ah"eady in the system? so it got filed
under aggravated robbery and that is when I said to Chook, how come it took
you so long? You would think they would have found it when he had gone
through all the files in [her suburb].
JJ: Yeah, what d.id he say?
P: Because it was filed under aggravated robbery and not attempted rape.
Big gap, big gap. It's tunnelvision.
A scarf belonging to Rewa had been left at Patricia's address. The police took the
scarf away, and she was sure that, since it looked like it had been round Rewa's neck
for a long time, that some forensic evidence would be obtained from it.
Unfortunately, she told me, it seems that the police may not have noted that this scarf
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belonged to the offender, rather than the victim. For whatever reason, the scarf
appeared not to have been forensically examined at the time.
I dott't lcnow what went wrotxg but there was a big mess up with that scarf and
that was aII they had to go on and they blew it. At the time of the court it
was nrcntioned that it wasn't there, it had been mislaid somewhere.
Suzanne feels she encountered a similar problem with the police concerning
identification of a fingerprint outside her flatmate's bedroom.
The clzap doing the fingerprints said, 'l've got a really good thumbprint of
this one, through the point of entry'. I said, 'Oh, great'. When Rewa was
arrested, the police said to me... because I said, 'What about the thumbprint,
&s some kind of evidence?' Tlrcy said no, it was my fingerprint, and I said no
it's not, and they insisted it was, and I said I have never, ever been into
ffiatmate'sl bedroom ever and I still haven't to this day, and I certainly never
had my ffuger on that ... I actually got really angry in the end, I said, 'It's not
my fingerprint!' In the end they said it was ffiatmate'sl thumbprint and [she]
said. I ltave never had my finger on that outside of the window, it was right
tlrcre, we lcnew he got in that window because the stool was there where he
got in, it was right where he would have put it... because he put the
screwdriver under it, we couldn't believe that they were doing this... That
actually did concern me, it was like they first initially said it was mine and
thett they said it was hers, and I know I've never been anywhere near hdr
bedroom inside and out, so that was a little bit of a concem.
Connie recounted to me how absolutely exhausted she felt by the end of her
statement. Her husband drove her to her parents' place, and as she walked in the
door news of her attack was being headlined on the television news and the phone
was ringing; it was the police requesting that she return immediately to the station.
She felt scared that perhaps they did not believe her:
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WelI, that was my thought, that they didn't believe nte. Despite the fact that it
was on W, that it had made the news, it's still not enough in your head to tell
you, well it's on the news, they believe yott, because I htow what news is like,
a story's a story, doesn't matter whether it's true or not. And I thought, Ofu
no, tlxey don't believe tne, what now?
Connie returned to the police station, feeling agitated. On her arrival, what she
discovered was that the typist had spelt a word wrongly on the statement and the
police simply wanted the change authorised and signed by the complainant. This
seemed a small detail to the police but by then this experience was impacting hugely
on her, adding to her already heightened senses of fear and vulnerability.
Several of the women expressed concerns in particular over the arrangement, or in
some cases lack of arrangement, of medical examinations. Mention has been made
previously in this chapter of Suzanne's anger when the detective failed to send her for
a forensic examination when this might have yielded critical evidence. In Raquel's
case, she feels the police made a potentially serious enor of judgement in not sending
her for an immediate medical examination to have her head injury assessed. Instead
they drove her to the police station, saying they would have to arrange for a clinic to
be opened for her to have the forensic examination:
That is what they told me afterwards, but in actual fact that had nothing to do
with my head injuries. In actual fact the fact that I had head injuries, they
damn weII should have taken me to A and E now tlmt I think about it....
I guess they probably felt that I was quite lucid and quite okny to... you lcnow.
But there was nobody there to check my pupils. You lcnow when you have,
you.'ve got a dffirence in concussion and brain compression I mean who
Icnows, who lcnows what had happened to me? It's probably a little bit slack
on their part. I mean if I had been really badly injured they would have taken
nxe to hospital, you know, but because I was walking and talking fine they
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didn't concede that there was anything wrong with me. God, I could have
collapsed an hour later, you know.
Gabriel also had concerns regarding police liaison with medical personnel. In her
case she was taken to the hospital to have her injuries examined, but feels that the
police left her there without medical personnel being told how shocked and
vulnerable she was likely to be feeling. Gabriel commented:
I was quite disgusted about the fact that, when I was at the hospital, I was left
in roonts b), mysef and wheeled out of rooms because there was no more
rooms and left in a hall way on a stretcher for a long time. I found that very
disturbing, because I couldn't get up without help. I just think that's terrible
being left by yourself. At that stage there was no-one available to be with me.
And the fact that the X-ray person didn't lcnow the nature of my, no-one knew
the nature of why I was there. Now I don't know whether that is because of
the privacy of it all, like I don't know if the Police can go up to the nurses and
say, 'Look, we've had this young person who...'. No-one seemed to lorcw why
I was in tlzere. I had to tell them and that was not something that I really fett
capable of doing.
What is apparent, in the above examples, is that many of the women were aware of
potentially serious mistakes and significant oversights that were made by the police.
Forrunately, these mistakes did not appear to seriously impede case outcomes (in this
case, Rewa's conviction), although some women believed that potentially the police's
errors may have had more deleterious effects. What emerges from the women's
accounts overall, however, is that if the police have a fundamentally positive
relationship with the woman from the outset, then such errors will be tolerated within
the context of that relationship. Just as in any marriage or partnership, errors of
judgement or communication may occur, but if the underlying bonds of trust are there
then these are unlikely to jeopardise the fundamentally secure basis of the
relationship. In other words, if the foundation of the police-victim relationship is
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strong, complainants will be understanding of the pressures on police and relatively
forgiving when mistakes occur.
Some of the women noted that their experience of the police was more positive than
they initially expected, although attributed some of the reason for this to it being such
a significant inquiry. As Gabriel reflected:
I don't lcnow, just because I had a good experience, I mean, I,d never know
what it would be like to make an individual complaint. Bearing in mind that
when I was attacked, the Police already btew that there was a serial rapist
out there and had a very good idea that this was part of it. And perhaps I d.id
get a lot oJ' special treatment, and then definitely throughout the trial, in fact
all oJ us did because it was so unusual and it had to look good, because. shit
everyone was looking at them. It had to look good. Imagine if it wasn,t
lmndled very well? I mean, God. How would the country feel to find that
there was a serial rapist and the police force were all over the place and
didn't give a slzit! It had to be handled very well because it was in the
Iimelight.
What ernerged for the women overall was general satisfaction with the police
approach, coupled with an ability to give clear, specific examples of which aspecrs,
from their point of view, were not handled well. As shelley expressed it:
I'm very positive, I had a very positive relationship with the police and
accepted a lot of their downfalls as weII. In fact I lorcw that their processes
weren't often wonderful and you loww having to deal with 30 of them at
different times, I kind of accepted that because each one of them as
individuals were really nice to me. And that's why I could accept it.-. There
were quite clear cock ups along the way... But the fact that there was that
real sense of support and belief... I didn't really feel too bad 
- 
I was angry
about it but I kind of rationalised it.
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Patricia noted also that while the mishaps may appear insignificant on one level, they
all detract from the ideal of perfect policing:
So, it is all minor little things that are human failings really, but in a case like
that, oryeah, in cases as big as that one, if you can close the gaps on human
failings then I guess youwould get a more perfect system and then everything
is going to flow a lot easier, isn't it?
Implications of the research
The responses of the women attacked by Malcolm Rewa to their experiences with the
police provide us with valuable insights into the concept of what, from the rape
victim's perspective, constitutes 'perfect policing'. A clear understanding of victims'
needs emerges from the interview data. This includes validation of many of the
measures employed by police during Rewa's investigation and trial, as well as
criticisms of some of the ways in which these procedures were managed.
Important aspects of police practice which were applauded by the women included:
the provision of dedicated women complainant officers;
the ability to liase with a police team of aware, sensitive detectives during
the trial;
r the opportunity to meet the Crown Prosecution team in advance of the
trial; and
o familiarisation with courtroom layout, defendant's position in the court.
Many of the women reiterated the paramount importance of issues of safety and
privacy for victims of rape/sexual assault. Being believed, validated, and reassured
was also stressed, because of the need to counter the negativity and degradation of
sexual violation. Several of the women spoke of the ways in which they felt so
a
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acutely dependent on the police, as professionals, to determine the proceedings. In
suggesting how police might approach this issue, Helen said:
It's almost like you have to try and think what the woman needs, because she
doesn't know, slze's not been through it before, she's not going to be able to
make decisions for herself.
Can the police learn, as Helen suggested, to put themselves inside the head of a rape
victim and anticipate what she needs? The overall positive response of these women
to the police suggests that at least some can, at least some of the time. This raises the
question of what factors determine this ability to show empathy and sensitivity
towards victims of rape 
- 
gender, training, personality, or experience? The results of
this research, combined with the data obtained in my earlier study, suggest the
importance in particular of training and experience. In both studies, women often
suggested the desirability of a specialist police unit to respond to sexual assault
victims. Access to interview rooms and facilities designed with victims' needs in
mind was also strongly advocated, rather than expecting traumatised individuals to
adapt to the deliberately harsh cell-type environments designed for interviewing the
pel?etrators of crime. What must it be like for a victim of rape to imagine that the
previous person sitting in her chair was possibility a rapist or child abuser?
The most significant aspect to emerge from the interviews with these women
concerns the paramount importance of the police establishing a positive relationship
with the complainant. The majority of the women were regarded as credible victims
and had their accounts believed by the police from the outset. An environment of
trust was created which formed a strong foundation for a relationship that had to be
sustained over a long period of time. The police recognised the centrality of Rewa's
victims to the police goal of successfully prosecuting this repeat offender. The
efforts the police went to in establishing a respectful and supportive relationship with
the women proved to be invaluable. The sheer magnitude of this investigation meant
that, on occasion, mistakes were made and insensitivities did occur. In a single
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complainant case, mistakes such as those cited earlier involving a lost scarf or
wrongly identified fingeqprint could cause the entire case to collapse. Fortunately, in
a multiple complainant case such as this, isolated instances of bungled evidence were
unlikely to prejudice the eventual outcome. While such mistakes might strain the
relationship between the police and the woman concerned, if a good, solid
relationship already existed then the women were usually willing to forgive such
indiscrepancies. In other words, if the complainant already felt believed and
supported by the police, then a mistake or inconsiderate remark would be assessed
within the context of a fundamentally positive relationship. The capacity to forgive
and to understand would be apparent. For example, if the return of a complainant's
property was not handled well, the complainant may be aggrieved by that act but,
hopefully, not to the extent that she would decide to end her relationship with the
police. If, however, the rclationship was already strained, and there was little trust
or rapport between the police and the complainant, then ons more sign of police
disrespect or insensitivity might tip the scales. The result might then be that the
complainant would decide 'That's it!' and withdraw the case or refuse to co-operate
as a witness. It is the strength and quality of the police-complainant relationship that
carries a case through to completion and, hopefully, to successful prosecution of the
offender
It is probable that a major factor underlying the fact that the women attacked and
raped by Malcolm Rewa were dealt with positively derives from Rewa's status as an
offender. He was a repeat, serial offender, the kind of 'monster' rapist whom the
police are highly motivated to apprehend, and there was extensive public and media
pressure on the police to 'catch their man'. However, from my talking with police
involved in this case, it appears that they began increasingly to see, from spending so
much time with these women, how lacking in victim orientation they, as
investigators, actually were. Hence, from inteliews I conducted with senior police
personnel involved in the Rewa investigation, as well as from the women's remarks,
it is clear that the police learned to become much more consistently victim-centred in
their approach and management of the women as the investigation proceeded.
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In part this was because Rewans latter victims were often able to be linked to him
immediately (largely because of his modus operandi), and thus the offender's status
and notoriety influenced police treatment of the victim and crime scene. What sorne
detectives observed, however, was that the women whom Rewa attacked were mostly
highly educated and articulate women who were able to verbalise their needs and
reactions clearly. Thus when, for example, one woman complained about a poor
lack of communication concerning trial dates, the police responded favourably and.
began to issue occasional written bulletins to update the women concerning case
developments.
It is debatable how much this receptivity to complainant suggestions could be
attributable to the size of the case and status of the offender, or the status of the
victims, or to the police recognition that the only way Rewa would be convicted
would be as a result of victim co-operation. Whatever the motive(s), the effect was
that the police learned the necessity of Iistening to and validating the victim, and
developed a much fuller appreciation of victim needs and vulnerabilities. Since the
end of the trial, detectives involved in this investigation have become regular
contributors to detective training courses held at the national Royal New Zealand
Police College, emphasising in particular the importance of an empathic police
response to rape victims.
At heart, those they lecture to may always primarily define themselves as hard-nosed
detectives who are motivated to try whatever is necessary to catch serious offenders.
Whatever the reason, part of what at least some police learned from the Rewa and
Park investigations is the centrality of the victim to police success in their mission.
Part of what needs to change is the expansion of the concept of serious offender so
that this category includes not just the easily defined'animals', as one detective
called Rewa, but the much more typical non stranger rapists, whose victims may
often be viewed as imperfect victims and characteristically receive less than perfect
policing, as the study of police files demonstrated.
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In talkibg about perfeet policing, it must of course be ackuowledged that perfeotion as
a conoetrtt is not an absolute; ideas as to what constitute Ercrfeetion zrre d.iverse and
niruad.onally, deter.ndned. \ilhat is per-feet polismg from the police point of view may
be dbtined as'that whioh ne,ts thc offendb-r; whereas from the Vicrim,s perspec,tive;
Petfeot policing may be a broader, more comple.x concept. It qay incoryorate that
whiah v'alidatcs victit'ns rand their experiencq provides them with support, and sgcures
theii safety, as well as involving the polioe doing whatever is necessary to help
sep,ure the anest and conviction of the offendet. This ernphasis will vary f-or
di-fferent wom.sn; there is no one, uniforrnly shared goal. F,or the police to reach theh
goal, they need to be able to aseertain, for werSr individual vic-tim of rape, wh.at she in
particular needs from them, in order to secure her trust and co.ope-ration, and thejr
succEss in law enfoncernent. ,{s trs-abel o.b.sErved in relatiou to tbe symbiotic
relafionohip betw'wn her, as a rape victim,;and the police:r
Okay, so thelt tun the system, the pollce and, the lawyers taft thg justice
yystern, bat they needed my help ta do wtut they needsd to do artd tkey let ne
d,o it nry wq - a lixle bit;
rFtf*
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
To get abuse listened to is the first thing: to get it understood is the next.
@lizabeth Robbins, 1907, quoted il Mills, 1991,232)
Reviewing the police response
The results of the research presented in this thesis give cause for concem. They
demonstrate the continuing impact of negative patriarchal beliefs and attitudes
about women on the police organisation and on the responses of some police to
rape and sexual assault complainants.
My earlier research, summarised in Chapter 3, revealed police perceptions of
complainants' credibility to be experienced as problematic by a third of the women
interviewed, with many feeling they were the objects of suspicion when they
approached the police for assistance (Jordan, 1998a). Some of these women were
challenged directly by the police regarding the genuineness of their complaint,
often in ways described as hostile and accusatory.
The study of police files, reported in Chapters 4 and 5, also showed a dominant
rnindset of suspicion underlying the police response to reports of sexual assault.
This analysis revealed a wide range of factors that influence police perceptions of
complainants' credibility, particularly when clusters of variables are apparent.
Thus, whereas drunkenness on its own may not diminish victims' credibility,
drunkenness in connection with other factors, such as previous consensual sex with
the offender or the concealment of cannabis smoking, il&y tip the scales of
credibility. It is almost as if the scales of justice sit waiting, into which are placed
factors which will either enhance or diminish a victim's credibility. The factors
are weighted differently, and while a factor counting against the complainant may
tip the balance seriously one way, factors in her favour may coffect the balance
again. Thus being a sex worker or an alcoholic may be compensated for by factors
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such as prompt reporting, co-operation with the police, and visible signs of injury
or resistance (Gregory and Lees, 1999; LaFree, 1980).
Interviews with detectives, reported in Chapter 6, Iargely confirmed these findings,
although those spoken with had been selected for their particular expertise in the
area of sexual assault investigations and, with some exceptions, tended overall to be
less stereotypical in their attitudes. Nevertheless, their comments concerning
detectives' interviewing practices with rape complainants suggested that many
continue to subscribe to judgmental beliefs concerning the victim. Also
highlighted was an overall lack of awareness concerning the psychological factors
which may be associated with false rape complaints and poor understanding of the
effects of rape trauma on victims' demeanour and behaviour. These issues
prompted some detectives in particular to consider current training measures to be
inadequate in preparing those involved in sexual assault investigations for the task.
Research presented in Chapter 7 on those involved in the Malcolm Rewa
investigation, both complainants and detectives, showed some of the ways in which
the police response to victims could be improved. The detectives said they learned
much of benefit from the women attacked by Rewa, as well as from having access
to books which detailed the effects of rape trauma on victims. The interviews with
the women provided valuable material on their responses to police treatrnent and
initiatives, and showed how, for these women also, it was important that the police
believed them. The experiences of a few of the women signalled the difficulties
some police have in believing women's accounts, as well as highlighting issues
requiring greater overall police sensitivity and attention. One significant finding to
emerge from this study related to the importance of having the police believe and
support complainants not only to ensure case progression and victims' co-operation
(Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994; Wells, 1991), but also to establish a baseline of
trust which would predispose complainants to 'forgive' any mistakes or insensitive
acts later made by the police in relation to the handling of their case.
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The different studies presented in this thesis complement well the existing literature
on rape reporting and the police response, and confirm the results of previous
research which sought to identify the principal factors affecting police judgements
and reactions. Since most of the major studies in this area had previously been
conducted in England (Gregory and Lees, 1999; Lees and Gregory,1993; Temkin,
1997, 1999), this research demonstrates that the trends observable there are also
evident within the New Znaland context. The research aimed to elucidate the
dynamics of the relationship which occurs, focussing in particular on the factors
that affect police officers' perceptions of victims' credibility. A central concern,
then, was the ways in which the police tend to construct rape narratives and
interpret factors and cues associated with the victim. What do police routinely
'see' when different kinds of complainants approach them? What factors are seen
as 'cues' and how are these interpreted? What is taken to determine 'truth' or
'falsehood'?
The results presented in this thesis strongly suggest the influence, conscious or
otherwise, of particular scripts. The relative infrequency with which most
individual officers deal with rape complaints means these scripts are constructed
only partly from actual policing experience, and are more cornmonly informed by
the attitudes and beliefs dominant within the police occupationalculture, and within
society generally (Jackson, 1978). Moreover, it is likely that the personal
experiences of individual officers can also be influential 
- 
for example, their own
sexual assault experiences, as either offenders or victims, or those of persons close
to them. The influence of such factors will not be uniform, since the same
experiences impact differently on different persons, and can be mediated by other
factors and interventions such as, for example, counselling or psychotherapy. An
additional factor that needs greater recognition is the impact on detectives of
continued exposure to serious crime. As one commentator has observed,
Rape investigators can and often do become vicarious victims 
- 
stressed,
altered, and in sorne cases destroyed by the crimes they investigate. (Reese,
1999,241)
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While the physical and potentially life-threatening risks of policing are frequently
acknowledged, these may be over-stated in relation to the emotional risks
associated with this occupation (Reese, 1999). The traditionally 'macho' culture of
poiicing, however, inhibits the recognition of such non-physical dangers and deters
most individual officers from seeking professional advice and assistance in this
regard. The wall of cynicism which many police officers build as a protective
defence mechanism from the emotional rigours of the job may also produce cold,
hardened responses towards others (Reese, 1999).
Previous experiences with complaints believed to be false may also be influential,
and predispose some detectives towards greater scepticism and suspiciousness of
rape complainants in general (Burgess, 1999). As some of those interviewed
remarked, better practices of case supervision and debriefing may help to some
extent in remedying the development of excessive hardening and cynicism
following the frustration of being involved with an actual false complaint.
Moreover, the observation was also made by some that not all detectives are
necessarily equally suited to dealing with rape complainants, and those who are
adept at interrogating offenders may not be best suited to the sensitive interviewing
of complainants.
Police perceptions of victims' credibility influence the stage that individual cases
reach in the criminal justice system. The first contact that the police usually have
with a rape complainant begins when she, or someone acting on her behalf, reports
an alleged offence. The length of time that has passed since the offence occurred
is taken into account, and, in cases of delayed reporting, consideration is also given
to whether or not the victim told others about the incident (who may be called in
court as recent complaint witnesses). Not telling anyone about the incident is often
interpreted as dubious, despite extensive evidence demonstrating how difficult
many women find the process of telling others about sexual assaults (Feldman-
Summers and Nomis, 1984; Gartner and McMillan, 1995; Gilmore and pittman,
1993; Gregory and Lees, 1999; Kelly, 1988; Koss et. al., 1987; spohn and Horney,
1992).
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There are also generally accepted beliefs concerning how a rape victim 'should'
look and behave; women whose demeanour is outside that expected are often
regarded with scepticism (Aiken et. al., 1999; Burgess, 1999; Burt, l99l; Gregory
and Lees, 1999; Temkin, 1997). The expectation is that a 'genuine' victim will
appear upset, vulnerable, submissive and powerless; she will look, in effect, like a
'victim' (Burgess and Holmstrom, 1,974; Burgess and Hazelwood, 1999).
Withdrawal and dissociation may be misinterpreted as signifying that she does not
care, and using humour as a defence may be perceived as inappropriate. Most
police expect a woman to share their predominant concern of wanting to identify
and arrest the offender. Yet a woman who has just been raped may not feel
excessively offender-focussed, at least in the initial stages. Instead, she may be
more focussed on surviving, struggling to come to terms with what has just
happened to her and how she can best cope and manage it. It is likely that the
wolnan will be in a state of shock and may be numbed into passivity at the same
time as the police feel catapulted into action. She is in re-action, while they are in
action mode, and the potential for miscommunication and misunderstanding is
colossal.
The police generally want her to have a medical examination immediately,
considering this vital in their quest to 'nail' the offender (Adler, l99l; Gilmore and
Pittman, 1993; Gregory and Lees, 1999). They find it hard to appreciate rhar her
concerns may differ from theirs. For example, that when she hears the words
'medical examination', she does not necessarily hear them as a chance to gain
evidence against the offender for some future court case; instead, she is likely to
hear something signifying intrusion, re-violation, and humiliation. Moreover, she
may also consider, in her exhausted state, how this procedure will prolong the
length of time before she is able to rest and try to sleep.
Many victims of rape feel apprehensive about whether or not the police will judge
and blame them for provoking the incident (Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994;
Estrich, 1987; Feldman-summers and Norris, 1984; Gregory and Lees, 1999). As
cases examined in Chapter 5 showed, if a woman presents as having been drunk or
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drugged at the time of the alleged rape, polico may see that as contributing to her
sexual violation, rather than condernning the way in which the perpetrator exploited
her vulnerability and diminished competency. Numerous research studies have
demonstrated an association between rape and alcohol consumption (Amir, l97l;
crowell and Burgess, 1996; Hanington and Leitenberg, 1994; Russell, l9g4;
Warshaw, 1988). In one of the most extensive studies conducted on date and
acquaintance rape, 757o of the men who had committed sexual assault had
consumed alcohol or drugs prior to the assault (Warshaw, l98s). Within the
crirninal justice system, as in society at large, alcohol consumption by the victim
has long been regarded as a discrediting factor 
- 
but only for the victim (Schuller
and Stewart, 2000). Alcohol has been blamed for loosening her inhibitions, and
the fact of her intoxication interpreted as evidence of overall moral turpitude
(Etorre, 1992; Lees, 1997). By comparison, drunkenness in the offender appears
to have received little condemnation. This may be related to the double standard
which considers a drunken woman more reprehensible than a drunken man (Etorre,
1992; Otto, 1981). Against this backdrop, a woman who is drunk is more likely ro
be seen as 'asking for it' than he is for 'taking it' (Baker,1999; shapcott, 19gg; van
de zandt, 1998; wiehe and Richards, 1995). A drunk woman tends to be viewed
as responsible for what happens to her, while a drunk man may be absolved of
responsibility for what he does.
Similar interpretations are placed on factors such as intellectual disability and
psychiatric instability, suggesting that these tend to be viewed as diminishing the
victim's credibility rather than as enhancing her vulnerability. It has been well
documented, however, that persons with intellectual disabilities are likely to have
enhanced vulnerability to sexual victimisation, arising from a combination of
factors including impaired judgement, difficulties in communication, lack of
knowledge regarding sexual matters, ignorance of their rights within the law, and
the likelihood of their living and working in high-risk environments within easy
access of both opportunists and sexual predators (Hayes, 1993; Luckasson, t992).
A recent Canadian study estimated that 83 percent of women with disabilities will
be sexually assaulted during their lifetime (Roehar Institute,1995, cited in Brook,
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1997, 16). Research conducted in Australia by the National Police Research Unit
and Flinders University also found that persons with intellectual disability were ten
times more likely to be sexually assaulted than non-disabled people (Brook, Igg7,
16-17). These findings have serious and far-reaching implications for organisations
such as the police, and draw attention to the need for greater understanding of the
powet, control and dependency dimensions associated with disability. What the
cases examined in Chapter 5 portrayed, however, was a tendency to view
intellectual or psychiatric impairment as factors which reduced the 'truth'-value of
the complainant's testimony.
How an individual detective responds to a rape complainant, then, is complex. The
variatiott between police officers is matched by the variation of complainants, their
personal characteristics, and the nature and context of what they are reporting. It is
difficult in practice to assess each situation on its own merits, and the police rely
heavily on stereotypes to assist in the general exercise of discretion (Reiner, 1994;
White and Perrone, 1997). In relation to sexual assault offences, this is evident in
appraisals of victims' demeanour and culpability, and in the assessments made by
officers regarding complainants' credibility (Allison and wrightsman, 1993;
Burgess, 1999; Esffich, 1987; Gregory and Lees, 1999; Lees, r9g7). As the police
file analysis showed, this process itself involves subjective evaluations and
interpretations, which may vary enormously depending on the particular officers
involved and their relationship with a particular complainant.
The dynamics of the relationship between the police and a complainant are,
therefore, pivotal, but need themselves to be considered contextually. Interactions
between police officers and rape complainants take place against a series of
backdrops, each of which can also potentially impact on the style and content of
such exchanges. when police encounter non-police persons, they typically
perceive thern initially as 'other', as outside what is euphemisticalty called 'the
police family', and more typically described as the police occupational or
organisational culture @rown and Heidensohn, 2000; Chan, 1996; Fielding, 1995;
Holdaway, 1983; Reiner, 1994; van der Heyden, 1997). The .them and us,
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mentality which can affect police-citizen encounters is present also when rape
victims contact the police. If the victim describes or names an offender who is
well-known in police circles as a 'villain', then the victim may be treated in ways
akin to a cousin or distant relative. She is not police, but she is not completely not-
police because she and the police are now presumed to share a related sense of
hostility towards the same person. Thus, if the offender is someone whom the
police have no ambivalencies about catching (because he is already known to them,
was vicious, or preyed on the excessively vulnerable whom the police feel
protective towards), then the complainant is more likely to be perceived as credible.
If, however, the police are able to empathise with the position of the alleged rapist,
and find it difficult to feel antagonistic towards him, then they may turn their
antagonism on the complainant. Either way, the police are the hunters, and their
prey is not always the rapist; it may sometimes be the complainant. If the alleged
offender wins the sympathies of the police, and the complainant loses them, then
these subjective affinities are likely to influence overall perceptions of the case and
of the complainant's credibility.
POLICE ORGANISATION
The response of the police organisation to crime victims is not a uniforrn, static
entity. Rather, it is shaped by a range of factors and variables, which change and
evolve over time. These include, for example:
issues of resourcing and the assessment of priorities within the police
organisation itself;
innovations in policing philosophy and practice;
changing community expectations; and
shifts in political opinion.
In international terms, the police response to rape victims in particular has been the
subject of considerable pressure to improve police performance overall @rown and
Heidensohn, 2000; Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994; Gilmore and pitfinan, 1993:
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Gregory and Lees, 1999; Temkin, 1997). As noted in chapter 2, various
developments and initiatives have been introduced with the aim of making police
reporting and investigative procedures more sensitive and responsive to victims'
needs and emotional states. Some of these are examined in greater detail below,
and assessed in relation to the potential they present for improved police
perfotmance and victims' enhanced satisfaction. This section begins with a brief
overview of similarities in the structural positions of policewomen and women
victims.
Role of women within the police occupational culture
A parallel process operates between the significance accorded to crimes against
women and the position of women within the police organisation. Women were
excluded from policing until comparatively recently, and have long been
recognised as a minority group with minority status (Brown,1998; Brown and
Heidensohn, 2000; Gregory and Lees, 1999; Heidensohn,rgg2)- within New
Zealand, for example, women constitute l1%o of sworn police officers overall, with
94Vo positioned no higher than the status of constable in the rank structure,
compared with71%o of male officers (New ZealandPolice, 2000). Criticisms have
been made internationally of the way in which policewomen are deployed
differently from male officers (Boni, 1998, cited in Brown and Heidensohn, 2000;
Gregory and Lees, 1999; Jones, 1986); promoted less often (Heidensohn, 1992;
waugh, 1994); and resisted by many of their male colleagues (Brown and
Heidensohn, 2000; Gregory and Lees, 1999; waugh, 1994). Issues surrounding
the sexual harassment of women within the police are being increasingly noted
(Brown, I997; Halford, 1993), and related to the masculine ethos and biases of the
organisation overall (Brown and Heidensohn, 2000; Gregory and Lees, 1999;
Heidensohn, 1992; Waugh, 1994). The difficulties associated with promoting
other equal employment concerns, such as access to childcare and challenging
homophobia, have also been identified as problematic and discriminatory in
practice (Gregory and Lees, 1999). Whilst such issues remain apparent within the
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police organisation, women as victims of men's violence will also share inferior
status. Thus Gregory and Lees have observed:
There is a clear link between the requirement that sexual attaclcs are treated
as serious crimes and the requirement that policewomen are treated as
equal within the force. (Gregory and Lees, Iggg, ZOl)
where the issue of gender has been recognised at times, however, has been in
relation to the deployment of women officers.
Gender of police officers
Given that most rape victims are female, and that most of the police officers
criticised in earlier rape studies were male, the possibility of the gender of the
officer making a significant difference has been canvassed (Brown and
Heidensohn, 2000; Brown et. al., 1993b; Goodstein and Lutze, l99z; Gregory and
Lees, 1999; Lees and Gregory, 1997; pike, 1992; pino amd Meier, 1999; Radford,
1987; Toner, 1982). The assumption has been made thar, as more women enter
the police, their deployment on sexual assault cases will automatically result in
improved service delivery to victims. Women victims, it was assumed, will find it
easier to disclose intimate details to another woman, and policewomen will have a
'natural' empathy with the victims (Adler, l99l;Brown et. al., 1993b).
This assumption has resulted in some jurisdictions assigning greater numbers of
women to specialist rape squads. In parts of Britain, for instance, dedicated units
have been established staffed by specially trained officers, most of whom are
women but usually managed by a male detective @rown and Heidensohn,2000).
Where problems may arise, however, is when supervisors assume that female
detectives will require less training and less experience than their male counterparts
in order to manage sexual assault cases competently (Easteal, 1993; Pollock, 1995).
In such an environment, both victims and female police officers lose out. The
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victims may receive less informed, professional policing as a result, with sympathy
and understanding by no means guaranteed or seen as a substitute for competency.
For women officers, such deployment can result in their being regarded as inferior
and less competent than their male colleagues 
- 
an unfair comparison when one set
of colleagues is being appraised on the basis of training and experience and the
other on so-called 'natural' aptitude.
Some women do have strong feelings concerning the gender of the officer they
speak with; others do not. Contrary to popular assumptions, rape complainants do
not automatically prefer to speak with female officers and, when they do, do not
always find them more understanding than their male counterparts (Goodstein and
Latze, 1992; Radford, 1987; Toner, 1982). Most of those interviewed in my
previous research (Jordan, 1998a) felt that gender did not compensate for
experience, and were concerned above all with receiving a professional and caring
response from the police. The negative experiences some women had with hostile
and disbelieving policewomen raised doubts about assumptions of 'natural'
sympathy and aptitude. Conversely, other women rated highly the sensitivity with
which some male officers treated them. Gender-based assumptions, it seems, can
be highly misleading, and 'common sense' assumptions can, in effect, make no
sense at all. Where the gender of the officer is critical, however, is when the
victim requests an officer of a particular gender. Given the difficulty many victims
face in articulating their needs, the responsibility lies with the police to offer
complainants a choice, wherever possible, between equally qualified officers of
either gender. Where such a choice is not currently available, the police then have
the responsibility of selecting and training sufficient numbers of officers to make
this possible. This will only happen if the police make rape a priority area in
relation to training, resourcing, management, and performance appraisal.
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Specialist squads
The issue of specialist or dedicated squads appears particularly pertinent to the
policing of sexual assault, and has been explored within the United States context
(Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994; Goodstein and Lutze, l9g2), and more recently in
Britain (Brown and Heidensohn, 2000). Research conducted with complainants
concerning their experiences of being interviewed by the police makes a
compelling case for specialisation. Clearly, when it comes to interviewing rape
victims, not all officers can be considered equal in this regard. Issues of gender
and training are not the only factors to consider. Attitudes, personal beliefs and
experiences cannot be ignored completely. Whilst the argument can be made that
a true professional will set these aside, the horrifying experiences of some
compiainants indicates that this does not always happen in practice. As identified
in Chapter 6, detectives interviewed intimated that some of their colleagues should
never be allowed near a rape victim. Some police members are known for their
anti-woman stance, while others have a reputation for bullying and insensitivity. If
this is common knowledge, how can the police continue to justify the assignment of
such individuals to rape investigations?
The New Zealand Police cumently advocate that all officers should be generalist-
specialists and there is very strong resistance to suggestions of having dedicated
squads for rape investigations.r The hostility with which this option has been
greeted suggests the possibility that more underlies this reaction than the stated
leason of resources. The issue appears to be more closely connected to
assessments of police priorities and philosophy. Specialist units are established in
crime areas rated highly by the police, such as organised crime and drugs, and the
area of child sexual abuse has long been recognised as requiring specialist selection
and training. Adult women's experiences of sexual violation are accorded little
priority by comparison, unless a serial sex offender is involved, or an offender
' Sbident opposition to the concept of specialist squads has been voiced at recent training sessions
for police detectives that I have participated in, as well as in debate over the content of th" N"ro
Znaland Police Sexual Assault Investigation policy.
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whom the police are interested in for other reasons, or the specific victim's
characteristics provoke public sympathy. While a dedicated rape squad may be
impossible to sustain, or even to justify outside of Auckland, ensuring the
availability of specially selected and trained police personnel to conduct rape
investigations would be highly beneficial for police and complainants alike.
However, while some police officers' views on this issue remain so negative and
entrenched, the likelihood of the police organisation offering high standards and
consistency in its response to rape victims will be impossible to achieve.
Recent developments in policing
Police organisations around the world have been challenged in recent years to be
more responsive to the public whom they ostensibly serve. Considerable criticism
has been voiced concerning the extent to which the police obsession with crime-
fighting has led to an excessive preoccupation with catching offenders, at the
expense of such areas as crime prevention and awareness of issues concerning
victims (Cameron, 1986; Trojanowicz et. al., 1998; van der Heyden, 1997;
Walklate, 2001). Moreover, research addressing the effectiveness of traditional
police practices, such as random patrolling, has produced generally damning results
(Hough, 1987; Young and cameron, 1989). Against this backdrop, 'cornmunity
policing' (Bayley, 1994; Buerger, 1993; Greene and Mastrofski, 1988; Palmiotto
and Donahue, 1995; Trojanowicz et. al., 1998) has emerged as a challenge to police
perceptions of themselves as an alienated thin blue line, pitted against increasing
tides of violence, lawlessness, and social decay. Models of community policing
vary greatly, but at the heart of most is a common goal of building greater
partnerships between police and community, with a view to improving law
enforcement success and promoting enhanced levels of citizens' satisfaction with
police service delivery (Bayley, 1994; Buerger, 1993; Trojanowiczet. a1.,1998).
Consistent with a community policing model is a redefinition of the public
generally, and crime victims and witnesses in particular, as valuable aids in law
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enforcement (Trojanowicz et. al., 1998). Increasing emphasis is being placed on
the need for high-quality interviewing of victims to elicit detailed information
which will assist the police in the early apprehension of offenders (Hazelwood and
Burgess, 1999). such an emphasis, however, may appear unnecessary in the vast
majority of sexual assault investigations, given the statistically high chances of the
alleged offender being someone known to the complainant and usually able to be
named and identified without the aid of sophisticated police sleuthing techniques or
offender profiling. This by no means implies that community policing is irrelevant,
however. The increased emphasis placed by this approach on enhanced police
communication skills, problem-solving, and accountability to the public should,
ideally, be translated into improved treatment of crime victims. The New Zealand
Police have embraced community policing in their official rhetoric; it remains to be
seen in practice how, and to what extent, this will impact on police officers'
treatment of sexual assault victims.
Police policy on rape
In 1998, the New Zealand Police introduced, for the first time, a written policy to
inform the handling of sexual assault investigations (New T,ealand Police, 1998. A
copy of the New ZnalandPolice Sexual Assault Investigation Policy is reproduced
in full in Appendix I). That no such policy had existed prior to 1998 reflects to
some extent both the low priority attached to such investigations and police
reluctance to acknowledge the limitations of generalist training for dealing
adequately with a specialist area.
Moves to develop this policy began as a response both to increasing criticism from
rape support services and to the results of research documenting rape complainants'
experiences of reporting rape to the police (Jordan, 1996). These results had
initially been presented at an inter-disciplinary conference in March 1996, which a
number of police had attended along with doctors, lawyers, academics, counsellors,
support agency workers, and interested members of the public. Some officers
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seemed genuinely shocked at accounts of highly inconsistent and sometimes hostile
treatment of rape complainants, and shortly afterwards one was assigned to oversee
the development of a policy. This process involved a Iengthy period of
consultation and negotiation both within the police organisation as well as with
outside agencies.
The policy that was finally introduced stipulates police adherence to procedures
that include assuming all sexual assault complaints initially to be genuine and
referring the complainant for a medical examination. The policy also suggests that
the police obtain skeletal details initially from rape complainants and defer
statement-taking until the victim has been able to rest and recover slightly.
If fully implemented, the policy would assist greatly in improving the quality and
consistency of service delivery in this area. However, currently it appears that the
fervour for introducing a policy has not been matched by equal enthusiasm for
seeing it adopted and adhered to nation-wide. The stipulated appointment of a
sexual assault co-ordinator in each district did eventually occur, but sometimes
appeared to be a knee-jerk response to a requirement that all districts send such a
person to a seminar at the Police College. The views expressed by those present
revealed there was considerable resistance to aspects of the policy and a desire to
see it diluted in tone and application.
A two-year lead-in time for policy implementation was planned, which ended in
February 2000; over a year later, it remains difficult to see any tangible impacts
arising from its introduction (Beckett, 2000). Dispute over the contents, in fact,
has resulted in the policy being currently under review and the training video being
prepared to accompany the policy's introduction is not now expected to be
completed until September, 2001. To date, no national co-ordinator has been
appointed at the Office of the Commissioner to oversee the nation-wide
implementation of the policy. Whether or not such a person is appointed will
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provide some indication of the extent to which this is viewed as a priority area.z
Meanwhile, opposition to the policy has not abated in some quarters, and, as I
discovered when interviewing detectives, it seems likely that many are not even
aware yet that a policy exists, let alone knowledgeable about its contents. From
the victim's perspective, any changes brought by the policy's introduction seem
largely imperceptible. For the New Zealand Police Sexual Assault Investigation
Policy to be more than a token gesture of political correctness, substantive changes
are needed to demonstrate to police officers that this is a priority area for service
delivery and performance appraisal.
The dynamics of the police-victim relationship occur within the context of the
police organisation overall. Police responses to rape complainants are therefore
influenced by such factors as policy and strategy planning, deployment issues, and
police resource decisions. In turn, the police organisation itself is located within
the broader context of the criminal justice system, and impacted upon by
developments within its sphere.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
The police occupy a central role within the criminal justice system. They
effectively control the turnstiles which filter members of the public into the system,
and the exercise of police discretion is pivotal in its scope and influence (Gilmore
and Pittman, 1993; Kerstetter and van winkle, 1990; Lees and Gregory, 1993).
Within this arena, institutional processes operate amidst an environment of
changing trends and ideologies, resulting in both legal and atritudinal shifts.
Several of these themes are addressed briefly here, in relation to their potential
impacts on police practice.
2 When the New Zealand Police introduced a specific policy on family violence in 1994, a police
Family Violence Co-ordinator was appointed; however, that individual left the police in 2000 and,
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Victims' movement
Over the last thirty years, increasing criticism has been directed at the criminal
justice system generally for its failure to meet the needs of crime victims (Doerner
and Lab, 1995; Lee et. al., 1993; Walklate, 1995; $/hite and Perrone,1997). Our
system has traditionally been oriented around identifying, locating, apprehending,
prosecuting, convicting and sentencing offenders, with the victim being treated as
an accessory to this aim.
Some significant developments have occurred in recent years. Increasing pressure
has been placed on the criminal justice system to make victims more central within
its processes. In New Zealand, this was partly evident in the passing of legislation
in 1987 aimed specifically at crime victims. The Victims of Offences Act 1987
stipulated, amongst other considerations, that victims of crime had certain rights,
including the right to be treated 'with courtesy, compassion and respect for their
personal dignity and privacy'; to have details of the harm caused by the crime
conveyed to the Judge in the form of a Victim Impact Statement prior to the
offender's sentencing; to be kept informed concerning developments with their
case; and to have the right to request notification of the offender's impending
release, or escape, from custody (Lee and Searle, 1993).
Not all legislation is equally enforced, nor easily enforceable. The findings of the
research conducted with rape victims (Jordan, 1998a, 1998b) clearly demonstrates
that the basic tenets of the Victims of Offences Act are not being adhered to by the
police. If they were, then such a proliferation of examples of the negative
treatment of victims would not exist. Whilst some of the concerns raised by
participants in this research related to the personal qualities and attitudes of
individual officers, many arose from situations where information was withheld,
property retention and return was bungled, safe environments were not provided,
and, above all, respect for the needs and wishes of the victim was absent.
as yet, no-one has been appointed to assume specialistresponsibility in this area,
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The brutal impacts of the traditional, adversarial justice system on rape victims
have been increasingly acknowledged throughout the 1990s (Koss, 20oo; Lees,
1996; Scutt, 1998; Thomas, 1994). In a recent article, United States rape researcher
Mary Koss noted:
Inherent features of adversarial justice within the courtroom also shape
survivors' experiences, such as the environment of formality, the
sequestering of witnesses who may also be the family and supporters of the
victim, attonxey questioning that exacerbates self-blame, and the
perpetrator's unmovable stance that he is not guilty of a crime. (Koss,
2000, 1335)
Research data obtained from nearly one thousand criminal trials showed that the
majority of rape victims believed that rapists had more rights than they did, that the
criminal justice system was unfair, and that they were not given adequate
information about their case, nor input and control into its handling (Frazier and
Haney, 1996)' Concerns such as these have promoted greater debate over the
issue of whether or not legal reform measures can dramatically improve the current
system, or whether an alternative approach needs to be developed (Bronitt, 1998;
Goldberg-Ambrose, 1992; Henning and Bronitt, l99g; Lees, 1996; smart, 1995;
Taslitz, 1999; Thomas, 1994; van de Zandt,lggg).
Sentencing issues
Public concern in the 1980s that rape offenders were receiving nominal sentences
resulted in changes being made in New Tnaland in 1993 to extend the maximum
penalty for rape to 20 years. This was a political move, designed in pafi to
demonstrate an awareness of the serious impacts of rape in a climate where feminist
criticism was strong. This move now, however, appears to be in danger of
backfiring. It has contributed towards complacency in some quarters that enough
has been done about rape, and even that the pendulum has swung too far in favour
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of the victim (Goodyear-Smith, 1995; Mcloughlin, l9g7). The fact that average
sentences for rape are actually in the vicinity of eight years, not twenty, is ignored.
Recently, public outrage was voiced in some quarters that we treat rape more
seriously than child homicide (Dominion, lO/3101). The implication here is two-
fold: the crime of rape is less serious than the crime of homicide, and adult women
are less deserving than innocent children. What is also implicit is the assumption
that victims will be served well by longer sentences.
Harsh sentences on statute-books, even if they were enforced, do little to address
the problem of rape if most victims either refrain from reporting rape, or do so only
to feel revictimised by the trial system and to see their attacker acquitted. Despite
so-called improvements, rape continues to be characterised by low reporting, high
attrition and low conviction rates (Gregory and Lees, 1999; Harris and Grace,
1999). Moreover, even if an offender is convicted, doubts are sometimes raised
over his guilt by those who consider he was 'framed' or the victim of a woman's
vengefulness. Although seldom urged to doubt a not guilty verdict, nor to spare a
thought that a raped woman has possibly been re-raped by our Justice' system, the
public seem increasingly to be urged to regard rape convictions with scepticism
(Mcloughlin, 1997). A handful of cases of supposedly proven wrongful conviction
have been manipulated for political mileage by those determined to champion the
rights of men accused of rape and abuse, who use such cases to 'prove' that the
criminal justice system is weighted in favour of the victim. Such cases attract
widespread public interest and media coverage, precisely because they reinforce
traditional views of women as malicious liars and men as bumbling Romeos.
Take the case of Nick Wills, a high profile New Zealand case involving a Hamilton
student accused of rape by a young woman.' If he was innocent, then his being
arrested and charged with rape was a terrible travesty of justice. If he was not
3 Nick WiUs, aged 22, was arrested and charged with the rape of an l8-year old woman in August
1995. Wills was later able to produce banking-machine transaction slips which proved he could
not have been with the woman at the time she alleged. The Police Complainrs Authority
subsequently determined that the police had neglected their duty in not checking Wills' alibi and
ordered that he be paid $30,000 compensation for wrongful arrest. The woman was charged with
making a false complaint (Mcloughlin, 1997).
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convicted when he was guilty, then that would also have been a travesty ofjustice 
-
yet the latter occurrence, although far more common, is seldom acknowledged.
This is, of course, related in large part to the justice system being overtly weighted
in such a way as to minimise the chances of wrongful conviction 
- 
hence the adage
that it is ten times better to let a guilty man go free than an innocent man be
convicted. Wrongful conviction of the innocent always appears more injurious to
the public good, but the question still needs to be asked: for whom is it better if a
guilty man goes free? Certainly not for the victim of his offences, who has lost
confidence in the justice system, been retraumatised by a court appearance, and
fears retribution from her attacker as well as public shame and humiliation for now
being perceived as a liar and false complainer. The victim's life may be destroyed,
but our system has traditionally not held victims in high regard so that outcome
appears of little consequence. This old adage that we hold so dearly, when applied
to rape cases, emerges as yet another way in which laws have been written and
interpreted to benefit male offenders at the expense of female victims.
SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
The criminal justice system itself is located within a broader social context and
affected by the tides and cuments which run through society. In the past 20 to 30
years, several trends and ideological shifts have been apparent in relation to
responses to the crime of rape, and these are now briefly considered.
Feminism and the woments movement
The predominant attention given to rape as a crime committed almost exclusively
by men, almost oxclusively against women, guaranteed it a position of prominence
within early feminist campaigns. From the early 1970s onwards, increasing
criticism was made of inadequate definitions of rape and responses prejudicial to
the rights of victims (Adler, 1987; Brownmiller, 1975; Estrich, 1987; Hall, 1985;
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Kelly, 1988; shapcott, 1988; Toner, 1982). Many of the changes introduced in the
1980s resulted from earlier campaigning by feminist activists and their supporters,
and considerable pressure was placed on the justice system to improve its practices
and responses to victims. As noted earlier, the legal definition of rape was
extended to incorporate other forms of sexual violation, spousal immunity was
abolished, and sentences for rape were increased. These changes, and the publicity
accompanying them, also placed pressure on agencies such as the police to examine
their training and procedures. Increasingly, support groups established for rape
victims played an advocacy role, and greater liaison was developed between the
various agencies involved, bringing together the police, doctors, and suppon
agency workers. The dialogue that resulted, however, has seldom been credited
with the same weighting and status as the multidisciplinary teams established to co-
ordinate responses to child sexual abuse. Sexual assault of children is accepted as
a complex and specialist area because children are involved; not, it seems, because
the trauma of sexual violence produces severe and complex responses requiring
highly skilled management, iruespective of the age of the victim.
Backlash to the \romen's movement
Centuries of patriarchal rule did not roll over quietly when challenged by feminist
activists. The women's movement of the 1970s fundamentally threatened
traditional social realities and relationships, in particular men's assumed 'right' of
authority and supremacy. By the 1990s, however, increasing evidence was
appearing of a backlash against the gains made by feminists (Enns, 1996: Faludi,
1991; Herman and Harvey, 1993). Some critics have protested that efforts to
increase the exposing and reporting of men's abuse and violence have gone 'too
far'; the previous climate of denial has, they argue, been replaced by a naive
adherence to such cliches as 'children never lie' and a wiliingness to always trust
and believe the victim (Dershowitz, lg94; Goodyear-smith, 1995; Mcloughlin,
1997; Newbold, 2000). It is not men's actions that put them in prison, it seems,
but women's lies.
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Far from being restricted to opposition from those recognised traditionally as being
anti-feminist, however, a new breed of sceptical 'feminists' is emerging. Writers
such as Katie Roiphe (1993) and Camille Paglia (1992) have argued that women
are being encouraged to label all 'bad sex' as rape, with paglia, for example,
advocating that the term 'rape' should be restricted in usage to brutal stranger
attacks (Paglia, 1992, 69). Their labelling of women's rising resistance to
acquaintance rape as an 'hysterical' over-reaction effectively reinforces historical
images of rape as little more than a product of women's fantastical imaginings.
Thus the assault on patriarchy has been met with counter-blows from the male-
dominated institutions established to safeguard men's social, sexual, and political
positions of power and control. For example, 'feminist' itself became a dirty word,
denoting strident, confrontational, man-hating lesbians who went around chaining
men to trees.a By the 1990s, groups of men were forming themselves into a 1rren's
rights' movement, insistent that they were now a victimised and oppressed minority
voice (Johnson, 1997).
Within this environment, advocacy and support groups for women continue to
struggle for resources and recognition. services such as Women's Refuge, Rape
Crisis, and the Help Foundations are typically regarded as being of low social status
and priority and are forced to spend much of their energy fighting for economic
survival (Foley, 1996; stirling, l9g7). The social position of such agencies
parallels strongly the position of those whose causes they champion and represent,
providing yet a further indicator of the obstacles victims of sexual violence face in
their struggle for support and recognition.
a This impression was fostered in New Zealand after a group of feminists chained lecturer and
playwright Mervyn Thompson to a tree in 1984 and spray-painted the word 'rapist' on his car,
following accusations that he was a sexual predator (Atmore, 1994).
5 The Help Foundation exists in various New Zealand cities, and provides counselling and support
services for victims of rape and sexual abuse. Help also provides a 24-hour crisis line, and in
some areas co-ordinates the process for calling out a DSAC doctor to medically examine victims
of rape' The agency provides a support person to accompany the woman through the medical
examination, and sometimes also during initial police interviewing procedures.
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Advocacy groups, support agencies, counsellors, psychotherapists and rape
researchers have all borne the brunt of recent campaigns aimed at discrediting the
voices of those who have sought greater acknowledgement of the extent of sexual
victimisation. Years of feminist research and advocacy for rape survivors are in
danger of being dismissed as 'victim feminism'. It was, one might argue, to be
expected that once the lid was lifted to expose the extent of sexual assault on
women and children in the homeo there would be some in society who would want
to clamp the lid firmly back on the pot. Such 'clamping' has been evident
throughout the 1990s in two distinct, but related, debates. The 'false memory'
debate has sought primarily to undermine survivors' disclosures regarding
historical child sexual abuse, essentially by proclaiming the unreliability of memory
(Porter et. al., 1999; Loftus, 1992). The second debate has focussed on disclosures
by women of adult rape experiences, arguing that perennial silencing favourite 
-
women lie (Macdonald, 1995; Mcloughlin, 1997). At a time when women's
challenges to patriarchal belief systems seemed to be making significant progress,
creating an environment where rape and child abuse could be exposed and
confronted, these debates have emerged as the most recent manifestation of societal
repression and denial.
It is within this context that, in recent years, adults recalling abuse from their
childhood have been discredited for relying on repressed memories, or on memory
at all (Goodyear-Smith, 1995; Loftus er. al., 1994; ofshe, 1994). Therapists, in
turn, have been condemned for implanting false memories in vulnerable clients, and
for turning rape and sexual abuse into an 'industry' which they manufacture,
produce, and reap the profits from (Du chateau, 1993). To explain the
mushrooming of abuse allegations in recent years, counsellors and therapists have
been targetted as the 'bad guys', and portrayed as the real'offenders'. The
victims, then, become not women and children, but the men they supposedly falsely
accuse.
The notion that therapists can implant scenarios of horror in the minds of
their patients is easily accepted because it appeals to common prejudices.
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It resonates with popular fears of manipulation by therapists and popular
stereotypes of women as irrational, suggestible or vengeful. It appeals to
the common wish to deny or minimise the reality of sexual violence.
(Herman and Harvey , 1993,5)
In response to such trends, it has been argued that:
The invention of a False Memory Syndrome (FMS) forms a central strand
witlzin the wider discourse of disbelief pertaining to the sexual abuse of
children in Westem society. It is fast becoming afree-floating explanation,
bobbing ttp in 'ordhtary' conversation, providing a mechanism by which
accusatiotts of child sexual abuse can be transformed into eryors and
overreactions. FMS is a dangerous idea to be on the loose. (Scott, 1997,
33)
The notion that abuse survivors are 'making it all up' has been seized upon as a
defence by abusers and those who collude with them, and has also been adopted as
a panacea to growing societal unease surrounding the safety of the home (Saraga
and Macleod, 1997). The 1990s debate about memory and reliability needs to be
recognised for having emerged within a specific social and political context, at a
particular point in time. Hence, psychiatrist sandra Bloom has argued that:
... the curcent controversy over 'false memory ryndrome' is much more than
an academic discussion about memory... in fact the scientific explanation
of memory is perhaps the least vital issue. (Bloom, 1995,273)
The memory debate has arisen in the context of resistance to feminist assertions
regarding the prevalence and harm of rape and sexual abuse. As such, its assertions
have become important 'props' in the continuation of patriarchal denial of sexual
violence. Whilst undermining the voices of the accusers, it reifies the assertions of
the accused. The assumption underlying this debate is, by now, chillingly familiar
- 
women and children lie.
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Not surprisingly, the media have often become the allies of this movement. The
ingredients of a 'good story' are there: drama, suspense, 'truth' and ,lies', families
torn apart, innocent men languishing in jail. Running throughout is the preservation
of the status quo, and the role of the media as reinforcers of existing social relations
(Barak, 1994; Lees, 1995). Hence it has been posited:
Tlze FMS debate has taken place in the media and the courtroom, not the
acadenry, rtnd it mixes an appeal to 'common sense' with the posittvism of
experinrcntal psychology. (Scott, 1997, 36)
The 'softer' version of the discourse of denial maintained that, maybe
unintentionally, women often made 'mistaken' allegations that they had been raped,
possibly encouraged by loose feminist definitions. Thus, in her controversial book,
The Morning After, Katie Roiphe complains :
Rape has beconze a catch-all expression, a word used to define everything
tiat is unpleasant and disturbing about relations between the sexes...
Regret can signifu rape. A night that was a blur, a night you wish hadn't
happened, canbe rape. (Roiphe, 1993,80)
Media reporting of what are believed to be false rape allegations has become a
fashionable area of inquiry and speculation in recent years. The coverage given to
rape reports which are believed to be false is extensive, and articles centred round
the theme of women lying appear to be positioned with greater prominence and
emphasis than stories covering rape charges that end in conviction (Hamlin, 1988).
Thus, newspaper headlines have proclaimed 'False rape claims worry for police'
(New Zealand Herald, 22/10198), while magazine articles have printed articles
entitled 'Cry wolf' (Metro, January 1999), and 'To Be Male is to Beware' [of false
allegations being made against youl (North and south, August, lgg1). wriring in
the context of the United States, John Hamlin has noted that:
The resurgence or perpetration of the myth that women are liars and the
willingness of the public to accept the idea that women lie wherein rape is
concerned, is partially shaped by press coverage. (Hamlin, I9g8,ZZ4)
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What strikes me about this are the parallels with nineteenth century media
campaigns (Edwards, 1981). On both occasions, the moral panics constructed
around inflated fears of women making false rape complaints have surfaced in the
aftermath of a period of women's social and economic advancement. In both
contexts, the media have seized upon the notion that women lie about rape to create
a new breed of victim 
- 
the wrongly accused man. As depictions of rapists as two-
headed beasts come to be replaced with more benign images of .ordinary' men, and
increasing attention is given to rapes perpetrated by husbands, acquaintances, and
professional men, it is scarcely surprising that vigorous campaigns of resistance
will be mounted to, yet again, undermine women's accusations concerning men's
violence.
new breed of rape 'victim' has thus been championed: the falsely accused man.
a recent New Zealand book, Greg Newbold claimed to have evidence of a
.-. mounting number of cases where women or girls, out of malice, jealousy
or simple caprice, have falsely accused men of sexually violating them.
(Newbold,2000, 137)
He cites the David Dougherty case, where a man was convicted and imprisoned for
the rape of an eleven year old girl on the basis of her testimony and identification of
him, only to have that conviction later overturned in the light of developments in
DNA testing that were used to clear him of the offence (ibid., z3g-239).
Dougherty, he alleges, is not alone, and suggests that other innocent men are
undoubtedly housed in New zealand. prisons, there in part due to a prejudicial
social climate (ibid., 239). Whilst it must be acknowledged that a small number of
convictions have been overturned on the basis of new evidence, this 'fact' should
not then be extrapolated to suggest that New 7*aland's prisons are full of innocent
men. Retrials resulting in subsequent convictions do not elicit comparable
assertions that our streets are full of unconvicted rapists. Newbold's arguments
are based on selective media reports of specifically chosen cases, which he in turn
emphasises to fit his own assumptions about women lying. Critical inquiry of the
role of the media in perpetuating existing social relations is remarkably absent in
his account (Barak, 1994; Naylor, 1995). Instead, media accounts are accepted at
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face value in ways that demonstrate the dangers associated with uninformed or
biased'news' coverage.
While a few of the cases presented in the media have been accompanied by what
seems to be plausible evidence supporting the accused man's version of events (for
example, the Nick Wills case cited earlier), others have implied that a 'false
complaint' was involved but with little or no substantiating evidence. A victim's
retraction, for instance, is often assumed to signify an offender's innocence, when
this may or may not be a valid deduction given the range of factors which may
affect the victim's decision on such matters (Freckelton, 1998; Scutt, lggT).
In the case involving rape allegations against international rugby player, Roger
Randle6, for example, inferences that the complaint was false seemed to be based
mor€ on attributions associated with the alleged victim than they were on evidence
substantiating the account of the alleged offender. In her analysis of this case,
Kate Mitchell (2001) observed in relation to the media's portrayal of the victim,
Charlene Donaldson:
Labelling her 'a rugby groupie' (The Evening Post, 22.4.97: 4), ,a sh.ark,
(Sunday News, 1.6.97), 'a neurotic, pop-eyed South African' (The Daily
News, 18.8.97:6; The Evening Post, 19.8.97:4), or as ,the blonde,
(Woman's Weekly, 9.6.97; Evening Post, I L8,97), effectively neutralised
her ability to be hurt or victimised, and as a result trivialised her allegation.
In the 60 Minutes item, images of Randle and his partner playing with their
baby were juxtaposed with a picture of Donaldson walking away from the
camera and a voice over detailing the allegation as originating fi-om 'this
solo ntother' (60 Minutes, 20.4.97). This information was not only
irrelevant, but also reinforced the dffirence between the two parties.
(Mitchell, 2001,32)
6 Randle was on tour with the Hurricanes rugby team in South Africa when he was arrested and
charged with the rape of a South African woman. Two other players were also implicated in the
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Enns (1996) has argued that cycles of awareness and denial of abuse have occurred
throughout the twentieth century. One such cycle was evident when Freud first
articulated his views concerning the prevalence of child sexual abuse. In treating
women patients who presented with symptoms of hysteria, Freud was both
surprised and appalled as, responding to what Judith Herman has called his
'empathic identification' with them, they repeatedly disclosed accounts of sexual
abuse (Herman, 1992,l3). As Herman puts it:
Freud and his patients uncovered major traumatic events of childhood
concealed beneath the more recent, often relatively trivial experiences that
had actually triggered the onset of hysterical symptoms. (Herman, lggz,
13)
He presented, with great professional pride, his paper on 'The Aetiology of
Hysteria' in 1896, confident that his work represented a major breakthrough (ibid.).
Freud's assertions were rejected so vigorously by his contemporaries that, to save
face and retain professional acceptance, he felt compelled to backtrack. Since he
could not deny that women patients were disclosing high levels of childhood sexual
abuse, Freud sought an alternative explanation and proposed that such abuse was
the invention of fantasising or delusional women. His repudiation of his theory
came swiftly, and has been attributed also to the profound social unease he felt as
the daughters of men from a range of backgrounds, including those from Vienna's
most respectable bourgeois families, revealed that they had suffered familial sexual
abuse (ibid., 14). Ultimately, the climate of denial at the time was so strong that it
silenced women's disclosures of sexual abuse. It was to take another century of
social and political change before the voices of women and children would begin to
be heard.
Like Enns, Herman (1992) has maintained that issues of domestic and sexual
violence were debated only when political movements became sffong enough to
alleged rape. Despite some evidence to support her allegation, media scrutiny of the woman
concerned was harsh and judgmental, and she eventually withdrew the case (Mitchell, 2001).
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challenge society's denial of abuse, with such attention waning when more
conservative trends assumed power. Denying the existence, extent, and effects of
sexual violence is an established social phenomenon (Taslitz, l99g). As one
writer commented:
The instinctive reaction to terible news, by either an indtvidual or a
society, is denial and dissociation, framed in the terms of everyday realism
and common sense 
- 
it cannot be true, it is too implausible... Societies
dissociate their knowledge of trauma 
- 
massive injustice, torture, genocide
- 
preferring to live in the 'bleached present' of conventional disbelief antl
logical denial. flilylie, 1993, quoted in Enns, 1996, 361)
Whether societal denial and dissociation mirrors individual victims' denial and
dissociation, or vice versa, is a mute point; what is clear is that, just as those
victimised by rape may minimise their experience (Kelly, 1988; 1996), so do many
in society minimise the prevalence of, and harm caused by, sexual violence.
In this climate of societal denial, organisations such as COSA (Casualties of Sexual
Assault Allegations) were formed as advocacy groups for men who believed they
had been falsely accused of rape or child sexual abuse. COSA maintains its
opposition to rape and sexual abuse whilst alleging that many of those accused of
such offences are innocent. Greg Newbold, Elizabeth Loftus, and Richard Ofshe,
all cited earlier, have been listed as members of COSA's Professional Advisory
Board (COSA newsletter, October, 1998). The organisation's newsletters typically
include news clips from any media accounts involving so-called false complaints,
with the latter seemingly including cases of victims' retractions, offenders' denials,
and acquittals of men charged with sexual offences. Examples include:
A teenage girl accused a 47 year old man of indecently touching her while
she was in his car. The man denied the allegations. The evidence against
him consisted of the girl's testimorry, which was described as contradictory,
vague, andfull of inconsistencies. The man's wife and 14 year old dnughter
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testffied that the girl did not act any dffirently in the presence of their
family following the time that the alleged incident was said to have
occurred. A christchurch Disffict jury found him not guilty. (cosA
newsletter, october 1998, citing article in christchurch press, 9/9/gg)
Justice Pankhurst has decided that a Christclturch man accused of raping
his partner''s daughter 20 years ago wiII not stand trial, because it would be
seriously prejudiced. The reasons given were the time lapse and the fact
that witnesses for the defence were either unavailable or dead.. The case
would rest solely on the complaint's (sic) word against the accused.
(COSA newsletter, May/June 1999, citing article in Christchurch Press,
27t2t99)
A 24 year old baker was accused. of lnving sex with a sleeping woman. He
denied having sex with her at all and the issue rested on whether her
allegations were fact or fantasy (ie that she had imagined the sex). The jury
found hint innocent. (COSA newsletter, April/It4ay 1998, citing article in
Christchurch Press, 27 /2198)
The word of a man denying his offences, it seems, can be accepted as 'truth'.
Why, after all, would men charged with rape lie? It is against this backdrop that
the victim's voice struggles to be heard. COSA members, however, have argued
that the criminal justice system has tipped the balance too far in favour of believing
the victim, suspending critical faculties and judgement. Following the introduction
of the New Zealand Police Sexual Assault Investigation Policy, a front-page COSA
editorial was headed New Police Guidelines Presume Guilt. The article went on to
call the document 'alarming', and declared in relation to the police that:
The national policy (as demonstrated by their current policy statement) stiil
reflects the attitude that allegations are presumed to be true and that the
accused is presumed to be guilty. (Editorial, cosA newsletter, April/May
le98)
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This view is not supported by this research, nor by overseas research on police and
trial processes (Gregory and Lees, 1999; Temkin, lgg7,l99g). support for cosA,
on the other hand, appears largely to be based on the subjective opinions of those
who believe themselves or their friends or family to have been wrongfully accused.
The founder and former president of cosA, for example, Dr Felicity Goodyear-
Smith, is coincidentally the daughter-in-law of convicted paedophile Bert Potter,
whose Centrepoint Community has been exposed as an environment within which
adult-child sexual relations were actively encouraged and fostered by some
members. Felicity Goodyear-Smith herself, in responding to a critical piece by
journalist Rosemary Mcleod (Dominion, 21 January lg99), made the following
admission:
In the November i'998 newsletter I stated thatfalse complaints appear to be
a growing trend, especially among teenagers... I admit that my claims are
not based on 'hard' data... My claim that false complaints are increasing
is an impression I have gained over the past decade, based on the
increasing numbers of false rape complaints I have seen reported in the
newspapers, and on the rising numbers of cases reported to the Casualties
of Sexual Allegations organisation, where evidence indicates the alleged
offences are unlikely, improbable or inzpossible. (COSA newsletter,
March/April 1999)
The number of media examples included in coSA's newsletters, however, is of
interest when compared with the results of academic research on rape reporting and
criminal justice processing. The volume of newspaper coverage devoted to
apparently false complaints seriously skews public perceptions, in ways which
damage both police and victims' credibility. David Mcloughlin, for instance, has
declared:
Under the bad, old way of investigating complaints against ,nen by women
and children, the victims were often disbelieved. These days, it seems, the
man is autoruatically disbelieved. (Mcloughlin, 1997,42)
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The above quote comes from a cover story entitled, To be MaIe is to Beware, rn a
monthly magazine which prides itself on investigative journalism. The actual
magazine cover featured a silhouette photograph of a sad, pensive man, emotively
stating that he was, on the word of a girl,
... arrested, forced to resign and thrown at the mercy of a justice system
increashryly willing to convict menfalsely accused of assaulting women and
children. (North and South, August 1997, cover)
The impression given is that Iarge numbers of women are making false complaints
of rape, whjch the police gullibly accept at face value because of their subscription
to political correctness. In the same vein, other journalists have written abotst the
sudden epidemic of bogus rape reporrs (Crawshaw,1999,82).
In contrast, what the current and other research shows is that false complaints are
rare, that even more rarely do women falsely name a rapist, and that there is a much
greater likelihood of the police disbelieving genuine victims of sexual assault
(Burgess, 1999; Gregory and Lees, 1999). Compared with a raped woman's
chances of not being believed, the likelihood of a man being wrongfully convicted
is a remote possibility. Police investigative techniques are not as naively applied
as COSA suggests, and err on the side of excessive suspicion rather than excessive
trust. Suspiciousness has been identified as a key police occupational trait (Mulder
and Winkel, 1996; Reiner, 1992) and is certainly not suspended in rape cases;
rather, it is enhanced by prevalent ideologies of lying and vindictive women.
Public perceptions are currently being skewed not by one-sided policing but by
one-sided media reports. Rape complaints that are believed to be false receive
considerable attention, but seldom any close examination or analysis (Hamlin,
1988). Newspaper headlines proclaim Third Woman Makes False Rape Complaint
(Dominion,1613195);Woman Jailedfor Sex Lies (Dominion,26/9/98); Rape Claim
Possibly 'Pubertal' Fantasy (Dominion,2l/5193); and How One Girl's Lies Have
Ruined A LLfe (Dominion,26/9198). Many journalists, like many police officers,
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unquestioningly accept that women are prone to lying and fail to probe beneath the
surface. After all, in the wake of Lombroso, women are still often viewed as little
more than big children, and the notion that children fabricate accounts of abuse still
receives widespread support. One high profile New Zealand example has involved
the reporting of repeated attempts made by Peter Ellis to overturn his convictions
for the sexual abuse of multiple children at the Christchurch pre-school where he
worked (New Zealand Herald, 3/2100). Despite consistent findings by the court
upholding his conviction, continuing publicity is given to the opinions of those who
question the validify of the interviewing techniques used with the children. Whilst
some of the methods used in the past have been acknowledged to be problematic
(such as, for example, the repeated and multiple questioning of small children),
nevertheless there is a danger of the pendulum swinging from the 'children never
Iie' assertion back to the other extreme of doubting all children's testimony. The
concerns raised regarding the methods used to interview children may provoke
legitimate doubts about those methods; they do not necessarily 'prove' that there
was no basis whatsoever to the allegations made (Pope, 1996). However, the
limited findings of such research have been hijacked, enhanced, and used for
political and ideological ends by proponents of the 'women and children lie' notion.
Thus, what is alleged is that Ellis's conviction resulted not from Ellis's actions but
from a feminist-fostered panic about sexual abuse (Hood, 2001); what Newbold has
termed 'the sexual abuse frenzy' (Newbold, 2000, 86). It is Ellis who then
becomes the 'victim', and feminists become the perpetrators.
Uncovering the motivations behind the backlash is not 'rocket science' territory.
The vociferous and hysterical reactions to research documenting the high
prevalence of sexual violence (for example, Gilbert, l99l) confinns once again that
not everyone wants these figures accepted. This should be no surprise. Given
the utility of sexual violence as a mechanism for maintaining men's social control
and preserving the status quo generally, combined with the legacy of beliefs
discrediting women's and children's voices, the real surprise is that significant
gains have been made at all in exposing and challenging those who peqpetrate this
violence or collude with them. For the feminist activists and researchers who have
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worked to expose the violence, success has not come easily, nor without a price.
Writers such as Warwick Roge/ have resorted to name-calling tactics, referring to
tlze anti man, anti-family cabal and trying to discredit sexual violence support
agencies and researchers by playing on society's homophobia:
I reckon that, iudging by the short, spilq haircuts, the multiple earrings, and
their writings, a lot of the people ruruting the sex-abuse industry are
Iesbians. (Roger, 1998)
The contempt and derision directed at lesbian feminist researcher, Dr Miriam
Saphira, has been both appalling and revelatory. Whilst some of Saphira's early
research may have been based on methodologically flimsy foundations, such as a
self-administered questionnaire on sexual violence published in a women's
magazine, subsequent research by others largely confirmed the main findings
concerning estimates of prevalence (for example, Martin, 1996, and Gavey, 1991).
The fact that, like Freud, many of Saphira's understandings were derived from her
clinical observations as a psychologist was generally neither recognised nor
validated. Faced with opposition to his beliefs about the high prevalence of sexual
assault, Freud, as was noted earlier in this chapter, chose to backtrack; Saphira,
however, maintained her stance and became a target for the backlash. In a cynical
article published in 1993, a supposed 'time line' of significant developments in the
'sexual abuse industry' was actually subtitled: How the rise of Dr Miriam Saphira
coincides with the increase in reported sexual abuse @u Chateau , 1993,76). The
inference was that Saphira had created a problem which she had then built her
career upon. Why, one might ask, has one woman's efforts to draw attention to a
major societal issue and promote the safety of children been so vigorously
attacked? Carrol Du Chateau herself revealed the underlying fears of some of
those threatened by the attention being given to rape and child sexual abuse when
she asked:
7 Rogers is the klitor of Metro, a monthly, Auckland-based magazine of articles and current
affairs.
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Is tlrc child sex abuse industry telling the truth? or is the apparent current
upsurge in vile practices against children part of a radical-driven,
politically-correct push to underm,ine the traditional family? (Du Chateau,
1993,72)
Minimising the extent of sexual abuse and violence in homes and families is
irnportant if the traditional structures that have served patriarchy so well are to be
upheld. Resisting recognition of fathers as abusers and husbands as rapists is one
way of ensuring the continuing dominance of the family as a social unit, and of
men's power within this unit.
The politics of silence and denial operate to conceal the truths and realities of rape.
A woman's word is not to be trusted in part because the very act of her speaking
may be considered offensive. A silent woman has long been held up as a model of
virtuous femininity, while negative connotations associated with a woman's voice
have resulted in her speech being dismissed as gossip, nagging, and lying. Thus,
as Taslitz has recently observed, the woman who speaks of her experience of rape
breaks the rule of silence (Taslitz, 1999,20); in so doing, she risks either being
blamed for what happened, or being disbelieved for saying what happened.
Against this backdrop the police, as part of the criminal justice system, will
continue to reflect dominant cultural narratives and stereotypes unless these are
consciously identified, challenged, and changed. While such a process may sound
reasonable and straightforward, in practice it may be near to impossible because
what holds such beliefs in place is neither reasonable nor straightforward.
Centuries of negative attitudes towards women, combined with justice systems
designed primarily around men's interests, have resulted in the crime of rape being
one of the most concealed, minimised, and misunderstood offences that we have on
the statute books. Whilst laws and policies may verbally acknowledge the
seriousness of rape, police practices and procedures continue to perpetuate
distinctions between 'rape' and 'real rape', and to reflect adherence to negative and
misogynistic views of women.
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The findings of the research presented in this thesis are not only theoretically
interesting, but also have clear practical implications which need to be considered.
These relate primarily to implications arising for the police, although inferences can
also be drawn which may be worth considering by victims, victim advocates, and
researchers. Some of these are explored in the following section.
IMPLICATIONS OF THIS RESEARCII
I. Implications for the police
Training
There are extensive and urgent implications for police training arising from the
findings of this research. These relate particularly to the widespread divergence in
officers' understanding regarding the range and variability of the effects of rape.
Misintelpretation of victim behaviour and demeanour appears commonplace, and
signifies adherence to stereotypes regarding how victims 'should' present (Burgess,
1999; Freckelton, 1998; Gregory and Lees, 1999; Lees,1997: van de zandt,1998).
These attitudes appear currently to receive scant attention in training (Beckett,
2000), where awareness and understanding of victims' needs remains a secondary
consideration to offender-based concerns.
Based on the findings of this research, the following suggestions in relation to
training are made:
o increase the amount of time spent on victim-oriented issues and
concerns;
o utilise more frequently the expertise of other professionals working with
victims, such as doctors, counsellors and support agency workers;
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. sensitise all police officers to the effects of rape and how trauma might
impact on complainants and affect their demeanour and interactions
with others;
o train detectives in particular about widespread variability in the effects
of rape and post-traumatic stress disorder;
. equip all investigators with specific skills for sensitive victim-
interviewing;
. use a wide variety of means to examine, and challenge, the prevalence
of rape myths and negative attitudes towards sexual assault victims
generally, as well as stereotypes of 'legitimate' victims;
' 
expand officers' understanding of repeat victimisation, to foster greater
awareness of the reasons behind some women making multiple
complaints of sexual assault;
o enlist specialist trainers to improve officers' understanding of
intellectual and psychiatric disability, and of the increased vulnerability
of these women to abuse and violence;
' 
address the issue of alleged false rape complaints by acknowledging the
inflated nature of beliefs concerning their frequency and exploring the
reasons for these; and
o enhance understanding of the possible reasons underlying actual false
complaints and suggest appropriate courses of actions to follow (for
example, referrals for assistance to appropriate agencies).
In addition to the above, specialised training and education to promote a fuller
appreciation of the dynamics involved in sexual assault cases is advocated, and
commented on specifically in the next section.
Education concerning the nature of rape
In law, rape is clearly distinguished from non-rape; in life, it is not. It is therefore
not surprising that many police adhere to stereotypical definitions and
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understandings regarding the nature of rape @urgess, 1999; Gregory and Lees,
1999; Lees,19971, Young, 1998). It is, however, reprehensible that such views are
not challenged and replaced with greater appreciation of the complexities
associated with this offence. Included in this should be information designed to
challenge prevalent myths and misconceptions regarding who is raped and in what
contexts, as well as material illuminating the difficulties often faced by
complainants in defining what happened to them as sexual assault and reporting
those responsible. Current appreciation of such issues appears slight and impacts
negatively and destructively on complainants, eroding their trust in the police in the
process.
Public perceptions of the police have taken somewhat of a hammering in recent
times. In New Zealand, allegations of police racism have been rife, with strong
dissent being voiced over police involvement in the killing of a young Maori man,
Steven Wallace, on 30 April, 2000 (New Zealand Herald, 2/5/00). In 2001, several
shocking cases involving police officers as perpetrators of rape have been exposed
for public and judicial scrutiny. These have included the conviction of one officer
for a rape he perpetrated while off-duty, as well as the trial of a detective for
pressuring a woman to commit indecencies on him in exchange for leniency
(Sunday Star Times,20l5lOI). Shining the media spotlight on these police officer-
rapists is important in terms of public accountability, but such knowledge rnay deter
some women from feeling safe about approaching the police with a rape complaint.
Some of the detectives who were interviewed also referred to colleagues whom
they knew to have raped, and who had been apprehended on sexual violation
charges.
Such examples suggest the need for greater education of officers concerning sexual
negotiation practices generally. Indeed, how can we expect police officers raised
in a social climate characterised by the legacy of patriarchal thinking examined in
Chapter 2 not to need some form of re-education? The police's role as enforcers
of the law demands that they should be urged to reflect on the basis for these laws
and have some awareness of the ways in which gender inequalities are related to
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criminal offending and victimisation. Professional and accountable policing, in
my view, means that this should not be regarded as an option but as an essential
prerequisite to the informed investigation of sexual violation offences.
Supervision of staff
Staff management and supervision is a central aspect of most occupations, and this
is particularly significant in occupations, such as policing, which are characterised
by high levels of interaction with often distressed members of the public. From
examples included in this thesis, it is clear that individual officers appear to have
considerable autonomy and discretion, and that levels of supervision vary in
intensity. As some detectives indicated, as evidenced in comments made in
Chapter 6, this often comes down to the priorities and management styles of
individual supervisors. In practice, this means that there is widespread variance in
degrees of consultation, monitoring, and post-incident debriefing. While debriefing
rnay be regarded by some as an optional extra, and is addressed here in a separate
section, good management is a necessity, not an option. Greater attention needs to
be given to equipping those in management positions for the task and to specifying
good practices to be followed to ensure greater staff consistency in investigation
procedures. Whilst the New Zealand Police are making positive efforts regarding
the updating of a Manual of Best Practice, and are preparing a training video for
sexual assault investigators, the danger is that such material will simply appear and
disappear, unless supervisors consistently reinforce and reward such practices.
Staff ilebriefing
Comments made by some detectives indicated that currently few procedures exist
for assisting individual officers in managing the frustration and cynicism which
may result from dealing with a deliberate false complaint. Whilst stories emerged
of individual officers feeling 'burned' and possibly embittered by such cases, often
understandably given the resources and emotional energy devoted to them, there
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was little acknowledgement of the ways in which this might impact on later
complainants. In one or two cases, supervisors had temporarily removed
detectives from interviewing victims while they 'got over it', but there appeared to
be little recognition that they may need assistance in dealing with such negatively
charged experiences. One possibility would be to foster greater consistency
amongst supervisors in debriefing detectives during and after all sexual assault
irrvestigations. This practice would acknowledge the additional complexities and
demands involved in managing such investigations and, in the case of deliberate
false complaints, provide the opportunity to assess with individual detectives
possible options for limiting any negative consequences which might arise. Such
options could include time-out, liaison with support agencies, or team or individual
debriefing with qualified professionals.
Implementation of rape policy
Around the world, police departments are endeavouring to appease the concerns of
victims rights advocates by introducing policies designed to ensure the respectful,
informed and sensitive treatment of crime victims (Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994
Gregory and Lees, 1999). While such efforts on the part of the police are to be
applauded, the danger is that the improvements made will be deemed sufficient to
correct previously identified faults and inadequacies. An English rape crisis centre
worker, Marian Foley, has cautioned:
The police view that they've now 'got it right' around rape and can move on
to other issues is disputed by many of us involved in rape crisis work.
(Foley, 1996,173).
Similar views have been expressed by academics involved in rape research, who
note with considerable concern the fact that changes made by the police appear to
have achieved little in improving complainants' experiences (Gregory and Lees,
I 999; Temkin, 1997, 1999).
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As noted in Chapter 2, the New Zealand Police introduced a policy in 1998
specifically designed to achieve greater police consistency in this area. Policies,
however, are simply sheets of paper with words written on them, and their mere
existence does nothing to change attitudes or behaviours. Their utility lies in
establishing a basis against which to evaluate the consistency of performance and
promote greater professional accountability. Three years on, the New Zealand
Police Sexual Assault Investigation Policy appears to have changed little in
practice, apart from promoting opposition in some quarters to the way it has been
developed and introduced. The results of the current research provide a clear
demonstration of the urgent need for the New Zealand Police to ensure this policy
undergoes no further dilution and is fully implemented. Along with the training
and procedures recofilmended, resources must be spent on monitoring and
evaluating the effectiveness of this policy in addressing the concerns raised by rape
victims, support agencies, doctors, researchers, and detectives themselves.
StaJf deployment and specialist units
The question of officers' deployment can be a vexed one for police. Despite the
opposition of some police officers in New Zealand, the merits of having dedicated
squads have been well-established overseas (Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994;
LaFree, 1981). Police officers in New Zealand, however, often subscribe to the
view that every officer should be a generalist-specialist, and argue against selective
deployment. In practice, however, key policing areas recognised as requiring
specialist skills do have specialist officers assigned to them 
- 
for example,
organised crime, drugs, and child abuse. The research results presented here point
emphatically to the conclusion that adult sexual assault demands a specialised
response. Accounts provided by both detectives and complainants clearly suggest
that not all officers are equally able to manage sexual assault investigations in ways
which reflect well on the police as an organisation. Whether disrespectful and
insensitive treatment of victims results from personal style, past experience,
inadequate training, or some other factor is irrelevant to victims who are at the
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receiving end of such treatment, At the end of the day, poor police conduct
alienates rape victims and their friends/family as witnesses and informants, whilst
potentially aiding sexual offenders to evade arrest and prosecution. A strong case
can be made for selective deployment to ensure satisfactory outcomes for both
victims and the police. To continue to desist from prioritising rape investigations
in this way will perpetuate high levels of dissatisfaction in complainants, and will
work against the successful apprehension and prosecution ofoffenders.
D e lay e d s tat eme nt- taking
The issue of delaying statement-taking appears to be somewhat controversial
amongst New Zealand detectives, despite support for it overseas (Blair, 1985;
Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994) and by some experienced local sexual assault
detectives (Pers. comm., 2000). views expressed by complainants, however, and
the harsh experiences recounted by some, strongly indicate a preference to be
interviewed when they are not as shocked and exhausted as they are immediatelv
post-rape,
From a police perspective also, it is advantageous to conduct interviews when
complainants have had at least a little time to recover, when they tend to have
clearer recall and be more prepared and physically able to provide full responses to
police questions. Taking statements from women when they are in shock and
exhausted not only compromises the quality of information which the police will
obtain, but can also compromise perceptions of her credibility. This is likely to
occur if the complainant is still feeling h*y, has dissociated, or is simply so tired
that she gives perfunctory answers to questions asked by the police. The
unfortunate possibility exists that a statement obtained under such conditions can
later be presented in a court case and used against the complainant. The option of
delayed statement-taking in such situations would be to the benefit of both parties.
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Responding to false complaints
The basic tenet of this thesis is that the proportion of allegedly false rape
complaints has been greatly over-estimated by many police officers, in part because
of a wider societal reluctance to acknowledge the extent of sexual victimisation
against women and children, particularly within the traditionally private sphere of
the home. However, it must also be acknowledged that complaints of rape are
sometimes made which are subsequently proven to be false (Aiken et. al., 1999).
Police understanding of the reasons underlying such false complaints appears to be
minimal, and this is reflected in limited and often inappropriate responses to such
complainants. Greater training and awareness of the issues which may be
associated with such cases needs to be fostered within the police. One possibility,
for example, is that in some cases unresolved issues arising from previous rape or
trauma incidents may underlie false complaints. As examples considered in
Chapter 5 showed, complainants may feel trapped in untenable situations which
they are trying to draw attention to, or may have psychiatric difficulties that require
attention and treatment. Whilst not necessarily victims of what they initially
claimed, many of these individuals have been victimised in other ways and./or
require understanding and assistance. Thus, Eugene Kanin has urged:
... false accusations can be viewed as the impulsive and desperate gestures
of women simply attempting to alleviate understandable conditions of
personal and. social distress. (Kanin, 1994, 88)
Seen from this perspective, the approach of such women to the police is often an
attempt to obtain the help they need. Attention-seeking for its own sake has been
argued to be relatively rare (McDowell and Hibler, in Aiken et. a1., 1999), with the
suggestion being made that these women may be trying to use and manipulate the
police to access ways of resolving psychological difficulties.
In much the same way that Munchausen patients manipulate hospitals and
doctors, a fraudulent claim of rape might be interpreted as a form of
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manipulation directed at the criminal justice system.
Hibler, in Aiken et. al., 1999,233)
(McDowell and
Those experienced in the area of false allegations contend that, although
numerically very rare, some women may self-injure in an attempt to meet
overwhelming emotional needs (Aiken er. al., 1999). Thus whilst 'truly' false
complaints are uncommon, they require skilled and professional intervention. The
context within which the allegation occurs often provides the key to interpretation
and understanding of what the complainant is trying to manage or resolve (Aiken
et. al., 1999). To prevent these women from growing increasingly desperate, and
possibly becoming a constant irritant to the police, or engaging in further self-
destructive behaviour, it is important that they be responded to with great care.
Such individuals are still police clients looking for a service, and whilst their
chosen method of approaching the police may not be appropriate, nevertheless their
situation requires a professional and supportive response. Those attempting to
shed light on this phenomenon also offer:
A final word of caution: it must be remembered that even those who are
emotionally prone to make afalse allegation can be raped. Basic principles
of police professionalism require that fficers who ilwestigate rapes remain
ob.iective and compassionate. If they do not, the veracity of the allegation
nxay never be known, and the victim, for she is a victim in either case, nray
never receive the help and support she needs. (Aiken et. al., 1999,239)
Vic fims w ith intelle ctual disabilitie s
Similar comments as those made in the above section can be made about persons
with intellectual disability who report sexual assault to the police. No existing
mechanism exists to ensure such individuals receive an educated and trained
professional response. The enhanced vulnerability of these persons to sexual
assault is ignored in favour of stressing their diminished competency as witnesses.
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The increased trust that those with intellectual disabilities may place in others is
compounded by their structural dependency on others, their social powerlessness,
and their own emotional and social insecurities (Hayes, 1993; Mccarthy, 1996;
Tharinger et. al., 1990, cited in Brook, lggi). Cases examined in the police file
analysis suggested a strong chance of complaints of sexual assault from persons
with intellectual disability being dismissed as probably false, whilst care-givers
were lone voices calling for specialised interviewing in such cases. Gross
injustices will continue to be perpetrated in this area until the issue is addressed
ditectly and responded to positively. The current inadequacies of the system
virtually present persons with intellecrual disability on a platter for sexual predators
and opportunists.
Capacity for the police to reflect on the effict they have on victhns
Greater awareness needs to be fostered in training courses at all levels, as well as
through regular supervision, to equip police officers to be self-reflective concerning
how they are perceived by the public and how they impact on those around them.
The position and power of the police in society can make them formidable for
citizens to approach, and many victims and witnesses fear they will be judged
negatively if minor law-breaking becomes apparent in the course of other
investigations. Attention needs to be given to encouraging police officers to engage
in greater self-reflection regarding how their symbolic status as authority figures
can impact on relationships with those with whom they come in contact. Many of
the women who reported sexual assaults tried initially to conceal or minimise
behaviours which they feared the police would condemn, only to find that the fact
of concealment often imeversibly damaged their credibility in the eyes of the police.
In such situations, the chances of the investigation proceeding may be substantially
reduced, and there is no guarantee as to whether the complainants will be dealt with
hostilely or given clear reasons as to why their case has been dismissed. The
frequency with which such situations can arise suggests it may be useful for this
issue to be raised with complainants prior to interviewing, a practice which
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individual detectives may adhere to but which does not appear to be routinely
encouraged.
Increasing recognition is being given to the significance of the police-victim
relationship in relation to either enhancing or minimising the risks of secondary
victimisation (Winkel et. al., 1991). Specialist training is required to equip police
officers with the skills and understanding necessary to manage the interviewing of
victims sensitively and professionally, and to foster awareness of the possible
effects of both their verbal and non-verbal communication on complainants.
Greater awareness and overall reflection on the psychological roles that police
officers may adopt should also be encouraged. The 'Karpman triangle', for
example, may be a useful tool in this regard (stewart and Joines, 1987). This
model suggests that certain interactions between individuals can be interpreted
within the context of a triangle of dynamics as the players move between the roles
of 'Persecutor', 'victim', and 'Rescuer'. All three roles are described as
'inauthentic' to the extent that when people are in them, they are responding more
to scripts and messages learned in the past than they are to what is happening in the
present (|bid.,237). Police officers who take up the position of Rescuer may be in
danger of assuming excessive responsibility for protecting and supporting a rape
victim, but only to the extent that she is perceived as a'Victim'. An officer's
doubts regarding her credibility, however, might place the officer in the role of
Persecutor. Either way, whilst in the role of 'victim', the woman is likely to
discount herself and her experience, accepting either the Rescuer's view of her as
needy or the Persecutor's view that she is blameworthy. Police awareness of such
issues may help to inform the stances they adopt in relation to complainants, as well
as enhancing the conditions within which women can make the transition from
victim to survivor.
A related issue of responsibility for the police pertains to the need for training
regarding boundary-setting in professional relationships. Although this could be
advantageous with regards to male officers working with female officers, it is
particularly needed in relation to the police-complainant relationship in rape cases.
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In chapter 6, the possible dangers associated with having young, good-looking
male detectives spending long hours with young, needy, female rape victims were
canvassed. In such a scenario, it is easy for the detective to become the knight on
the white charger who rescues the damsel in distress and carries her off into the
sunset. Except, of course, that training and good supervision should help to ensure
that no such 'romantic' and potentially abusive outcomes result.8 The
responsibility lies with the police organisation to sensitise officers to the
possibilities and to equip them to manage such situations sensitively and with
ethical integrity. Issues such as this may be delicate to address, but need to be
tackled directly if they are to be managed professionally.
Prospects for police dialogue with academics and researchers
In the course of undertaking this research, and interacting with larger groups of
police in other contexts, I was reminded at times of the ways in which the police
often perceive themselves as an isolated social group. The us/them mentality lives
on in some officers, and many express deep mistrust and cynicism towards
academics in particular. The notion that only the police can understand policing is
strong, and is often accompanied by quick dismissal of research findings or
comments by non-police. This is unfortunate, given the scope for valuable
interaction between the police and academics and the opportunities for learning that
this would present. Academics can also contribute to this division if they fail to
adequately consult and address practitioners' perspectives in their work. Such
apparent contemPt for the subjective realities of those they purport to be
'researching' fuels police views of academic arrogance and ignorance. Ways to
enhance mutual understanding and respect are necessary for meaningful dialogue
* In my earlier research (Jordan, 1998a), two women rape complainants were sexually
propositioned by officers involved in their cases.
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between these two groups, and could be fostered by greater use of consultation
processes by both sides.
II. Implications for victims and victims'advocates
The research findings presented here have implications not only for the police but
also for victims and victims' advocates.
Advice to victims
Approaching the police with a sexual assault complaint is a scary undertaking, and
victims may need not only support but also guidance on how best to do so. While
some very good publications have been produced offering legal advice to victims
(for examples, see Rape Survivors' Legal Guide, lgg3, and sullivan, 19g6), these
are not generally available when the victim first reports the offence. At this time,
complainants may need information tailored specifically to their rights as crime
victims, and on police responsibilities towards them. This includes such issues as
those raised in the New Zealand Police Sexual Assault Investigation policy
regarding the presence of a support person for the complainant, and the option of
del ayed statement-taking.
Given the results of the research presented here, it may also be advantageous to
offer complainants advice on such matters as not concealing drug and alcohol use
or previous consensual sex with the accused, and other factors which they consider
could influence police perceptions of their credibility. As these data show, any
attempts at concealment are likely to damage irretrievably a victim's case.
Agencies working with victims
The effects of rape trauma on victims may diminish their capacity to assert their
own needs or to be fully cognisant of their mental state (Burgess and Hazelwood,
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1999; Kelly, 1988). They are also unlikely ro have advance knowledge of
investigation and medical procedures. The police have a responsibility to provide
complainants with the necessary information and options available, with support
agencies being available to ensure this happens and to provide emotional support
and guidance to victims. The results of this research suggest that currently there is
widespread inconsistency in police responses to rape complainants, including
differential perceptions of the degree to which support agency involvement should
be encouraged. Specialist agencies such as Help and Rape Crisis are regarded
suspiciously by some police, who perceive them as rabidly feminist and, as one
detective said, 'full of hairy-legged lesbians.' Police antipathy to such agencies
has been noted also in the English context (Foley, 1996). The effects of rape,
however, reinforce the need for complainants to at least be offered the choice of
having an advocate present to oversee reporting and interview processes. Family
members and friends may inhibit the complainant's willingness to divulge details of
the attack fully, while an unknown but informed and sympathetic support person
rnay be a safer and more reliable option (Epstein and Langenbahn, 1994: Jordan,
1998a).
Issues such as the damaging effects of concealment and the need for specialist
oversight for complainants with intellectual disability are two specific areas which
support agencies might find of interest in this research. Attention also needs to be
given to the very mixed findings emerging regarding how complainants rated
support and counselling assistance. Significant levels of dissatisfaction were
voiced by some women whom Malcolm Rewa attacked, for instance, regarding
their treatment by support agency workers. Specific criticisms included the
women feeling that assumptions had been made that they would/should hate all
men now, or would co-operate in what some of them felt to be inappropriate
counselling techniques. The women's concerns usually seemed to result from their
feeling disregarded as individuals and expected to fit some pre-determined pattern
of response. Similar concerns were raised by complainants interviewed in my
earlier research (Jordan, 1998a). These suggest a need for more intensive training
and an awareness of the diversity in women's rcsponses to rape, and in some cases
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more careful selection and screening of support workers. A major obstacle to
achieving consistency in this area, however, relates to the grossly inadequate levels
of funding given to support agencies (Crawshaw, 1998; Foley, 1996; stirling,
1997). Victims of rape and sexual assault have a right to expert high quality,
educated, and professional treatment from all of those with whom they interact;
support agencies cannot be expected to provide such professional expertise,
however, when they are not funded or resourced as professional agencies.
III. Implications for researchers
The experience of conducting the various studies presented here was useful not
only in terms of the results obtained but also with regard to the processes involved.
Research is not simply a means to an end, but a journey in its own right. My own
learning from engagement in this research was extensive, prompting the raising of
issues here which I consider it would be valuable to acknowledge and to debate
more fully in the literature.
Efficts of rape research on researchers
Being raped is obviously traumatic; hearing women speak about being raped is also
traumatic. Researching rape is not the same as researching coastal erosion or the
breeding patterns of the paradise duck. Having experienced my own forms of
sexual victimisation and, I believed, come to terms with them, I did not expect to
experience vicarious victimisation whilst undertaking this research. I was wrong.
The worst effects arose during the first rape research I conducted, when I was at
home, alone, for days on end, transcribing the women's accounts. This, I
discovered, was not a good arrangement. It prompted the return of some post-
traumatic stress disorder symptoms, and I became jumpy, nervous, slept poorly,
suffered from nightmares and had flashbacks to my own experiences. To manage
this, I sought several sessions of professional supervision and altered my working
arrangements to reduce the length of time I spent each day on the tapes, and to
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avoid listening to them in situations where I felt isolated and vulnerable. My
partner and I also decided to have a burglar alarm fitted in our home, which we set
every night during the periods when I felt the most anxious and fearful of intruders.
Studying the police files I thought would be easier. These are somewhat removed
accounts, different from hearing the pain in a woman's voice as she speaks and
cries on tape. Again, I was wrong. To begin with, r was going in to police
Headquarters after hours, but became increasingly aware that I was sitting alone, in
a dark, mostly deserted city high-rise building at night, reading accounts of rape
and violence, and sensing in some offenders' accounts (and in a few police officers'
as well) a deep hatred for women. Leaving the building and walking to my car
became an ordeal. Again, I had to change my working patterns and negotiate desk
space so that I could read the files in daylight hours with 'normal' office routines
going on around me.
Interviewing the women attacked by Malcolm Rewa was also hard at times. The
actual time spent with the women themselves was generally fine, because I was so
heavily focussed on them and how they were feeling. It was after they had left,
and I was on my own, at night, away from home in someone else's apartrnent, that
my own emotions were unleashed. Sometimes a vast sense of fear would engulf
me as I tried to sleep, and I would feel passive and in victim-mode. Other times I
would rage in anger at the degradation Rewa perpetrated. These feelings
sometimes accompanied me when I returned home, as the following thoughts
penned in February,1999 indicate:
I've been back in wellington several days now and can't get these women's
stories out of mry head. I do so much think they need to be told... I had a
hard time in Auckland, though. Hearing so much talk of the fear this man
generated and the way it oozed throughout these women's lives got to me.
Th.at same fear oozed its way into me after a while so that I was feeling
paralysed about going into dark roomt or being jotted out of semi-sleep
into an argent, heart-thumping watchful alertness, convinced Rewa's
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'brother' was lurking in a dark corner of the bedroom. At least I could fty
back to Wellington and leave it all behind., but these women hnd to manage
this fear for years, and will do to some extentfor the rest of their lives.
Partly this situation arose because I was trying to maximise what I achieved during
my short stays in Auckland. once again, though, I need.ed to change my work
routine so that I was not interviewing continually for days on end, but took a few
hours or even a day out at times, for the sake of my emotional sanity.
In contrast to the extensive literature on rape and sexual abuse that now exists,
recognition of the emotional dimensions involved in sexual violence research
happens rarely. I know I felt intense relief when I discovered that feminist writers
such as Liz Kelly (1988) and Betsy Stanko (1997) were willing ro share publicly
some of the ways in which researching sexual violence irnpacted on them
emotionally. From my experiences, and those of others (for example, Gordon and
Riger, 1991; Kelly, 1988; Stanko, 1997),I consider it is important for researchers
working in areas such as rape to establish good safeguards to prevent vicarious
victimisation. This will vary for different individuals and projects, but might
involve careful scheduling, professional supervision, self-care, and a little
pampering! It is important for us as researchers to find our own ways of
debriefing and strengthening our sense of self and safety in the world. Promoting
greater discussion and reflection on the ways in which research with victims of
violence can impact on the researcher is an important, but often neglected, issue.
It may be easier to minimise the stressful aspects of research rather than fear being
criticised for loss of perspective or over-identification with the research subject. In
this respect, we may still need to shake ourselves free of the shackles of positivism
and acknowledge the subjectivities of all those involved in the research process.
Fuller sharing about these issues with other researchers may help in accepting and
dealing with the effects of exposure to such deep levels of pain, fear and anguish in
women's lives. It may also promote greater sharing of the positive, encouraging
and inspirational aspects of research with the survivors of sexual violence.
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Future research
The police response to sexual assault has been a largely neglected research arena.
Compared with the areas of family violence and child abuse, scant regard has been
paid to victims of sexual violence. Even the coerced sex which is typically
associated with family violence has tended to be ignored, reinforcing prevalent
views that 'real' violence leaves visible physical injuries. In the case of children,
physical abuse and the battered child syndrome began to be more widely
acknowledged in the 1960s, while child sexual abuse remained virtually invisible
for a further twenty to thirty years. The sexual assault of adults still awaits our
attention. If a similar pattern occurs in relation to adults as it did for children, it
may be a further ten years or so before that acknowledgement comes. It is possible
that increased understanding in related areas may speed up the process; what counts
against this, however, is the tenacious hold of negative stereotypes regarding both
the nature of rape and the nature of women. While sexual coercion remains so
little understood, and women continue to be regarded as liars, concealers, and
deceivers, advances in this area are likely to be minimal.
In the meantime, it is imperative that on-going research is undertaken for several
rnajor reasons:
to increase our knowledge base concerning the effects of sexual assault and
how these impact on the demeanour and presentation of victims;
to continue to document the ways in which police attitudes and behaviours
impact on crime victims;
to monitor the implementation process as police policies on sexual assault
investigations are introduced, and evaluate the effectiveness of such
policies.
The research conducted here hopefully provides benchmarks against which the
results of subsequent studies can be assessed and compared. It also highlights key
areas which should be prioritised for future research. These are:
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' 
police interactions with victims of sexual assault who are intellectuallv
impaired;
r police interactions with victims of sexual assault who are psychiatrically
impaired;
o an international study assessing the specialist deployment of detectives to
sexual assault investigations;
' 
analysis of sexual assault cases refened by dissatisfied complainants to the
Police Complaints Authority; and
' 
comparative, international research on police fraining in relation to rape and
sexual assault, with an emphasis on police-victim interaction.
CONCLUSION
The aims of this thesis, as stated in Chapter l. were:
' 
To identify and examine the factors which inform police decision-making in
relation to female rape complainants;
o To understand why police officers express doubts as to the authenticity of
women who make rape complaints;
. To gain an understanding, from the complainant's perspective, of police
practices, and the attitudes necessary to establish positive police-
compl ainant relationships.
The results of the police file analysis, presented in chapters 4 and 5, provided
insights into police decision-making, which were expanded upon in the material
obtained from interviews with detectives (presented in Chapter 6). These data
were examined and analysed against the backdrop of the historical legacy of
patriarchal thinking about women and rape, outlined in Chapter 2. High levels of
belief in women lying about rape have their origins in these myths and assumptions,
and are enhanced further within a male-dominated police culture characterised by
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sexism and suspiciousness. The strain that such mistrust can place on police-
complainant relationships becomes apparent when the victims of a serial rapist,
who seldom faced difficulties in establishing their credibility with the police,
discuss their experiences of policing (Chapter 7). A fundamentally positive and
trusting relationship between police officers and a rape complainant will provide a
solid base to ensure on-going victim co-operation, even if individual police officers
do not always deliver 'perfect' policing in the victim,s eyes.
Overall, the research contained in this thesis suggests that there is no single factor
underlying police responses to women rape complainants. Instead, combinations
of factors appear to interact within a particular social context in ways which
reproduce existing power and gender relations. Any explanatory model musr,
therefore, be developed in ways which take account of this broader context and the
factors that shape it. Such a model is proposed here.
At its heart is the police-complainant relationship. Influencing and surrounding
this dynamic are the key factors which affect each party. For the police, these
include evidential concerns, practical realities, and legal considerations, all of
which produce a suspicious, evidence and offender-oriented mindset. The .cues'
they notice, and the meanings they ascribe to such cues, are essentially developed
within a crime*fighting and offender-focussed framework. Such suspicious,
aggressive styles of interviewing are not easily transferable to police interactions
with victims of sexual violence. For the rape victim, the likely factors affecting
presentation may relate to trauma impact, fear of the repercussions of reporting,
confusion regarding desired outcomes (since, in many cases, the offender is
someone well-known to her), as well as shame and self-blame. She may be
tentative while the police demand clarity; she may show inconsistent and flawed
recall when they expect accuracy and consistency; she may appear emotional in the
face of their detached rationality; and she may seem ambivalent when they expect
co-operation an d commitment.
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Surrounding the police-complainant relationship is the police organisation, and the
dominant beliefs of the occupational culture. The beliefs of the police
occupational culture have been shaped by its origins as a male-dominated
organisation enforcing laws designed to protect male property owners, with women
being construed as part of men's property, Police investigations require certain
procedures to be adhered to and, while these will be routine to the police, they may
feel arbitrary and intrusive for complainants. Greater communication, information
provision and flexibility would all be advantageous from the complainant's
perspective.
The police organisation, then, itself is located within the wider societal framework.
A legacy of patriarchal thinking and defining of 'reality' is hard to shift, and men's
beliefs about both the nature of rape and the nature of women have historically
privileged men as sexual offenders. It often seems as if criminals have had their
rights within the justice system recognised more fully than victims. This emphasis
would change if we had a 'victims' justice system', where the starting point was an
appreciation of the injuries done to the victim. Such an approach would not glorify
victim-status; rather, it would validate victimisation as a necessary precursor to
enable the transition from victim to survivor to occur.
The key question raised by the studies presented here relates to the need to
understand why the issue of belief continues to be such a vexed and controversial
issue. Beliefs in women's inherent deceirfulness appear to have existed almost as
long as women themselves have trodden the earth, and show little sign of abating.
Given the long history of patriarchy, the entrenchment of such beliefs is scarcely
surprising given the role they have played in regulating sexual relations and
maintaining men's social dominance.
A curious paradox emerges. when women accuse men of wrongdoing, they are
doubted; when they retract, they are believed. If they allege abuse, their word is
suspect; if they retract an abuse allegation, their word suddenly becomes credible.
One is prompted to ask: Why is women's word to be trusted only when it excuses
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and absolves men of responsibility for their violence against women? What makes
the voice of retraction more credible than the voice of accusation? Is women's
word primarily believed when it says what men want to hear and doubted when it
challenges? This appears to be the very crux of the matter.
To conceal the truth of their behaviour, men have lied about women, with one of
the most prevalent and destructive lies being that women lie. Men have made
preposterous claims about women in the past, and have been believed; women have
tried to reveal the truth about men, and have been disbelieved. Justice Hale, for
example, believed some women were witches who could fly and cast spells on men,
and when he condemned them to death, his word was believed and they were killed
(scutt, 1997); such views no longer have currency. when, as we saw in chapter z,
this same man said women's allegations about men raping them were suspect and
hard to prove, however, his word was believed and has been enshrined in legal texts
ever since. Why? The particular social control mechanism of the witch-hunts
depended on an ideological environment infused with beliefs concerning God, the
devil, magic and superstition, Torturing and burning women for being witches
could not occur once these ideas waned in popularity and power. Expressing
doubts about the credibility of women's word, especially when accusing men of
sexual violence towards them, is an ideological notion supported by a more
universal and enduring belief system. As Chapter 2 showed, there have been
centuries of history characterised by depictions of women as fickle, untrustworthy,
vengeful and lying. Hale's dictum reflected this legacy and, in turn, was adopted
and enshrined in legal thinking in a way which reinforced such misogynist beliefs.
The view of women presented is so consistent with centuries of patriarchal thought
that it is barely recognisable to some as misogyny (Johnson, 1997; Jukes, 1993).
Little of substance can change while such notions continue to be one design on the
ideological wallpaper against which both men and women live their lives.
In the crime of rape, we have often simply the word of a woman against the word of
a man. Yet there is nothing 'simple' when it comes to assessing whether or not the
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woman is telling the 'truth'. Writing about rape trials within the court system,
Andrew Taslitz has pointed out that:
'truth' is sometimes a social notion. when a jury iudges an act
'consensual', it does not discover some independent, objectively verifiable
truth. Rather, it creates an interpretive truth based on its notions of worthy,
coherent narratives and its moral iudgment about the gendered meaning to
be ascribed to the man's and woman's social behavior. (Taslitz, lggg,
t4r)
As the findings of this thesis demonstrate, similar processes of social construction
are evident within the police. Investigative officers approach rape complainants
with particular cultural narratives in mind, narratives which have been shaped
within a social environment characterised by stereotypical and judgmental views of
women. The legacy of cenfuries of misogynist pronouncements about women has
not been erased by thirty years of feminists challenging such thinking. Instead of
eliminating beliefs about women which saw witches burned at the stake, feminists
themselves have been hailed as the new'witches'(Faith, 1993; Faludi, 1991).
While they may not be accused of removing men's 'viriie members' in quite the
same way, nevertheless men fear the limitations to their sexual 'freedom' posed by
these new harridans.
In a society which has historically empowered men over women, and where those
in charge of law-making and judicial processes have traditionally been male, it is
hardly surprising that the criminal justice system has operated in ways which
benefit men to the detriment of women. Trying to convict a man of rape involves
swimming upstream, against the strong currents of patriarchal thought and belief.
While patriarchal privilege has traditionally provided men with protection from the
law, wotnen have had to rely, in turn, on these same men for their protection.
Patriarchy, in effect, removed power from women and made them dependent upon
men. If these same men abused their power, through the crime of rape, for
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exanf,Ble, the legal syst€nn w'as designed to operate in men,,s favour. In suoh an
environment" it is. scarcely surpdsing that the conviction rate for r.ape is so low
(H*ir and Grace, 1999; I-ees and Gregory, lg93).e
e A recent llomo Officc cUr{y tevealed tbat" of all cases recorded as rape by the police, only 6%
resulted in convictiou; this nepregenCI 9% of lcribed' rryes (Irarris and Grace, t-el9).
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Until very recently, marriage contracts guaranteed men unlimited sexual access to
their wives (Peacock, 1995; Russell, 1991). Wives were construed as the legal
property of men, with few rights of their own. Significant changes have occurred
since the late nineteenth century, ensuring that women now are able to own
property themselves rather than simply be owned as part of rnen's property.
Froml986 onwards in New Zealand, a wife's rights have been extended to give her
sexual autonomy legally. In fact, the right of a woman to say no to the sexual
demands of a man, even if he is her husband, has never been so completely written
into law. Yet research indicates that marital rape continues, seemingly little abated
by such Iegal changes (Easteal, 1998b; Lees, 1997; Russell, 1991). Few charges
of rape within marriage have been laid since the law changes, and even fewer
proceeded with through the legal system. In effect, the unprotected property status
of women continues.
The position of women within marriage exists at the end of a continuum of
ownership along which all women's lives are placed. The lack of protection
offered to wives highlights the relative social vulnerability of all women in their
relationships with men. While women's status has increased markedly in many
ways over the last hundred years, fundamental gender inequalities remain. These
continue to prioritiss men's rights to sexual access to women over women's rights
of refusal. While much of the rhetoric talks about what women want, in reality
what dominates is what men want. The right to say no exists tegally but is limited
socially and structurally. Men who force sexual relations on women who are
strangers are condemned, since the rape of the unknown woman may mean raping a
woman who belongs to another man, a crime recognised for centuries as heinous.
Raping one's 'own' woman is, by comparison, a mere technicality.
within society generally, the picture is none too encouraging either. When rape
was initially hightighted by feminists, women's vulnerability to sexual attack was
acknowledged in the context of stranger danger (Gordon and Riger, l99l; Scully,
1990; Stanko, 1985). As long as the offender was clearly aberrant and predatory,
attacking women who did not belong to him, then his threat to wornen was
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recognised and his behaviour condemned. Women's fear of rape gradually began
to be acknowledged, and small amounts of public funding were made available for
rape prevention campaigns. Research into rape began, however, to identify
women as being at greater risk of sexual violence from men they knew and may
already be in relationships with (Gavey, l99l; Kelly, lggg; Koss et. al., l9g7:
Russell, 1990; stanko, 1985;warshaw, 1988;wiehe andRichards, 1995). over
the last few years, women's fear of rape seems to have slipped from public and
media consciousness, to be largely replaced by men's fear of false accusations.
While once it was women who constituted the 'at risk' group, now men are seen as
being at risk. In a climate where 'stranger danger' has been replaced by 'woman
danger', access to justice for rape victims is destined to remain elusive.
The current climate does show small signs of promise, evident in greater diversity
in police recruiting practices, and the introduction of policy initiatives which
specifically address police interaction with sexual assault victims. The translation
of policy into practice, however, seems not so assured. Whilst the crime-fighting,
offender-oriented ethos of the police reigns supreme, and sceptical attitudes
towards women complainants of sexual assaults remain unchallenged, significant
progress in this area is unlikely. For any rape law or policy reform initiatives to be
effective, significant changes in beliefs and attirudes need to occur throughout
every aspect of the model outlined here. It will be impossible ro fully attain
women's rights in an environment which continues to credit rape myths with 'truth'
status. Whilst gender inequality persists within society, the attainment of gender
equity is unlikely to be achieved within the police organisation nor evident in
interactions with complainants. Feminism may have impacted on the law and
social conscience of society, but it has not yet managed to supplant the underlying
beliefs.
This thesis has examined two conceptually related phenomena 
- 
'true lies' and
'false truths'. Police officers, as members of a conservatively positioned and
authoritarian social organisation, have traditionally adhered to beliefs that reflect
both the masculinity and suspiciousness of their occupational culture (Gregory and
Lees, 1999; Reiner, 1994; Smith and Gray, r985). within this culture, adherence
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to certain 'truths' is taken for granted. Amongst such 'truths' is the perception
that women routinely lie about 'sex', fuelling a belief in high numbers of rape
complaints being false' What the research results presented here demonstrate,
however, is that these are 'false truths', myths perpetrated about women which have
achieved a form of truth-stafus. with reference to rape, for example, a delay by the
victim in reporting the offence may be construed as indicative of a complainant,s
lack of credibility, reflecting a dominant mind-set which assumes immediate
reporting to be a 'natural' response. As this and other research has demonstrated,
there is nothing 'natural' about prompt reporting nor inherently 'false' about
delayed reporting. The material presented in this thesis illustrates a long legacy of
thinking based on masculinist, and often misogynist, assumptions about women,
which has infused the male-dominated culture of the police organisation. The
distorted lenses through which police officers view the social world skews their
slant on 'reality', and their gaze is shaped and informed by a narrow set of
'understandings' and conventions that have been constructed on rnythical
foundations. Police 'truths' about rape reflect myth and misogyny more than they
do the actualities of women's experience.
If the police had a fuller and better informed understanding of the trauma induced
by rape, they would recognise that victims routinely engage in minimising
behaviour and will often try to avoid disclosing sexual violation. If the police
understood the difficulties associated with approaching them to report a sexual
assault, they would appreciate why some women tell 'lies' to conceal aspects of the
offence. They would appreciate how humiliating the process can feel for
complainants, and how shame can be a silencing mechanism. If the police knew
the extent to which victims feared being blamed for what happened, they would not
be surprised when complainants did things to try and bolster their credibility in the
police's eyes. As this research showed, such concealment by victims typically
results in their entire allegation being questioned and often rejected. yet these may
be'true lies', Iies which are told when women fear that the .truth' of their
experience will be ignored. Many women, having internalised the negativity of
men's thinking towards them, can anticipate how others will view, judge, blame
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and condenrn thenr. \Momen's owa feelings towards themselves will reflect
aspects of fnen's hahed, blame and revilernent of them. Victims of rape who
approac[ the police tnu$t wallt the eredibility tightrope and take thcir chances. To
disclsse and be d.isc-redited, because what was disclosed was discrediting; or to
csnceal altd be discredited, becanso concealnent itself is disoedlting. Histodcally,
rape rdiscredited a woman and her farnity like no other crime; today, rr,omen rrust
still fight to be seen as eredible. \Msmen's voices and women's wo.rds stil squggle
to be heard; if heard, to bo brelieved; and if believed, to be understsod. If the police
subscribed to f,ewer Talse truths', tfiey would be better able to recogniso the ,tme
Iies'.
*{.*
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APPENDIX A
VICTORH UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON
INFORMATION SIMET FOR A STUDY OF
POLICE RAPE INVESTIGATIONS
The aim of this study is to examine and analyse police involvement with rapeinvestigations in order to:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
acquire an understanding of the nature of rape investigations from apolice perspective;
estimate the frequency of false rape complaints;
evaluate the decision-making process invblved in the determination of
a false complaint; and
assess the impact.on individual police arising from involvement withfalse rape complaints.
The project is being. undertaken a:,_pTl of my 
_ 
research for a phD degree in
llipinolo_gy at Victoria University o-f Wellington, i"here my supervis* o." Fioi"rro,$]litgl, h4g*it (Director, Institute of Crimindlogy) and Jen'ny lieale lCourse Dir""tor,MA (Applied) in Social Science Research).
The results of this resear.ch are exp€cted to benefit the police by providing a reliabledata base of information on filse rape complaints' una t6"'imp;;6 of-tt"."
ll*:i9|]l]l 1nd greanizationally, .which ian be rised to inform nrruie. oigunirationurand trarnrng developments in relation to sexual assault investigations.
The Commissioner of Police has given his. approval- to the project, and the policeliaison officer at Headquarters appo-inted on hii'behalf is Marv sdtrotium.
If you have been involved in sexual assault investigations within the last three years,
Io_l 1." invited to participate.in this research by bJing interviewJ Uy-rvriii o'n ttrelssues outllned above. 
.Participation is voluntary, and you can terminite tire interviewat any stage. It is anticipated that the interview will iast approximat"fy on" ttour induration.
*^-:1!-e.| person apart from myself will see the notes or hear the tapes from thisrntervrew' ancl no 
.napel or particular identifying details associa:ted with theparticipants will be included in -the thesis or uoy of6"t publication oi-pr"r"niution
arising from this research.
Meanw.hile if. you have any questions or would like to receive further information
about the project, you are weliome to contact me by phone or at the address below:
Thank you for your assistance.
Jan Jordan
Senior Lecturer
lnstitute of Criminology
Victoria University of Wellington
PO Box 600
WELLINGTON
Phone: 04-463 581 1; or 04-463 5258 (secretary)Fax: 04-495 5147
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APPENDIX B
VICTORIA UNTVERSITY OF WELLINGTON
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCII
Police Rape Investigations
I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I havehad an opportunity to ask questions and had them answered to my satisfaction. I
understand that I rnay withdraw myself (or any information I have provided) from thisproject at any stage without having to give reasons and without penalty of any sort.
I understand that any information I provide will be kept confidential to the researcher;
that the published results will not ur" rny name; and thai no opinions will be attributed to
rne in any way that identifies me.
I understand that the tape recordings of my interview will be electronically wiped at the
end of the project unless I indicate that I would like them returned to me.
Please tick one:
I would like the tape(s) of my interview to be electronically wiped at the conclusion
of the project.;
I would like the tape(s) of rny interview returned to me at the conclusion of theproject, and to facilitate this will inform the researcher of any intervening change of
address.
I understand that the data I provide may be used in the presentation of a phD thesis and in
subsequent publications which may emanate from this work.
I understand that the data I provide will not be released to others without prior
consultation and my written consent.
Please tick if appropriate
I would like to receive a summary of the results of this research when it is
completed, and to facilitate this will inform the researcher of any intervening change of
address.
I agree to take part in this research under the conditions outlined above.
Signed:
Name and Rank of Participant:
(please print clearly)
Postal address:
Date:
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APPENDIX C
POLICE INTERVMWS ON RAPE INVESTIGATIONS
CODE NUMBER:
SBCTION 1: BACKGROUND DETAILS
L Age?
2. Gender?
3. Ethnicity?
4. Irngth of time in the police?
5. Length of time in CIB?
6. Length of time in urban policing areas?
7 . Length of time in rural policing areas?
DATE:
SECTION 2: EXPERIENCE IN RAPE INVESTIGATIONS
NB Rape = rrp€r sexual violation, unlawful sexual connection and the
attempt thereof
8. Can you p-rovj{e an estimate of ttre total number of rape investigations you have
been involved in?
9' What.resp^onse do you have when told you've been given a rape allegation to
investigate?
10. Hgqwgul-d. you describ_e or rate rape investigations compared with other kinds
of criminal investigation?
I l. Ln your experience, are^there any particular kinds of women who are more likelythan others to be raped?
12. How *o:ld you summarise the beliefs and attitudes held about rape victims by
police officers and detectives with whom you have worked?
13. Are there any age or gender differences apparent in the attinrdes held?
POLICE PROCEDURES IN RAPE INVESTIGATIONS
14. Could you please outline the procedures to be followed in a rape investigation?
15- What factors do you takg into account in deciding whether to proceed with a
rape complaint investigation?
4t3
16' How is the decision made to file a rape complaint as "no offence disclosed',?On what basis?
17. What proportion of rape complaints would be filed "no offence disclosed"?
SECTION 3: FALSE COMPLAINTS
18. what proportion of rape allegations do you think are false complaints?
l9' Do you think your colleagues would give a similar response?
20. What factors influence the decision-making process involved in determining a
complaint to be false? How can you tell?
21. What informs the decision to either charge or not charge complainants in these
circumstances?
22. Speaking.just-from yo.u.r.own experience, how many rape investigations haveyou been involved in which turned out to be false?
23. How many- of these cases resulted in complainants being charged with making afalse complaint?
Z4.\rhat do you believe to be the motives underlying false complaints such as
these?
25. Can you give me some examples?
26' How do you believe women who make false complaints should be responded
to?
IMPACTS ON POLICE
27 .If you have been involved in
affected you?
a hoax or false rape complaint, how has that
28. From your observations of others in the police, what kinds of impacts have you
seen involvement with false rape cases have on their attitudes and 6it uulo"ti '
29- Do.you think there are any.implications arising from false rape complaints forpolice training, support, deployment issues etc?
MISCELLANEOUS
30.S" there any other issues to do with police rape investigations that you would
like to comment on?
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APPENDIX D
POLICE INTERVIEWS ON REWA RAPE IIVVESTIGATION
CODE NUMBER:
SECTION 1: BACKGROUND DETAILS
L Age?
2. Gender?
3. Ettrnicity?
4. I-ength of time in the police?
5. Length of time in CIB?
6. Previous involvement in rape complaints?
7. Previous involvement with Joseph Thompson inquiry?
8. Role in Rewa investigation?
9. Length of time in Rewa investigation ?
DATE:
SECTION 2: POLICE RESPONSE TO REWA VTCTIMS
10. Were the women Malcolm Rewa attacked treated by the police as standard rape
victims?
1 l. Any differences 
- 
reasons for these?
12. Do you think they may have received consistently better toeatnent than most
rape complainants?
13. Any exceptions? S/hy? How?
14. what differences were apparent in the treatnnent of the women
- at reporting?
- at statement-taking?
- during the medical
- leading up to the hial?
- during the tial?
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- since lhe tial?
15. To what extent do yotr think these womeu rpoeived ideal police heatsnent and
support?
15. Werc grypf_lhe {votisenns initial complaints not believed q fullyr investigpfpd by
the police? If so,why?
17. Any parallels with viqtius in fhe JosoBh Ttrompson case wbose complaints
seemed initially dubious?
18. Hovv d9 you feel police, nedical and ftial processes impreted sn fhe Re+va
victims?
19. How did involvement wittr these women irnpact on y.ou?
20, Itrhat changes, if any, wouldyou like to see in fhe futrrrc to how pofice proc€ss
rapecomplainanrs?
21. To what extsltt ds differences exist in the case of vietims sf a serial raBist?
22. I\ closing, arly finall commeuts?
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APPENDIX E
WCTIMS/SURVIVORS OF ATTACKS BY MALCOLM REWA
RESEARCH PROJECT
INFORMATION SIMET
Introduction
This research is being conducted for a PhD degree by Jan Jordan, a senior lecturer inCrirninology at Victoria University. The aim of this part of the study is to talk with
women who were attacked by Malcohn Rewa about their experiences in reporting theincident to the police and subsequent court process. It is also possible that this research
may be published in a book aimed at documenting the experientes and survival stories of
women attacked by Rewa.
What is involved
I would like to talk to you for one-two hours, at a time and place selected for you
convenience' You would, howevero be free to end the interview at uny time. With your
pennission, I would like to tape record the interview to ensure accuracy of information.
I would like to hear about why you chose to report the incident to the police and 6ow youfelt you were treated by the police. I would also be interested in hearing your impressions
of the court process' as well as how you felt this entire experience impact"i on your life.
You will not be asked to provide details of the attack itself: however, your permission is
sought to obtain these details from the police (from your file and from your ni"ti* impact
statement).
Confidentiality
Everything you say is confidential and no information which could identify you will bepublished in any form. If you agree to the interview being taped, the tape *itt b" marked
only with a code number or pseudonym, and it will be ustenea to only by myself andpossibly a transcriber. When the research has been completed, the iape will be
electronicaUy wiped, unless you request that it be sent to you.
Feedback
If you would be interested in receiving a summary of the findings from this research,
once the study is complete, please indicate this on the consent form.
Additional information
If you have any questions or would like to receive ftrrther information about the project,
you are welcome to contact me by phone, fax, e-mail, or at the address below:
Jan Jordan, Senior Lecturer, Institute of Criminology, Victoria University of Wellington,
PO Box 600, WELLINGTON
Phone: (04)463 5811; Fax: (04)4955147
Email: jan jordan @ vuw.ac.nz
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APPENDIX F
VICTORIA LTNIVERSITY OF' WELLINGTON
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH
Victims/Survivors Research Project
I have been given and have understood an explanation of this research project. I have had
an opportunity to ask questions and had them answered to my satisfaction. I understand
that I may withdraw myself (or any information I have provided) from this project at any
stage without having to give reasons and without penalty of any sort.
I understand that any information I provide will be kept confidential to the research; and
that the published results will not use my name. I understand that the tape recordings of
my interview will be electronically wiped at the end of the project unless I indicate that I
would like them returned to me.
Please tick one:
I would like the tape(s) of my interview to be electronically wiped at the
conclusion of the project;
I would like the tape(s) of my interview retumed to me at the conclusion of the
project, and to facilitate this will endeavour to inform the researcher of anv
intervening change of address.
I understand that the data I provide will be used in the presentation of a PhD thesis and in
subsequent publications (eg, Articles in academic journals) which may emanate from this
work. I also understand that, should a suitable publisher be found, this material may also
be included in a book.
I understand that the data I provide will not be released to others without prior
consultation and my consent.
Consent
If you are willing to be interviewed, please sign the following statements:
(1) I understand the purposes ofthis research and agree to take part.
NAME:
PREFERRED PSETIDONYM:
SIGNATURE:
DATE:
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Please turn over
(2) I give my eonsent to Jarr Jordan being granted access ro riry'police file airrd victim
impact statement, fur tbe purposes of thi$ Esqar"oh proJeet:
NAME:
SIGNATT.IRE:
DATE:
FHOT{E:
If you rvould lika to reoeive a gu mary of the research ffndiagp at the end of the .study,
please write yourpostal address bElow:
ADDRES$:
419
Name (pseudonym):
Code number:
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Age at time of attack: code actual
*Age now
Relationship Status at time of attack
mani ed/de facto/partnered
divorced/separated/widowed
single
*Now
married/de facto/partnered
divorced/separated/widowed
single
Living situation at time of attack
with parents
with partner
with partner and kids
with kids
alone
flatting
other (specify)
*Now
with parents
with partrer
with parher and kids
with kids
alone
flatting
other (specify)
APPENDIX G
REWA SURITVORS' STT]DY
DATA COLLECTION SIIEET
Date of interview:
T
u
=l
-)
=J
-l
-t
=J
=t
-/
=l
=d
-5
=$
=J
=l
-1
=l
-4
-5
=$
=J
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Race:
Maori
Faeific Island
Faketra/European
Other {srrecify)
=l
=2
=J
=Q,
Oceupation at fimc of attack
*Now
hior c:ontact with poliee
Yes
No
If yes, in whatcontext?
prior dctim
offbndeJ
assoeiate witta offender
other
tr
=1
=2
=l
-a
=J
=4
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PART L: POLICE AND COURT EXPERIENCES
OFFENCE INFORMATION
L. When did the incident occur?:
month
year
2. Was the perpetrator personally known to
you?
Yes
No
Not certain
If yes, what relationship?
3. At the time, did you know or suspect the
attacker was Malcolm Rewa?
Suspected
Knew
Did not know or suspect
(IF 1 or 2, GO TO INITIAL REPORTING)
4. When did you find out the attacker was
Malcolm Rewa?
5. How did you find out?
6, How did you feel when you found out it
was Rewa?
=l
-a
-L
-3
=l
-1
-3
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INITIAL REPORTING
1. Who did you tell first about the incident?
Police
Frierd
Passer By
Partner
Family
Neighbour
Counsellor
Rape crisis/ Help
Other (specify)
Whose idea was it to inform the Potice?
Own =lFriend 
- 2
Passer By 
- 
3Partner 
-- 
4Family 
- 
5Neighbour 
- 6Counsellor =J
Rape crisis/ Help 
- 
8
Other (specify) 
- 9
Police found out =10
in another way
If Police found out in another way,
please give details
OK
annoyed
relieved
other (specify)
Please give details
=l
_,,
-3
={
-6
-J
=$
-9
2.
3a. ff you did not report the incident yourself,
how did you feel about it being reported?
-1
-t
-L
-3
=4
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3b. If you reported, why did you decide to
report to the Police?
felt I should 
-ldidn't want him to get away with it =)
to protect others 
-3
scared of repeat 
-4
other (specify) 
=J
Please provide details
4, How long after the incident was this?
Code in days
If there was a delay, please provide reasons
5. If you reported the incident, how did you
report
phone
in person at police station
other (specify)
=l
_,,
=l
6. IIow would you describe your state of
mind at the time you reported the ineident?
Please provide details
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7. Who did you report the incideut to?
detective
patrol officer
watch house
front desk
other (specify)
don't knodremember
What was the sex of this person
male
female
don't know/remember
Did that matter to you?
Yes
No
Please provide reasons
9. Where did you report the incident to
the police?
at the police station
at home
in the street
from the hospital
other (specify)
8.
=l
=],
=J
={
=J
=$
=l
-a
-L
=3
=l
=l
-r)
=J
={
10. Did you have any support person with you?
Yes 
-lNo 
=2
If non was this offered as an option?
Yes 
-1No =)
Would you have liked to have been given
the option?
Yes
No
-1
-,)
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If yes, who was the support person?
friend
family
counsellor
support worker
partner
other (specify)
Was this helpful?
Please provide reasons
11. How long did reporting the incident take?
I-ess than I hour
I -2 hrs
2-3 hrs
3+
t2. IIow did the police treat you at this time?
understand/sympathy
aggressrve
disbelief
professionaVneutal
cold/ distant
other
Please give details:
=l
-],
-3
-Q
=)
=$
=l
=),
Yes
No
-l
-n
=J
=4
=l
-2
-3
-!
=J
-$
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Were you satisfied or dissatisfied with
the way the Police dealt with you at this
stage?
Very Satisfied =lSatisfied 
-2Dissatisfied 
=J
Very Dissatisfied 
=d
Not sure/cannot say 
-5
Please give details:
L4. Any other comments about reporting the
incident to the police?
INITIAL INTERVIEW (this may be part of reporting)
1. Who interviewed you the first time?
detective =l
reporting officer 
=).other =l
Sex of ofricer?
Male =lFemale 
=),
Would you have preferred an officer of
a different sex?
Yes 
-1No =),
tr
I
I
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Where did this interview take place?
police station
home
hospital/IIELP
othor (specify)
What was the atmosphere like?
cold/clinical
warm/supportive
other
Please provide details
IIow many people were present?
Code actual number
Please provide details
Were you able to tell your account of the
incident as fully as you wanted to at this
time?
Yes 
-1No 
=2
If nof why not? Please give details:
=l
=)
=l
={
=l
=/
=3
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6. IIow would you descnibe your state of
mind at the time of this interview? Please
give details:
7. How long did this first interview take?
Less than I hour
l-2 hrs
2-3 hrs
3+
8. How did the police treat you at this time?
understand/sympathy
aggres$ve
disbelief
professionaJ/neutal
cold/ distant
otfter
Please give details:
=l
=)
=J
=4
=l
=')
=J
=!
=J
=$
9. Did you have any support person with
you?
-l
-1
-L
Yes
No
If yes, who?
friend
family
partner
counsellor
agency worker
other (specify)
Was this helpful?
=l
-a
=J
={
-5
:$
=l
-n
Yes
No
429
Pleaseprovide r€$s_oru
L0. Any other cunments about the first
interview?
11. What oreif anything could be done to
make sueh intGtviewe easier f,or womel?
Please provide detaits
430
MEDICAL EXAM
1. Did you have a medical exam?
Yes
No
If not, please provide reasons
rF NO, GO TO NEXT SECTTON
ff yes, how long did you have to wait
for the exam?
Less than I hour
1-2 hrs
2-3 hrs
3+
What was that like? Please give details:
Was anyone able to wait with you?
Yes
No
If yesn who?
friend
family
partner
counsellor
agency worker
other (specify)
What was the sex of the doctor?
Male
Female
=l
-n
2.
-l
-),
=J
=4
=l
-r)
=l
-1
=3
={
=S
3.
=l
=],
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Did that make a difference to you?
Yes
No
Please give reasons;
4. Who was present during the exam?
Please detail:
5. Where did the exam take place?
Hospital
police station
other (specify)
6. How did the doctor treat you?
understanding/sympathy =laggressive 
-zdisbelief =lprofessionally/neutral 
=Q
cold/ distant 
=5
other
Please give details:
7. How would you describe your state
of mind at the time of the medical exam?
Please provide details:
=l
=l
-2
-3
432
II
I e. Itrore you satislied or disqafiFtiod with
the way,the doctor dcalf with,y.ou?
Very Satisfied
Satisfted
Dfu-satisfled
vrory Disrsuisfied
Not sure/eannotsay
Pleace glv.e details:
9. AUJ other sommcntsaboutthe medical
eram?
=t
=24
--4
=5
433
II\"ITIAL REPORTING/ INTERVIBW PROCESS/ MEDICAL EXAM
1. How long was it (after reporting/intervied
medical) before you could go home?
Less than t hour
1-2 hrs
2-3 hrs
3+
How did you feel about this?
Please provide details
How did you get home?
own transport
police car
public transport
other(specify)
How did you feel about this?
Please provide details
=t
=2
=J
={
-t
-2
=J
=Q
2. If the attack occurred at your home, were
you inconvenienced at all by the police's
need to obtain evidence from the scene?
=t
=2
Yes
No
If so, how?
Was any of your property retained?
=l
-2
Yes
No
3.
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If yes, specify what
IIow did you feel about this?
Please provide details
IIas it been returned?
Yes
No
If no, specify why
SUPPORT AGBNCIES
1. Did you have any contact with any support
agency??
Yes
No
Which one(s)?
If yes, were you satisfied or dissatisfied
with the way they dealt with you?
Very Satisfied =lSatisfied =2Dissatisfied =J
Very Dissatisfied ={
Not surey'cannot say =J
=l
-2
=l
_,)
Please give detailsl
What more could they have done?
ST]BSEQIIENT INTERVIEWS WITH TIIE
POLICE
1. Did you have more than one interview with
the police?
Yes
No
-1
=/
If yes, code numbu" I
and please give details of why:
If^yes, was it the same interviewing
oflicer throughorrt?
Yes
No
IIow did you feel about this?
Please give details:
=l
-2
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Were you required to take part in any
procedures designed to help the police
identify the olfender (such as identikit
pictures, ID parades etc)?
Yes
No
How did you feel these were handled
by the police
IIow did they affect you?
DURING ANY INTERVIEW WITH THE
POLICE
1. Were you asked questions about your prior
sexual history at any stage?
Yes
No
If yes, please give details:
Were you asked questions you considered
inappropriate at any stage?
=l
=2
=l
-2
2.
Yes
No
If yes, please give details:
=1
_,)
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3. $ny olher comments about policeinterviews?
4. Did lle poJice ever behave in a way you
considered inappropriate ?
Yes
No
If yes, please give details:
5. Did 
_the police-tell you at any stage what
would be involved in a prosCcution?
Yes
No
Don't remember
Please give details:
6. tlow did you feel about what they said?
=l
_,)
=l
=).
=l
438
OUTCOME OF REPORTING
1. What contact did vou have with the Police
after reporting?
Regular
Inegular
Was that at your initiative or theirs?
My initiation
Their initiation
Both
Please give details of the nafure and
extent of this contact:
Do you feel you were kept informed of
the progress of events by the Police?
Yes
No
If no, please give details:
Did you feel you received sufficient
feedback on the usefulness of the
information you supplied to the Police?
Yes
No
Please give details:
=l
-)
=l
_,,
-3
2.
-l
-).
3.
-1
=)
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4. Did the Police tell you when Rewa was
arrested?
IIow did you feel about this?
-t
-2
Yes
No
What charges were laid against Rewa
relating to his attack on you?
When, and how, did you hear about
these charges? IVere they discussed with
you?
rlow did you feel when you were told
about the-charges to be laid relating to
your case?
How did you feel when you heard
about all the other gharges he was facing
in relation to the other women he attackid?
6.
7.
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COURT AND TRIAL PROCESS
1. I{ow did you feel when Rewa pleaded
not guilty after the depositiont hsaling?
Were court procedures explained to you?
Yes =lNo =2
If yes, who explained them to you?
police
victim lqpport
rape cnsrs
help
prosecutor
other (specify)
What did it involve? What were you
told?
When did
(specify)
you frrst meet the prosecutor?
Did you feel prepared about going to
court?
Yes
No
Whv?
=1
=)
=J
={
=J
=S
-l
=/
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5. Did y.ou understand all the proeedureo?
Y'e 
=1No 
=2
Why? lThat could havo been different?
6. Did auyone aeconrpamy you to court?
Yes
No
If non was thio your choice? How
did you feel about fhat?
(F N0, GO TO:QUB$-IION 7)
If ye+ rvho went with y.otr?
fr,iend
family
counsellor
RCIEEI-P wo-r{<er
petner
other (speclry)
lTas thein attcndgnse het1ful?
=l
-n
=1
=/
=3
=4
=5
=$
,M)
T
7.
8.
9.
Were you informed about who would be
in Court?
Yes 
=lNo 
=),In part 
=J
How many people were present?
code actual number (if known)
Did you know who everyone was?
Who were the ones you knew?
Yes
No =1
=),
10. IIow did you feel about the presence of
the defendant? Did you look at him?
How was he behaving?
t1. Were you given
a witness before
preparation for being
the trial hearing?
=l
-,)
Yes
No
If yes, who gave you this preparation?
police
victimflpport
rape cnsls
help
proseeutor
other (specify)
=t
-n
=l
=4
=J
=$
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12. Pbq you gave evidence, how did youfeel about the presence of people in court?
13. P!"q you gave evidence, how did you
feel about the presence of the defendant?
L4. $oqdjd you flel generally about seeingthe defendant?
15. Generally, how did the judge treat you?
How did the prosecutor treat you?
IIow did the defence counsel treat you?
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16. How did you feel generally about grving
evidence?
Were you asked questions you thought
irrelevant?
Yes =1No =2
If yes, can you give me any examples?
Were you asked questions you thought
offensive/ insulting?
Yes
No
If yes, can you give me any examples?
Did you have to answer questions about
your prior sexual experience?
If yes, how did you feel about this?
=l
-n
-L
=l
-t
Yes
No
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17. IIow long did it take to give your evidence
and/or to be cross-examined?(her perception)
18. Did you feel that your evidence was
accepted? WhyAilhy not?
L9. Did the defendant give evidence at the
trials?
Yes
No
Don't know
If yes, did you listen?
Yes
No
IIow did you feel about what he said?
20. Did the jury find Rewa guilty on the
charges involving you?
Yes
No
Eow did this make you feel?
=l
=2
=3
=l
-,,
=l
=)
M6
tr
II sENTENcTNG
1. Did you attend the sentencing?
Yes
No
whv?
=l
-,,
If you didn't, would you like to have
attended?
Yes
No
Why/why not?
=l
=)
Was anyone with you?(specify)
2. Did you feel your experience of the
offence was appropriately considered in
the sentencing decision?
Why/Why not?
3. Did you agree with the sentence?
Yes
No =1
-,,
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whv?
{oul{ you have liked to have spoken toMalcolm Rewa? ff so, what would vou
have wanted to say?
CHANGES
L. What could be done to make this process
easier for women?
Arethere any changes in procedure you
would like to see?
A,re there any other comments you would
like to make about the court prbcess?
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OVERALL SATISf,'ACTION WTTH POLICE
1. Overall, now that the court case is over,
are you satisfled with the way the Police
dealt with your complaint?
Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not sure/cannot say
Please give details:
Would you advise anyone in a similar
sifuation to contact police?
Yes
No
Unsure
If no or unsure, please give details:
Would you advise anyone in a similar
situation to contact a support agency(specify which)?
Yes
No
Unsure
If yes, please give details:
=l
=)
=l
={
-5
2.
-1
-2
=J
3.
=l
_.'
=J
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FIN'AL COIbTII{ENTS
1. 4lre fhere any final eomnrcnts you world like
tomake?
Please give details:
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APPENDIX H
RBWA SURYTVORS'STT]DY
PART 2: EFFECTS AND RECOVERY
Name (pseudonym):
Code number:
AFTERMATH OF INCIDENT
1. What impact did the incident have on:
your life generally?
Please give details:
Date of interview:
your work:
Please give details:
your money and finances:
Please give details:
your relationship with family members:
Please give details:
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your relationship with friends, neighbours, etc:
Please give details:
your relationship with your husband/partner:
Please give details:
your capacity for sexual intimacy:
Please give details:
your leisure time:
Please give details:
perceptions of safety:
Please give details:
your health - mental and physical
ftlrobe sleep, appetiten depression,
anxiety). Please give details:
452
2. IIow are you feeling about the incident now:
Please give details:
Re: In yourself
Re: Malcolm Rewa
Re: Police
Re: Prosecutor
Re: Defence lawyer
Re: Jury
453
Re: Judge
3. What impact did involvement with the criminal justice process have on
you?
Please give details:
4. (i) IIow did you feel about the way in which the media presented
information about your case?
(ii) IIow did you feel about the way in which the media presented
information about the trial in general?
(iii) How did you feel about the way in which the media presented
Malcolm Rewa?
EFFECT OF KNOWING TIIERE WBRE OTIIER YICTIMS
1. During the lead-up to the trialn how aware were you of the other
victims whom Rewa had attacked?
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How important was it to you to know of their existence?
2. During_the trial itself, how aware were you of the other victims
whom Rewa had attaeked?
How important was it to you to know of their existence?
3. Did you see any of these women at the courtroom during the trial?
If yes, how did that feel? whato if anything, did you notice about them?
4. Since the trial, have you met any of the other women whom
Rewa attacked?
If yes, how has that felt for you?
455
\
\
Has meeting these women helped your recovery process? If so, how?
If no, would you have liked to? Why/why not?
5. Have you met any of the other people involved in the trial
since it finished?
lf so, who? What was this like for vou?
TMPACT ON FAMILY/TRIENDS
1. lvhat impact did your being attacked have on those crosest to you(partner, family, friends, etc)?
Please give details in relation to:
(a) Your husbandlpartner (if relevant)
(b) Your former husband/partner (if relevant)
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(c) Your children (if relevant)
(d) Your parents
(e) Your friends
(f) Your colleagues/work mates (if relevant)
How did it affect their behaviour toward you?
How were you affected by the way they reacted?
What affects did it have on your relationship?
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4. Has this changed over time? If so, how, and with what effect?
5. what-do you think helped them the most in coming to terms with
what happened to you?
What else would have been helpfuUuseful?
6. Ifow was your own behaviour towards those closest to you alfectedyour having been attacked?
Please give details in relation to:
(a) Your husband/partner (if relevant)
(b) Your former husband/partner (if relevant)
(c) Your children (if relevant)
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(d) Your parents
(e) Your ftiends
(f) Your colleagues/work mates (if relevant)
TIEALING AND RECOVERY
L, what would you say !re!pe{_you the rnost in terms of your hearing
and recovery from 'his incident?
(i) How important was the role of the police in this process?
(ii) IIow important was the trial in your recovery process?
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(iii) How important was counselling/therapy?
(iv) IIow important was support from:
- your friends?
- and./or your partner?
- and/or your family?
- and/or your colleagues?
2. Is there anything else which you think helped in your recovery?
3. What do you feel you needed the most during this time?
Do you feel as though you received this? Why/Why not?
4. What was the hardest part of the recoyery process for you to get
through?
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whathelpg{ you the most in getting through this (or hwat wouldhelped you)?
5. Do you feel as if your recovery process is complete? why/why not?
If not, what do you think will be necessary for you to feel its complete?
6. Do you feel there have been any positive outcomes which have
e5nerged from this-experience foi you? If soo which, and how have
they been positive?
7. rs.there aly piece of advice which you wourd rike to give women
who may be recovering from similar attacks?
8. Are there any other comments you would like to make in closing?
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Buckground
The pnlicy has been designed and developed with the
nssistance ol represcntatives from medical practitioner
grrnrps, counsclling ngcncies and communiLy grorrps. Itprovides lhe polic.v and printiplcs forthe prnctice-and proce.
durcr for llre invcstigntirrn of ADULT scxual ansnuli. An
;rtlrrlI means o pcrson lT 
.vcars and oldcr.
Wht,re crrnrplaints nre reccived that victims who nre
undcr l7 ycnrs hnve ht,en sexually asscultud, sLatT must
firlf ow thr'.supnrntc Polir.y nnrl Gui<lclin* frtr th< Inveili1lc .
t irur ul' ()h ilil Surc/Alirsl nrrrl.St,riuur phys it,a I A6rarc. Note
thnt vicLims who nre undcr l? yenrs 
-o.v .u,n" within thcadult rcgime in sonrc. circumnLances, nnd thot, in those
circumsLnnccu, lhu invcsl,ignt ion process l'olluws tha ndult
sexrrnl ussnull. polity.
Whcrc thr: ndrrlt ir intellcctunll.y disnblcd. they should bc
d_cnlt with undcr thc Prljo,o nil Gukldinrs fitr thi !nu,xtigo-titn nf Chill .Sr,ruol Alarr oni Stinus p,rr.ysir,a/ AAriv.
Scction ?lJC ofthc Dvidcncc Act I g0!t rlLxvs pcoplc who hnvc
nn intcllcctunl disnhility to bc takun thnrugh tlie cvidcnlial
intcrvicw proccss.
This pulicyun ndult.rc.rual assnult investigotions MUST
hc rcad in conjunction wilh the Manunl ofBesi proctice, andin cunjunction with the \ticLimr of Crime pulicy ond tho
Famil.v Violence Prrlic;-. Thc policl,applies 
"quoil-" to lruthmcn nnd women.
Dcfinitions rfirr tht prrrp4sr.s rrf Ihis prrlir.r.r
Sexual sssault: A crime ofsexual nnture, ss defined in
the Crimes.{nlendment Act tNo 3r l9Bg.
Support person is the specially tmined person fronr a
crisis-counselling ng?nc-v or group that suppr,rt_r Eesual
as.-aul t ricti ms. or a tra i nsd ;esual aisa ul t counsellor. rvhere
there are no Eroups arailable who support vicrims. -The
Fupporr person's group or roun:rllrrr will hnr.e been idenri.
fied in the local agleement.
Adult sexual Assault lnvestigation policy
gation procedures, as delined in section ,1.3 ofthis policy. andis rhe police mernber who conducts the formql int.rvl"* 
"nJtakes tht' stnlement from the victim.
- 
Therc ruill be a lwo year lead. in linte finnr tlrc dale
of opproual from the Poliee Etecutite Com,nitfee forlh-e traiilng. of police officers kt meel the requirrrrurrt,
of a lroined inuestigalo.,
I Polit..y Principlcs
1. I Thc Policc ncknowludge thc dcstrrrctive gan5gq11gng..
of ndult scxuol n-qsnult,, nnd thnt [hc safuty of Lha
victim is pnramount.
l.Z Thc Police will trcut l,hc rr:porterl scxunl sssaul! ulnn
odult, nn a serioun criminol tct which will l:o invcst!
gatr.d. and when cvidcnce is nvnilnhlc, congidcr pros-
ecution.
1,3 Thrrl. when the nlleged scxual nssault is rcportcd
within ssvcn days of thc incidunt, *uch cu.olnint
.will be given priority, whenevcr puxsihle.
1.4 Perpetrotrtrs of adult nesuul assnul! must be beld
occounLnble for thcir oclions.
1.5 The Police will be the lend ngcncy in any criminnl
tnvestigstion. The police will take an inter-agency
approach and will work cooperalivel.v with appioued
medical practititrners and I I,Rriety of groups cnd
individuals that support rictims inclurli.-ng iwi anJ
Maori groupa.
t,6 .{n inter.agencl'approach Lo the invertigation and
mBnagement of adult sesuol a.ssault casee will en.
hance protection ofihe ndult victim. occountabilitv of
an.v offender, and rejntegration ofthe victim into ihe
communitv.
| 1.7 ThelnstituteofEnr.ironmentalscienceandResearch| | ESR 
' 
m u*t be consul ted whan fcrrensic infrrrmntion isI required.NoLe that the victinr ma1. alsrr chooae to har.e another
person present. including from famil.r'. whanau, iu,i, hapu or
Maori group member, ocquainlonce or any other person.
f .8 .4 sworr police member, who has received specialised
training in adult sesual assault investigation proce.
dures, must undertake adult se.rual assault investi-
gations, including conducling the furmsl interviervTrsined Invbstigaion .4, sworn police memher n,ho has
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lVherer,er possible, the selection olPolice personnel
and procedures must recogniBe and reflect the diver.
sitl.of the conrmunity, victims and their families.
Consultation with the victim should occur throush-
out an.v decision mahing process.
t.ll The Police response to tle needs of the uictim is
aimed st:
I ensuring earl-r, intervention and marimum
protection;
ii siding the victim's long term recoven from
the trauma; and
iii ensuring the victim's cooperation rvith the
investigation through !o contpletion.
The Police Commitment
Police hnve four main functions in sexunl nssault
investigatione:
I to ensure the safetv of the vietiml
2 to invcstignte and, when evidence is avnil.
able, cmsider prosecution;
to coordinnte lhe support for the l.ictim. and
)reep the vicLim infornrd aIthe progrese ofthc
invenl.igntion ns far ns possible; nnd
4 to iden ti ly [hose responcible frrr ollcnding nnd
cnsure they rre hcld sccounhrhle.
District Manogers shull;
2.2,1 cnsuru l,hat nll fruntline, nnd wutchhouse
slaffundur thcir contrul nru lrnincd in tnking
ini[iul ac:rual oreault complaint actirrn and
dunling rvi lh victimri, includi ng Moori victimx;
2.2,2 ensurr that sulficient nnd suitnlrlc invexLign-
tion B[ofTEre full-v trained in nll anpucLs ofthc
invcstigation of adult selual assault. includ-
ing pmiocols wilh other agencien including
Mnori;
2.2.3 cunsiderthesettingupofndultsesual nssnult
investigatiun teoms;
2.2..1 ensure tha! invesligoting stoff receive super-
rision by an appropriare NCO;
2.2,5 ensure that this NCO monitors the rvork and
devel6pmgrl ofstnlTto ensure stoffhave the
appropriate attributes required for the inues.
tigatinn ofadult selual agsault complaints;
2,!,6 recognise that investigetions of all sesunl
assault complainls can br emotionally de.
mandingon staflEnd ensure thst supervisors
monitor the psychological welfare of statT.
The Police Trauma Polic.r.must be adhered ro;
and
2.2.7 noLe that the CIB shall, in general terms: be
responsible forthe investigation of adult sexual
Bssault complaints. 8.1 Police personnel who inuestigate or have responsibil-
ity for these investigations should possess the follow.
ing specific knowledge, skills nnd aitributes:
Communication Centre managers :hall:
2.3,1 ensure thatcommunication cenrre stnff under
theircontrol are trained in takinginiiial sexua,l
assault complaint action and dealing with rie-
tims, including lr{aori victims.
District Manager ruill be responsible for:
2,4.1 implementing this poliey:
2.4,2 ensuring thst appropriate facilities qnd IIEI{
kiLq are available:
2.4.8 appoinring Adult Sexual Assault Coordina-
tors in their districGl
2.4,4 emplo-ving Crown Solicjtors, s,here necessnry,
for prosecuting cases;
2.4.5 in consultation Mth the chief medical oflicer
ensuring thst doctors who have hnd specinl-
ised training in the examinntiun ofsuspected
victims ofsexual assoult, such as police Medi-
cal Officers and DSAC Doclors. nre nvnilnble
for such exnminations; nnd
2,d.6 ensuring, in conjunc[ion with thcir Adult
Serunl Assault Coordinntors, that locnl agree-
nrenh nre in plnee wilh support ngcncies to
ensure [hot enrly ansiRtnnce is prouidcd to rrll
vicl,img.
Agency Responsibilities during thc invrxtigalinn
nrc ns follows:
2.5.1 Policc nre rorpunsiblc ftr theinrrxtigotion ul
critninnl offtncax, including the forunsic srrnt
catuintrlion, cull.uut uf lhc tpcchilly trainn!
n*tliaal pr:rctilittnrr. aonilucling llw fornn!
ittlen'iau' and lahing lhe uit'lin's xlol.,nLutl.
llrc pruxecultn nf lhr {funilcr, aucl callul ol
tht xuppor! pcrson;
2.5.2 Support pcrBorr, namely the crisis coun.
selling agencies snd the trained people in
groupe that support viclims, End lhe
trained individunl serual assault crisis
counsellors are rcsponsible forc n-suring thal
the victim reecirrcs cririr suppurt. annsc,lling
and the initiation of theropt, The xupptrl
person may need. lo etlentl lhdr supFort th lhe
r,ictinr'* imnrcdiatu fomily, u,hanou and other
fanily nrembcra:
2.5-3 Specially trainedi Medieal Practiiloners
are responsible for both the /ore nxit or stancl.
ord nedical cranination ol tlv odull,. and
2.5.,t ESR, in conjunction u-i!h the Police, is resoon.
sible for /arcn.sic s cen c eto ni tati un.
Sel eet ion ofPersonnel for Ad u I t Sexuol Assaul t
lnvestigations
D
2.1
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3.1.1 be arvare ofthe needs ofadult sexual assault
victimsi
3.1.2 be I rRined inrestigator:
3.1.3 possess communication and interr.ier skills.
and be able to use these in sensitit'e situations:
3,1,,{ possess knorvledge and understanding ofsp*.
cialist agencies' roles and responsibilities rvith
potenrinl to liaise and build professional sork-
ing relationships s'ith othersl
3,1,5 possess knorvledge of the trauma that con
result from this t1.pe ofvictimisation. and that
this can include a range ofemutions and reac.
tions;
3.1.6 possess knorvledge and understandir:g of is-
sues pnrticularto vicLirns rvho identif-v ns Maori;
and
3.1.? posress knorvledge ofrelerant laws and prac.
ticc as rclnles to irdultselual as*ault investi-
gntions.
Trnining
Trnined poliuc invrHtignlors uru ussun[i;rl for thc
srrcccssful furrctiotring of this pulic_v,
Thexe lrained invcstigukrrs muat hir\i(r fully undcr.
gone thc rpecirrlircd trnining into nll nspcclu ofadult
strxulrl ts$rult invu*tignl,irrn procrdurcs, including
protrrcols wi[h otherngencius including Mnuri. before
boerming rcspunxihlc firr an.y nuch invrrstigationu..
Thc Rcruarch nnd Dcvclopmtr! (iroup nt Lhe pulicc
Training DirecLorlta hos the responsihility frrr dcvcl-
oping this spccinlirred trnining pnlgrlmm(r.
Trained inr.estignl.orr should bc encuurngcd b nltend
fiubsequsnt on-guing lrnining nppropriate to their
rrceds.
The locol Adult Sc:runl Assnult Corrrdinnt.urs, in cun-junction wilh othcr apecinlist local agencies, must
facilitalt join! on.going training. supported hy Dis-
trict Training Sections who should sssist by provid-
ing resources to ensure that these training nueds nre
me!.
Procedures - Investigation Management
Receipt. Initial Action and Eyaluation ofComplaints
5.1.1 l\hen the Police receire a report ofsuspected
adult sexual assault, it :hould be referred as
soon as possible to a trained invesrigator.
5.1.2 Rrtrere a trained inr.estigator is not atailable
at that time to deal with a eomplainr, and it
is necessary that initial action investigation
or interven!ion proceed os a matterofurgency,
then the must suitable police personnel should
be iosted.
I I I r t l l t I I r I t I t I t I I I t l, I t l I I r I r I F!,"r,f:{^"",,,"'
Wirile the initial action slrould be con:pleted as
-qoon as practicable, the formal intervierv and
Etatement taking can be completed at I later
date by a trained investigntor.
The complaint should be then handed over to
a trained invesrigator u.ithin trto da1.s. for
completion, including conducting the fornral
inten'ierr and taking lhe statemenl front the
victim.
6.1.3 A trained invest.igator is responsible for plan-
ning the inr.estigntion.
\rictim Safet;rJ.Z
6.2,1 Given that in oll coses the first prioril.y is the
safet-v and protection of lhe victim. the police
must ensure thot all victims hnve a support
person/s during the interview process. The
victim cnn request the suppurt persnn/s prcs-
ence in the medicnl exnnrination. This person
must be from an identilied sesunl asnault
support grrrup or traincd scxunl assnult coun-
nollor.
Thu viclinr nrny choosr kr hnve nnothur person
prexent. This nluy include nn iwi, hnpu or
whnnnu nremher.
5.2.2 The victi nrs huvr' Lhe choi re uf dccidi ng rvhcthcr
rrr not Lo pnrcted witlr n ftrrmnl complrrinl.
Police nhould odvirre victirns nborrt uvnilnhlt,
nssistnnce, whnlcvcr dccixirn ix rt rrchud.
6.3 lnturviuw und lnvcltigatiun
5.3.1 Thc formul inlerviuw and turking ofl,hc stute-
mt'nl ix n critical pnrt uf the invcstigrrlirrn
pnrcens, nnd I nucccrsful prrnecrttion ufxe:rrr:rl
ollcnccn cun oflcn hinge on [his, Thenrfurc
cunducting l,hu formfll in[crvicw und Laking uf
the ntntement from n sexull nssnult viclim
must only he tukun b-v a truinr:d invcstigolor.
5.,3,2 The lurmal inten'iew and tnking nf the stnte-
monl may be dclu-vrrd to ncsommodnte ltrc
msdicnl nnd cmotional netd.q of the victim.
5.3.3 Such an inten,iew of thc viclirn munt be con-
ductcd in an area thet is appropriate, comfort-
nbl e, secure. private and safe and not a 6uFpect
inten'iew ruom.
6.3,,1 Should the victim withdrarv lheir cuntplaint.
the investigatiun and prosecution ma.r con.
tinue depending on lhe cireurnstances, Jf the
decision ig madc to conrinue. the r.ictim must
be inlormed.
5,3.5 For a guide to investigntion procedures, refer
to the $lanusl ofB€st Practice. The Criminal
lnrestigative Anallsis tClA, proces; must be
considered rhnrughout the inr,estigation. The
inlormation musr be collared in the correct
lornrat.
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5.4 l\,ledicalesanrination
rln reference to responsibilitt'refer to 2.4.S1
5.1.1 Dnet.ors rvith speciolised training in the ex-
aminntion of suspected i.ictims of sexual as.
sault. such as DSAC Doctors nnd police lr,tedi-
cal Ofiicer.s. are the preferred nredical practi-
tiuners.
6.2
6.t
6.3
D.+, l.l If the gender ofthe esanrining doc.
tor is identified b.v the r.ictim as an
issue. then erer.v attempt should be
nrade to meet the victim's wishes.
5,d,2 Ifthe ullegedcexual assault ie reported within
seven da.r,s ofthe inciden t, t he forerrsic medical
esaminntion, using the approved Medicol Er-
amineliun Kit IME!( r. must Lake place as soon
ns possible. and heftrrr the formal interview
nnd tnkihg of the stntemenr.
6..1.3 If the nlleged sesunl nssnult occurred mnre
thnu scven dnys prior l,o the incident reporLed,
cunsidcrntion should bc given to conducting n
frrrensic or n stnndnrd medical c:runrina[iun of
ilre victim. The trnincd invcstigatrrr should
nrnke l,his decigion in consultnl,iun with n orr.
ft:rrcd medical prnctitirrncr und./or ESR, behrrp
lhe I'rrrrnal intun'it w nnd llking of lhc stnt(J-
nrtrnI is corrducLrd.
5.{.4 Whnre n forrnxic nrttlical csnmirrulion of nn
ndult is considr.rtd nces*:rry, Lht victim should
be rul'crrcd to I prc[crrt,d mr.dicnl prnutitioncr
by l,hc trnincd invcstigntor lor l,hnt oxnminn-
' [ion.
5,.1,5 Thc dnc[ur'n fce is n policr rcuponrihility and
puyntt'nt will bc mndc within thu policu sclle
ofleen, whcrc, as par! of thc In vestigation.
thcre wus a policc rcferral frrr n mcdicnl
cxnminution,
The Offender
The inton,iotv nnd an.r prosccul,ion of Lhc ollendcr nre
a Pulice rcnpnnsibili!-v.
Relcr trr thc Mnnunl ofBcst Prncticr lur a descriotion
of upcratirrnal prnccdures.
In ordcr !o provide the mnximurn safetv pos.sihle ftrr
the victim. pulice officerr mu.st euure thn t the Victim
nfOffences.{ct I9?7 nnd lhe Domestic ]'iolence Act
l99i are adhered to. pnrticulor.l.v in relntjon to hail
conditioos. eonsrrlting wi$ the victim. custodial rtn-
tus nnd relea-.e dntes.
Legal .{ction
Ifn pruserution ir- not proceeded rvith. the ren;on; ftrr
not proceeding must be carefully explained to the
complainant either b-v the Officcr in Chargr. of the
case or the Coordinator of Adult Sesucl Assaull
Investign tions.
7.r
I t I I I I t t t I I t t I t r t t l r l I I r t I I I l I ll f,t["*,f::muni,ies
7,2 Crorvn Solicitor must be enrplol,ed for
7.2.1 indietablejurisdiction cases;
7.!.2 in depositiorrs, and in suntmarl. jurisdiction
cases. u,here appropriate: and
7.!.3 at the preliminary hearing shen an applica.
tion is made to lhe court for the victim to
appear Bs a rvitness et depositions. rvhere
approprinte.
8 Focilities and Equipment
8.1 lnterriewingFacilities
8. l.l The District Manager is responsible for ensur.
ing lhut an appropriate venue is nvnilnble lor
intenierving adull. gesunl ns.snul l, conrplnin.
onrs.
8.2 Medicul fnciliLies
8.2.1 The District M nn nger is resporrsihla fur ensur-
ing thor t,he speciolist mcdicnl prnctitionurs
undortakc the medical exnminntions of vic.
tims in surronndi ngt thIt are ronrfortnble und
non.tlrrea[ening to the victim. Thc fncilitv
should bc ndcquntel.y r:quipped nnd tvaihrblc
24 hrrurs a dny.
8,2.2 Thc mcdicnl cxnnrinution ofthc victinr shoulrl
hc cunductud in nn nn.a thnt is npproprinle,
comforLnhlc, sccurc. privnte itnd snfc rrnd not
in rrnms whure mcdical cxaminrrliunx of sus.
pcct6 oro cnrricd out.
8.2..3 lf mt:dicnl esrminltirrn ftrcililicx for victirns
nru hr be ci [unlcd in policc ntn t ionr, l,hcn priur
uppnrvul nrust hc oh|:rinrrd from the lUico
ChiefMudicnl Advisrr for thcsr fircilitics.
Stutistics
To cnsurc Police are wcll placcd to dcnl with thc
volumu nnd the seriuu*nrss ofsdult scxunl onsault
crimes, aecurote ond up tu dnLe qunlity inlormntiun
aboul tho victim nnd ollander ir required to dcLer-
nrine lrends and develup s,v.rLems Ur enhnnce investi-
g!l.ion practice8 and pruct'dures.
(Jffcnccs rhall be promptl.r- entertd. in the urruol
nranncr. with family violence related ullences be.
ing entered via the Furnilv \rirrlence Reprrrr. pol {fr0.
Historical Complnints
Giten thet reports rrf adult se.-unl ae.tault can be
nrede to the Police ionlr yenrs nfter the inciclent. the
Pllice responrc to such compln,int5 rvill tnke inro
conrideratirrn fnctorr- .iuch ns:
. Chuice mada ll.v the sietirn: evidrn ce lffcrud hv
thc victinr: nvail abi lity rrfother eri dr,ncc: ar.ail'-
ahiliLy lf witnesses: legnl prcctdcnls: the of-
Lt
9.2
r0
t0.l
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Adult Sexual Assault Investigation Pollcy
Continued from page 14
12 Adrdiltl*tndton
f 2.t The Mannger CIE;$qrlofl Group hae the admtni+
trative responriibility for the poliey eotitled ?nuer4-.
potioa ol Adult Swual,A*...aul!8..
Pe(er Doane
Comzrlccioasr of F, olJce
Ta arrist FNILQ in any,surucye of re:tl,ral Essault r,{ctims.
Tp act ag liuiron people for dir+eminntion of nntional
fender's ruxpunse; and lilttlihood of,cllntinr,red
otrlending
Conrrdtation with the $:ctirn i.s.a priurity tlixrughtrut
the invo*tigatiun profess. anddeli$ioi8rmunt.be surdc
ih ccnrultqtion ti,lth tha viciim end the Crxrdtnatsr
Adult Serual A.cnaelt Ineeltigntiorls.
Qp-tronc avai!$le for:reeslu.tlsn of corrlplqlntg
In amplaintt where lhe allegfi! se*,un! cnsaut{ is
rdpor,t€d l{tittrin se$en d,ay5 6615" to"tdeol the fcrllow-
iag oplions for reoolutiun Ol adult S_e*,uoi acsnult
ini:e$iEitiotu are qvailablel
t Inriestigation and pra*eeutioni fuU invgstiga,
tion and qy.Ery;6gi rrcprdinglhcqonplaint and
tallring to thc olleriden,f,EcardinE the csri-
plaint arrd taki-ng no qther toliee action; rF
cording the complainrand relenring the victi rn
and offender for crunsalling.
Fe: hlstor{csl complainrs. tht .rptiont srailable lor
rewlulion inelude:
r R€rarding ttia comp,lni,nt ard tolhing ro thg
ol ender.r"erording the cornplaint and tnklng
rur Other'poliie aitioni-reaording the complai.nt
an,ll referrirlg thevictim.and offender for coun-
sallinlr warni.n$'r prorecutlng the offenaler.
.{ppendix 1
Soxual r{srault DiFtldat CdoFdinetotl
Rergrneribilifiesr
I To lioisc witlr all appropriate tocnl support ogcneies tp
cnrure that Policc poll-(y,ls being comdi*d wiih,
I To li*ige nrith loral polir:e meditol o,f rcers and DL$r{C
duc{ors to ensur" !h.et Police poliqr i,g being eoraplied
*irh,
B Ts ensurelhnt hrcal tre',ining ih lii[e $.i(h netionql dlrec.
Iiue$, is beingcarird out,
4 Tocn.urz.t$at.lrllicient locallyttullili,ed p0!,ice.memberg
are irr place to gstisfr lrccl demsndr.
6 Trr monitor performance oirrsioed ."r"b*r, it, eneure
thet t hey are performirg ietjsfletorily, ond inxtilute the
Traurna PolicS, rvhen required,
6 Tu. monllor sl complaint.liler to ensutsE t hat (hc p.digi ig
being adherrtl lo.
Lt-t
7
I
bnd inforyhgrion, I
Ten.OneNa trflil6 Felrrwtt l9g8 F.oryq t5
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